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PREFACE 

Under the terms of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, the State 
of Alaska is required to monitor all jails, detention facilities, correctional facilities and nonsecure 
facilities to insure compliance with provisions of the Act restricting (1) placement of status 
offenders and nonoffenders in any secure detention facility or correctional facility, (2) detention 
of status offenders, nonoffenders and juveniles alleged to be or found to be delinquent in 
institutions in which they have regular contact with incarcerated adults, and (3) detention of 
juveniles in any jail or lockup for adults. 

This manual is designed to provide detailed procedures for annual identification and 
classification of the monitoring universe, inspection of facilities, collection, verification and 
analysis of data, and preparation of monitoring reports. It is intended for use both as a training 
guide and as a reference source for use during the annual monitoring effort. Part 1 contains 
detailed guidelines for annual monitoring. The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act 
of 1974, as amended through December 31, 1989, is reproduced in Part 2. Part 3 includes the 
Formula Grant regulation and other regulations governing the monitoring process. The 
monitoring plan for Alaska, prepared in 1988, may be found in Part 4 under the title "Alaska's 
System for Monitoring Compliance With the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act." 
Parts 5 through 8 contain, respectively, the results of the audit of Alaska's compliance monitoring 
system conducted by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) in 1987, 
the jail removal plan (revised) submitted by the state in 1987, the state's three year plan, also 
submitted in 1987 and, finally, the monitoring report for 1989 - the latest year for which data are 
available - detailing Alaska's level of compliance with the deinstitutionalization, separation and 
jail removal provisions of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. 

In addition to these materials, relevant policy statements, legal opinions and regulations 
are contained in Volume 1 of the Formula Grants Program Manual prepared by the Office of 
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention in conjunction with Community Research Associates. 

The materials in that document should be consulted whenever questions concerning monitoring 
practices and/or interpretation of regulations cannot be resolved based on information in the 
present volume. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

MONITORING GUIDELINES 

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (JJDPA) provides for annual 
distribution of federal Formula Grant funds among states which comply with the eligibility 
requirements specified in the Act. To be eligible to receive formula grants, each state 
must submit a plan for carrying out the purposes of the Act. As described in Section 
223(a) of the JJDPA, the plan submitted by each state must provide for a system of 
monitoring jails, detention facilities, correctional facilities and nonsecure facilities to 
ensure that (1) juveniles who are status offenders or nonoffenders are not placed in secure 

detention or correctional facilities (deinstitutionalization), (2) juveniles alleged to be or 
found to be delinquent and juveniles who are status offenders or nonoffenders are not 
detained in facilities in which they have regular contact with incarcerated adults 
(separation) and (3) no juveniles are detained in any jail or lockup for adults Uail 
removal): 

Sec. 223. (a) In order to receive formula grants under this part, a State shall 

submit a plan for carrying out its purposes applicable to a 3-year period. Such plan shall 

be amended annually to include new programs, and the state shall submit annual 

performance reports to the administrator which shall describe progress in implementing 

programs contained in the original plan, and shall describe the status of compliance with 

State plan requirements. In accordance with regulations which the Administrator shall 

prescribe, such plan shall--

(l 2)(A) provide within three years after submission of the initial plan that 

juveniles who are charged with or who have committed offenses that would not be 

criminal if committed by an adult or offenses which do not constitute violations of valid 

court orders, or such nonoffenders as dependent or neglected children, shall not be placed 

in secure detention facilities or secure correctional facilities; and 

(B) provide that the State shall submit annual reports to the Administrator

containing a review of the progress made by the State to achieve the deinstitutionalization 

of juveniles described in subparagraph (A) and a review of the progress made by the State 

to provide that such juveniles, if placed in facilities, are placed in facilities which (i) are 

the least restrictive alternatives appropriate to the needs of the child and the community; 

(ii) are in reasonable proximity to the family and the home communities of such juveniles;

and (iii) provide the services described in section 103(1);

(13) provide that juveniles alleged to be or found to be delinquent and youths

within the purview of paragraph (12) shall not be detained or confined in any institution 

in which they have regular contact with adult persons incarcerated because they have been 

convicted of a crime or are awaiting trial on criminal charges; 

(14) provide that, beginning after the five-year period following December 8,

1980, no juvenile shall be detained or confined in any jail or lockup for adults, except 
that the Administrator shall, through 1993, promulgate regulations which make exceptions 

with regard to the detention of juveniles accused of non-status offenses who are awaiting 

an initial court appearance pursuant to an enforceable State law requiring such appearances 
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within twenty-four hours after being taken into custody (excluding weekends and holidays) 
provided that such exceptions are limited to areas which--

(A) are outside a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area,
(B) have no existing acceptable alternative placement available, and
(C) are in compliance with the provisions of paragraph (13);
(15) provide for an adequate system of monitoring jails, detention facilities,

correctional facilities, and non-secure facilities to insure that the requirements of paragraph 
(12)(A), paragraph (13), and paragraph (14) are met, and for annual reporting of the 
results of such monitoring to the Administrator, except that such reporting requirements 
shall not apply in the case of a State which is in compliance with the other requirements 
of this paragraph, which is in compliance with the requirements in paragraph (12)(A) and 
paragraph (13), and which has enacted legislation which conforms to such requirements 
and which contains, in the opinion of the Administrator, sufficient enforcement 
mechanisms to ensure that such legislation will be administered effectively. 

--Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, Section 223(a)(12), (13), 
(14) and (15)

The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP), established within 
the United States Department of Justice by the JJDP Act, is authorized to prescribe 

regulations consistent with the Act and to award or deny formula grants. The Formula 
Grant regulation promulgated by OJJDP requires each state to submit a plan for annually 

monitoring jails, lockups, detention facilities, correctional facilities and nonsecure 
facilities and identifies four basic tasks which are central to the monitoring process: 

28 CFR Part 31. 303 
(t) Monitoring of Jails, Detention Facilities and Correctional Facilities. (1)

Pursuant to section 223(a)(15) of the JJDP Act, and except as provided by paragraph 
(f)(7) of this section, the State shall: 

(i) Describe its plan, procedure and timetable for annually monitoring jails,
lockups, detention facilities, correctional facilities and non-secure facilities. The plan 
must at a minimum describe in detail each of the following tasks including the 
identification of the specific agency(s) responsible for each task. 

(A) Identification of the Monitoring Universe. This refers to the identification
of all residential facilities which might hold juveniles pursuant to public authority and thus 
must be classified to determine if it should be included in the monitoring effort. This 
includes those facilities owned or operated by public and private agencies. 

(B) Classification of the Monitoring Universe. This is the classification of all
facilities to determine which ones should be considered as a secure detention or 
correctional facility, adult correctional institution, jail, lockup, or other type of secure or 
nonsecure facility. 

(C) Inspection of Facilities. Inspection of facilities is necessary to ensure an
accurate assessment of each facility's classification and record keeping. The inspection 
must include: (1) A review of the physical accommodations to determine whether it is a 
secure or nonsecure facility or whether adequate sight and sound separation between 
juvenile and adult offenders exists and (2) a review of the record keeping system to 
determine whether sufficient data are maintained to determine compliance with section 
223(a)(l2), (13) and/or (14). 
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(D) Data Collection and Data Verification. This is the actual collection and
reporting of data to determine whether the facility is in compliance with the applicable 
requirement(s) of section 223(a)(12), (13) and/or (14). The length of the reporting period 
should be 12 months of data, but in no case less than 6 months. If the data is self
reported by the facility or is collected and reported by an agency other than the State 
agency designated pursuant to section 223(a)(l) of the JJDP Act, the plan must describe 
a statistically valid procedure used to verify the reported data. 

--28 CFR Part 31.303(f)(l)(i) 

A plan for monitoring compliance with the JJDP Act has been developed by the Justice 
Center at the University of Alaska Anchorage, working in conjunction with the State of 

Alaska, Department of Health and Social Services, Division of Family and Youth 
Services. The monitoring plan - described elsewhere in this volume under the title 

"Alaska's System for Monitoring Compliance With the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention Act" - outlines the general method which has been devised for completion of 
each of the monitoring tasks referenced above, identifies the principle barriers to im
plementation of the monitoring plan and summarizes violation procedures. The 
monitoring plan provides for annual updating of the monitoring universe and classification 
of facilities, inspection of one-third of all facilities each year, and a data collection and 
verification process which includes sampling of facilities for data collection, verification 
of self-report data, and data analysis. The JJDP Act, the Formula Grant regulation and 

the monitoring plan should all be studied carefully prior to initiation of the annual 
monitoring process and they should be referenced whenever questions arise regarding 
monitoring policies and procedures. 

The monitoring guidelines which follow provide step-by-step instructions for completion 
of all monitoring tasks. They are intended to help you understand each of the activities 
which comprise JJDPA monitoring and to give you a detailed outline of procedures to 
follow. They do not supersede any regulation promulgated by OJJDP, however, and 
procedures should be altered as necessary in order to comply with regulations or legal 
opinions promulgated subsequent to preparation of this manual. 

A checklist of monitoring activities may be found in Appendix A. Normally, activities 

should be undertaken in the order in which they are described and each activity should 
be completed prior to commencement of the next one. 
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II. STARTUP/INITIAL CONTACTS

Prior to beginning any other activity, it will be necessary to document your authorization 
to inspect facilities and examine records and to make initial contacts with key individuals. 
You will need to obtain written authorization from the Youth Corrections Administrator 
at the Division of Family and Youth Services (DFYS) to examine confidential records 
pertaining to juveniles and to inspect facilities under the authority granted to the 
Department of Health and Social Services (DHSS) under AS 47.10.150, AS 47.10.160 
and AS 47.10.180. You will also need to obtain authorization from the Rural/Village 
Public Safety Officer Enforcement Unit Administrator for the Alaska State Troopers, the 
Contract Jail Administrator for the Department of Public Safety, the Commissioner of 
Corrections, the Administrative Director for the Alaska Court System and the Director 
of the North Slope Borough Department of Public Safety to examine records and conduct 
inspections at facilities under their respective jurisdictions. The VPSO coordinator for 
each of the 13 regional nonprofit Native associations established by the Alaska Native 
Claims Settlement Act should also be contacted in order to notify them of your plans to 
inspect facilities in each region and to solicit their cooperation. Functionally, these 
activities will also initiate the process of identifying and classifying the monitoring 
universe, collecting data and inspecting facilities. 

A. Youth Corrections Administrator, Division of Family and Youth Services

A letter of authorization addressed to each of the following should be prepared for 
the signature of the Youth Corrections Administrator, Division of Family and 
Youth Services. Each letter should be mailed immediately following the initial 
telephone contact with each individual, as described below: 

Rural/Village Public Safety Officer Enforcement Unit Administrator, 
Alaska State Troopers 

Contract Jail Administrator, Department of Public Safety 
Commissioner of Corrections 
Administrative Director, Alaska Court System 
Director, North Slope Borough Department of Public Safety 
VPSO Coordinators, Regional Nonprofit Native Associations 
Regional Administrators, Division of Family and Youth Services 
Superintendents, Juvenile Detention Centers 

The Youth Corrections Administrator should also be requested to begin the 
process of updating the list of juveniles previously adjudicated delinquent for 
possession or consumption of alcohol, as described in Section VII(C)(2) of these 
guidelines. 
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B. Rural/Village Public Safety Officer Enforcement Unit Administrator, Alaska

State Troopers 

A letter, to be mailed to the commander of each detachment of the Alaska State 
Troopers (AST) and to each Trooper having village oversight duties, should be 
prepared for the signature of the Rural/Village Public Safety Officer Enforcement 
Unit Administrator, Alaska State Troopers. The letter should explain the 
monitoring process, verify your authorization to inspect lockups and examine 
booking records, and direct Troopers and Village Public Safety Officers (VPSOs) 
to cooperate with the monitoring effort by mailing booking records to you and 
allowing you to conduct on-site inspections. 

The Rural/VPSO Enforcement Unit Administrator should also be asked to provide 
a current list of each of the following: 

Village Oversight Troopers 
Village Public Safety Officers (VPSOs) 
VPSO Coordinators, Regional Nonprofit Native 

Associations 

C. Contract Jail Administrator, Department of Public Safety

A letter, to be mailed to the superintendent of each municipal jail with which the
Department of Public Safety (DPS) contracts for detention services, should be
prepared for the signature of the Contract Jail Administrator, Department of Public
Safety. The letter should explain the monitoring process, verify your authorization
to inspect facilities and examine booking records, and direct facility
superintendents to cooperate with the monitoring effort by mailing booking records

to you upon request and allowing you to conduct on-site inspections.

At this time, the Contract Jail Administrator should also be requested to provide
a comprehensive list of state-contracted jails for use in identification of the
monitoring universe, as described in Section III(B) of these guidelines.

This is also the appropriate time to arrange with the Contract Jail Administrator
to photocopy Client Billing Sheets (the detention records forwarded to DPS by

each contract jail) at the Department of Public Safety for use in data collection,
as described in Section V(C) of these guidelines.

D. Commissioner of Corrections

A letter, to be mailed to the superintendent of each Department of Corrections
(DOC) facility authorized by DOC policy to detain juveniles, should be prepared
for the signature of the Commissioner of Corrections. The letter should explain
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the monitoring process, verify your authorization to inspect facilities and examine 
booking records, and direct facility superintendents to cooperate with the 
monitoring effort by allowing you to conduct on-site inspections and by providing 
any requested information pertaining to the monitoring effort. 

At this time, the Commissioner of Corrections should also be requested to provide 
a current list of Department of Corrections facilities as well as a statement 
indicating which facilities are permitted under DOC policy to detain juveniles and 
certifying that other facilities are prohibited from detaining juveniles under any 
circumstances. (See Section III(C) of these guidelines for a description of these 
procedures). 

This is also the appropriate time to arrange with the Commissioner of Corrections 
to have DOC generate a computer printout containing pertinent monitoring data, 

as described in Section V(D) of these guidelines. 

E. Administrative Director, Alaska Com1 System

A letter, to be mailed to appropriate personnel at any court that maintains a 
holding area which meets the definition of a lockup as provided in the Formula 
Grant regulation, (see Section IV of these guidelines for definitions of facility 
types), should be prepared for the signature of the Administrative Director, Alaska 
Court System. The letter should explain the monitoring process, verify your 
authorization to inspect holding areas and examine admission records, and direct 
court personnel to cooperate with the monitoring effort by mailing admission 
records to you and allowing you to conduct on-site inspections. 

This is also the appropriate time to request that the Administrative Director 

identify any court holding areas which meet the definition of a lockup. (See 
Section III(D) of these guidelines for a discussion of this procedure). NOTE: 
Only one court currently maintains a holding area meeting the definition of a 
lockup, and access to this facility for both data collection and inspections is 
provided by the Alaska State Troopers. The procedures described in this section 
may therefore be omitted unless the Administrative Director indicates that holding 
areas in one or more additional facilities meet the definition of a lockup. 

F. Director, No11h Slope Borough Department of Public Safety

A letter, to be mailed to the Public Safety Officer in charge of each lockup 
maintained by the North Slope Borough Department of Public Safety, should be 
prepared for the signature of the Director of the North Slope Borough Department 
of Public Safety. The letter should explain the monitoring process, verify your 
authorization to inspect facilities and examine booking records, and direct Public 
Safety Officers at each facility to cooperate with the monitoring effort by allowing 
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you to conduct on-site inspections and providing any requested information 
pertaining to the monitoring effort. 

At this time, the Director should also be requested to provide a comprehensive list 
of lockups operated by the North Slope Borough Department of Public Safety for 
use in identification of the monitoring universe, as describe in Section III(E) of 
these guidelines. 

This is also the appropriate time to arrange for submission of booking records for 
each lockup operated by the North Slope Borough Department of Public Safety, 
as described in Section V(E) of these guidelines. 

G. VPSO Coordinators, Regional Nonprofit Native Associations

Representatives of each regional Native nonprofit association should be notified 
by telephone and/or by mail that the annual monitoring effort is proceeding and 

that village lockups in the region will be contacted regarding data collection and 
inspection of facilities. Notification of the VPSO coordinators for regional Native 
nonprofit associations is a recommended courtesy whenever village research is 
conducted, and VPSO coordinators who are aware that the monitoring is taking 
place can be of assistance if they are contacted by Village Public Safety Officers 
(VPSOs) or municipal police officers who have questions regarding authorization 
to release data or permit inspection of village lockups. (Note: As explained in 
Section III(A) of these guidelines, it is also advisable - as a complement to the 
survey of village oversight Troopers used in identification of the monitoring 
universe - to ask the VPSO coordinator for each regional Native nonprofit 
association to identify lockups with which he or she is familiar. Since some VPSO 
coordinators may be aware of facilities which are not known to oversight 

Troopers, this procedure can help identify additional facilities which should be 
added to the monitoring universe). 
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ill. IDENTIFICATION OF THE MONITORING UNIVERSE 

A list of all facilities currently included in the monitoring universe is contained in 
Appendix B. Facilities are divided into juvenile detention centers, juvenile holdover 
facilities, adult jails, adult correctional facilities and adult lockups. The year in which 
each facility was last inspected for compliance with the JJDP Act is noted, as is the most 
recent assessment of the presence or absence of sight and sound separation of juvenile and 
adult inmates. 

A systematic effort to update the monitoring universe by identifying any newly opened 
facilities which might hold juveniles and any facilities which are no longer in opera
tion must be conducted each year. The following procedure should be used to identify 
facilities to be added to or deleted from the monitoring universe: 

A. Village Oversight Troopers, Alaska State Troopers

All village oversight Troopers statewide should be surveyed by telephone to 
determine the location of all municipal jails and lockups in each region. Each 
oversight Trooper should be asked to list all communities within his or her 
jurisdiction and to indicate the presence or absence of an adult lockup (as defined 

in Section IV of these guidelines) or any other resource for secure confinement of 
either adults or juveniles in each community. Where the oversight Trooper is 
unable to indicate the presence or absence of a jail or l9ckup in each community 
named (this is most likely to occur with respect to very small villages in which law 
enforcement services are provided by a small municipal police department, rather 
than by a Village Public Safety Officer or State Trooper), the respondent should 
be asked to provide the name of a person within the detachment or in the 
community itself who may be able to provide the requested information and the 
individual named should then be contacted and requested to provide the 
information. This process should be repeated until the presence or absence of a 
jail or lockup is indicated for all communities. A questionnaire to be used in this 
survey is contained in Appendix E. (Note: It is also advisable to ask the VPSO 
coordinator for each regional Native nonprofit association to identify lockups with 
which he or she is familiar. It is possible that some VPSO coordinators may be 
aware of facilities which are not known to oversight Troopers). 

B. Contract Jail Administrator, Department of Public Safety

A current list of municipal jails with which the Department of Public Safety 
contracts for detention services should be obtained from the Contract Jail Ad

ministrator, Department of Public Safety. This list should be compared with the 
listing of adult jails in the monitoring universe (Appendix B). Each facility 
identified as currently providing contract jail services for adults, but which is not 
already in the monitoring universe, should be added to the monitoring universe. 
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Each facility which is not included in the current list of contract jails should be 
removed from the monitoring universe if it is no longer in operation or reclassified 
as another type of facility (see Section IV of these guidelines for classification 
procedures and definitions of facility types) if it continues to be used for detention 

purposes. 

C. Commissioner of Corrections

A current list of adult correctional facilities should be obtained from the Office of 
the Commissioner, Department of Corrections (DOC). The Commissioner of 
Corrections should also be requested to indicate which facilities are permitted by 
Department of Corrections policy to detain juveniles and to certify in writing that 
Department policy prohibits detention of juveniles under any circumstances in 
other DOC facilities. Each facility included in the current list of DOC facilities 
which is not already in the monitoring universe should be added to the monitoring 
universe along with an appropriate notation indicating whether or not the facility 
is authorized to detain juveniles. Each facility which is not on the current list of 

DOC facilities should be removed from the monitoring universe if it is no longer 
in operation or reclassified as another type of facility (see Section IV of these 
guidelines for classification procedures and definitions of facility types) if it 
continues to provide detention services. Changes in Department of Corrections 
authorization for individual facilities to detain juveniles should also be 

appropriately noted in the monitoring universe listing in Appendix B. 

D. Administrative Director, Alaska Court System

The Administrative Director of the Alaska Court System should be asked to 
identify any courts that maintain a holding cell or other area which meets the 

definition of a lockup as provided in the Formula Grant regulation. (See Section 
IV of these guidelines for definitions of facility types). Only one court (in Delta 
Junction) currently maintains a holding area meeting the definition of a lockup, 
and access to this facility for both data collection and inspections is provided by 

the Alaska State Troopers. Any additional facility which is found to meet the 
definition of a lockup should be added to the monitoring universe. 

E. Director, North Slope Borough Department of Public Safety

The Director of the North Slope Borough Department of Public Safety should be 
asked to provide a current list of lockups maintained by the North Slope Borough 
Department of Public Safety. Each facility which is not already in the monitoring 
universe should be added to the monitoring universe and each facility which is no 

longer in operation should be removed from the monitoring universe. Each North 
Slope Borough facility (except the contract jail at Barrow) which is not included 
on the current list of adult lockups but which continues to provide detention 
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services should be reclassified appropriately. (See Section IV of these guidelines 
for classification procedures and definitions of facility types). 

Arrangements should also be made at this time to have booking records for each 
lockup operated by the North Slope Borough Department of Public Safety mailed 
to you and/or to schedule site visits to conduct inspections and collect data. (See 
Section V(E) and Section VI(A) of these guidelines). 

F. Youth Corrections Administrator, Division of Family and Youth Services

A current list of all juvenile detention centers, juvenile correctional facilities and 
juvenile holdover facilities should be obtained from the Youth Corrections 
Administrator, Division of Family and Youth Services. The Youth Corrections 
Administrator should be requested to obtain a certification from the Director of the 
Division of Family and Youth Services that all foster homes and child residential 
care facilities licensed by the Division are nonsecure, except for any facilities 

which have been granted permission to operate a locked room under the provisions 
of 7 AAC 50.053(e). A current list of facilities which have been granted 
permission to operate a locked room should also be obtained from the Youth 
Corrections Administrator. Each listed facility which is not already in the 
monitoring universe should be added to the monitoring universe and each facility 
which is no longer in operation should be removed from the monitoring universe. 
Each facility which is not included on the lists provided by the Youth Corrections 
Administrator, but which continues to provide detention services, should be 
reclassified appropriately. (See Section IV of these guidelines for classification 
procedures and definitions of facility types). 
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IV. CLASSIFICATION OF THE MONITORING UNIVERSE

Facilities added to the monitoring universe each year should be provisionally classified 
based on comparison of usages with appropriate federal definitions wherever possible. 
Facilities which are not already classified by one or more state agencies in a manner 
which is amenable to comparison with federal definitions should be provisionally 
classified according to an assessment of the appropriate classification based upon all 
available information. 

The following definitions relevant to classification of facilities are included in Section 103 
of the JJDP Act: 

Sec. 103. For purposes of this Act--

(10) the term "construction" means acquisition, expansion, remodeling, and

alteration of existing buildings, and initial equipment of any such buildings, or any 

combination of such activities (including architects' fees but not the cost of acquisition of 

land for buildings); 

(12) the term "secure detention facility" means any public or private residential

facility which 

(A) includes construction fixtures designed to physically restrict the movements

and activities of juveniles or other individuals held in lawful custody in such facility; and 

(B) is used for the temporary placement of any juvenile who is accused of having

committed an offense, of any nonoffender, or of any other individual accused of having 

committed a criminal offense; 

(13) the term "secure correctional facility" means any public or private residential

facility which--

(A) includes construction fixtures designed to physically restrict the movements

and activities of juveniles or other individuals held in lawful custody in such facility; and 

(B) is used for the placement, after adjudication and disposition, of any juvenile

who has been adjudicated as having committed an offense, any nonoffender, or any other 

individual convicted of a criminal offense. 

--Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, Section 103(10), (12) 

and (13) 

The Formula Grant regulation provides the following definitions relevant to classification 
of facilities: 

28 CFR Part 31.303(f) 

(2) For the purpose of monitoring for compliance with section 223(a)(l2)(A) of

the Act a secure detention or correctional facility is any secure public or private facility 

used for the lawful custody of accused or adjudicated juvenile offenders or non-offenders, 

or used for the lawful custody of accused or convicted adult criminal offenders. 
--28 CFR Part 31.303(()(2) 
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28 CFR Part 31. 304 

(b) Secure. As used to define a detention or correctional facility this term

includes residential facilities which include construction fixtures designed to physically 

restrict the movements and activities of persons in custody such as locked rooms and 

buildings, fences, or other physical structures. It does not include facilities where physical 

restriction of movement or activity is provided solely through facility staff. 

(c) Facility. A place, an institution, a building or part thereof, set of buildings

or an area whether or not enclosing a building or set of buildings which is used for the 

lawful custody and treatment of juveniles and may be owned and/or operated by public 

and private agencies. 

(m) Adult Jail. A locked facility, administered by State, county, or local law

enforcement and correctional agencies, the purpose of which is to detain adults charged 

with violating criminal law, pending trial. Also considered as adult jails are those 

facilities used to hold convicted adult criminal offenders sentenced for less than one year. 

(n) Adult Lockup. Similar to an adult jail except that an adult lockup is generally

a municipal or police facility of a temporary nature which does not hold persons after they 

have been formally charged. 

--28 CFR Part 31.304(b), (c), (m) and (n) 

In practice, a secure facility is defined as a residential facility which provides a place 
where a person's movement can be restricted by closing and locking, blocking or barring 
a door or other construction fixture in such a fashion that the person may not leave the 

room. Cuffing rails, etc. do not by themselves constitute secure confinement under this 
definition. A facility should be classified as nonsecure only where there is no room or 
other place in the facility - as described by facility staff (for provisional classification) or 
as observed during on-site inspection - which is designated for confinement and which can 
be locked, blocked or barred so that a person inside cannot leave. All other facilities 

should be classified as secure. 

Municipal jails which provide detention services under contract with the state are 
authorized to detain adult inmates pending trial and should therefore be provisionally 

classified as adult jails pending inspection. Rural holding facilities which do not operate 
under contract with the state are not authorized "to detain adults charged with violating 
criminal law, pending trial" or "to hold convicted adult criminal offenders sentenced for 
less than one year" and therefore do not meet the definition of adult jail contained in 28 
CPR Part 31.304(m). Thus, such facilities should be provisionally classified (pending on

site inspection) as adult lockups. 

Facilities operated by the Department of Corrections are designated by the state as adult 
correctional facilities and meet the definition of "secure correctional facility" contained 
in Section 103(13) of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. Any new 
Department of Corrections facility added to the monitoring universe should therefore be 
provisionally classified as such pending on-site inspection. (Note: The entry for each 

Department of Corrections facility in the monitoring universe listing in Appendix B 
should also include an appropriate notation indicating whether the facility is authorized 
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by Department of Corrections policy to detain juveniles, as discussed in Section III(C) 
of these guidelines). 

Each secure facility must be inspected at least once every three years to ensure that 
its classification remains adequate. This inspection will be conducted in conjunction 
with other aspects of the inspection of facilities, as discussed below. 
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V. DATA COLLECTION

Monitoring for jail removal, deinstitutionalization and separation will normally entail
collection of data directly from original admission/release records or certified
reproductions of original records. Note that all photocopied booking records submitted
by mail must be accompanied by a signed certification that the records submitted
represent a complete and accurate record of all persons detained at the facility during the
monitoring period. The certification form used for this purpose may be found in Ap

pendix E.

The data collection process will be initiated contemporaneously with identification of the
monitoring universe. In many instances, persons contacted regarding the monitoring
universe will be requested at the same time to arrange to have facility booking records
photocopied and mailed to you.

A. Juvenile Detention Centers

The superintendent of each juvenile detention center operated by the Division of
Family and Youth Services should be requested to provide a copy of the facility's
admission log covering the monitoring period, along with a signed certification of
authenticity. Some facilities submit data on a log-type form which is not an
admission log; data submitted in this fashion constitute self-report data and must
be verified as described in Section Vl(B) of these guidelines. Note: Although
some facilities operated by the Division of Family and Youth Services contain
treatment units which are separate from the detention units, it is not necessary to
obtain admission data from treatment units because all juveniles entering these
facilities (including those placed in treatment units) must be admitted through the
detention units, each of which maintains admission data for all juveniles housed
in the facility in which it is located.

B. Juvenile Holdover Facilities

The juvenile probation office in Kenai should be requested to submit admission
records for all juveniles detained in the juvenile holdover facility located at the
Kenai Police Department. No other secure juvenile holdover facilities are
currently included in the monitoring universe.

C. Adult Jails

As noted in Section II(C) of these guidelines, the Contract Jail Administrator,
Department of Public Safety should be requested to arrange to have all Contract
Jail Client Billing Sheets made available for you to photocopy at the Department
of Public Safety (DPS) building in Juneau and a site visit should be scheduled for
the purpose of copying these records. Because all Contract Jails are required to
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submit these records to the Department of Public Safety, it is more efficient to 
photocopy them at the DPS building, rather than to request each facility to submit 
data separately. Since the records obtained from the Department of Public Safety 
will be photocopied from original records, it will be necessary for the Contract 

Jail Administrator to certify in writing that the records are complete as required 
under the contract DPS has entered with each jail. 

D. Adult Correctional Facilities

Department of Corrections records are maintained on computer and juvenile 
records are not accessible at the individual facilities. The Commissioner of 
Corrections should be requested to designate a person to generate a computer 
printout containing the name, birthdate, race, sex, admit date/time, offense(s) and 
release date/time of each person admitted to every Department of Corrections 
facility authorized by Department policy to detain juveniles, and to provide a copy 
of the printout and a signed certification of authenticity. (Note: a procedure for 
identifying adult correctional facilities which are authorized by Department of 
Corrections policy to detain juveniles is described in Section III(C) of these 
guidelines; facilities which are not authorized to detain juveniles - as certified in 
writing by the Commissioner of Corrections - are exempt from annual 
monitoring). 

E. Adult Lockups

The monitoring plan describes a procedure for generating a stratified cluster 
sample of adult lockups to be monitored each year. In practice, however, all 

lockups which can submit data by mail should be monitored; the procedure 
described in the monitoring plan may be used to generate a representative sample 

of facilities for on-site data collection if the number or geographic distribution of 
lockups which cannot submit data by mail is such that this procedure would be 
more efficient than random sampling. The method for sampling facilities for on
site data collection is discussed in Section VI(A) of these guidelines. 

Each Alaska State Troopers (AST) post, Village Public Safety Officer (VPSO) or 
municipal police department which operates an adult lockup should be contacted 
by telephone and requested to provide photocopies of booking records for the 
monitoring period. The Director of the North Slope Borough Department of 
Public Safety should be requested to designate a person to collect copies of 
booking records for the monitoring period from the adult lockups in Anaktuvuk 

Pass, Atqasuk, Kaktovik, Nuiqsut, Point Hope, Point Lay and Wainwright 

and to mail them to you along with a signed certification of authenticity for each 
facility. Rural Alaska State Troopers (AST) posts should be contacted regarding 
data collection and inspection of adult lockups in Cantwell, Delta Junction, Fort 

Yukon, Glenallen, Tok and any other community where the AST post is 
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determined to be responsible for operation of the facility. Village Public Safety 
Officers should be contacted regarding data collection and inspection of adult 
lockups in all other communities for which a current VPSO is listed in the printout 
obtained from the Rural/Village Public Safety Officer Enforcement Unit 

Administrator, Alaska State Troopers. (See Section II(B) of these guidelines). For 
all remaining adult lockups, the village police chief or, if necessary, another 
municipal official (e.g. city manager) should be contacted regarding data collection 
and inspection, except where another agency is determined to be responsible for 
operation of the facility. 

A current listing for the North Slope Borough Department of Public Safety is 
included in the mailing list contained in Appendix D. However, due to high 
turnover among personnel and shifting supervisory responsibility at most adult 

lockups, these facilities are not included in the mailing list. Current listings 
(including names, addresses and telephone numbers) for rural Alaska State 
Troopers (AST) posts and municipal police departments are contained in the latest 
edition of the Journal of the Alaska Peace Officers and Associates, which may be 
obtained from the Alaska Peace Officers Association (see Mailing List). Listings 
for municipal officials (including law enforcement personnel) may also be found 
in the latest edition of the Alaska Municipal Officials Directory. published by the 
State of Alaska, Department of Community and Regional Affairs. 

Records maintained at adult lockups vary widely. Facilities which maintain 
admission records containing the name, birthdate, race, admit date/time, 
offense(s), and release date/time of each person detained during the monitoring 
period may simply mail you a copy of the printout and a signed certification of 
authenticity. It may not be possible for some facilities to submit data by mail, in 
which case the person in charge of the facility should be advised that a site visit 

may be required. Facilities which do not maintain admission records, or which 
maintain records which do not contain all information specified above, should be 
sent a copy of the Juvenile Detention Data Reporting Form (see Appendix E) and 
instructions regarding its use. 

The person in charge of each adult lockup which is due for inspection during the 
current monitoring effort should be notified that an inspection will be conducted 
and, to the extent possible, arrangements should be made to schedule inspections. 

The person in charge of each lockup for which data cannot be submitted by mail 
should be notified that a site visit may be required. 

Following the initial telephone contact with each lockup, a letter should be mailed 
to the person in charge of the facility, explaining the monitoring process, 
identifying the specific records/data which should be submitted, reinforcing the 
importance of timely submission of data and inviting the person to contact either 
you or their supervisor if there are questions concerning the monitoring itself or 
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authorization to release records to you. Each letter should be accompanied by a 
copy of the initial authorization letter sent by the Youth Corrections Administrator 
to the Rural/Village Public Safety Officer Enforcement Unit Administrator, Alaska 
State Troopers. A copy of the certification of authenticity should be enclosed for 
the person to sign and return with the data. A pre-addressed 8 1/2" x 11" mailer 
should also be provided for submission of data. 

Because it is likely that some facilities will not respond to the initial request for 

data, it will be necessary to make follow-up calls to facilities which do not submit 
data within a two-week period following the initial contact. If mail-in data have 
not been received within a two-week period following the follow-up call, the 
facility should be entered on a list of facilities which cannot submit data by mail, 
from which a 50 percent sample will be drawn for on-site data collection. The 
procedure for selecting facilities for on-site data collection is described in Section 
VI(A) of these guidelines. 
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VI. SITE VISITS/INSPECTION OF FACILITIES

Excluding any adult correctional facilities which are expressly prohibited by documented 
Department of Corrections policy from detaining juveniles (see discussion in Section 
III(C) of these guidelines), one-third of all secure facilities in each classification category 
must be inspected annually. It may also be necessary to schedule site visits to some 
facilities in order to collect data. In addition, self-report data must be verified on-site at 
10 percent of all facilities which submit self-report data. 

A. Selecting Facilities for Site Visits

Generating a sample of facilities to schedule for site visits should proceed as 

follows: 

• Excluding facilities which have been included in the monitoring universe
for two years or less, all facilities which have not been inspected during
the previous two years must be visited. A list of such facilities should be
compiled based on the inspection dates indicated in the Monitoring
Universe listing in Appendix B.

• One-third of all facilities in each classification category which have been
added to the monitoring universe during the current monitoring period, and
one-third of all facilities in each category which were added to the
monitoring universe during the monitoring period immediately preceding
the current one, must be inspected. The facilities selected for inspection
may be chosen on the basis of their proximity to other facilities scheduled
for inspection or on other appropriate criteria; representative sampling is

not required. Note, however, that facilities which must be visited to collect
data, etc., should be included in the inspection sample.

• A random sample of 50 percent of facilities (stratified by type of facility)
for which data are determined to be available but which cannot submit data
by mail must be generated. The procedure described in the monitoring
plan for generating a stratified cluster sample of adult lockups to be
monitored may be employed for this purpose if the number or geographic
distribution of lockups which cannot submit data by mail is such that this

procedure would be more efficient than stratified random sampling.

• Each facility which may provide adequate separation of juvenile and adult
offenders should be inspected during the first full year following its addi

tion to the monitoring universe or its claim to have achieved separation;
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• Each facility for which an appropriate provisional classification is not
apparent should be inspected during the first full year following its addition
to the monitoring universe;

• Facilities for which there is evidence of a possible change of classification
should be inspected during the first full year following submission of such
evidence;

• If the sample generated through the procedures outlined above includes
fewer than 10 percent of facilities which submitted self-report data in the
current monitoring period, additional facilities must be added to ensure a
10 percent sample of these facilities.

B. Conducting Site Visits

Facilities selected for site visits should be scheduled for visitation at a time which 
is convenient for both facility staff and monitoring staff. Efficiency is improved 
to the extent that facilities which lie on a single commercial air carrier route are 
scheduled sequentially for site visits. It is therefore recommended that current 
flight schedules for all local airlines and air services in each region of the state be 
obtained prior to scheduling of site visits. These flight schedules should be 
examined carefully to determine optimum sequencing for site visits. 

Initial contact with each facility which has not already been contacted regarding 
data collection should be by telephone, followed by a letter explaining the 
monitoring process and the nature of the inspection and accompanied by a copy 
of the initial letter of authorization sent by the Youth Corrections Administrator 
to the Rural/Village Public Safety Officer Enforcement Unit Administrator (Alaska 
State Troopers) or other appropriate official. 

Each facility visited during the current monitoring effort should be inspected. As 
explained in the Formula Grant regulation: 

28 CFR Part 31.303(f)(l)(i) 
(C) Inspection of Facilities: Inspection of facilities is necessary to

ensure an accurate assessment of each facility's classification and record keeping. 
The inspection must include: (1) A review of the physical accommodations to 

determine whether it is a secure or non-secure facility or whether adequate sight 
and sound separation between juvenile and adult offenders exists and (2) a review 
of the record keeping system to determine whether sufficient data are maintained 
to determine compliance with section 223(a)(l2), (13) and (14) of the JJDP Act. 

--28 CFR Part 31.303(f')(l)(i)(C) 
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Additionally, the Formula Grant regulation requires on-site verification of self
report data: 

28 CFR Part 31.303(f)(l)(i) 

(D) .... If the data is self-reported by the facility or is collected and

reported by an agency other than the State agency designated pursuant to section 

223(a)(l) of the JJDP Act ... a statistically valid procedure [must be] used to 

verify the reported data. 

--28 CFR Part 31.303(f)(l)(i)(D) 

For each facility visited, notes should be prepared which contain, at a minimum: 

• A general description of the jurisdiction in which the facility is located.

• A description of who (which agency) administers the facility.

• A general description of the facility, the services it provides and the clients
it serves.

• A description of the security provisions and methods of supervision at the
facility and a determination that the facility meets (or fails to meet) the
definition of a secure facility as provided in the Formula Grant regulation.
(See Section IV of these guidelines for definitions of facility types).

• A hand-sketched diagram of the facility, including the "juvenile area" of
adult facilities.

• A detailed description of the provisions for sight and sound separation in
adult facilities and a determination that separation of juvenile and adult
inmates is adequate (or inadequate). The Separation Monitoring Report
Form in Appendix E should be used for determination of the adequacy of
separation. A copy of the form completed at each facility should be
forwarded to the Division of Family and Youth Services upon completion
of annual monitoring.

• A detailed description of the admission data reviewed. The following
procedures should be followed in examining admission records:

(1) At each facility from which mail-in data have not been received
prior to the site visit it will be necessary, first, to determine
whether detention records containing adequate monitoring data are
systematically maintained for all persons placed in secure
confinement and, if so, to collect the requisite data for all juveniles
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detained at the facility during the monitoring period. (The Juvenile 
Detention Data Reporting Form contained in Appendix E should be 
used for this purpose). 

(2) At each facility for which a photocopy of the facility's booking log
has already been submitted by mail, you should compare not less
than 10 percent of entries in the booking log with booking records
contained in appropriate case files to verify the accuracy of
information entered in the booking log. You should also examine
a sample of not less than 10 percent of all case files which might
include data pertaining to instances of detention during the current
monitoring period to determine whether a booking log entry has
been made each time a person has been detained at the facility.

(3) At facilities which have submitted photocopies of individual
booking records, rather than a booking log, at least 10 percent of
case files which might contain data pertaining to instances of
detention during the current monitoring period should be examined
on-site to verify that a booking record has been submitted for every
instance of detention during the monitoring period.

(4) If the facility has submitted self-report data (i.e. any data which are
not contained in certified reproductions of original records
generated at the time of detention), a sample of not less than 10
percent of entries should be compared with original records to
determine the accuracy of information reported in the self-report
data, and a sample of not less than 10 percent of case files which
might contain data pertaining to instances of detention during the
current monitoring period should be examined to verify that all
instances of detention have been reported.

(5) For each case examined at all facilities, booking records should be
carefully examined to verify that the individual was actually placed
in secure confinement, as defined in Section IV of these guidelines.
A juvenile who has been "booked" at a facility, but who has not
been placed in secure confinement should not be reported as a
violation of any requirement of the JJDP Act.

• A list of findings in relation to the admission data reviewed.

• A description of the documents examined to verify any instances of
detention which might constitute valid court order exceptions to the
deinstitutionalization requirement of the JJDP Act and a photocopy of each
document supporting designation of an instance of detention as a valid
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court order exception. Verification of valid court order exceptions will 
require examination of facility records pertinent to each instance of juvenile 
detention in which the exception may apply. In each case, the person 
performing on-site verification must photocopy all court documents or 
other records which indicate the presence of conditions which must be 
present in order for the valid court order exception to apply, as described 
in 28 CFR Part 31.303(f)(3). If records are insufficient to support a 
determination of the presence or absence of a violation, the instance of 
detention must be reported as a violation of Section 223(a)( l2)(A) [the 
deinstitutionalization requirement] of the JJDP Act. Detailed procedures 
for verification of valid court order exceptions are described in Section 
VII(C)(3) of these guidelines. 

• A description of the area(s) designated for confinement and an explanation
why this/these area(s) is/are secure or not secure, based on the definitions
contained in Section IV of these guidelines.

The date of each inspection, and any changes in classification, should be noted in 
the Monitoring Universe listing in Appendix B. 
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VII. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Entering and Cleaning Data

Data should be entered in an ascii format for analysis using SPSSx or comparable 
software. The following data for each case must be entered for each instance of 
secure detention in an adult facility involving a juvenile who is under 18 years of 
age and for each instance of secure detention in a juvenile detention center 

involving a juvenile who is under 18 years of age and who is not confirmed to be 
an accused or adjudicated criminal-type offender as defined in Section VII(B) of 
these guidelines: 

Identification Number 
Facility 
Name or Initials of Juvenile 
Date of Birth 
Race 
Sex 
Date Admitted 
Time Admitted 
Offense(s) 
Date Released 
Time Released 
Total Hours (if indicated in facility records) 

Data entry from booking logs or juvenile detention center admission logs will be 
expedited if all cases which must be entered are highlighted with a marking pen 
prior to data entry. For adult facilities, this may be accomplished by 
highlighting/entering data for all persons whose year of birth is consistent with 
possible juvenile status (e.g. in monitoring for juvenile incarceration in 1990, all 
cases involving persons whose year of birth is 1972 or later may be entered, and 
SPSSx commands can be used to eliminate those who had reached their 18th 

birthday prior to the date of detention). For juvenile facilities, data should be 
entered for all juveniles except those for whom a criminal-type offense (NOT in
cluding possession or consumption of alcohol, which must be defined as a status 
offense for monitoring purposes) is clearly indicated as the reason for detention. 

Once all data have been entered, the data should be cleaned to remove incorrectly 
entered data. No special techniques are required in data cleaning, provided that 
generally acceptable methods are employed. A discussion of data cleaning 
methods is beyond the scope of this manual. If guidance is required, it is recom
mended that a research methods text be consulted. 
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B. Classification of Offenders

The following definitions of offender types are contained in the Formula Grant 
regulation: 

28 CFR Part 31. 304 
(d) Juvenile who is accused of having committed an offense. A

juvenile with respect to whom a petition has been filed in the juvenile court or 
other action has occurred alleging that such juvenile is a juvenile offender, i.e. 
a criminal-type offender or a status offender, and no final adjudication has been 
made by the juvenile court. 

(e) Juvenile who has been adjudicated as having committed an
offense. A juvenile with respect to whom the juvenile court has determined that 
such juvenile is a juvenile offender, i.e. a criminal-type offender or a status 
offender. 

(t) Juvenile offender. An individual subject to the exercise of juvenile
court jurisdiction for purposes of adjudication and treatment based on age and 
offense limitations as defined by State law, i.e. a criminal-type offender or a 
status offender. 

(g) Criminal-type offender. A juvenile offender who has been charged
with or adjudicated for conduct which would, under the law of the jurisdiction 
in which the offense was committed, be a crime if committed by an adult. 

(h) Status offender. A juvenile offender who has been charged with
or adjudicated for conduct which would not, under the law of the jurisdiction in 
which the offense was committed, be a crime if committed by an adult. 

(i) Non-offender. A juvenile who is subject to the jurisdiction of the
juvenile court, usually under abuse, dependency, or neglect statutes for reasons 
other than legally prohibited conduct of the juvenile. 

--28 CFR Part 31.304(d), (e), (f), (g), (h) and (i) 

The following procedures should be used in classifying juveniles as accused 
criminal-type offenders, adjudicated criminal-type offenders, accused status 

offenders and adjudicated status offenders for purposes of JJDP monitoring: 
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1. Accused Criminal-type Offenders

Juveniles detained for the following should be classified as accused 

criminal-type offenders for purposes of JJDP monitoring: 

Violation of Alaska Statutes 
Title 11 (Criminal Law) 
Title 16 (Fish and Game) 
Title 28 (Motor Vehicles) 

Violation of local traffic ordinances 
Traffic Warrants 
Failure to Appear 
Contempt of Court 
Material Witness 
Violation of any other statute or ordinance for which a person may 

be sentenced to a jail or prison term except violations of AS 
4.16.050, possession or consumption [of alcohol] by persons 
under the age of 21, in which case the juvenile should be 
classified as an accused status offender as described below 

2. Adjudicated Criminal-type Offenders

Subject to the verification procedures described in Section VII(C)(2) of 
these guidelines, juveniles detained for any of the following reasons should 
be classified as adjudicated criminal-type offenders unless (1) the 

juvenile is accused of committing a new criminal-type offense, in which 
case the juvenile should be classified as an accused criminal-type offender, 
or (2) conditions of probation were imposed pursuant to an adjudication 
for violation of AS 4.16.050 (possession or consumption of alcohol), in 
which case the juvenile should be classified as an adjudicated status 
offender: 

Probation Violation 
Violation of Conditions of Release 
Warrant (Bench Warrant, Juvenile Pick-up Order) 
Detention Order (Court Order) 
Transfer 
Juvenile Hold (Juvenile Probation Hold) 
Delinquent Minor 
Agency Assist 
Sentence (Serve Time) 
Re-book (RBK) 
Failure to Serve Time 
AWOL (Leaving Placement) 
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3. Accused Status Offenders

Juveniles detained for the following should be classified as accused status

offenders for purposes of JJDP monitoring:

Possession or consumption of alcohol (minor consuming alcohol, 
minor in possession, minor on premises) 

Curfew violations 
Runaway 
Protective Custody (Alcohol) in excess of 12 hours as prescribed 

in AS 47.37.170 

4. Adjudicated Status Offenders

In addition to juveniles identified as children in need of aid under the
provisions of AS 47.10.010 or comparable statutes governing juvenile
court jurisdiction in other states, juveniles detained for any of the reasons
identified in Section VII(B)(2) of these guidelines should be classified as
adjudicated status off enders if their names and birthdates are included on
the list of juveniles previously adjudicated delinquent for possession or
consumption of alcohol described in Section VII(C)(2) of these guidelines
or if the verification procedures described in Section VII(C)(2) reveal that
they are adjudicated status offenders.

5. Nonoffenders

Juveniles detained because they are victims of child abuse or neglect should
be classified as nonoffenders for purposes of JJDP monitoring.

6. Protective Custody

Juveniles detained in adult jails, lockups and correctional facilities for
protective custody under AS 4 7. 30. 705 (which provides for emergency
detention of mentally ill persons where "considerations of safety do not
allow initiation of involuntary commitment procedures . . . ") or AS
4 7. 37 .170 (which provides for emergency detention of persons who are
incapacitated by alcohol in a public place) should be counted as violations
of Section 223(a)(13) [the separation requirement] of the JJDP Act.
However, because juveniles are accorded the same treatment given adults
taken into custody under the protective custody statutes, instances of
detention involving juveniles lawfully detained under protective custody
statutes should not be be counted as violations of either Section
223(a)( l2)(A) [the deinstitutionalization requirement] or Section 223(a)( l 4)
[the jail removal requirement] of the JJDP Act. Because AS 47.37.170
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permits protective custody of a person who is incapacitated by alcohol for 
no more than 12 hours, any juvenile held under this statute for longer than 
12 hours should be deemed an accused status offender for JJDP monitoring 
purposes, since consumption of alcohol in violation of AS 4.16.050 is a 

status offense. In JJDP monitoring, the 12-hour limit should be applied to 
all protective custody cases except those for which facility records indicate 
that protective custody was based on mental illness under AS 47.30.705. 
There is no definitive time limit for protective custody of mentally ill 

persons. The following terms are used in detention records to designate 
protective custody cases: 

Protective Custody (PC) 
Protective Custody - Alcohol 
Protective Custody - Mental 
Noncriminal Booking 
Detox 
Sleep Off 
Mental Hold 
Title 47 

Many shorthand terms, acronyms, etc. are used by individual facilities to indicate 
reasons for detention. Definitions and proper offender-type classifications for 
terms commonly used by facilities in previous years are contained in Appendix 
C. 

C. Special Problems in Classification of Offenders

1. Multiple Offenses

Where a juvenile is charged with multiple offenses of different types, the 
following rules should be applied to determine the appropriate offender
type classification: 

(i) If protective custody is given as one of the reasons for detention,
the offender-type should be protective custody except where the
lawful duration of protective custody has been exceeded. In this
event, rules (ii) through (v) should be followed.

(ii) If a criminal-type offense (including traffic offenses and fish and
game violations) is charged and there is no indication that the
juvenile was adjudicated or convicted for this offense prior to
detention, the offender-type should be accused criminal-type
offender except where rule (i) applies.
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(iii) If probation violation or violation of conditions of release or
sentence or warrant or detention order is given as one of the
reasons for detention and the juvenile is determined to have been
placed on probation for a criminal-type offense, the offender-type
should be adjudicated criminal-type offender except where rule (i)
or rule (ii) applies.

(iv) If a status offense (including possession or consumption of alcohol)
is charged and there is no indication that the juvenile has already
been adjudicated for this offense, the offender-type should be
accused status offender except where rule (i) or rule (ii) or rule (iii)
applies.

(v) If probation violation or violation of conditions of release or
sentence or warrant or detention order is given as one of the
reasons for detention and the juvenile is determined to have
previously been either placed on probation for a status offense (i.e.
minor consuming alcohol) or adjudicated a Child In Need of Aid
(CINA), the offender-type should be adjudicated status offender
except where rule (i) or rule (ii) or rule (iii) or rule (iv) applies.

2. Probation Violations, Warrants, Detention Orders, etc.

Where the reason for detention is one of the following, the juvenile should 
be classified as an adjudicated criminal-type offender, unless additional 
information indicates a more appropriate classification or the results of 
the verification procedures described below necessitate a different method 
of classification: 

Probation Violation 
Violation of Conditions of Release 
Warrant (Bench Warrant, Juvenile Pick-up Order) 
Detention Order (Court Order) 
Transfer 
Juvenile Hold (Juvenile Probation Hold) 
Delinquent Minor 
Agency Assist 
Sentence (Serve Time) 
Re-book (RBK) 
Failure to Serve Time 
AWOL (Leaving Placement) 

In order to verify this method of classifying these instances of detention, 
the following procedure should be followed: 
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Each instance of detention involving a juvenile detained for one of the 
reasons listed above must be checked against a comprehensive list of 
juveniles adjudicated delinquent for violation of AS 4.16.050 (possession 
or consumption of alcohol by persons under 21) on or after January 1, 
1985. This list, hereafter identified as the MCA (minor consuming 
alcohol) list, is maintained by the Youth Corrections Administrator, 
Division of Family and Youth Services. The Youth Corrections 
Administrator should be asked to update the MCA list each year by 
requesting each intake/probation office in the Youth Corrections Section 
to report the name and date of referral for each juvenile adjudicated 
delinquent for minor consuming alcohol during the previous year. The list 
need not include juveniles who were already on probation for criminal
type offenses at the time of the MCA adjudication, but any subsequent 
adjudication for a criminal-type offense should be noted. Juveniles whose 
names are on the updated MCA list should be classified as adjudicated 
status offenders except where (a) the juvenile was subsequently adjudicated 

for a criminal-type offense and the current instance of detention took place 
after the subsequent adjudication (in which case the juvenile should be 
classified as an adjudicated criminal-type offender), or (b) a more 
appropriate classification is indicated pursuant to the rules for classifying 
juveniles charged with multiple offenses. (See Section VII(C)(l) of these 
guidelines). Juveniles whose names are not on the updated MCA list and 

who were detained for Probation Violation should be classified as 
adjudicated criminal-type offenders except where a more appropriate class
ification is indicated by the classification rules. Further verification, as 
described below, is required for all other cases described in this section. 

Instances of detention pursuant to a warrant or court order (except those 
for which additional information is sufficient to properly classify the 

juvenile), and instances of detention where one of the other reasons for 
detention listed above (except Probation Violation) is indicated, should 
also be verified through a check of facility records at at least one juvenile 

detention center where such instances of detention occured during the 
current monitoring period. This will require examination of facility and/or 
other records pertaining to all such instances of detention which took place 
at the facility during the current monitoring period. For each case, the 

reason for issuance of the warrant or court order - or the specific reason 
for detention, if none is indicated in records submitted by mail - and the 

probation status of the juvenile should be determined. If any instances of 
detention verified in this manner are determined to involve juveniles who 
are not adjudicated criminal-type offenders or juveniles who have been 
adjudicated delinquent for possessing or consuming alcohol, it will be 
necessary either to (a) verify all other instances of detention pursuant to 
warrants, detention orders or other reasons listed above on a case-by-case 
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basis or (b) devise a method for projecting an appropriate classification for 
each instance of detention which has not been verified, based on the 
distribution of offender-types among the instances of detention which were 
subjected to verification. 

3. Valid Court Orders

Under Section 223(a)(l2)(A) [the deinstitutionalization requirement] of the 
JJDP Act, any instance of detention involving a status offender or 
nonoffender who is detained for violation of a valid court order does not

constitute a violation of the deinstitutionalization requirement, provided 
that a detention hearing is held within 24 hours. As provided in the 
Formula Grant regulation: 

28 CFR Part 31.303(f) 
(3) Valid Court Order. For the purpose of determjning

whether a valid court order exists and a juvenile has been found to be 
in violation of that valid order all of the following conditions must be 

present prior to secure incarceration: 

(i) The juvenile must have been brought ipto a court of

competent jurisdiction and made subject to an order issued pursuant to 

proper authority. The order must be one which regulates future conduct 

of the juvenile. 

(ii) The court must have entered a judgment and/or remedy in

accord with established legal principles based on the facts after a hearing 

which observes the proper procedures. 

(iii) The juvenile in question must have received adequate and

fair warning of the consequences of violation of the order at the time 

it was issued and such warning must be provided to the juvenile and to 

the juvenile's attorney and/or legal guardian in writing and be reflected 

in the court record and proceedings. 

(iv) All judicial proceedings related to an alleged violation of

a valid court order must be held before a court of competent jurisdiction. 

A juvenile accused of violating a valid court order may be held in secure 

detention beyond the 24-hour grace period permjtted for a noncrimjnal 

juvenile offender under OJJDP monitoring policy, for protective pur

poses as prescribed by State law, or to assure the juvenile's appearance 

at the violation hearing, as provided by State law, if there has been a 

judicial determjnation based on a hearing during the 24-hour grace period 

that there is probable cause to believe the juvenile violated the court 

order. ln such case the juveniles may be held pending a violation 

hearing for such period of time as is provided by State law, but in no 

event should detention prior to a violation hearing exceed 72 hours 

exclusive of nonjudicial days. A juvenile found in a violation hearing 

to have violated a court order may be held in a secure detention or 

correctional facility. 

(v) Prior to and during the violation hearing the following full

due process rights must be provided: 
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(A) The right to have the charges against the juvenile in writing

served upon him a reasonable time before the hearing; 

(B) The right to a hearing before a court;

(C) The right to an explanation of the nature and consequences

of the proceeding; 

(D) The right to legal counsel, and the right to have such

counsel appointed by the court if indigent; 

(E) The right to confront witnesses;

(F) The right to present witnesses;

(G) The right to have a transcript or record of the proceedings;

and 

(H) The right of appeal to an appropriate court.

(vi) In entering any order that directs or authorizes disposition

of placement in a secure facility, the judge presiding over an initial 

probable cause hearing or violation hearing must determine that all the 

elements of a valid court order (paragraphs (t)(3)(i), (ii) and (iii) of this 

section) and the applicable due process rights (paragraph (t)(3)(v) of this 

section) were afforded the juvenile and, in the case of a violation 

hearing, the judge must determine that there is no Jess restrictive alter

native appropriate to the needs of the juvenile and the community. 

(vii) A non-offender such as a dependent or neglected child

cannot be placed in secure detention or correctional facilities for violating 

a valid court order. 

--28 CFR Part 31.303(£')(3) 

Valid court order exceptions to the requirements of Section 223(a)(l2)(A) 
[the deinstitutionalization requirement] must be verified on a case-by-case 
basis. To determine whether the valid court order exception applies, the 
following procedure should be followed: 

For each instance of detention of an accused status offender for more than 
24 hours (not including weekends and holidays), and each instance of 
detention of an adjudicated status offender for any length of time, 

photocopies of all pertinent court documents should be obtained from the 
facility, the court or the probation officer or intake officer handling the 
case. This may be accomplished when the facility is inspected, or ap
propriate documentation may be submitted by mail. For the exception to 
apply, there must be evidence that each of the requirements indicated in 
the Formula Grant regulation is present. If facility records are insufficient 
to support a determination that the valid court order exception applies, the 
instance of detention must be reported as a violation of Section 
223(a)(12)(A) [the deinstitutionalization requirement] of the JJDP Act. 
The following documentation is sufficient to verify each valid court order 
exception: 
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• A court order clearly intended to regulate future conduct of the
child (e.g. disposition order placing the child under conditions of
probation);

• A detention order or other record indicating that the juvenile was
detained for violating the court order and that a detention hearing
was held at the time of detention or within the 24-hour grace
period; and

• An adjudication order or other record indicating that a violation
hearing was held within 72 hours should also be obtained. Note:
The Formula Grant regulation indicates that a violation hearing
should be held within 72 hours, but this is not a requirement which
must be present in order for the valid court order exception to
apply.

4. Inadequate Offense Data

Admission records and other records at at least one juvenile detention 
facility should be examined to determine the reason for detention in 

instances where offense information submitted by the facility is not suf
ficient to permit determination of the appropriate offender-type 
classification. This should be done at the same time as the verification of 
offender-type classifications discussed in Section VII(C)(2) of these 
guidelines. A list of all instances of detention for which the reason for 
detention is inadequately specified should be sent to the facility with a 
request that facility staff provide documentation (e.g. a photocopy of the 
admission record or the arrest report prepared by the arresting officer) of 
the reason for detention in each case. A procedure for projecting offense 
data for instances of detention for which no reason for detention is 
recorded and for instances of detention at adult facilities where insufficient 
offense data have been submitted is described in Section VII(E)( 4) of these 

guidelines. 

D. Determining Duration of Detention

The Formula Grant regulation provides for a 24-hour grace period during which 
an accused status offender may be held in either a secure juvenile facility or a 
secure adult facility without violating the deinstitutionalization requirement of the 

JJDP Act. The Formula Grant regulation also provides for a 6-hour grace period 
during which an accused criminal-type offender may be held in a secure adult 

facility without violating the jail removal requirement of the act. Procedures for 
calculating the duration of detention to determine whether a juvenile was released 

within the applicable grace period are as follows: 
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1. 24-Hour Grace Period

The Formula Grant regulation requires states to report as violations of the 
deinstitutionalization requirement the 11 [t]otal number of accused status 

offenders and non-offenders held in any secure detention or correctional 
facility as defined in §31.303(t)(2) for longer than 24 hours (not including 
weekends and holidays), excluding those held pursuant to the valid court 
order provision as defined in paragraph (t)(3) of this section. 11 [28 CFR 
Part 31.303(t)(5)(i)(C)]. 

For each instance of detention where all data relevant to determination of 
the duration of detention (i.e. date in, time in, date out, time out) are 

available, initial computation of the duration of detention is straightforward 
and can be accomplished using a computerized time interval computation 
function such as the YRMODA function contained in SPSSx software. 
Where data for one or more of these variables are missing, logical 

inferences may be employed to supplement computerized calculations (e.g. 
if date in and date out are the same, it can reasonably be inferred that the 
duration of detention is less than 24 hours even if time in and time out data 
are missing). For cases lacking sufficient data for duration of detention to 

be either calculated or inferred, the data projection method described in 
Section VII(E)(3)(a) of these guidelines should be employed. 

Once duration of detention is calculated, inferred or projected for all cases 
involving accused status offenders, a printout of all cases in which 
detention extended beyond the 24-hour grace period should be generated. 
This printout should identify each case and show the date and time of ad
mission and release for each instance of detention. Each case should be 
individually checked to determine whether the detention period included 
any portion of a weekend or judicial holiday. Judicial holidays and 
business hours for superior and district courts are described in Rules 16 
and 18 of Alaska Rules of Court, Rules Governing the Administration of 

All Courts: 

Rule 16. Judicial Holidays - Transaction of Business 

(a) Judicial Holidays. Subject to the provisions of AS

22.10.050 and AS 22.15.090, no court shall be open for the transaction 

of business on any judicial holiday as defined herein unless ordered by 

the presiding judge for good cause shown. 

Judicial holidays are: 

(l) Every Sunday;

(2) The first of January, known as New Year's Day;

(3) The 12th of February, known as Lincoln's Birthday;

(4) The third Monday in February, known as Washington's

Birthday; 
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(5) The last Monday of March, known as Seward's Day;
(6) The last Monday in May, known as Memorial Day;
(7) The fourth of July, known as Independence Day;
(8) The first Monday in September, known as Labor Day;
(9) The 18th of October, known as Alaska Day;
(10) The 11th of November, known as Veteran's Day;
(11) The fourth Thursday in November, known as Thanksgiving

Day; 
(12) The 25th of December, known as Christmas Day;
(13) Every day designated by public proclamation by the

President of the United States or the Governor of the state as a legal 
holiday. 

If any day specified or provided for as a holiday in this rule falls 
on a day appointed for the holding or sitting of a court, or to which it 
is adjourned, it shall be deemed appointed for or adjourned to the next 
day not a judicial holiday. 

(b) Holidays Falling on Sunday or Saturday. If any holiday
designated in Rule 16(a)(2) through (12) falls upon a Sunday, the 
Monday following is a holiday and if it falls on a Saturday, the Friday 
preceding is a holiday. 

(c) Special or Limited Holidays. On any special or limited
holiday, all courts shall be open and function in their normal and usual 
manner. A special or limited holiday is a holiday applying only to a 
special class or classes of persons, and not appointed to be generally 
observed throughout the state by all classes of business and all classes 
of persons. 

Rule 18. Superior and District Courts -Time and Place of Sitting 

(a) Superior and District Courts -When Open for Business.

The superior and district courts shall be open for the transaction of 
business during business hours from 8:00 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. on all 
days except judicial holidays and Saturdays; provided, however, that the 
courts may at any time extend these hours as circumstances may require 
or as may be ordered by the presiding judge. 

--Alaska Rules of Court, Rules Governing the Administration 

of All Courts, Rule 16 and Rule 18(a) 

For each case involving detention during any portion of the period between 
4:30 p.m. on a Friday or the day before a judicial holiday and 8:00 a.m. 
on a Monday or the day after a judicial holiday, the duration of detention 
should be re-calculated to reflect only that portion which occurred before 
and/or after the weekend or holiday. Any case(s) which are determined 
through re-calculation of the duration of detention to fall within the 24-
hour grace period should not be reported as violations. 

2. 6-Hour Grace Period

The Formula Grant regulation requires states to report as violations of the 
jail removal requirement the "[t]otal number of juvenile criminal-type 
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offenders held in adult jails in excess of six hours" [28 CFR Part 
31.303(t)(5)(iv)(G)] and the "[t]otal number of juvenile criminal-type of
fenders held in adult lockups in excess of six hours" [28 CFR Part 
31.303(t)(5)(iv)(H)]. The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 

Prevention has interpreted these sections to apply only to accused 
criminal-type offenders; adjudicated criminal-type offenders may not be 
held in adult facilities for any length of time. 

As with computation of duration of detention for accused status offenders, 
calculations are straightforward if data are available for all relevant 
variables (i.e. date in, time in, date out, time out). The YRMODA 
function in SPSSx, or a comparable function, should be used for this 
purpose. Where data for one or more of these variables are missing, 
logical inferences may be employed to supplement computerized 
calculations (e.g. if date in and date out are the same, and time in is 6:00 
p.m. or later, it can reasonably be inferred that the duration of detention
is less than 6 hours even if time out data are missing). For cases lacking
sufficient data for duration of detention to be either calculated or inferred,
the data projection method described in Section VII(E)(3)(b) of these
guidelines should be employed. Note that there are no provisions in the
Formula Grant regulation or elsewhere for excluding weekends and
holidays in determining whether the 6-hour grace period has been
exceeded. All cases involving accused criminal-type offenders for whom
the duration of detention is calculated, inferred or projected to exceed six
hours must be reported as violations of the jail removal requirement.

E. Data Projection

1. Pai1ial Data for Monitoring Period

Complete data for the entire monitoring period should be collected from 
each facility included in the monitoring effort. It is possible, however, 
that data for the full monitoring period may be unavailable for some 
facilities. In this event, it will be necessary to project data for such 
facilities to cover the entire monitoring period. This should be done by 
computing, for each facility, the proportion of the year for which data are 
available and weighting each instance of detention at the facility by a 
factor equal to the reciprocal of that proportion. Thus, for example, each 
instance of juvenile detention at a facility for which data are unavailable 
for the period between November 22, 1988 and December 31, 1988 
should be weighted by a factor of 1.12 (366 days in the year divided by 
327 days elapsed prior to November 22nd). With this weighting 
procedure, instances of noncornpliant detention during the portion of the 
year for which data are unavailable are projected to have occurred at a rate 
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identical to the rate of noncompliant detention during that portion of the 
year for which data are available. 

2. Inadequate Admission Data

Data for facilities which fail to submit data or whose records are 
determined to be inadequate for monitoring purposes should be projected 
for each type of facility by assigning a weight equal to the reciprocal of 

the proportion of all facilities of that type represented by those included in 
the analysis to each case involving detention of a juvenile in that type of 
facility. Thus, for example, if there are 90 adult lockups in the monitoring 
universe, but adequate data are obtained from only 50 of them, each 
instance of detention at an adult lockup should be weighted by a factor of 
1. 8 (90 adult lockups in the monitoring universe divided by 50 adult
lockups from which adequate data were obtained).

3. Duration of Detention

In addition to projection of data for facilities for which less than a full year 
of data are collected and for facilities which do not maintain adequate 

records, it may be necessary to project data regarding duration of detention 
for cases for which such data are inadequate. Separate procedures should 
be followed in projecting data to determine the number of instances of 
detention involving (a) accused status offenders held for more than 24 

hours in violation of the deinstitutionalization requirement and (b) accused 
criminal-type offenders held in adult facilities for more than 6 hours in 
violation of the jail removal requirement). Procedures for making both 
projections are as follows: 

a. Accused Status Offenders (Deinstitutionalization)

Projection of data regarding duration of detention for cases 

involving accused status offenders where records are insufficient to 
determine whether the 24-hour grace period permitted under 28 
CFR Part 31.303(f)(5)(i)(C) has been exceeded should proceed as 
follows: The proportion of cases in which detention extended 
beyond the 24-hour grace period should be computed for all cases 
involving detention of status offenders and for which all variables 
used in computation of the duration of detention are available. The 
cases for which duration of detention cannot be determined should 
each be assigned a weight equal to the proportion of noncompliant 
instances among all cases involving detention of status offenders for 
which all pertinent data are available. 
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b. Accused Criminal-type Offenders (Jail Removal)

In order to determine the appropriate weight to assign each case 
involving accused criminal-type offenders for which data sufficient 
to determine the duration of detention are unavailable, the 
proportion of cases in which detention extended beyond the 6-hour 
grace period should be computed for all cases involving detention 
of an accused criminal-type offender in an adult facility and for 
which all variables used in computation of the duration of detention 
are available. Each case for which duration of detention cannot be 
determined should be assigned a weight equal to the proportion of 
noncompliant instances among all cases involving detention in adult 
facilities of juveniles accused of criminal-type offenses for which 
sufficient data are available. 

4. Inadequate Offense Data

Data projection for cases where the reason for detention is inadequately 
specified will require computation, for each type of facility, of the 
proportion of accused criminal-type offenders, adjudicated criminal-type 
offenders, accused status offenders and adjudicated status offenders among 
all instances of juvenile detention for which records are sufficiently 
complete to permit identification of the type of offender. Weights should 
be assigned as follows: 

• In calculations employed to determine the total number of accused
criminal-type offenders held in adult facilities for more than six
hours in violation of the jail removal requirement (item F7 in the
monitoring report), each case for which offense information is
inadequate should be assigned a weight equal to the proportion of
accused criminal-type offenders among all juveniles detained in the
same type of facility and for which records are sufficiently
complete to permit identification of the type of offender.

• In calculation of the total number of adjudicated criminal-type
offenders held in adult facilities for any length of time in violation
of the jail removal requirement (item F9), each case for which
offense information is inadequate should be assigned a weight equal
to the proportion of adjudicated criminal-type offenders among all
instances of detention in the same type of facility and for which
offense information is adequate.

• In calculations used to determine the total number of accused and
adjudicated status offenders held for any length of time in adult
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facilities in violation of the jail removal requirement (item Fl 1), 
each case for which offense information is inadequate should be 
weighted by a factor equal to the proportion of accused and 
adjudicated status offenders among all instances of detention in the 
same type of facility and for which offense information is adequate. 

• In calculations employed to determine the total number of accused
status offenders held over 24 hours in violation of the

deinstitutionalization requirement (item B5), each case for which
offense information is inadequate should be assigned a weight equal
to the proportion of accused status offenders among all juveniles
detained in the same type of facility and for which records are
sufficiently complete to permit identification of the type of offender

• In calculations used to determine the total number of adjudicated
status offenders held for any length of time in violation of the
deinstitutionalization requirement (item B6), each case for which
offense information is inadequate should be assigned a weight equal
to the proportion of adjudicated status offenders among all juveniles
detained in the same type of facility and for which records are
sufficient for identification of the type of offender.

5. Inadequate Age Data

Cases with missing or obviously incorrect birthdates should be recoded to 
indicate that the person is a juvenile where detention occurs at a juvenile 
detention center. Where data for facilities which house juveniles and 
adults include such cases, these cases should be weighted as follows: 

Records submitted by some facilities identify detainees as juveniles or 
adults (e.g. the Client Billing Sheets submitted by jails which provide adult 
detention services under contract with the Department of Public Safety 
contain a separate column in which juvenile charges are entered). It 
should be possible to identify cases which do not include a birthdate but 
provide some indication whether the person is an adult or juvenile and to 
determine the proportion of juveniles among these cases. A weight equal 
to this proportion should be assigned each case for which no indication of 
age is present. Each case for which age status is indicated should be 
counted as an instance of juvenile detention only if the person is identified 
as a juvenile. 

6. Data Projection in Practice

The weighting procedure described above - involving data projection for 
facilities which are unable to submit adequate data, for facilities from 
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which data for less than the full year have been obtained, for cases lacking 
sufficient data to determine the duration of detention, for cases in which 
data are insufficient for identification of the type of offender and for cases 
where the age of the offender cannot be determined - is most easily 
implemented in practice by assigning a weight equivalent to the product of 
the five separate weights to each case. Because the product of the five 
weights may be less than 1.00 for the majority of weighted cases (i.e. 
those in which offense data, age data and/or data related to duration of 
detention are inadequate), the projected number of noncompliant instances 
for both the deinstitutionalization and jail removal sections of the 
monitoring report may be smaller than the number of unweighted cases 
upon which it is based. 
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vm. PREPARATION OF MONITORING REPORT 

The information which must be included in monitoring reports 1s described m the 

Formula Grant regulation as follows: 

28 CFR Part 31.303(f) 

(5) Reporting Requirement. The State shall report annually to the Administrator
of OJJDP on the results of monitoring for section 223(a)(l2), (13), and (14) of the JJDP 

Act. The reporting period should provide 12 months of data, but shall not be less than 

6 months. Three copies of the report shall be submitted to the Administrator of OJJDP 

no later than December 31 of each year. 

(i) To demonstrate the extent of compliance with section 223(a)(12)(A) of the

JJDP Act, the report must at least include the following information for both the baseline 

and the current reporting periods. 

(A) Dates of baseline and current reporting period.
(B) Total number of public and private secure detention and correctional facilities

AND the number inspected on-site. 

(C) Total number of accused status offenders and non-offenders held in any

secure detention or correctional facility as defined in §31. 303(f)(2) for longer than 24 

hours (not including weekends and holidays), excluding those held pursuant to the valid 

court order provision as defined in paragraph (f)(3) of this section. 

(D) Total number of adjudicated status offenders and non-offenders held in any
secure detention or correctional facility as defined in §31.303(f)(2), excluding those held 

pursuant to the valid court order provision as defined in paragraph (f)(3) of this section. 
(E) Total number of status offenders held in any secure detention or correctional

facility pursuant to a judicial determination that the juvenile violated a valid court order 
as defined in paragraph (f)(3) of this section. 

(ii) To demonstrate the extent to which the provisions of section 223(a)(l2)(B)

of the JJDP Act are being met, the report must include the total number of accused and 

adjudicated status offenders and non-offenders placed in facilities that are: 

(A) Not near their home community;

(B) Not the least restrictive appropriate alternative; and

(C) Not community based.

(iii) To demonstrate the progress toward and extent of compliance with section

223(a)(13) of the JJDP Act, the report must at least include the following information for 

both the baseline and the current reporting periods. 

(A) Designated date for achieving full compliance.
(B) The total number of facilities used to detain or confine both juvenile offenders

and adult criminal offenders during the past 12 months AND the number inspected on

site. 
(C) The total number of facilities used for secure detention and confinement of

both juvenile offenders and adult criminal offenders which did not provide adequate 

separation. 

(D) The total number of juvenile offenders and non-offenders NOT adequately

separated in facilities used for the secure detention and confinement of both juveniles and 

adults. 
(iv) To demonstrate the progress toward and extent of compliance with section

223(a)(l4) of the JJDP Act the report must at least include the following information for 

the baseline and current reporting periods: 

(A) Dates of baseline and current reporting period.
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(B) Total number of adult jails in the State AND the number inspected on-site.
(C) Total number of adult lockups in the State AND the number inspected on

site. 
(D) Total number of adult jails holding juveniles during the past twelve months.
(E) Total number of adult lockups holding juveniles during the past twelve

months. 
(F) Total number of adult jails and lockups in areas meeting the "removal

exception" as noted in paragraph (f)( 4) of this section, including a list of such facilities 
and the county or jurisdiction in which it is located. 

(G) Total number of juvenile criminal-type offenders held in adult lockups in
excess of six hours. 

(H) Total number of juvenile criminal-type offenders held in adult lockups in
excess of six hours. 

(I) Total number of accused and adjudicated status offenders and non-offenders
held in any adult jail or lockup. 

(J) Total number of juveniles accused of a criminal-type offense who were held

in excess of six hours but less that 24 hours in adult jails and lockups in areas meeting 
the "removal exception" as noted in paragraph (f)(4) of this section. 

--28 CFR Part 31.303(f)(S) 

The Formula Grant regulation also requires the state to document the extent to which the 
requirements of the JJDP Act are met: 

28 CFR Part 31.303(f) 
(6) Compliance. The State must demonstrate the extent to which the require

ments of section 223(a)(l2)(A), (13), and (14) of the Act are met. Should the State fail 

to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of this Section within the designated time 
frames, eligibility for formula grant funding shall terminate. The compliance levels are: 

(i) Substantial compliance with section 223(a)(l2)(A) requires within three years
of initial plan submission achievement of a 75 % reduction in the aggregate number of 
status offenders and non-offenders held in secure detention or correctional facilities or 
removal of 100% of such offenders from secure correctional facilities only. In addition, 

the State must make an unequivocal commitment, through appropriate executive or 
legislative action, to achieving full compliance within two additional years. Full

compliance is achieved when a State has removed 100 % of such juveniles from secure 
detention and correctional facilities or can demonstrate full compliance with de minimis 

exceptions pursuant to the policy criteria contained in the Federal Register of January 9, 
1981 (46 FR 2568-2569). 

(ii) Compliance with section 223(a)(l3) has been achieved when a State can
demonstrate that: 

(A) The last submitted monitoring report, covering a full 12 months of data,
demonstrates that no juveniles were incarcerated in circumstances that were in violation 
of section 223(a)(l3); or 

(B)(l) State law, regulation, court rule, or other established executive or judicial 
policy clearly prohibits the incarceration of all juvenile offenders in circumstances that 
would be in violation of section 223(a)(13); 

(2) All instances of noncompliance reported in the last submitted monitoring
report were in violation of, or departures from, the State law, rule or policy referred to 
in paragraph (f)(6)(ii)(B)(l) of this section; 
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(3) The instances of noncompliance do not indicate a pattern or practice but rather

constitute isolated instances; and 

(4) Existing mechanisms for the enforcement of the State law, rule, or policy

referred to in paragraph (t)(6)(ii)(B)(l) of this section are such that the instances of 

noncompliance are unlikely to recur in the future. 

(iii)(A) Substantial compliance with section 223(a)(14) requires: 

(1) The achievement of a 75 % reduction in the number of juveniles held in adult

jails and lockups after December 8, 1985; or 

(2) That a state demonstrate it has met each of the standards set forth in

paragraphs (t)(6)(iii)(A)(2)(i)-(iv) of this section: 

(i) Removed all status and nonoffender juveniles from adult jails and lockups.

Compliance with this standard requires that the last submitted monitoring report 
demonstrate that no status offender (including those accused of or adjudicated for violating 

a valid court order) or nonoffender juveniles were securely detained in adult jails or 

lockups for any length of time; or, that all status offenders and nonoffenders securely 
detained in adult jails and lockups for any length of time were held in violation of an 

enforceable state law and did not constitute a pattern or practice within the state; 

(ii) Made meaningful progress in removing other juveniles from adult jails and

lockups. Compliance with this standard requires the state to document a significant 

reduction in the number of jurisdictions securely detaining juvenile criminal-type offenders 

in violation of section 223(a)(14) of the JJDP Act; or, a significant reduction in the 

number of facilities securely detaining such juveniles; or, a significant reduction in the 

number of juvenile criminal-type offenders securely detained in violation of section 

223(1)(14) of the JJDP Act; or, a significant reduction in the average length of time each 

juvenile criminal-type offender is securely detained in an adult jail or lockup; or, that 

state legislation has recently been enacted and taken effect and which the state 

demonstrates will significantly impact the secure detention of juvenile criminal-type 

offenders in adult jails and lockups; 

(iii) Diligently carried out the state's jail and lockup removal plan approved by

OJJDP. Compliance with this standard requires that actions have been undertaken to 

achieve the state's jail and lockup removal goals and objectives within approved timelines, 
and that the State Advisory Group, required by section 223(1)(3) of the JJDP Act, has 

maintained an appropriate involvement in developing and/or implementing the state's 

plan; 

(iv) Historically expended and continues to expend an appropriate and significant

share of its Formula Grant funds to comply with Section 223(a)(14). Compliance with 

this standard requires that, based on an average from two (2) Formula Grant Awards, a 
minimum of 40 percent of the program funds was expended to support jail and lockup 

removal programs; or that the state provides a justification which supports the conclusion 

that a lesser amount constituted an appropriate and significant share because the state's 
existent jail and lockup removal barriers did not require a larger expenditure of Formula 

Grant Program funds; and 

(3) The state has made an unequivocal commitment, through appropriate executive

or legislative action, to achieving full compliance within a reasonable time but in no event 

may such time extend beyond December 8, 1988. 

(B) Full compliance is achieved when a state demonstrates that the last submitted
monitoring report, covering 12 months of actual data, demonstrates that no juveniles were 

held in adult jails or lockups in circumstances that were in violation of section 223(a)(14). 

(C) Full compliance with de minimis exceptions is achieved when a State

demonstrates that it has met the standard set forth in either of paragraphs (t)(6)(iii)(C)(l) 

or (2) of this section: 
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(1) Substantive De Minimis Standard. To comply with this standard the state

must demonstrate that each of the following requirements have been met: 

(i) State law, court rule, or other statewide executive or judicial policy clearly

prohibits the detention or confinement of all juveniles in circumstances that would be in 

violation of section 223(a)(14); 

(ii) All instances of noncompliance reported in the last submitted monitoring
report were in violation of or departures from, the state law, rule, or policy referred to

in paragraph (f)(6)(iii)(C)(l)(i) of this section; 

(iii) The instances of noncompliance do not indicate a pattern or practice but

rather constitute isolated instances; 

(iv) Existing mechanisms for the enforcement of the state Jaw, rule, or policy
referred to in paragraph (f)(6)(iii)(C)(l)(i) of this section are such that the instances of 
noncompliance are unlikely to recur in the future; and 

(v) An acceptable plan has been developed to eliminate the noncompliant inci

dents and to monitor the existing mechanism referred to in paragraph (t)(6)(iii)(C)(l)(iv) 

of this section. 

(2) Numerical De Minimis Standard. To comply with this standard the state
must demonstrate that each of the following requirements under paragraphs 

(f)(6)(iii)(C)(2)(i) and (ii) of this section have been met: 

(i) The incidents of noncompliance reported in the state's last submitted
monitoring report do not exceed an annual rate of 9 per 100,000 juvenile population of 

the state; 

(ii) An acceptable plan has been developed to eliminate the noncompliant inci

dents through the enactment or enforcement of state law, rule, or statewide executive or 

judicial policy, education, the provision of alternatives, or other effective means. 

(iii) Exception. When the annual rate for a state exceeds 9 incidents of
noncompliance per 100,000 juvenile population, the state will be considered ineligible for 

a finding of full compliance with de minimis exceptions under the numerical de minimis 

standard unless the state has recently enacted changes in state law which have gone into 

effect and which the state demonstrates can reasonably be expected to have a substantial, 

significant and positive impact on the state's achieving full (100%) compliance or full 
compliance with de minimis exceptions by the end of the monitoring period immediately 

following the monitoring period under consideration. 

(iv) Progress. Beginning with the monitoring report due by December 31, 1990,

any state whose prior full compliance status is based on having met the numerical de 

minimis standard set forth in paragraph (f)(6)(iii)(C)(2)(i) of §31.303, must annually 

demonstrate, in its request for a finding of full compliance with de minimis exceptions, 

continued and meaningful progress toward achieving full ( 100 % ) compliance with de 

minimis exceptions. 

(v) Request Submission. Determinations of full compliance and full compliance

with de minimis exceptions are made annually by OJJDP following submission of the 

monitoring report due by December 31 of each calendar year. Any state reporting less 

than full (100%) compliance may request a finding of full compliance with de minimis 

exceptions under paragraph (f)(6)(iii)(C)(l) or (2) of this section. The request must be 

submitted in conjunction with the monitoring report, as soon thereafter as all information 

required for a determination is available, or be included in the annual state plan and 

application for the state's Formula Grant Award. 

(D) Waiver. (1) Failure to achieve substantial compliance as defined in this

section shall terminate any state's eligibility for Formula Grant funds unless the Ad

ministrator of OJJDP waives termination of the state's eligibility. In order to be eligible 

for a waiver of termination, a state must submit a waiver request which demonstrates that 

it meets the standards set forth in paragraph (f)(6)(iii)(D)(l)(i)-(v) of this section: 
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(i) Agrees to expend all of its Formula Grant Award except planning and

administration, advisory group set aside, and Indian-tribe pass-through funds, to achieve 

compliance with section 223(a)(14); and 

(ii) Diligently carried out the state's jail and lockup removal plan as set forth in

paragraph (f)(6)(iii)(A)(2)(iii) of this section; and 

(iii) Submitted an acceptable plan, based on an assessment of current jail and

lockup removal barriers within the state, to eliminate noncompliant incidents; and 

(iv) Achieved compliance with section 223(a)(l5) of the JJDP Act; and

(v) Demonstrates a commitment, through appropriate executive or legislative
action, to achieving full compliance. 

(2) Failure to achieve full compliance as defined in this section shall terminate

any state's eligibility for Formula Grant funds unless the Administrator of OJJDP waives 

termination of the state's eligibility. In order to be eligible for this waiver of termination, 

a state must request a waiver and demonstrate that it meets the standards set forth in 

paragraphs (f)(6)(iii)(D)(2)(i)-(vii) of this section: 

(i) Agrees to expend all of its Formula Grant Award except planning and

administration, advisory group set aside, and Indian tribe pass-through funds, to achieve 

compliance with section 223(a)(14); and 

(ii) Removed all status and nonoffender juveniles from adult jails and lockups as

set forth in paragraph (t)(6)(iii)(A)(2)(i) of this section; and 

(iii) Made meaningful progress in removing other juveniles from adult jails and
lockups as set forth in paragraphs (t)(6)(iii)(A)(2)(ii) of this section; and 

(iv) Diligently carried out the state's jail and lockup removal plan as set forth in
paragraph (t)(6)(iii)(A)(2)(iii) of this section; and 

(v) Submitted an acceptable plan, based on an assessment of current jail and
lockup removal barriers within the state, to eliminate noncompliant incidents; and 

(vi) Achieved compliance with section 223(a)(15) of the JJDP Act; and

(vii) Demonstrates a commitment, through appropriate executive or

legislative action, to achieving full compliance. 

(E) Waiver Maximum. A state may receive a waiver of termination of eligibility

from the Administrator under paragraph (f)(6)(iii)(D)(l) and 

(2) of this section for a combined maximum of three Formula Grant Awards.

No additional waivers will be granted. 

--28 CFR Part 31.303(0(6) 

The monitoring report form mandated by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention (OJJDP) for use in preparation of monitoring reports is contained in Appendix 
E. The format generally follows the Reporting Requirement described in the Formula
Grant regulation [28 CPR Part 31. 303(1)(5)], sequentially addressing the
deinstitutionalization, separation and jail removal requirements and providing separate
sections for documentation relevant to requests for findings of full compliance, full com
pliance with de minimis exceptions and substantial compliance for both the
deinstitutionalization and jail removal requirements, as described in 28 CPR 31. 303(1)(6).
It should be noted that two sections pertaining to monitoring in the Formula Grant
regulation - 28 CPR Part 31.303(1)(4), which provides for exceptions to the jail removal
requirement, and 28 CPR Part 31. 303(1)(7), which exempts certain states from the annual
monitoring report requirements - are not applicable to Alaska at this time and are
therefore not addressed in the monitoring guidelines. Responses to Items F13 and F14
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in the monitoring report form should indicate that no adult jails and lockups are in areas 
meeting the "removal exception" (Item F13) and that no juveniles accused of criminal
type offenses were held in excess of six hours but less than twenty-four hours in adult 
jails and lockups in areas meeting this exception (Item F14). The monitoring report 
exception will not be applicable to Alaska until the state has achieved full compliance with 
Section 223(a)(l2)(A) [the deinstitutionalization requirement] and compliance with Section 
223(a)(13) [the separation requirement] of the JJDP Act and a written request for 
exemption from the annual monitoring report requirements is approved by OJJDP. 

The 1989 compliance monitoring report for Alaska is contained in Part 8 of this volume. 
Narrative text and data for baseline reporting periods may be drawn from this or other 
previous monitoring reports wherever appropriate. The JJDP Act, the Formula Grant 
regulation and other pertinent regulations are also contained in this volume, as are the 
most recent audit of Alaska's compliance monitoring system, the Revised 1987 Jail 
Removal Plan and the Three Year Plan submitted with the 1987 Formula Grant 
application. These documents, and the policy statements, legal opinions, regulations and 
other materials contained in Volume 1 of the Formula Grants Program Manual issued by 
OJJDP, should be consulted as necessary to clarify reporting requirements or other issues. 
OJJDP is also willing to provide additional technical assistance by telephone if necessary. 
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APPENDIX A 

CHECKLIST OF MONITORING ACTIVITIES 

I. Introduction - Read monitoring guidelines and supporting
materials

II. Startup/Initial Contacts - Contact the following officials to
obtain authorization letters, etc.:
A. Youth Corrections Administrator, Division of Family and

Youth Services 
B. Rural/Village Public Safety Officer Enforcement Unit

Administrator, Alaska State Troopers 
Associations 

C. Contract Jail Administrator, Department of Public
Safety 

D. Commissioner of Corrections
E. Administrative Director, Alaska Court System
F. Director, North Slope Borough Department of Public Safety
G. VPSO Coordinators, Regional Nonprofit Native

Associations 
III. Identification of the Monitoring Universe Contact the 

following officials to update the monitoring universe: 
A. Village Oversight Troopers, Alaska State Troopers
B. Contract Jail Administrator, Department of Public Safety
C. Commissioner of Corrections
D. Administrative Director, Alaska Court System
E. Director, North Slope Borough Department of Public

Safety 
F. Youth Corrections Administrator, Division of Family and

Youth Services 
IV. Classification of the Monitoring Universe Classify new 

facilities and re-classify facilities as necessary
V. Data Collection - Request submission of monitoring data for

all facilities in the following categories:
A. Juvenile Detention Centers
B. Juvenile Holdover Facilities
C. Adult Jails
D. Adult Correctional Facilities
E. Adult Lockups

VI. Site Visits/Inspection of Facilities
A. Select Facilities for Site Visits
B. Conduct Site Visits

- Continued Next Page -



VII. Data
A.
B.

c. 

D. 

E. 

Analysis 
Enter and Clean Data 
Classify Offenders 
1. Accused Criminal-type Offenders
2. Adjudicated Criminal-type Offenders
3. Accused Status Offenders
4. Adjudicated Status Offenders
5. Nonoffenders
6. Protective Custody
Resolve Special Problems in Classification of Offenders:
1. Multiple Offenses
2. Probation Violations, Warrants, Detention Orders,

etc. 
3. Valid Court Orders
4. Inadequate Offense Data
Determine Duration of Detention - Use separate procedures
to calculate duration of detention for use in identifying
violations of:
1. 24-hour Grace Period
2. 6-hour Grace Period
Data Projection - Determine appropriate weights to assign
cases with missing or inadequate data:
1. Partial Data for Monitoring Period
2. Inadequate Admission Data
3. Inadequate Duration of Detention Data

a. Accused Status Offenders

4. 

5. 

6. 

b. 

(Deinstitutionalization) 
Accused Criminal-type Offenders 

(Jail Removal) 
Inadequate Offense Data 
Inadequate Age Data 
Data Projection in Practice - Follow appropriate 
procedures for weighting cases in computerized data 
analysis 

VIII. Prepare Monitoring Report
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APPENDIX B 

MONITORING UNIVERSE - SECURE FACILITIES 

FACILITY/ 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
YEAR ADDED DATA/INSP DATA/INSP DATA/INSP DATA/INSP DATA/INSP 

JUVENILE DETENTION 
CENTERS 
Bethel X X X X X 

Fairbanks X X X 

Johnson Center/Juneau X X X X 

McLaughlin/Anchorage X X X X X 

Nome X X X X 

JUVENILE HOLDOVER 
FACILITIES 
Kenai (1989) n/a n/a n/a n/a X X 

ADULT JAILS 
Barrow X X X X 

Cordova X X X X X 

Craig X X X X 

Dillingham X X X 

Haines X X X X 

Homer X X X X X 

Kake X X X X 

Kodiak X X X 

Kotzebue X X X X 

Naknek X X X 

Petersburg X X X X 

Seldovia X X X X X 

*Seward X X X X X 

*Sitka X X X X 

Unalaska X X X 

Valdez X X X X X 

Wrangell X X X X 



MONITORING UNIVERSE - SECURE FACILITIES 
(Continued) 

FACILITY/ 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
YEAR ADDED DATA/INSP DATA/INSP DATA/INSP DATA/INSP DATA/INSP 

ADULT CORRECTIONAL 

FACILITIES 

+Anchorage Annex n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
+Anvil Mountain/Nome n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
+Cook Inlet Pre-trial/Anch. n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
+Fairbanks n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
+Hiland Mountain/Eagle R. n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Ketchikan X X X X 

+Lemon Creek/Juneau n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Mat-Su Pre-trial/Palmer X X X X X 

+Meadow Creek/Eagle R. n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
+Palmer n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
+Spring Creek/Seward n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
+Wildwood/Kenai n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
+Wildwood Pre-trial/Kenai n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
+Yukon-Kuskokwim/Bethel X X X X n/a n/a 

ADULT LOCKUPS+ 

Akiachak (1987) X X 

Akutan (1987) X X 

Alakanuk (1987) 
Ambler (1987) X 

Anaktuvuk Pass/NSB (1987) X X X X 

Angoon (1987) X X 

Aniak (1987) X X 

Atmautluak (1987) 
Atqasuk/NSB (1987) X X X X 

Cantwell (1987) X X X X 

Chevak (1987) X X X X X 

Chignik (1989) n/a n/a n/a n/a X X 

Cold Bay (1987) X X X X X 

Deadhorse (1987) X X X X 



MONITORING UNIVERSE - SECURE FACILITIES 
(Continued) 

FACILITY/ 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
YEAR ADDED DATA/INSP DATA/INSP DATA/INSP DATA/INSP DATA/INSP 

ADULT LOCKUPS (Continued) 
Deering (1987) X 

Delta Junction/AST (1987) X X X X X 

Eek (1987) 
Ekwok (1987) X 

Elim (1987) X 

Emmonak (1987) 
Fort Yukon/AST (1987) X X X X 

Galena (1987) X X X X X 

Gambell (1987) X 

Glenallen/AST (1989) n/a n/a n/a n/a X X 

Golovin (1987) X X 

Goodnews Bay (1987) 
Hoonah (1987) X X 

Hooper Bay (1987) X 

Huslia (1987) X X 

Kaktovik/NSB (1989) n/a n/a n/a n/a X X 

Kaltag (1987) X X 

Karluk (1987) X X 

Kasigluk (1989) n/a n/a n/a n/a X 

Kiana (1987) X X 

King Cove (1987) X X X X X 

Kipnuk (1989) n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Kivalina (1987) X X 

Kobuk (1987) 
Kotlik (1987) 
Koyuk (1987) X 

Koyukuk ( 1989) n/a n/a n/a n/a X 

Kwethluk (1987) X X 

Lower Kalskag (1989) n/a n/a n/a n/a X 

Manokotak ( 19 8 7) 
Marshall (1987) X X 



MONITORING UNIVERSE - SECURE FACILITIES 
(Continued) 

FACILITY/ 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
YEAR ADDED DATA/INSP DATA/INSP DATA/INSP DATA/INSP DATA/INSP 

ADULT LOCKUPS (Continued) 
McGrath (1989) n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Mekoryuk (1987) X X X 

Mountain Village (1987) 
Napakiak (1987) 
Napaskiak (1987) X X 

Nenana (1987) X X X X X 

Nightmute (1989) n/a n/a n/a n/a X 

Nondalton (1987) n/a n/a 
Noorvik (1987) X X X X 

Nuiqsut/NSB (1987) X X X X 

Nulato (1987) X X 

Nunapitchuk (1987) X 

Old Harbor (1987) X X 

Pelican (1987) X X 

Pilot Station (1987) X 

Point Hope/NSB (1987) X X X X 

Point Lay/NSB (1987) X X 

Port Heiden (1987) X X 

Quinhagak (1987) X X 

Ruby (1987) X X 

Saint Mary's (1987) X X 

Saint Paul (1987) X X X X 

Sand Point (1989) n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Savoonga (1987) X 

Scammon Bay (1987) X 

Selawik (1987) X X 

Shaktoolik (1987) 
Shishmaref (1987) 
Shungnak (1987) X 

Skagway (1989) n/a n/a n/a n/a X X 

Stebbins (1987) X X 



MONITORING UNIVERSE - SECURE FACILITIES 
(Continued) 

FACILITY/ 1987 1988 1989 
YEAR ADDED DATA/INSP DATA/INSP DATA/INSP 

ADULT LOCKUPS (Continued) 
Tanana (1987) X X X X 

Teller (1987) X X 

Togiak (1987) 
Tok/AST (1987) X X X X X 

Toksook Bay (1987) X X 

Tununak (1987) 
Tuntutuliak (1989) n/a n/a n/a n/a X 

Unalakleet (1987) X X X X 

Wainwright/NSB (1987) X X X X 

Whittier (1989) n/a n/a n/a n/a X X 

Yakutat (1987) X X X X X 

FACILITIES REMOVED FROM MONITORING UNIVERSE: 

ADULT LOCKUPS: 
Akiak 
Russian Mission 
Saint Michael 
Wales 

1990 1991 
DATA/INSP DATA/INSP 

*This symbol denotes adult facilities which provide sight and sound separation of juvenile
and adult inmates. 

+This symbol denotes adult correctional facilities which are prohibited from detaining
juveniles by documented Department of Corrections policy. 

+All adult lockups are operated by municipal police departments or Village Public Safety
Officers unless otherwise noted. The letters "NSB" denote adult lockups operated by the North Slope 
Borough Department of Corrections. The letters "AST" denote adult lockups operated by Alaska State 
Troopers. 
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APPENDIX C 

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS COMMONLY USED IN DETENTION RECORDS 

ENTRY 

A 
AWOL 
BIAD 
BNIAD 
BTR 
BURG 
BW (B/W) 
ccw 

CINA 
CM 
co 

CT 
CV 
DC 
DETHOLD 
DETOX 
DO 
DWI 
DWLR 
DWLS 
FLTM 
FTA 
FTSJ 
FTST 
H 
K 
MC 
MCA 
MICS 

MIP 
MIPBC 
MIPC 
MIW 
MOP 
NONCRIM 
OMVI 

ORIG: 

DESCRIPTION 

Assault 
Away without leave 
Burglary in a dwelling 
Burglary not in a dwelling 
Blood test refusal 
Burglary 
Bench warrant 
Carrying a concealed weapon 
Child in need of aid 
Criminal mischief 
Court order 
Criminal trespass 
Curfew 
Disorderly conduct 
Detention hold 
Detoxification 
Detention order 
Driving while intoxicated 
Driving with license revoked 
Driving with license suspended 
Furnishing liquor to a minor 
Failure to appear 
Failure to satisfy judgement 
Failure to serve time 
Harassment 
Kidnapping 
Minor consuming 
Minor consuming alcohol 
Misconduct involving a 

controlled substance 
Minor in possession (alcohol) 
Minor in possession or consuming 
Minor in possession or consuming 
Misconduct involving weapons 
Minor on premises 
Noncriminal booking 
Operating motor vehicle while 

intoxicated 
Re-admit; original charge was .... 

OFFENDER-TYPE 

acc. crim. 
adj. crim.* 
acc. crim. 
acc. crim. 
acc. crim. 
acc. crim. 
adj. crim.* 
acc. crim. 
adj. stat. 
acc. crim. 
adj. crim.* 
acc. crim. 
acc. stat. 
acc. crim. 
adj. crim.* 
protective custody** 
adj. crim.* 
acc. crim. 
acc. crim. 
acc. crim. 
acc. crim. 
acc. crim. 
acc. crim. 
adj. crim.* 
acc. crim. 
acc. crim. 
acc. stat. 
acc. stat. 

acc. crim. 
acc. stat. 
acc. stat. 
acc. stat. 
acc. crim. 
acc. stat. 
protective custody** 

acc. crim. 
no violation 



ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS COMMONLY USED IN DETENTION RECORDS 
(Continued) 

ENTRY 

PR 
PC (P/C) 
PREV 

PV (P/V) 
R 
RAR 

RBK 
RD 
SA 
SAM 
SAWL 
SOLWOL 
ST (S/T) 
TH 
TITLE 47 
VCP 

VCR 

VOR 
WA (W/A) 
WAR 
WE 
WT 

DESCRIPTION 

Probation revocation 
Protective custody 
Previously admitted on this 

offense 
Probation violation 
Robbery 
Resisting arrest 
Re-book 
Reckless driving 
Sexual assault 
Sexual abuse of a minor 
Sale of alcohol without license 
Sale of liquor without license 
Serve time 
Theft 
Protective custody 
Violation of conditions of 

probation 
Violation of conditions of 

release 
Violation of release 
Warrant 
Warrant 
Weapons 
Warrant 

OFFENDER-TYPE 

adj. crim.* 
protective custody** 

no violation 
adj. crim.* 
acc. crim. 
acc. crim. 
adj. crim.* 
acc. crim. 
acc. crim. 
acc. crim. 
acc. crim. 
acc. crim. 
adj. crim.* 
acc. crim. 
protective custody** 

adj. crim.* 

adj. crim. * 
adj. crim.* 
adj. crim.* 
adj. crim.* 
acc. crim. 
adj. crim.* 

*An asterisk(*) indicates that verification is required.
**Unless records indicate that protective custody is based on 

mental illness under AS 47.30.705, protective custody for more than 
12 hours as permitted under AS 4 7. 3 7. 17 0 should be re-coded as 
minor consuming alcohol (AS 04.16.050). 
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APPENDIX D 
MAILING LIST 

Effective Date: November 1, 1990 

Youth Corrections Administrator, Di vision of Family and Youth 
services 

Richard Illias Telephone: 265-5095
Youth Corrections Administrator 
State of Alaska 
Department of Health and Social Services 
Division of Family and Youth Services 
550 West Eighth Avenue, Suite 304 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 

Contract Jail Administrator, Department of Public Safety 

Captain Thomas Stearns 
Contract Jail Administrator 
Department of Public Safety 
P. 0. Box N
Juneau, Alaska 99811 

Telephone: 465-4322

Rural/Village Public Safety Officer Enforcement Unit 
Administrator, Alaska State Troopers 

Captain Glenn Godfrey 
Rural/Village Public Safety 
Officer Enforcement Unit 
Alaska State Troopers 
5700 E. Tudor Road 
Anchorage, Alaska 99507 

Commissioner, Department of Corrections 

Susan Humphrey-Barnett 
Commissioner 
State of Alaska 
Department of Corrections 
P. O. Box T 
Juneau, Alaska 99811 

Telephone: 269-5647

Telephone: 465-3376

Village Oversight Troopers, Alaska State Troopers 

Obtain current listing of village oversight Troopers (including 
names, addresses and telephone numbers) from the Rural/Village 
Public Safety Officer Enforcement Unit Administrator, Alaska 
State Troopers. 



Regional Nonprofit Native Associations 

Ms. Gloria Simeon 
VPSO Coordinator 
Association of Village Council Presidents 
P.O. Box 219 
Bethel, Alaska 99559 

Ms. Deborah Tennyson 
Executive Director 
Bristol Bay Native Association 
P.O. Box 310 
Dillingham, Alaska 99576 

Mr. George Cole 
VPSO Coordinator 
Central Council of Tlingit-Haida 

Indian Tribes of Alaska 
320 W. Willoughby Avenue, Suite 300 
Juneau, Alaska 99801 

Ms. Terry Hesseltine 
VPSO Coordinator 
Manillaq Manpower, Inc. 
P.O. Box 725 
Kotzebue, Alaska 99752 

Ms. Josie Stiles 
VPSO Coordinator 
Kawerak, Inc. 
P.O. Box 946 
Nome, Alaska 99762 

Ms. Dolly Reft 
VPSO Coordinator 
Kodiak Area Native Association 
402 Center Avenue 
Kodiak, Alaska 99615 

Mr. Richard See 
VPSO Coordinator 
Aleutian/Pribilof Islands Association 
1689 "C" Street, Suite 205 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 

Ms. Jennifer Bousquet 
Executive Director 
Eeda Regional Consortium of Tribes 
1689 "C" Street, Suite 141 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 



Regional Nonprofit Native Associations (Continued} 

Mr. Derenty Tabios 
Executive Director 
The North Pacific Rim 
3300 "C" Street 
Anchorage, Alaska 99503 

Mr. Jerry Woods 
VPSO Coordinator 
Tanana Chiefs Conference 
Doyon Building 
201 First Avenue 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99707 



Juvenile Detention Centers 

Ms. Patricia Leeman 
Superintendent 
Bethel Youth Facility 
P.O. Box 1988 
Bethel, Alaska 

Mr. Bill Holder 
Superintendent 

99559 

Fairbanks Youth Facility 
1502 Wilber 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701 

Mr. Greg Roth 
Superintendent 
Johnson Youth Center 
3252 Hospital Drive 
Juneau, Alaska 99801 

Dean Dixon 
Associate Superintendent/ 

Detention Programs 
McLaughlin Youth Center 
2600 Providence Drive 
Anchorage, Alaska 99504 

Mr. Steve McComb 
Superintendent 
Nome Youth Facility 
P.O. Box 1750 
Nome, Alaska 99762 

Juvenile Holdover Facilities 

Karen Rogers 
District Supervisor 
Kenai Youth Services 
145 Main Street Loop, Room 207 
Kenai, Alaska 99611 

Telephone: 543-5200

Telephone: 452-3454

Telephone: 586-9433

Telephone: 561-1433

Telephone: 443-5434



Adult Jails 

Dennis Packer Telephone: 852-6111
Director 
North Slope Borough Department of Public Safety 
P.O. Box 470 
Barrow, Alaska 99723 

Donald Yerrick 
Chief of Police 
Cordova Department of Public Safety 
P.O. Box 1210 
Cordova, Alaska 99574 

Mr. Jim See 
Acting Chief of Police 
Craig Police Department 
P.O. Box 25 
Craig, Alaska 99921 

Glenn Herbst 
Chief of Police 
Dillingham Police Department 
P.O. Box 869 
Dillingham, Alaska 99576 

Robert Smart 
Chief of Police 
Haines Police Department 
P.O. Box 1049 
Haines, Alaska 99827 

Michael Daugherty 
Director 
Homer Department of Public Safety 
4060 Heath street 
Homer, Alaska 99603 

Greg Goodman 
Chief of Police 
Kake Police Department 
P.O. Box 500 
Kake, Alaska 

John Marshall 
Chief of Police 

99830 

Kodiak Police Department 
217 Lower Mill Bay Road 
Kodiak, Alaska 99615 

Telephone: 424-7475

Telephone: 826-3330

Telephone: 842-5172

Telephone: 

Telephone: 235-3150

Telephone: 785-3804

Telephone: 486-3221



Adult Jails (Continued) 

Edward Ward 
Director of Public Safety 
Kotzebue Police Department 
P.O. Box 46 
Kotzebue, Alaska 99752 

Chief of Police 
Bristol Bay Borough Police Department 
P.O. Box 189 
Naknek, Alaska 99633 

Bob Oszman 
Chief of Police 
Petersburg Police Department 
P.O. Box 329 
Petersburg, Alaska 

A.W. Anderson 
Chief of Police 

99833 

Seldovia Police Department 
P.O. Box 221 
Seldovia, Alaska 99663 

Louis Bencardino 
Chief of Police 
Seward Police Department 
P.O. Box 167 
Seward, Alaska 99664 

John Newell 
Chief of Police 
Sitka Police Department 
304 Lake Street 
Sitka, Alaska 99835 

Michael Shetler 
Director 
Unalaska Department of Public Safety 
P.O. Box 112 
Unalaska, Alaska 99685 

Telephone: 442-3351

Telephone: 246-4222

Telephone: 772-3838

Telephone: 234-7640

Telephone: 224-3338

Telephone: 747-3245

Telephone: 581-1233

Bert Cottle Telephone: 835-4560
Chief of Police 
Valdez Department of Emergency Services 
P.O. Box 307 
Valdez, Alaska 99686 

Brent Moody 
Chief of Police 
Wrangell Police Department 
431 Zimovia Highway, Box 531 
Wrangell, Alaska 99929 

Telephone: 874-3304



Adult correctional Facilities 

Alan Bailey 
Superintendent 
Ketchikan Correctional Center 
P.O. Box 8880 
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 

Michael Dindinger 
Superintendent 
Mat-Su Pre-trial Facility 
339 East Dogwood 
Palmer, Alaska 99645 

Telephone: 225-2828

Telephone: 745-0943

Adult Lockups/Village Public Safety Officers (VPSOs) 

Obtain current listing of Village Public Safety Officers 
(including names, addresses and telephone numbers) from the 
Rural/Village Public Safety Officer Enforcement Unit 
Administrator, Alaska State Troopers. Communications regarding 
data collection and inspection of adult lockups in Alaska Native 
villages should be directed to the Village Public Safety Officer 
(VPSO) except where no VPSO is present in a community or another 
agency is responsible for operation of the facility. 

Adult Lockups/Rural Posts, Alaska state Troopers 

Obtain current information from the most recent issue of the 
Journal of the Alaska Peace Officers and Associates, which may be 
obtained from the Alaska Peace Officers Association (see below 
for mailing address). Rural Alaska State Troopers (AST) posts 
should be contacted regarding data collection and inspection of 
adult lockups in each community where the AST post is determined 
to be responsible for operation of the facility. 

Adult Lockups/Municipal Police Departments 

Obtain current information from the most recent issue of the 
Journal of the Alaska Peace Officers and Associates, which may be 
obtained from the Alaska Peace Officers Association (see below 
for mailing address). Municipal police departments should be 
contacted regarding data collection and inspection of adult 
lockups in Alaska Native villages only where no Village Public 
Safety Officer (VPSO) is present in the community or the 
municipal police department is determined to be responsible for 
operation of the facility. 



Director/North Slope Borough Department of Public Safety 

Dennis Packer Telephone: 852-6111
Director 
North Slope Borough Department of Public Safety 
P.O. Box 470 
Barrow, Alaska 99723 

Alaska Peace Officers Association 

Alaska Peace Officers Association 
P.O. Box 240106 
Anchorage, Alaska 99524 

state Representative, Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention, United States Department of Justice 

Jeff Allison 
Office of Juvenile Justice and 

Delinquency Prevention 
633 Indiana Avenue, Northwest 
Washington, D.C. 20531 

community Research Associates 

Community Research Associates 
115 Neil Street, Suite 302 
Champaign, Illinois 61820 

Telephone: (202) 724-5924 

Telephone: 



APPENDIX E 

MONITORING FORMS 



DFYS MONITORING UNIVERSE SURVEY FORM 

AREA SURVEYED:___________ DATE: _________ _ 
TROOPER I S NAME:__________ TELEPHONE: _______ _ 

INTRODUCTION: WE ARE CONDUCTING A SURVEY OF HOLDING CELLS AND 
LOCKUPS FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA DIVISION OF FAMILY 
AND YOUTH SERVICES. PRIOR TO BEGINNING OUR CALLS, 
WE HAVE OBTAINED THE PERMISSION AND APPROVAL OF 
CAPTAIN GLENN GODFREY. 

WILL YOU PLEASE TELL ME THE NAMES OF VILLAGES 
LOCATED IN YOUR AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY? [LIST 
NAMES BELOW] 

DO THESE VILLAGES HAVE HOLDING CELLS? 

NAME OF VILLAGE HOLDING CELLS 
YES NO DONT KNOW 

[ IF TROOPER CANNOT INDICATE WHE'I'HER A VILLAGE HAS A HOLDING CELL 
ASK FOR THE NAME AND NUMBER OF A PERSON IN THE DETACHMENT WHO 
MIGHT BE ABLE TO PROVIDE THE REQUESTED INFORMATION. LIST. 

DEFINITION OF HOLDING CELL: ANY SECURE PUBLIC OR PRIVATE PLACE 
IN WHICH INDIVIDUALS MIGHT BE HELD PURSUANT TO PUBLIC AUTHORITY. 

COMMENTS: ____________________________ _ 



ADULT LOCKUP QUESTIONNAIRE 

Introduction: The Justice Center at UAA is working with the State Division of Family and Youth 
services to collect information on juveniles detained in jails and lockups throughout 
Alaska. We are working closely with the Alaska State Troopers and have notified your 
oversight trooper that we would probably be contacting you. We have also notified 
the VPSO Coordinator of your nonprofit about this call and the project that we are 
working on. I am calling to ask several questions about your community's holding 
cell(s) and about the records you keep on people you detain. 

Community Name: 

VPSO/VPO Name: ________________ _ 

Nonprofit Association: 

Oversight Trooper: 

Dates and types of Contact: 

Municipal Police Department? 

Telephone Number: 

VPSO Coordinator: 

Telephone Number: 

Yes No 

1. Does your community have a holding cell or lockup? [If "no", "has there� been a holding
cell?" Thank and terminate call.]

2. In general, about how often do you use your lockup?

3. Have juveniles been held in the lockup in the past two years? If so, do you remember why? 

4. Do you use a booking log to record information on the people who are placed in the lockup?
[OBTAIN DESCRIPTION OF THEIR RECORDS, WHAT THEY CONTAIN, HOW THEY ARE ORGANIZED.]



5. Exactly what information is entered in the log (or on some other form)? We need: date in, 
time in, name or initials, age or birthdate, offense, sex, race, date out, time out. Do you 
have all of this information or only some of it?

6. Is this information filled out on every person who is detained or on only some of the people?

7. What other types of records do you keep on people put in your lockup? (i.e. case files, arrest 
records, etc.) [DESCRIBE.]

8. Is it possible to cross-check information on people admitted into your lockup with information
from other files? On each prisoner?

9. We are interested in being able to verify times, dates, charges, ages, names, etc. Do you
think this could be done if we were to look at your files?



[IF SOME TYPE OF LOG OR CONSISTENT RECORD OF DETENTIONS ON OTHER FORMS IS MAINTAINED AT THE 

LOCKUP:] 

10. Do you have a copy machine or access to use one?

11. Would you be able to send us copies of the records for all 1989 admissions into your lockup
(both adult and juvenile)? We must have copies of the original forms, is that possible?

[Remind that we have authority to collect this information and that we will send them 
authorization from Captain Glenn Godfrey, if they request. Refer them also to their nonprofit 
association VPSO Coordinators since they, too, know about the project.] 

VPSO OR LOCKUP MAILING ADDRESS: 

12. We will send a statement for you to sign when the records are copied and mailed. Your 
signature on this form is necessary. This form states that the records you are sending to us 
are copies of the original documents. Federal guidelines require that you sign this form or 
else we cannot count the information you send us in the research. 

When you receive the statement and copy the information, please send the package to: 

Emily Read, Project Manager 
Justice Center 
University of Alaska Anchorage 
3211 Providence Drive 
Anchorage, Alaska 99508 

If you have any questions, please call us collect at 786-1821 or 786-1821. 
We may be calling you back in order to schedule a visit to your lockup, especially if we are 
traveling to the area. If we do plan on visiting We'll let you know at least a week in 
advance. 



[IF RECORDS ARE NOT CONSISTENTLY MAINTAINED AT THE LOCKUP OR IF IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO MAIL IN 

THE DETENTION INFORMATION:] 

It is important that we collect information from your lockup, so I need to arrange a site visit 
to look at your records and at the lockup itself. It should only take me a few hours at most 
to collect the information and inspect the lockup, but I'll need to have someone meet me and 
show me the jail and records. 

10. Is there any time when it wouldn't be convienent for us to visit?

11. What are your days off?

12. Is it possible to fly in and fly out of your village on the same day?

13. What airlines fly into your village?

14. Is there a Bed and Breakfast or a hotel to stay at?



VILLAGE SUMMARY SHEET 

Village: 

Native Association: 

Contact: 
Notes: 

Letter Sent: 

Trooper Detachment: 

Contact: 
Notes: 

Letter Sent: 

Village 

Mayor: 
Administrator/ City Manager: 
VPSO/VPO: 

Contact: 
Notes: 

Facility? 

Records? 

Date Letter Sent: 

Next Step: 

Cluster: 

Date: 

Date: 

Population: 

Phone: 

Phone: 

Date: 



CERTIFICATION OF AUTHENTICITY AND COMPLETENESS OF RECORDS 

I , _____________ , hereby certify that the enclosed 
(print name) 

documents contain the following information about every person 

admitted to the ___________ in 
(name of facility) (community) 

Alaska in 1989: Date in, time in, name (or initials), birthdate, 

sex, race, offense/charge, date out, time out. 

Signature 

Title 

Date 



I, 

CERTIFICATION OF NO PRISONERS HELD 

_____________ , certify to the best of my 
(name) 

knowledge no prisoners or other persons have been held 

in the _______________ holding cell(s)
(community name) 

during the calender year 1989. 

(signature) 

(title) 

(date) 



.JUVENILE DETENTION DATA REPORTING FORM 

HOLDING INSTITUTION: 

FOR YEAR: 

DATE TIME NAME DOB SEX RACE CHARGE 

IN IN 

I I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 

I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 

I I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 

DATE TIME 

OUT OUT 

I I 
I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 



JJDP MONITORING UNIT 

SEPARATION MONITORING REPORT 

Name of Facility 

Superintendent 

Dates of Inspection 

Phone 

·p1ease note to what extent separation of juvenile and adult offenders
exists in the areas listed below.

Please use the following code in describing the degree of separation:

(1) Adult inmates and juveniles can have physical, visual, and aural
contact with each other (no separation).

(2) Adult inmates and juveniles cannot have physical contact with each
other, but they can see or hear each other (physical separation).

(3) Conversation possible between adult inmates and juveniles although
they cannot see each other (sight separation).

(4) Adult inmates and juveniles can see each other but no conversation is
possible (sound separation).

(5) Adult inmates and juveniles within the same facility cannot see each
other and no conversation is possible (sight and sound separation).

(6) Adult inmates and juveniles are not placed in the same facility
(environmental separation).

1 2 3 4 5 

Reception 

Housing 

Dining 

Recreation 

Education 

Vocation/Work 

Visiting 

Transportation 

Medical/Dental 

Detention/Segregation 

6 

Does the facility utilize adult trustees for supervision of juvenile ? 

YES NO



CHECKLIST TO DETERMINE VALID COURT 

ORDER VIOLATIONS 

This checklist may be used to determine whether an individual non-criminal juvenile 
offender (i.e., status offender) was under a valid court order and whether such juvenile 
has either been accused of violating valid court order or found to be in violation of a 
valid order. Such determination may result in his/her placement in a secure facility 
pursuant to Section 223(a)( l 2)(A) of the JJDP Act, as amended. 

A. DETERMINING WHETHER A VALID COURT ORDER EXISTS

1. Was the juvenile brought into a court of competent jurisdiction and made
subject to an order issued pursuant to proper authority?

Yes 
----

No 
----

Unknown 
---

2. Was the order one which regulated the future conduct of the juvenile?

Yes 
-----

No 
----

Unknown 
----

3. Was a hearing conducted which observed proper procedures?

Yes 
----

No 
----

Unknown 
----

4. Did the court enter a judgment and/or remedy in accord with established
legal principles?

Yes 
----

No 
----

Unknown 
----

5. Did the juvenile in question receive adequate and fair warning of the
consequences of violating the order at the time it was issued?

Yes 
----

No 
-----

Unknown 
----

6. Was such warning provided to the juvenile and to his attorney and/or his legal
guardian in writing?

Yes 
----

No 
---

Unknown 
----

1 



( 

( 

7.

2 

Was such warning reflected in the court record and proceedings, (i.e., noted in 
transcript or copy placed in court file)? 

Yes 
----

No 
----Unknown 

If there is a "no" or "unknown" response to any one of the above seven questions, 
then a valid· court order did not exist, thus the juvenile in question can not be 
securely detained pursuant to the valid court order provision of Section 
223(a)(12)(A) of the JJDP Act, as amended. 

B. DETERMINING WHETHER A JUVENILE ACCUSED OF VIOLA TING A VALID
COURT ORDER MAY BE SECURELY DETAINED 

8. Was there a judicial determination, based upon a hearing before a court of
competent jurisdiction, that there was probable cause to believe the juvenile
violated a valid court order?

9. 

Yes 
----

No 
----

Unknown 

If the juvenile was in secure detention at the time of the hearing, was the 
probable cause hearing held during the 24-hour grace period permitted for a 
non-criminal juvenile offender (i.e., status offender) under OJJDP monitoring 
policy? 

Yes 
---

No 
----

Unknown 
----

10. Was the juvenile held for protective purposes or to assure the juvenile's
appearance at the violation hearing, as provided or prescribed by State law?

Yes 
----

No 
----

Unknown 
----

11. Was the juvenile held, pending a violation hearing, within the maximum length
of time permitted by State law?

Yes 
---No 

Unknown 
----



3 

12. Did the judge presiding over the probable cause hearing determine that all
elements of a valid court order exist (i.e., items 1 through 7 of this
checklist)?

Yes 
-----

No 
----

Unknown 
-----

13. Did the judge presiding over the probable cause hearing determine that the
applicable due process rights were afforded the juvenile in connection with
either (1) the initial hearing at which the court order was rendered or (2) the
probable cause hearing?

Yes 
---

No 
----

Unknown* 
----

( *If the response to i tern 13 is "Unknown", were each of the
following due process rights provided in connection with
either (1) the initial hearing at which the court order was
rendered or (2) the probable cause hearing?)

(A) The right to have the charges against the juvenile in writing served upon
him a reasonable time before the hearing;

Yes 
----

No 
-----

Unknown 

(B) The right to a hearing before a court;

Yes 
-----

No 
-----

Unknown 

(C) The right to an explanation or the nature and consequences of the
proceeding;

Yes 
----

No 
-----

Unknown 
-----

(D) The right to legal counsel, and the right to have such counsel appointed
by the court if indigent;

Yes 
No 

-----

Unknown 

(E) The right to confront witnesses;

Yes 
-----No 
----

Unknown 



c. 

(F) The right to present witnesses;

Yes 
-----

No 
-----

Unknown 
-----

(G) The right to have a transcript or record of the proceedings;

Yes 
-----

No 
-----

Unknown 
-----

(H) The right of appeal to an appropriate court.

Yes 
-----

No 
-----

Unknown 
-----

If the answer is "no" or "unknown" to any one of the questions in items 8 through 13 
above, then the juvenile accused of violating a valid court order and held in a 
secure facility beyond the 24-hour grace period permitted for non-criminal juvenile 
offenders (i.e., status offenders) under the OJJDP monitoring policy is for the 
purposes of monitoring, reported as a violation incident to Section 223(a)(l2)(A) and 
is not considered eligible to securely detain under the valid court order provision. 

DETERMINING WHETHER A JUVENILE FOUND TO HAVE VIOLATED A VALID 
COURT ORDER MAY BE SECURELY HELD 

14. Was there a judicial determination, based upon a hearing before a court of
competent jurisdiction, that the juvenile violated a valid court order?

Yes 
-----

No 
-----

Unknown 
-----

15. Did the judge presiding over the violation hearing determine that all elements
of a valid court order exist (i.e., i terns 1 through 7 of this checklist)?

Yes 
-----

No 
-----

Unknown 
----

16. Did the judge presiding over the violation hearing determine that the
applicable due process rights were afforded the juvenile in connection with
the violation hearing?

-----

-----

-----

Yes 
No 
Unknown* 

(*If the response to item 16 is "Unknown" were each of the 
following due process rights provided in connection with the 
violation hearing?) 
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(A) The right to have the charges against the juvenile in writing served upon
him a reasonable time before the hearing;

Yes 
----

No 
----

Unknown 
----

(B) The right to a hearing before a court;

Yes 
-----

No 
----

Unknown 
-----

( C) The right to an explanation or the nature and consequences of the

(D) 

(E) 

proceeding;

-----

Yes 
No 
Unknown 

The right to legal counsel, and the right to have such counsel appointed 
by the court if indigent; 

Yes 
----

No 
----

Unknown 
-----

The right to confront witnesses; 

Yes 
-----No 

Unknown 
----

(F) The right to present witnesses;

Yes 
-----No 

Unknown 

(G) The right to have a transcript or record of the proceedings;

Yes 

(H) 

-----

No 
----- Unknown 

The right of appeal to an appropriate court. 

Yes 
-----No 

Unknown 
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17. Did the judge presiding over the violation hearing determine there was no less
restrictive alternative appropriate to the needs of the juvenile and the
community?

Yes 
----

No 
----

Unknown 
----

If the answer is "no" or "unknown" to any one of the questions in .items 14 through 
17 above, then the juvenile found to have violated a court order and held in a 
secure facility is, for the purposes of monitoring, reported as a violation incident to 
Section 223(a)(12)(A) and is not considered eligible to be securely held under the 
valid court order procedures.-

D. DETERMINING WHETHER THE JUVENILE IS A NON-OFFENDER

-18. Was the juvenile a non-offender such as an abused, dependent or neglected
child? 

Yes 
----

No 
----

Unknown 

If the answer to question 18 is "yes", then the juvenile in question can not be 
securely detained pursuant to the valid court order provision of Section 
223(a)(l 2)(A) of the JJDP Act, as amended. 

THIS IS A TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
TOOL AND ITS USE IS OPTIONAL. 

7/83 



0MB # 1121-0089 
EXPIRES: 9/90 

THIS FORM IS A TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE TOOL AND ITS 
USE IS OPTIONAL 

STATE MONITORING REPORT 

A. GENERAL INFORMATION

1. NAME AND ADDRESS OF STATE MONITORING AGENCY

2 • CONTACT PERSON REGARDING STATE REPORT 

Name: _____________ _ Phone#: _____ _ 

3. DOES THE STATE I S LEGISLATIVE DEFINITION OF CRIMINAL
TYPE OFFENDER, STATUS OFFENDER, OR NONOFFENDER DIFFER
WITH THE OJJDP DEFINITION CONTAINED IN THE CURRENT
OJJDP FORMULA GRANT REGULATION? ___________ _

IF YES, HOW?

4. (To be answered only if response to item 3 above is
yes).
DURING THE STATE MONITORING EFFORT WAS THE FEDERAL
DEFINITION OR STATE DEFINITION FOR CRIMINAL-TYPE
OFFENDER, STATUS OFFENDER AND NONOFFENDER USED?

Revised 9/88 

1 



SECTION 223 (a) ( 12) (A) 

B. REMOVAL OF STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS FROM SECURE 
DETENTION AND CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES 

The information required in this section concerns those 
public and private residential facilities which have been 
classified as a secure detention or correctional facility as 
defined in the current OJJDP regulation. 

1. BASELINE REPORTING PERIOD

CURRENT REPORTING PERIOD 

2. NUMBER OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECURE DETENTION AND
CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES.

Enter the number of residential facilities which have
been classified as public or private secure detention
and correctional facilities as defined in the OJJDP
regulation. This includes but is not limited to
juvenile detention facilities, juvenile correctional
facilities, jails, lockups, or other secure facilities.

Baseline Data 

current Data 

Juvenile Detention 
Centers 

Juvenile Training 
Schools 

Adult Jails 

Adult Lockups 

Other 

2 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 



3. NUMBER OF FACILITIES IN EACH CATEGORY REPORTING ADMISSION
AND RELEASE DATA FOR JUVENILES TO THE STATE MONITORING

AGENCY.

Baseline Data 

current Data 

Juvenile Detention 
centers 

Juvenile Training 
Schools 

Adult Jails 

Adult Lockups 

Other 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

4. NUMBER OF FACILITIES IN EACH CATEGORY RECEIVING AN ON-SITE
INSPECTION DURING THE CURRENT REPORTING PERIOD FOR THE

PURPOSE OF VERIFYING SECTION 223(a) (12) (A) COMPLIANCE DATA.

current Data 

Juvenile Detention 
Centers 

Juvenile Training 
Schools 

Adult Jails 

Adult Lockups 

Other 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

3 



5. TOTAL NUMBER OF ACCUSED STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS
HELD FOR LONGER THAN 24 HOURS IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECURE
DETENTION AND CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES DURING THE REPORT
PERIOD, EXCLUDING THOSE HELD PURSUANT TO A JUDICIAL
DETERMINATION THAT THE JUVENILE VIOLATED A VALID COURT
ORDER.

Write in the number of accused status offenders and 
nonoffenders held in excess of 24 hours in the facilities 
during the report period. This number should not include 
(1) accused status offenders or nonoffenders held less than
24 hours following initial police contact, (2) accused 
status offenders or nonoffenders held less than 24 hours 
following initial court contact, or ( 3) status offenders 
accused of violating a valid court order for which a 
probable cause hearing was held during the 24 hour grace 
period. 

The 24 hour period should not include weekends and holidays. 

Where a juvenile is admitted on multiple offenses, the most 
serious offense should be used as the official offense for 
purposes of monitoring compliance. 

Baseline Data 

current Data 

Juvenile Detention 
Centers 

Juvenile Training 
Schools 

Adult Jails 

Adult Lockups 

Other 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

4 



6. TOTAL NUMBER OF ADJUDICATED STATUS OFFENDERS AND
NONOFFENDERS HELD IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECURE DETENTION AND
CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES FOR ANY LENGTH OF TIME DURING THE
REPORT PERIOD, EXCLUDING THOSE HELD PURSUANT TO A JUDICIAL
DETERMINATION THAT THE JUVENILE VIOLATED A VALID COURT
ORDER.

7. 

Write in the number of adjudicated status offenders and
nonoffenders held in the facilities for any length of time
during the report period. This number should not include
those status offenders found in a violation hearing to have
violated a valid court order.

Where a juvenile is admitted on multiple offenses, the most
serious offense should be used as the official offense for
purposes of monitoring compliance.

Baseline Data 

current Data 

Juvenile Detention 
Centers 

Juvenile Training 
Schools 

Adult Jails 

Adult Lockups 

Other 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

TOTAL NUMBER 

DETENTION OR 

DETERMINATION 

ORDER. 

OF STATUS OFFENDERS HELD IN ANY SECURE 
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY PURSUANT TO A JUDICIAL 

THAT THE JUVENILE VIOLATED A VALID COURT 

Write in the total number of status offenders accused of 
violating a valid court order pursuant to a judicial 
determination, based on a hearing during the 24 hour grace 
period, that there is probable cause to believe the juvenile 

5 



c. 

violated the court order and the number of status offenders 
found in violation hearings to have violated a valid court 
order. 

Baseline Data 

current Data 

Juvenile Detention 
Centers 

Juvenile Training 
Schools 

Adult Jails 

Adult Lockups 

Other 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

Has the state monitoring agency verified that the 
criteria for using this exclusion have been satisfied 
pursuant to the current OJJDP regulation? ______ _ 

If yes, how was this verified (state law and/or 
judicial rules match the OJJDP regulatory criteria, or 
each case was individually verified through a check of 
court records}? 

DE MINIMIS REQUEST 

1. CRITERION A THE EXTENT THAT NONCOMPLIANCE IS 
INSIGNIFICANT OR OF SLIGHT CONSEQUENCE. 

Number of accused status offenders and nonoffenders 
held in excess of 24 hours and the number of 
adjudicated status offenders and nonoffenders held for 
any length of time in secure detention or secure 
correctional facilities. 

ACCUSED ADJUDICATED TOTAL 

_________ + --------
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2. 

Total juvenile population of the State under age 18 
according to the most recent available U.S. Bureau of 
Census data or census projection. 

If the data was projected to cover a 12-month period, 
provide the specific data used in making the projection 
and the statistical method used to project the data. 

ACCUSED ADJUDICATED TOTAL

Data: _________ + =

Statistical Method of Projection: ___________ _ 

Calculation of status offender and nonoffender 
detention and correctional institutionalization rate 
per 100,000 population under age 18. 

Status offenders and nonoffenders 
held (total) =

Population under age 18 = 

= 

( a) (b) Rate 

(a) 

(b) 

NOTE: If the rate is less than 5.8 per 100,000 
population, the State does not have to respond to 
criterion B and c.

CRITERION B -- THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE INSTANCES OF 
NONCOMPLIANCE WERE IN APPARENT VIOLATION OF STATE LAW 
OR ESTABLISHED EXECUTIVE OR JUDICIAL POLICY. 

a. Provide a brief narrative discussion of the
circumstances surrounding the noncompliant
incidences. Describe whether the instances
of noncompliance were in apparent violation
of state law, established executive policy or 
established judicial policy. Attach a copy
of the applicable law and/or policy.
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3 • CRITERION C -- THE EXTENT TO WHICH AN ACCEPTABLE PLAN 
HAS BEEN DEVELOPED. 

A plan is to be developed to eliminate noncompliant 
incidents within a reasonable time where the instances 
of noncompliance (1) indicate a pattern or practice or 
(2) appear to be sanctioned by or consistent with state
law or established executive or judicial policy, or 
both. 

a. Do the instances of noncompliance indicate a
pattern or practice?

Yes No 

b. Do the instances of noncompliance appear to be
sanctioned or allowable by state law, established
executive policy, or established judicial policy?

Yes No 

c. Describe the State's plan to eliminate the
noncompliant incidents within a reasonable time.
The following must be addressed as elements of an
acceptable plan:

(1) If the instances of noncompliance are
sanctioned by or consistent with state law or
executive or judicial policy, then the plan
must detail a strategy to modify the law or

.policy to prohibit noncompliant placement so
that it is consistent with the Federal
deinstitutionalization of status offenders
and nonoffenders requirement.

(2) If the instances of noncompliance were in
apparent violation of state law, or executive
or judicial policy, and amount to or
constitute a pattern or practice rather than
isolated instances of noncompliance, the plan
must detail a strategy which will be employed
to rapidly identify violations and ensure the
prompt enforcement of applicable state law or
executive or judicial policy.

(3) In addition, the plan must be targeted 
specifically to the agencies, courts, or 
facilities responsible for the placement of 
status offenders and nonoffenders in 
noncompliance with Section 223(a) (12) (A). It 
must include a specific strategy to eliminate 
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instances of noncompliance through statutory 
reform, changes in facility policy and 
procedure, or modification of court policy. 

4. OUT OF STATE RUNAWAYS

5. 

Number of out of state runaways held beyond 24 hours in
response to a want, warrant, or request from a jurisdiction
in another state or pursuant to a court order, solely for
the purpose of being returned to proper custody in the other
state?

These juveniles may be excluded only if their presence
created a noncompliance rate in excess of 29.4 per 100,000
juvenile population.

FEDERAL WARDS 

Number of Federal wards held in the state's adult jails and 
lockups pursuant to a written contract or agreement with a 
Federal agency and for the specific purpose of affecting a 
jurisdictional transfer, appearance as a material witness, 
or for return to their lawful residence or country of 
citizenship? 

These juveniles may be excluded only if their presence 
created a noncompliance rate in excess of 29.4 per 100,000 
juvenile population. 

6. RECENTLY ENACTED CHANGE IN STATE LAW

Describe recently enacted changes in state law which have
gone into effect, and which can reasonably be expected to 
have a substantial, significant, and positive impact on the
state's achieving full compliance within a reasonable time.

9 



D. 

SECTION 223(a)(12)(B) 

PROGRESS MADE IN ACHIEVING REMOVAL OF STATUS OFFENDERS AND 

NONOFFENDERS FROM SECURE DETENTION AND CORRECTIONAL 

FACILITIES 

1. PROVIDE A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE PROGRESS MADE IN 
ACHIEVING THE REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 223(a) (12) (A).

2. NUMBER OF ACCUSED AND ADJUDICATED STATUS OFFENDERS AND
NONOFFENDERS WHO ARE PLACED IN FACILITIES WHICH (A) ARE
NOT NEAR THEIR HOME COMMUNITY; ( B) ARE NOT THE LEAST
RESTRICTIVE APPROPRIATE ALTERNATIVE; AND, ( C) DO NOT
PROVIDE THE SERVICES DESCRIBED IN THE DEFINITION OF
COMMUNITY-BASED.

SECTION 223(a} (13} 

E. SEPARATION OF JUVENILES ANO ADULTS

The information required in this section concerns the 
separation of juveniles and incarcerated adults in 
residential facilities which can be used for the secure 
detention and confinement of both juveniles offenders and 
adult criminal offenders. 

Adequate separation means adult inmates and juveniles cannot 
see each other and no conversation is possible. Separation 
may be established through architectural design or time 
phasing use of an area to prohibit simultaneous use by 
juveniles and adults. 

1. BASELINE REPORTING PERIOD

10 



CURRENT REPORTING PERIOD 

2. WHAT DATE HAS BEEN DESIGNATED BY THE STATE FOR
ACHIEVING COMPLIANCE WITH THE SEPARATION REQUIREMENTS
OF SECTION 223(a) (13)?

3. TOTAL NUMBER OF FACILITIES USED TO DETAIN OR CONFINE
BOTH JUVENILE OFFENDE'RS AND ADULT CRIMINAL OFFENDERS
DURING THE PAST TWELVE (12) MONTHS.

Baseline Data 

current Data 

Adult Jails 

Adult Lockups 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

4. NUMBER OF FACILITIES IN EACH CATEGORY RECEIVING AN ON
SITE INSPECTION DURING THE CURRENT REPORTING PERIOD TO
CHECK THE PHYSICAL PLANT TO ENSURE ADEQUATE SEPARATION.

Baseline Data 

Current Data 

Adult Jails 

Adult Lockups 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

5. TOTAL NUMBER OF FACILITIES USED FOR THE SECURE 
DETENTION AND CONFINEMENT OF BOTH JUVENILE AND ADULT 
OFFENDERS WHICH DID NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE SEPARATION OF 
JUVENILES AND ADULTS. 

Baseline Data 

current Data 

11 
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Adult Jails 

Adult Lockups 

6. TOTAL NUMBER OF JUVENILES NOT ADEQUATELY SEPARATED IN
FACILITIES USED FOR THE SECURE DETENTION AND 
CONFINEMENT OF BOTH JUVENILE OFFENDERS AND ADULT 
CRIMINAL OFFENDERS DURING THE REPORT PERIOD. 

Baseline Data 

current Data 

Adult Jails 

Adult Lockups 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

7. PROVIDE A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE PROGRESS MADE IN
ACHIEVING THE REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 223(a) (13).

(This summary should discuss the extent of the state's
compliance in implementing Section 223(a) (13), and how
reductions have been achieved, including the 
identification of state legislation which directly 
impacts on compliance. Discuss any proposed or 
recently passed legislation or policy which has either 
positive or negative impact on achieving or maintaining 
compliance. Attach additional sheets as necessary.) 

DESCRIBE THE MECHANISM FOR ENFORCING THE STATE'S 
SEPARATION LAW. 

12 



SECTION 223(a) (14) 

F. REMOVAL OF JUVENILES FROM ADULT JAII.S AND LOCKUPS.

The information in this section concerns the removal of 
juveniles from adult jails and lockups as defined in the
current OJJDP regulation.

1. BASELINE REPORTING PERIOD

CURRENT REPORTING PERIOD

2. NUMBER OF ADULT JAII.S

Enter the total number
definition of adult jail
OJJDP regulation.

of facilities meeting the 
as contained in the current 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

Baseline Data 

Current Data 

J. NUMBER OF ADULT LOCKUPS

Enter the total number of facilities meeting the
definition of adult lockup as contained in the current
OJJDP regulation.

Baseline Data 

Current Data 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

4. NUMBER OF FACILITIES IN EACH CATEGORY RECEIVING, AN ON
SITE INSPECTION DURING THE CURRENT REPORTING PERIOD FOR
THE PURPOSE OF VERIFYING SECTION 223(a) (14) COMPLIANCE
DATA.

current Data 

Adult Jails 

Adult Lockups 

' J 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 



5. TOTAL NUMBER OF ADULT JAILS HOLDING JUVENILES DURING
THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS.

Baseline Data 

Current Data 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

6. TOTAL NUMBER OF ADULT LOCKUPS HOLDING JUVENILES DURING
THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS.

Baseline Data 

current Data 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

7. TOTAL NUMBER OF ACCUSED JUVENILE CRIMINAL-TYPE 
OFFENDERS HELD IN ADULT JAILS IN EXCESS OF SIX ( 6) 
HOURS. 

Enter the total number of accused juvenile criminal
type offenders held in all adult jails in excess of six 
hours during the report period. This number includes 
juveniles held in those counties meeting the removal 
exception criteria. This number should not include (1) 
status offenders and nonoffenders held ( 2) criminal
type offenders held less than six hours, and (3) 
juveniles·held in adult lockups. 

Baseline Data 

current Data 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

8. TOTAL NUMBER OF ACCUSED JUVENILE CRIMINAL-TYPE 
OFFENDERS HELD IN ADULT LOCKUPS IN EXCESS OF SIX ( 6) 
HOURS. 

Enter the total · number of accused juvenile criminal
type offenders held in all adult lockups in excess of 
six hours during the report period. This number 
includes juveniles held in those counties meeting the 
removal exception criteria. This number should not 
include (1) status offenders and nonoffenders held (2) 

criminal-type offenders held less than six hours, and 
(3) juveniles held in adult jails.
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Baseline Data 

current Data 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

9. TOTAL NUMBER OF ADJUDICATED CRIMINAL-TYPE OFFENDERS
HELD IN ADULT JAILS FOR ANY LENGTH OF TIME.

Baseline Data 

Current Data 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

10. TOTAL NUMBER OF ADJUDICATED CRIMINAL-TYPE OFFENDERS
HELD IN ADULT LOCKUPS FOR ANY LENGTH OF TIME.

Baseline Data 

Current Data 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

11. TOTAL NUMBER OF ACCUSED AND ADJUDICATED STATUS 
OFFENDERS ANO NONOFFENDERS HELO IN ADULT JAILS FOR ANY 
LENGTH OF TIME, INCLUDING THOSE STATUS OFFENDERS 
ACCUSED OF OR ADJUDICATED FOR VIOLATION OF A VALID 
COURT ORDER. 

Baseline Data 

Current Data 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

12. TOTAL NUMBER OF ACCUSED AND ADJUDICATED STATUS 
OFFENDERS HELD IN ADULT LOCKUPS FOR ANY LENGTH OF TIME, 
INCLUDING THOSE STATUS OFFENDERS ACCUSED OF OR 
ADJUDICATED FOR VIOLATION OF A VALID COURT ORDER. 

Baseline Data 

Current Data 
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13. TOTAL NUMBER OF ADULT JAILS AND LOCKUPS IN AREAS
MEETING THE "REMOVAL EXCEPTION."

If the State has received approval from OJJDP pursuant
to the removal exception contained in the current
regulation, enter the number of adult jails and lockups
located in those counties or jurisdictions which are
outside a Metropolitan Statistical Area.

Baseline Data

Current Data

Provide the names of the adult jails and lockups and
the county in which it is located. (Attach additional
sheets as necessary).

14. TOTAL NUMBER OF JUVENILES ACCUSED OF A CRIMINAL-TYPE
OFFENSE WHO WERE HELD IN EXCESS OF SIX ( 6) HOURS BUT
LESS THAN TWENTY-FOUR (24) HOURS IN ADULT JAILS AND
LOCKUPS IN AREAS MEETING THE "REMOVAL EXCEPTIONS."

�: 

Enter the number of juveniles accused of a criminal
type offense who were held in excess of six (6) hours
but less than twenty-four (24) hours in adult jails and
lockups located in counties which are outside a
Metropolitan Statistical Area.

The 24 hour period should not include weekends and
holidays.

Baseline Data 

current Data 

Adult Jails 

Adult Lockups 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

The criteria for this exception includes the 
existence of a state law requiring detention 
hearings within 24 hours. 
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G. 

15. PROVIDE A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE PROGRESS MADE IN
ACHIEVING THE REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 223(a) (14).

(This summary should discuss the extent of the State's
compliance in implementing Section 223(a) (14), and how
reductions have been achieved, including the
identification of state legislation which directly
impacts on compliance. Discuss any proposed or 
recently passed legislation or policy which has either
positive or negative impact on achieving or maintaining
compliance. Attach additional sheets as necessary.)

DE MINIMIS REQUEST: NUMERICAL 

1. THE EXTENT THAT NONCOMPLIANCE IS INSIGNIFICANT OR OF
SLIGHT CONSEQUENCE.

Number of accused juvenile criminal-type offenders held
in adult jails and lockups in excess of six (6) hours,
accused juvenile criminal-type offender, held in adult
jails and lockups in non-MSA's for more than 24 hours,
adjudicated criminal-type offenders held in adult jails
and lockups for any length of time, and status
offenders held in adult jails and lockups for any
length of time.

TOTAL = 

Total juvenile population of the state under 18 
according to the most recent available U.S. Bureau of 
Census data or census projection 

If the data was projected to cover a 12-month period, 
provide the specific data used in making the projection 
fillSi the statistical method used to project the data. 

Data: 

statistical Method of Projection: 
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Calculation of jail removal violations rate per 100,000 
population under 18. 

Total instances of noncompliance = 
Population under 18 = 

________ (a) 
_______ (b) 

( a) 

2 . ACCEPTABLE PLAN 

/________ _

(b) 

= 

Rate 

Describe whether an acceptable plan has been developed 
to eliminate the noncompliant incidences through the 
enactment or enforcement of state law, rule, or 
statewide executive or judicial policy, education, the 
provision of alternatives, or other effective means. 

3. RECENTLY ENACTED CHANGE IN STATE LAW

Describe recently enacted changes in state law which
have gone into effect, and which can reasonably be
expected to have a substantial, significant, and 
positive impact on the State's achieving full ( 100%) 
compliance, or full compliance with de minimis 
exceptions by the end of the monitoring period 
immediately following the monitoring period under 
consideration. 

18 



H. DE MINIMIS REQUEST: SUBSTANTIVE 

1. THE EXTENT THAT NONCOMPLIANCE IS INSIGNIFICANT OR OF
SLIGHT CONSEQUENCE.

a. Were all instances of noncompliance in violation
of or departures from state law, court rule, or
other statewide executive or judicial policy?

b. Do the instances of 
pattern or practice, 
isolated instances? 

noncompliance 
or do they 

indicate a 
constitute 

c. Are existing mechanisms for enforcement of the
state law, court rule, or other statewide
executive or judicial policy such that the
instances of noncompliance are unlikely to recur
in the future?

d. Describe the State's plan to eliminate the
noncompliant incidents and to monitor the existing
enforcement mechanism.
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�WV 2 3 JY!jl 

Yvonne M. Chase, Director 

U.S. Ocp:1rlmcnl of Justice 

Office of Juvenile Justice and 

Delinquency Prevention 

Wa1.lri1tfto1t. D.C. 10'11 

Department of Health and Social Services 
Division of Family and Youth Services 
Pouch H-05 
Juneau, Alaska 99811

Dear Ms. Chase: 

As we discussed during the course of the audit of Alaska's JJDP 
monitoring system, one of the more critical findings of the audit 
is that minors charged with alcohol violations have not been 
counted as status offenders in Alaska's Annual Monitoring 
Reports. It appeared from the audit that counting this class of 
offenders as status offenders will _have a profound effect on the 
reported level of compliance with Sections 223 (a) (12) (A) and 
223 (a) (14) of 1:";1-e JJDP l\ct. 

For this reason, we are delaying the review of Alaska's 1986

Monitoring Report until we receive a revised report that counts 
minors charged with alcohol violations as status offenders. 
Please review the OJJDP definition of status offender (see 28 CFR 
31.304) for guidqnce on this matter. Also, please note the legal 
opinion I forwarded to R�ssell Webb on October 19, 1987. 

We cannot recommend award '6f Alaska's FY 1988 Formula Grant until 
we have received a satisfactory Monitoring Report and have 
determined that l\laska has achieved the levels of compliance 
necessary for eligibili�.· to receive the FY 1988 award. 

I have discussed this matter with Russell Webb and I will be glad 
·to answer any questions you might have.

Sincerely,

</J.J�:__
Paul Steiner 
Juvenile Justice Specialist 
State Relations and Assistance 

Division 



·MEMOHANDUM titate o.t Alaska 

10: Regional Administrators 
Intake Officers 

DATE: 

Institutional Superintendents FILE NO.: 

December 18, 1987 

THAU: TELEPHONE NO.: 

FROM: Richard Illias
@-

Youth Corrections Administrator 

SUBJECT: Detention Admission 
Criteria 

Several years ago instructions were issued to discontinue the· practice of 
placing status offenders in our juvenile detention facilities. At that·iime 
the offense of minor consuming alcohol was interpreted to be a "criminal" 
offense under state law. Interpretation of the Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 by the U.S. Attorney Genera� categorizes 
offenses such as minor consuming alcohol as status offenses. The logic is 
that those offenses can only be committed by a person of a certain age 
status. Even though the offense is criminal in many states between the ages 
of 18 and 21, it is none the less a status offense for both juveniles and a 
small group of adults. 

In order to comply with Federal mandates and maintain eligibility of OJJDP 
block grants, it is necessary for intake units and institutions to revise 
detention scree,J,Jlg and admission practices. 

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY YOUTH ARRESTED FOR THE OFFENSE OF MINOR CONSUMING MAY 
NO LONGER BE DETAINED IN DIVISION YOUTH FACILITIES UNLESS: 

1. They are detained as probation violators (detention criteria
number 8 and a petition is filed for revocation of probation .

•. 

2. Youth is also nn absconder with a valid court order (warrant)
for detention.

3. The youth has been charged with another offense sufficient to
warrant detention.

4. The youth's identity cannot be determined.

5. The youth refused to sign a promise to appear.

Prohibition against detention of youth charged with minor consuming alcohol 
has no effect on the authority to detain a youth who is incapacitated by 
alcohol and requires protective custody pursuant to AS47.37.170. Protective 
custody admissions require a pre-admission medical examination and written 
certificate which attests to two conditions: 

1. The youth's level of intoxication meets the definition of
incapacitated by alcohol. That level is defined by statute as
II 

} h 1 f a person w 10, as the result of consumption of alco o , s
rendered unconscious or has judgment or physical mobility so
impnired thnt the person cannot readily recognize or escape
conditions of apparent or imminent danger to personal health or
safety."



2. The youth does not reriuire either immediate or constant medical
attention until the level of intoxication is reduced.

Persons admitted to detention facilities under the PC Statute must have the 
reason for detention marked "protective custody - AS47.37." Both detention 
booking records and intitke records should show that designation as the 
reason for detention. Intake records such as the intake log should show 
under the offense column as both HCA and PC. 

Please make sure that staff adhere to the PC requirement and that those 
youth be released from detention within 12 hours or sobering up whichever 
comes first. 

RF! :ag 

cc: Yvonne Chase 
Donna Bownes 

Enclosures 



April 1, 1988 

Russell Webb 
JJDP Coordinator 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Office of Juvenile Justice and 

Delinquency Prevention 

Washirrgtorr, D.C. 20531 

Division of Family and Youth Services 
Pouch H-05 
Juneau, Alaska 99811 

Dear Russ: 
.. 

I have enclosed a copy of the Alaska Field Audit Report ;which 
describes the information I gained and the recommendations I 
made during the September 28 - October 3, 1987, on-site review of 
the state's compliance monitoring system. 

Please review the Report and recommendations carefully. Pursuant 
to OJJDP Policy, you are required to respond to the RepoF:t, in 
writing, within 30 business days of receiving it. 

Your response should clarify any issues relating to Alaska's 
compliance monitoring system that you feel are not adequately 
addressed by the Report. In addition, your response should 
address each of the recommendations contained in Section 6 of the 
Report. 

If you concur with a recommendation, you may indicate such by 
describing what steps will be taken, by whom, and within what 
period of time, to implement it. If you disagree with a 
recommendation, please state your reasons, and I will respond to 
them. Although discussed during our exit conference on October 
3, if any of the recommendations are not clear to you, please 
contact me for additional information. 

I look forward to receiving your response to the Report. 

S:rrty, 
Paul Steiner 
Juvenile Justice Specialist 

Enclosure 



SENT BY=MYC 

STEVE COWPER 

GOVE:FINDR 

Mr. Verne L. Speirs 
Administrator 

' , .. ' 

: p ' : ' • • :  I 

:10-25-88 : 15:34 

1_:1_: I I I 133 � 
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STATE OF .A.LASKA 

OFrlCE: ::.JF TH!: GOVERNOR 

.JUN g A 'C" 

August 25, 1988 

Office of Juvenile Justice 
and Delinquency Prevention 

Washington, DC 20531 

Dear Mr. Speirs: 

; # 3 

8-7864813:# 3

I wish to communicate by way of this letter my commitment to 
achieving the complete removal of juveniles from adult jails and 
lockups in Alaska, and my intent to demonstrate that commitment 
in a manner which meets the eligibility requirements of OJJDP's 
1988 Special Emphasis grant program relating to jail removal. 

Specifically, I will, before September 25, 1988, issue a 
proclamation indicating my intent to support legislation 
prohibiting the confinement of juveniles in adult jails or 
lockups; committing the various departments and agencies of state 
government to taking appropriate actions within their authority 
to achieve removal of juveniles from jails: and during the support 
and participation of local governmental agencies and citizens for 
jail removal efforts. A copy of that proclamation will be 
forwarded to you on the date it is issued. 

Alaska faces unique and difficult challenges in achieving the 
removal of juveniles from adult jails. I am confident, however, 
that with continued encouragement and support at the Federal 
level and with the commitment of Alaska's executive agencies and 
citizens, these challenges will be met. We look forward to the 
continued support of your staff in our efforts to improve 
Alaska's juvenile justice system. 

cc: Commissioner Munson 
Department of Health and 

Social Services 
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DEPT. OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES 

March 20, 1990 

DIVISION OF FAMILY & YOUTH SERVICES 

YOUTH CORRECTIONS SECTION 

Pamela Swain, Director 
State Relations and Assistance Division 

( 907) 4 65-3·170

Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention 
633 Indiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20531 

Attention: Mike Holloway, State Representative 

Dear Ms. Swain: 

Enclosed is the long awaited 1988 Monitoring Report for Alaska. 
I think you will find the report thorough and well documented. 

Alaska is requesting a finding of full compliance with de minimis 
exceptions for Section 223 (a) (12} (A) of the JJDP Act. This 
request is based on achievement in 1988 of a non-compliance rate 
of 5. 4 per 10 0, 000 juveniles. This rate is less than the 
noncompliance rate of 5. 8 per 100, 000 juveniles which has been 
established by OJJDP as the highest institutionalization rate a 
state may have and still be considered to be in full compliance 
with de minimis exceptions based solely on the numerical standard 
set forth in Criterion A (46 FR 2567). 

Although the requirements for a finding of full compliance with 
de minimis exceptions are fully satisfied since the rate of non
compliance is below 5. 4 per 100,000 juveniles, the monitoring 
report for 1988 also documents Alaska's achievement of the 
standards outlined in Criteria B and C. With respect to 
Criterion B, the monitoring report describes the circumstances 
surro_unding the instances of non-compliance and explains the 
extent to which the instances of non-compliance were in violation 
of state law or established executive policy. Of the nine 
instances of non-compliant detention, only two appear to have not 
violated state law or established executive policy and one of 
these two instances involved an out of state runaway detained 
pending return to her home state. Finally, as explained in the 
monitoring report, Criterion C also appears to be satisfied, 
based on 1} the absence of any pattern or practice of non-



Pamela Swain 
March 20, 1990 

Page 2 

compliant detention, 2) apparent violation of state laws and/or 
executive policies in all but two of the nine reported instances 
of noncompliance and 3) development by DFYS of a detailed plan to 
eliminate non-compliant incidents. 

Alaska is also requesting a finding of alternative substantial 
compliance with Section 223 (a) (14) of the JJDP Act. This 
request is based on the following: First, 28 CFR Part 31.303 (f) 
(6) (iii) (A) (2) (i) is satisfied if "all status offenders and non
offenders securely detained in adult jails and lockups for any
length of time were held in violation of an enforceable state law
and did not constitute a pattern or practice within the state."
Although both accused and adjudicated status offenders were
securely detained in adult jails and lockups for short periods of
time (note, however, that only four of these instances of
detention of status offenders in adult facilities violated the
deinstitutionalization requirement), there was only one instance
of such detention which did not violate state laws requiring
separation of juvenile and adult offenders. This instance of
detention occurred at the only adult jail in Alaska which
provided adequate separation in 1988. All other instances of
detention of status offenders in adult facilities were in
violation of Alaska's separation laws. These separation laws, as
explained in the monitoring report, are enforceable through a
variety of mechanisms which have been effective in reducing
separation violations by 32 percent in the one year period
following implementation of the state's revised Jail Removal Plan
in December, 1987. These same mechanisms have been effective in
reducing jail removal violations by 32 percent in the one year
following implementation of the state's revised Jail Removal Plan
in December, 1987.

Second, Alaska has made meaningful progress in removing other 
juveniles from adult jails and lockups, as documented by a 7 9 
perce·nt reduction in the number of criminal-type offenders 
securely detained in violation of section 223 (a) (14) of the JJDP 
Act, from 766 in the baseline year (1980), to 161 in 1988. A 
reduction of this magnitude represents "a significant reduction 
in the number of juvenile criminal-type offenders securely 
detained in violation of section 223 (a) (14) of the JJDP Act: and 
thus satisfies the "meaningful progress" standard for alternative 
substantial compliance outlined in 28 CFR Part 31. 303 (f) ( 6) 
(iii) (A) (2) (ii) .



Pamela Swain 
March 20, 1990 

Page 3 

The state has also diligently carried out its revised 1987 Jail 
Removal Plan by undertaking actions necessary to achieve jail and 
lockup removal goals and objectives and by appropriate 
involvement of the State Advisory Group in developing and 
implementing the state's plan. These efforts are documented in 
the 1988 Performance Report and Alaska's responses to the 1987 
OJJDP Field Audit. The requirement that a state must demonstrate 
that it has "diligently carried out the state's jail and lockup 
removal plan," as required under 28 CFR Part 31.303 (f) (6) (iii) 
(A) (2) (iii), is thus also satisfied.

Fourth, as required under CFR Part 31.303 (f) (6) (iii) (A) (2) 
(iv), Alaska has historically expended and continues to expend a 

significant share of its Formula Grant funds to comply with 
Section 223 (a) (14) . In 1987 and 1988, after subtracting the 
administration and SAG allowance, Alaska spent 100 percent of its 
Formula Grant funds on jail removal efforts. 

Finally, as required under 28 CFR Part 31.303 (f) (6) (iii) (A) 
(3), Alaska has made an unequivocal commitment to achieving full 

compliance within a reasonable time as evidenced in an Executive 
Proclamation issued on April 14, 1989 by Governor Steve Cowper. 
In this proclamation, the Governor explicitly proclaimed his 
support for efforts to develop regulations which reduce detention 
of children in adult facilities. 

Alaska has thus achieved each of the requirements for alternative 
substantial compliance with jail removal requirement, as outlined 
in 28 CFR Part 31.303 (f) (6) (iii) (A) (2) and (3). Moreover, 
if OJJDP interpretations of the definitions of "criminal-type 
offender: and "status offender" were the same in 1988 as they 
were in 1980 (the baseline year), and if our monitoring universe 
had not expanded greatly between 1980 and 1988, Alaska would have 
exceeded the 75 percent reduction in non-compliant detention 
required for substantial compliance under 28 CFR Part 31.303 (f) 
(6) (iii) (A) (1-).

We would appreciate your prompt review of our report and a 
statement of findings. I believe several other important 



Pamela Swain 

March 20, 1990 

Page 4 

decisions such as award of the 1989 Formula Grant are being held 
pending your determination on our monitoring data. 

Sincerely, 

Russ Webb, Director 
Division of Family and Youth Services 
Department of Health and Social Services 
State of Alaska 

cc: Donna Schultz, Juvenile Justice Specialist 

Richarq Illias, Youth Corrections Administrator 



U.S. Department of Justice 

Office of Justice Programs 

Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention 

1Vashi11g1011, D.C. 20531 

SEP O 6 1990 

Ms. Donna M. Schultz 
Juvenile Justice Specialist 
Department of Health and 

Social Services 
Division of Family and 

Youth Services 
P.O. Box H-05 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0630 

Dear Donna: 
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This is in response to your request that the Office of Juvenile 
Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) explain its finding that 
Alaska's 1988 Monitoring Report failed to demonstrate full, or at 
least substantial compliance with the jail and lockup removal 
provision, Section 223 (a) (14) of the JJDP Act. Specifically, you 
asked for the basis of OJJDP' s finding that Alaska failed to 
demonstrate substantial compliance under the alternative standard 
developed by Congress in 1988. 

The alternative substantial compliance provision is set forth at 
Section 223 (c) (2) (A) (i) (II) of the JJDP Act. The standards for 
demonstrating compliance with this provision are set forth at 
Section 223 (c) of the Act. These standards are further delineated 
at Section 31.303 (f)(6) (iii) (A)(2) (i)-(iv) of the OJJDP Formula 
Grants Regulation (28 CFR 31), which was published in the August 
8, 1989, Federal Register. 

The OJJDP review of Alaska's 1988 Monitoring Report indicated that 
the State failed to demonstrate its compliance with the standard 
set forth at Section 223 (c)(4)(A) of the JJDP Act and Section 
31.303 (f) (6) (iii) (A) (2) (i) of the OJJDP Formula Grants Regulation. 
This Standard reads as follows: 

11 • • •  (i) Removed all status and non
offender juveniles from adult jails 
and lockups. Compliance with this 
standard requires that the last sub
mitted monitoring report demonstrate 
that no status offender (including 



those accused of or adjudicated for 
violating a valid court order) or 
nonoffender juveniles were securely 
detained in adult jails or lockups 
for any length of time; or that all 
status offenders and nonoffenders 
securely detained in adult jails and 
lockups for any length of time were 
held in violation of an enforceable 
state law and did not constitute a 
pattern or practice within the 
state ... " 

This standard contains three (3) critical components. First, that 
all status and nonoffenders securely detained in adult jails and 
lockups for any length of time were held in violation of state 
law. 

Alaska's 1988 Monitoring Report transmittal letter, dated March 
20, 1990, indicates on page 2 that with one exception, the status 
and nonoffenders securely detained in adult jails and lockups 
violated sta:te separation statutes. The OJJDP cannot accept 
Alaska's claim that separation statutes prohibit the secure deten
tion of status and nonoffenders in adult jails and lockups. 
Clearly, if the facilities involved were renovated and/or they 
modified their separation practices, status and nonoffenders could 
be securely detained there without violating state law. Not only 
is this inconsistent with the jail and lockup removal provision of 
the Act, but concurrence by OJJDP with this argument could con
ceivably place this Office and Alaska in an untenable position in 
the future should these facilities begin providing adequate sepa
ration. 

Even if OJJDP accepted the argument that separation statutes 
prohibit the secure detention of status and nonoffenders in adult 
jails and lockups, the transmittal letter cited above indicates 
that one (1) status or nonoffender was securely detained in an 
adult facility that provided adequate separation. As a result, 
this detention was not a violation of state law, and therefore, 
the requirement that "all" such detentions violate state law was 
not met. This incident also serves to illustrate why the OJJDP 
cannot accept Alaska's premise. 

The second critical element is that the state law be enforceable. 
Your 1988 Monitoring Report indicates that increased public educa
tion, stepped-up monitoring, and the amendment of 17 DPS contracts 
has resulted in a 32% reduction in violations. While these mea
sures are to be commended, and it is clear that they are neces
sary, their sufficiency remains in question at this time. In 
order for the OJJDP to accept a state's enforcement mechanisms as 
sufficient or adequate, it must be demonstrated that the mecha
nisms have been successful in eliminating all, or substantially 
all of the violations. A 32% reduction is not tantamount to 
elimination of substantially all of th� violations. 



The third and final critical element is that the violations did 
not constitute a pattern or practice. Admittedly, these terms are 
subjective. However, using standard denotations, I have to ques
tion Alaska's assertion that the fact that one-half of the viola-. 
tions involved one type of status offender (minor in possession of 
alcohol) does not constitute a pattern. Similarly, I believe the 
fact that over 40% of the violations occurred in three (3) facili
ties constitutes a practice. 

Based on these findings, I could not conclude that Alaska satis
fied the status and nonoffender requirement for alternative sub
stantial compliance. Alaska does, however, satisfy the remaining 
alternative substantial compliance standards. In addition, I am 
confident that Alaska will continue to make progress toward full 
compliance with the jail and lockup removal provision of the JJDP 
Act. 

I hope this information is useful to you. 
tions, please call me at (202) 307-5924. 

Sincerely, 

' 

?f--'Tt} � 
Jeff Allison 
Compliance Monitoring Coordinator 
State Relations and Assistance Division 

If you have any ques-



TO: 

FROM: 

MEMORANDUM 

The �on�rable Myra Munson�l,f\
Commissioner Y.} � 

Department of Health and �
\}'

� 
Social Services u 

Susan Humphrey-Barnett 'ft-
,. 

Commissioner 
Department of Corrections 

lb. 

DATE: June 25, 1990 

TELEPHONE: 561-4426

SUBJECT: Housing of Juveniles 
at Ketchikan Correc
tionat Center 

Effective August 15, 1990, the Department of Corrections will 
cease the detention of juveniles at the Ketchikan Correctional 
Center, thus terminating the 1986 Memorandum of Agreement between 
our respective agencies. 

The situation described in my December 1987 letter to you on 
this subject has become more critical. Ketchikan Correctional 
Center experienced unprecedented overcrowding this past year and 
our projections indicate that this trend will continue. Under the 
circumstances, Corrections cannot provide juveniles physical 
separation from adults, nor can we provide adequate supervision to 
ensure the safety of the juveniles. 

I know that the Department of Health and Social Services has 
pursued juvenile detention alternatives in Ketchikan. If I can 
assist in your efforts in any way, please do not hesitate to 
contact me. 

SHB:dlh 

cc: Thomas E. Schulz, Superior Court Judge 
Caren Robinson, Special Staff Assistant 
Margaret M. Pugh, Director 
Alan Bailey, Superintendent 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: All District Supervisors

THRU: Richard F. Illia � Youth Correcti�ministra tor

FROM: Randall Hine(K. fh illC)Associate Coordinator 

STATE OF ALASKA 

DIVISION OF FAMILY AND YOUTII SERVICES 

YOUTII CORRECTIONS OFFICE 

DATE: July 2, 1990
FILE NO: 

PHONE: 265-5090
SUBJECT: Data CollectionProject 

It is data collection time again! And in efforts to make this project as delightfuland stimulating as possible, a handy form has been developed to help us, or morespecifically you, provide the necessary information to make this project aworthwhile endeavor. We are requesting that the 1989 Intake Log be scanned forall those cases who meet the criteria found on the form, specifically, those caseswhere an adjudication on an alcohol offence alone or an alcohol offense andanother related offense have occurred.
As you know, OJJDP considers alcohol offenses, such as minor consuming alcohol,to be "status offenses". The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of1974 mandates that we remove all status offenders from both adult jails/lockupsand our own juvenile detention facilities. 
We are collecting this data for our compliance monitoring report. Please completethis form and fax it to my office by July 24, 1990. 
If you have any questions regarding these case, please call me prior to filling outthe form as it will save us all time in the long run. Thank you for your help. 
RI:br
cc: Regional Administrators
C C, _9 "1>-'- '? = r"\



1989 INTAKES FOR ALCOHOL OFFENCES 

REGION: __________ _ DISTRICT: __________ _ PERSON REPORTING: _____________________ _

Name DOB Referral 
(Last, First, MI) Date 

Already on 
Conditions of 
Conduct/Probat. 
For Prior Non 
Alcohol Offence 
Yes or NO 

Court Finding 
or Adjudicat. 
on the Alcohol 
Offence ALONE 
Yes or No 

Date of 
Finding 
or Adjud. 

Subsequ. Crt. 
Finding or 
Adjud. for 
Non Alcohol 
Criminal 
Type Delio-
quent Offence 
Yes or No 

Date of 
Subseq. 
Finding 
or Adjud 

--



UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA ANCHORAGE 

Captain Glenn Godfrey 
VPSO Enforcement Unit 
Alaska State Troopers 
5700 E. Tudor Road 
Anchorage, AK 99507 

Dear Captain Godfrey: 

321 I Providence Drive 
Anchorage, Alaska 99508 

(907) 786-1810

October 28, 1988 
JUSTICE CENTER 

As I mentioned in our telephone conversation yesterday, the 
Division of Family and Youth Services has contracted with me to 
design and implement a system for monitoring juveniles who are 
detained in jails, lockups, detention centers and correctional 
facilities in Alaska, as required under the federal Juvenile 
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. 

One portion of the requisite monitoring will entail collect
ing juvenile detention data from about half of the village 
lockups in the state and also conducting on-site inspections at 
about one-third of the village lockups. You mentioned in our 
telephone conversation that the appropriate course of action to 
obtain access to the records and physical plants of lockups which 
are supervised by Village Public Safety Officers would to be to 
write to you requesting you to authorize VPSO's to release 
booking records to us and to permit inspection of the facilities. 
I would like to take �his opportunity to request your authoriza
tion for VPSO's to mail photocopies of their booking logs to me 
at the Justice Center (or, if you prefer, to the Anchorage 
offices of DFYS) and, for those VPSO's who maintain booking 
records but are unable to photocopy them, to permit us to conduct 
a site visit for purposes of inspection and data collection. 

I believe I mentioned to you that I will try to arrange site 
visits so that only those lockups which maintain booking records 
but cannot submit copies by mail will be visited by me or one of 
my research assistants. We will, however, need to insp�ct at 
least 26 lockups this year and it is possible that this will 
require visits to a few facilities which do not fall into this 
category. 

Finally, I would like to emphasize that I will need to 
complete all site visits before December 31st, as federal funds 
for the project are una�ailable after that date. This places me 
under a very tight schedule, and I would like to begin contacting 

A 01\'ISION OF THE UNIVERSITY Of ALASKA STATEWIDE SYSTEM OF IIIGIIER EDUCATION 



Captain Glenn Godfrey 
October 28, 1988 
Page 2 

facilities no later than November 1st, if possible. Anything you 
can do to accelerate the authorization would be greatly appre
ciated. 

Thank you again for your assistance. 
hearing from you. 

DLP:pb 

I will look forward to 



November 7, 1988 

DIVISION OF FAMILY & YOUTH SERVICES 
YOUTH SERVICES SECTION 

Captain Glenn Godfrey 
Rural/Village Public Safety 
Officer Enforcement Unit 
Alaska State Troopers 
5700 E. Tudor Rd. 
Anchorage, Alaska 99507 

Dear Captain Godfrey: 

I 

I 
i 

i STEVE COWPER, GOVERNOR 

/550 West 8th Ave. 
/ Suite 0304
/ Anchorage, Alaska 99501 

This letter will confirm that David Parry, of the Justice Center, 
University of Alaska Anchorage, is under contract with the Division of 
Family and Youth Services to monitor detention of juveniles in all jails, 
lockups, detention centers and correctional centers in Alaska . Mr. Parry 
should be allowed to inspect any facility and to examine and reproduce 
facility records which contain information about juveniles and adults who 
have been admitted to the facility. His assistants, Marybeth Holleman and 
Russ Christensen, are also authorized to inspect facilities and to collect 
booking information. Facilities should mail photocopies of booking logs 
and other requested information directly to Mr. Parry at the Justice Center 
if at all possible. 

The work Mr. Parry is doing for the Division is authorized by state law (AS 
47.10.150 and AS 47.10.160) and it is required by the federal regulations 
governing detention of juveniles which are contained in the Juvenile 
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. 42 U.S.C. 5601, Pub. L. No. 93-415, 
88 Stat. 1109 (1974). We consider monitoring of juvenile detention to be 
very important because it will make it possible for us to begin working 
with facilities to help them find alternatives to detention of juveniles 
and avoid situations where they may be subjecting themselves to possible 
liability by detaining juveniles. 

Corrections Administrator 

RI/hr 



UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA ANCHORAGE 

3211 Providence Drive 
Anchorage. Alaska 99508 

(907) 786-1810

November 17, 1988 

Demetri A. Tcher.ipanoff 
Village Public Safety Officer. 
General Delivery 
Akutan, Alaska 99553 

Dear Mr. Tcheripanoff: 

JUSTICE CENTER 

The Justice Center at the University of Alaska Anchorage is 
helping the Division of Family and Youth Services (DFYS) to get 
information about juveniles who are put in jail in Alaska. My 
research assistant, Marybeth !Iolleman, called you recently about 
what we are doing and what information we need from you. 

We need to look at the records you have about people who have 
been put in your jail. This is authorized by both state law 
(AS 47.10.150 and AS 47.10.160) and the federal Juvenile Justice 
and Delinquency Prevention Act 42 u.s.c. 5601, Pub. L. No. 
93-415, 88 Stat. 1109 (1974). I am enclosing a copy of a letter
which authorizes us to see these records. The letter was written
by Richard Illias, the Youth Corrections Administrator at DFYS,
and sent to Captain Godfrey of the Alaska State Troopers.

If it is possible, we would like to have you make copies of 
your admission log (booking log) for 1987 and 1988 and send it to 
us in the enclosed envelope. If you do not use a booking log, 
you may send copies of any records you have for each person who 
was placed in the jail in 1987 or 1988. We need to know the date 
and time each person was put in and released, their name or some 
identification, their age or birthdate, and the reason they were 
put in jail (charge). 

When you send us the copies, please also sign the form 
(enclosed) which certifies that you are sending a complete copy 
of your. log or other records for 1987 and 1988. We will reim
burse you for the cost of the copies and postage as soon as we 
receive the copies from you. 

If you ar.e able to copy your. records and send them to us, we 
probably will not plan to visit the jail this year, but we will 
be required to inspect it in 1989 or 1990. 

If you are not able to send us copies of these records, we 
will need to make arrangements to come to your jail to look at 
them in per.son. We will also plan to inspect the jail so that we 

A DIVISION OF TIIE UNIVERSITY OF Al.ASK,\ STATE\x.'IDI: SYSTHt OF IIIGIIER EDUCATION 



November 17, 1988 
Page 2 

won't have to inspect it in 1989 or 1990. 
so we can plan a visit. 

Please call us collect 

If you do not keep records that have the information we need 
about people who are put in your jail, please call us collect as 
soon as possible. We will send you some forms you might want to 
use to keep records and we will also send some instructions to 
show you how you can use the forms. We may want to come visit 
your jail, too, or we will probably decide to wait until next 
year. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to call me 
collect at 786-1810. You may also wish to contact your oversight 
trooper if you have questions about releasing records. 

Sincerely, 

)�� 
David L. Parry 

DLP:pb 
Enclosures 
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DEPT. OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES

March 3, 1989

DIVISION OF FAMILY & YOUTH SERVICES 
YOUTH SERVICES SECTION 

Susan E. Knighton, Director
State of Alaska
Department of Corrections
Division of Administrative Services
P.O. Box T
Juneau, Alaska 99811
Dear Ms. Knighton:

i 
J 

/ STEVE COWPER, GOVERNOR 

/550 West 8th Avenue 

/ Suite 304
Anchorage, PJZ 99501

This letter will confirm that David Parry, of the Justice Center, University
of Alaska Anchorage, is under contract with the Division of Family and Youth
Services to m:mitor detention of juveniles in all jails, lockups, detention
centers and correctional centers in Alaska. Mr. Parry should be allowed to
inspect any facility and to examine and reproduce facility records which
contain information about juveniles and adults who have been adnitted to the
facility. His assistants, Russ Christensen, Bob Lindquist and Lydia Heyward
are also authorized to inspect facilities and to collect booking information.
Mr. Parry has informed me that IXJC records are computerized and that you will
be working with him to produce priri.touts of the information needed for this
project. The specific information he will need printed out is as follows:
Date in, time in, narre, birthdate, charge, date out, time out. This
information is needed for all persons achnitted in 1987 and 1988 to the
Ketchikan and Yukon-Kuskokwim Correctional Facilities and the Hat-SU
Pre-Trial Facility. Printouts containing this information should be mailed
directly to Mr. Parry at the Justice Center if at all possible.
The work Mr. Parry is doing for the Division is authorized by state law (AS
47 .10.150 and AS 47 .10.160) and it is required by the federal regulations
governing detention of juveniles which are contained in the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act, 42.U.S.C. 5601, Pub. L. No. 93-415, 88 Stat.
1109 (1974). We consider m:mitoring of juvenile detention to be very
important because it will make it possible for us to begin working with
facilities to help them find alternatives to detention of juveniles and to
avoid situations where they may be subjecting themselves to. possible
liability by detaining juveniles.

�A ·chard Illias
Youth C-orrections Administrator
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DEPT. OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES 

DIVISION OF FAMILY & YOUTH SERVICES 

YOUTH SERVICES SECTION 

March 17, 1989 

Trooper Richard Quinn 
Alaska State Troopers - Fort Yukon Post 
Box 55 
Fort Yukon, Alaska 99740 

Dear Trooper Quinn: 

J 

I 

I 
I 
I 

STEVE COWPER, GOVERNOR 

550 West 8th Ave., 
Suite 1/304 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

This letter will introduce David Parry, who is a researcher at the Justice 
Center, University of Alaska, Anchorage. He is helping the Division of 
Family and Youth Services (DFYS) collect information about juveniles who are 
put in jail in Alaska. 

It is important for us to know about juveniles who are put in jail because 
this will make it possible for us to begin working with you and others who 
nm jails to help you find alternatives to detention of juveniles and avoid 
situations where you may be subjecting youselves to possible liability by 
detaining juveniles. 

Dave will need to look at the records you have about people who have been 
put in your jail in 1987 and 1988. He will also need to inspect the jail. 
This is authorized by both state law and the federal Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention Act of 197 4. We have been working closely with 
Captain Glenn Godfrey, the head of the Rural/Village Public Safety Officer 
Enforcement Unit with the Alaska State Troopers. Captain Godfrey has sent 
a letter to Captain Shover at E Detention unit headquarters in Fairbanks 
which says that Dave is authorized to see your records and inspect your 
jail. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to call Dave at 786-1810. 

·chard Illias
Youth Services Administrator 

RI/br 
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I DEPT. OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES 

DIVISION OF FAMILY & YOUTH SERVICES I 
YOUTH SERVICES SECTION 

STEVE COWPER, GOVERNOR 

27 November 1989 

captain c. R�er McCoy 
Contract Jail Administrator 
Deparbnent of Public Safety 
P.O.Box N 
Juneau, Alaska 99811 

Dear captain McCoy: 

'Ihis letter will confinn that the Justice Center of the University of 
Alaska Anchorage is again under contract with the Division of Family and 
Youth Services to monitor detention of juveniles in all jails, lockups, 
detention centers and correctional centers in Alaska. 'Ihe principal 
investigator for the 1989 project is Dr. Nancy Schafer and Emily Read is 
the project manager. Dr. Schafer, Ms. Read, and their assistants should be

allowed to inspect any facility and to examine and reproduce facility 
records containing booking infonnation aoout juveniles and adults admitted
to the facility. 

'Ihe Justice Center researchers will need to collect booking data from all 
contract jails and from all village lockups that systematically record such 
data, and will be conducting facility and record keeping inspections at 
approximately one-third of the contract jails and village lockups. Contract 
jail superintendents should also be alerted that they may be contacted 
regarding on-site inspections and that such inspections are fully authorized 
under state law. 

'Ihe Justice Center will contact you for photocopies of contract jail 
booking l�s and other specified information should be mailed directly to 
Ms. Read at the Justice Center, 3211 Providence Drive, Anchorage, Alaska 
99508. D::tta collection and most inspections will begin next January. 

'Ihis project is authorized under Alaska statutes 47.10.150 and 47.10.160, 
and is required by the federal regulations governing detention of juveniles 
contained in the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, 42 U.S.C. 
5601, Public I.aw No. 93-415, 88 stat. 1109 (1974). Monitoring juvenile 
detention is very important. It makes it possible to discover alternatives 
to the detention of juveniles and assists the facilities in avoiding 
potential liability. 

'Ihank you for your CCXJperation in this endeavor. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Illias 
Youth Corrections Administrator 
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Captain C. Roger McCoy 
Contract Jail Administrator 
Alaska Department of Public Safety 
P.O. Box N

Juneau, Alaska 99811 

Dear Captain McCoy: 

ll l�TI< T ( :ENTr:ll 

As I informed you in our earlier telephone conversation, the 
Justice Center at the University of Alaska Anchorage has again 
contracted with the Div is ion of Family and Youth Services to 
monitor Alaska's compliance with the mandates of the 1974 Juvenile 
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. This Act requires the 
deinstitutionalization of juvenile status offenders and 
nonoffenders and also requires that facilities provide "sight and 
sound" separation of detained juveniles and adults. 

For the coming year's monitoring project, Dr. Nancy Schafer will 
act as Principal Investigator and I will be the Project Manager. 
We are seeking to collect data on all juvenile admissions to 
Alaska's contract jails, and to conduct site visits at six 
facilities. I will notify you and the jail administrators of any 
impending facility visits by our staff at least two weeks in 
advance, and I will also specify the name of the visiting 
researcher. Travel will take place in late February or March. 

The main purpose of site visitations is to verify the accuracy of 
data as it is recorded for juveniles. In order to do this, we will 
be cross-checking information that is provided to us by your office 
with other documents, such as case files, that are located in the 
jails. Your assistance and support are imperative to this 
project's successful completion. I would like to request that you 
authorize jail administrators to permit our staff to conduct site 
visits of their facilities. 

Please call if you have any questions. 
Anchorage by calling collect to 786-1821 
for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

/�f/2-0 
Emily E. Read 
Project Manager 

I can be contacted in 
or 786-1810. Thank you 
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UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA ANCHORAGE 

3211 Providence Drive Anchorage, Alaska 99508 
(907) 786-1810 (907) 786-7777 fax

February 1, 1990 

Ms. Gloria Simeon 
VPSO Coordinator 
Association of Village Council Presidents 
P.O. Box 219 
Bethel, Alaska 99559 

Dear Ms. Simeon: 

JUSTICE CE. TER 

The U.A.A. Justice Center has again contracted with the Alaska 
Division of Family and Youth Services to monitor the detention of 
juveniles in jails, lockups, detention centers and correctional 
facilities in Alaska. I would like to introduce myself as the manager 
of this project and to provide some detail about the basis for this 
research and its scope. 

As you may know, the 1974 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention 
Act requires that each state monitor its detention and correctional 
facilities for the presence of status offenders and juvenile non
offenders. Alaska's monitoring plan calls for the collection of 
statewide data on juvenile detentions, and for conducting inspections 
at one-third of all correctional or detention facilities each year. 
In the coming months, up to 35 village lockups throughout Alaska will 
be visited by our research team members, and all lockups with adequate 
data will be asked to send certifiable copies of their logs to the 
Justice Center. 

This research is authorized by both state law (AS 47.10.150 and AS 
47.10.160) and the federal J.J.D.P. Act 42 u.s.c. 5601, Pub. L. No. 
93-415, 88 Stat. 1109 (1974). The Justice Center research staff is 
working closely with Mr. Richard Illias, Youth Corrections 
Administrator with the State Division of Family and Youth Services, 
and with Captain Glenn Godfrey, with the VPSO Enforcement Unit of the 
Alaska State Troopers. Additionally, all State Troopers with VPSO 
Oversight responsibilities have been notified of the project. 

Information from the rural lockups is a most important element in 
assessing Alaska's progress toward deinstitutionalizing its youth. If 
you have any questions about the monitoring project, please do not 
hesitate to contact me at the Justice Center, 786-1821. 

Sincerely, 
/) /) 

�' ��Em1ly E
i

ea� 
Project Manager 



DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 

DIVISION OF STATE TROOPERS 

Emily E. Read 
Project Manager 
University of Alaska, Anchorage 
3211 Providence Drive 
Anchorage, Alaska 99508 

Dear Ms. Read: 

February 8, 1990 

STEVE COWPER, GOVERNOR 

ARTHUR ENGLISH 

COMMISSIONER 

5700 EAST TUDOR ROAD 
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99507 
PHONE: (907) 269-5647

Consider this letter your authorization for Village Public Safety 
Officers (VPSO's) to mail photocopies of their booking logs to the 
Justice Center and to permit the Justice Center to conduct site visits 
for the purposes of inspection, data verifications and/or data 
collection. 

As we discussed during our telephone conversation on February 5, 1990, I 
would recommend that members of your office contact the Oversight 
Troopers prior to contacting the VPSO's, then the Oversight Troopers will 
be aware of which villages are selected and can advise the VPSO's that 
you will be contacting them. 

If any problems or complications do arise and you need further 
assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

GGG/lr 

Sincerely, 

Captain Glenn G. Godfrey 
Chief of Rural Enforcement Services 
Alaska State Troopers 
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Police Chief Bob Oszman 
Petersburg Police Department 
P.O. Box 329 
Petersburg, Alaska 

Dear Chief Oszman: 

99833 

JL'STICE CE�TER. 

February 19, 1990 

The University of Alaska Anchorage Justice Center has again 
contracted with the Alaska Division of Family and Youth Services 
(DFYS) to monitor the detention of juveniles in jails, lockups, 
detention centers and correctional facilities in Alaska. I would 
like to introduce myself as the manager of this research project 
and to provide some detail about the basis for the project, its 
scope, and the current cycle of data collection efforts. 

As you know, the 1974 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention 
Act requires that each state monitor its detention and 
correctional facilities for the presence of status offenders and 
juvenile non-offenders. Alaska's monitoring plan calls for the 
collection of statewide data on detained juveniles, and for 
making site visits to one-third of all facilities each year. The 
federal law requires us to collect booking data from all adult 
jails and to visit each site even if no juveniles have been held 
in the past year. 

There are two purposes in visiting adult jails. First, to verify 
the booking data reported by each jail to the Department of 
Public Safety. In this effort, we are specifically interested in 
verifying the accuracy of log entries on juvenile detainees by 
cross-checking log entries against other case files. Secondly, 
adult jails are visited in order to map facility layouts, and to 
determine if - and to what extent - the building(s) provides 
physical, visual and aural separation of juvenile and adult 
inmates. 

In the current cycle, the Justice Center is seeking to collect 
booking data from the calendar year 1989. We are also planning 
to visit many Southeastern Alaska communities in the next few 
weeks. Due to the reporting relationship between Alaska Contract 
Jails and the State Department of Public Safety, it is 
unnecessary for each jail to independently provide copies of its 
booking logs to us. Rather, the Justice Center collects the data 
directly from the Department of Public Safety in Juneau. 

The collection of otherwise confidential records and the 
inspection are authorized by both state law (AS 47.10.150 and AS 



47.10.160) and the federal Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention Act (42 U.S.C. 5601, Pub. L. No. 93-415, 88 Stat. 1109 
(1974)). The Justice Center has been working closely with 

Captain C. Roger McCoy, Contract Jail Administrator with the 
Department of Public Safety. If you have questions about 
authorization for this project, please to not hesitate to contact 
either myself at 786-1821 or Captain McCoy at 465-4322. 

After allowing time for receipt of this letter, I will be 
contacting you to make arrangements for a visit to your jail by 
either myself or by Justice Center research assistant Jann Dobbs. 
I have tentatively reserved the week of March 4th for visits to 
all Southeast sites. 

Thank you in advance for your consideration of the requirements 
of this project. I look forward to working with you in the near 
future. 

Sincerely, 

�z�o 
Emily E. Read 
Project Manager 



DEPT. OF HEALTH AND SOCIAl4 SERVICES 

DIVISION OF FAMILY & YOUTH SERVICES 

YOUTH CORRECTIONS SECTION 

STEVE COWPER, GOVENOR 

550 W. 8th Avenue, Suite 304 
Anchorage, AK 99501 
Phone: (907)265-5095 

28 February 1990 

The Honorable Liv Gray 
Mayor, City of Hoonah 
P.O. Box 360 
Hoonah, Alaska 99829 

Dear Mayor Gray: 

This letter will introduce Jann Dobbs, a researcher at the 
Justice Center, University of Alaska Anchorage. The Justice 
Center has again contracted with the Alaska Division of Family 
and Youth Services (DFYS) to collect information about juveniles 
who are put in jail in Alaska. 

The 1974 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act requires 
that each state monitqr its detention and correctional facilities 
for the presence of status offenders and juvenile non-offenders. 
Alaska's monitoring plan calls for the collection of statewide 
data on detained juveniles, and for making site visits to one
third of all facilities each year. The law requires that booking 
data be collected from all adult jails and lockups, and to visit 
each site even if no juveniles have been held. 

In her visit, Ms. Dobbs will need to access to all records 
maintained on people who were booked into your community's jail 
or detention facility during 1989. She will also need to fully 
inspect the layout of the building and its cells. The collection 
of confidential records and the inspection are authorized by both 
state law and the federal Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention Act. 

In arranging for this project, the Justice Center has worked 
closely with Captain Glenn Godfrey, head of the Rural/Village 
Public Safety Officer Enforcement Unit with the Alaska State 
Troopers. Captain Godfrey has notified oversight Trooper Torn 
Clemons, who, in turn, has notified VPSO Carl Larsen Jr. of the 
data collection requirements and visit. 

If you have questions about this project, please address them to 
Dr. Nancy Schafer, Principal Investigator, or Emily Read, Project 
Manager, at the Justice Center, 786-1810 collect. 

S�ly,A 

�Q4 
Youth Corrections Administrator 
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North Slope Borough Department 
of Public Safety 

P.O. Box 470 
Barrow, Alaska 99723

Dear Director Packer: 

Jl JSTll :El :ENTEF. 

15 March 1990 

As we discussed in our telephone conversation yesterday, the UAA 
Justice Center has again contracted with the Alaska Division of 
Family and Youth Services (DFYS) to monitor the detention of 
juveniles in jails, lockups, detention centers and correctional 
facilities in Alaska. I would like to introduce myself as the 
manager of the current research effort and request assistance 
from your department in collecting detention data from eight 
village posts in the North Slope Borough. 

As you know, the 1974 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention 
Act requires that each state monitor its detention and 
correctional facilities for the presence of status offenders, 
juvenile non-offenders, and juvenile criminal type offenders. 
Alaska's monitoring plan calls for the collection of statewide 
data on detained juveniles, and for making site visits to one
third of all facilities each year. The federal law requires us 
to collect booking data from all rural lockups and, within three 
years, to visit each site even if no juveniles have historically 
been held. 

In the current cycle, we are collecting booking data from the 
calendar year 1989. I understand from David Parry, last year's 
project manager, that your office provided us with North Slope 
data after your staff collected it from the individual villages. 
I would like to request that this be done once more, since the 
relationship between village posts and the North Slope Borough 
Department of Public Safety makes this a viable alternative. 

Specifically, the type of booking information we request for both 
adults and juveniles is as follows: Date in, Time in, Name (or 
any unique identifier), Date of Birth, Charge, Race (if 
possible), Sex (if possible), Date out, Time out. It is my 
understanding that eight North Slope Borough villages maintain 
adult lockups, including Point Hope, Point Lay, Wainwright, 
Atkasook, Nuiqsut, Deadhorse, Kaktovik, and Anaktuvuk. I request 
booking data from all eight villages, if the information is 
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maintained at each site. 

I am enclosing eight copies of a "Certification of Authenticity 
and Completeness of Records" form. This form will need to be 
completed and signed by each Public Safety Officer who provides 
copies of village booking logs. 

As mentioned, the second requirement of Alaska's JJDP monitoring 
plan is that all correctional and detention facilities, including 
adult lockups, be inspected by the research staff. There are two 
purposes in visiting adult rural lockups such as those in the 
North Slope Borough. First, we have to verify the booking data 
reported by each village to the North Slope Borough. In this 
effort, we are specifically interested in checking the accuracy 
of booking log entries as our chief source of data on juvenile 
detention in Alaska. We do this by cross-checking log entries 
against other case files maintained by police on site. Secondly, 
village lockups are visited in order to map facility layouts, and 
to determine if - and to what extent - each structure provides 
physical, visual and aural separation of juvenile and adult 
inmates. 

I have tentatively reserved the weeks of May 20th and/or Muy 27th 
for visits to all eight of the specified North Slope Borough 
Villages. At this point in time, I plan on visiting all lockups, 
regardless of whether data is maintained on site. Any 
suggestions that you can make on arranging for this type of visit 
are wholeheartedly welcomed, as I have never been to the North 
Slope Borough. 

The collection of otherwise confidential records and the 
inspection are authorized by both state law (AS 47.10.150 and AS 
47.10.160) and the federal Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention Act (42 U.s.c. 5601, Pub. L. No. 93-415, 88 Stat. 1109 
(1974)). I am working closely with the Alaska Departments of 
Public Safety, Corrections, and Health and Social Services. If 
you have questions about authorization for this project, please 
to not hesitate to contact me by calling collect to 786-1821. 

I am aware of the magnitude of work involved in meeting my 
requests, and I thank you in advance for your assistance and your 
consideration of the requirements of this project. I look 
forward to working with you and meeting you in the near future. 

Sincerely, 

Ernhl.t� 
Project Manager 
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19 March 1990 

Police Chief Chris Masters 
Sand Point Police Department 
P.O. Box 249 
Sand Point, Alaska 99661 

Dear Chief Masters: 

JUSTICE CENTER 

As we discussed in our telephone conversation Thursday, I am 
coordinating a data collection and monitoring effort for the 
State Division of Family and Youth Services and am interested in 
obtaining booking data from all holding facilities, lockups, 
jails and correctional centers in Alaska. I am very interested 
in including Sand Point in my report. 

Although the actual topic of this study is the extent to which 
juveniles are detained across Alaska, I am required to collect 
booking data on people of all ages. Specifically, I am wishing 
to collect the following facts on people booked during 1989: 

Date in, Time in, Charge (or other reason, such as 
protective custody), Name (or initials), Date of Birth, 
Race (if possible), Sex (if possible), Date out, Time 
out. 

Booking forms recently implemented in contract jails also provide 
room to distinguish between individuals who were booked from 
individuals who were actually locked up. This information would 
also be appreciated, but is not required. 

The rules that guide Alaska's monitoring plan require that all 
data be certifiable copies of the original forms, thus, if a 
lockup does not keep a log-type record, the data actually becomes 
copies of case file materials. This makes the task a very 
difficult one to complete for small police departments or single 
VPSOs. From our conversation, I gather that your general log 
contains most - but not all - of the pieces of information I am 
seeking, and that your prisoner files contain the other facts, 
such as race, sex, and date of birth. 

Given this, what I would request from you are 1) copies of the 
general log entries made during 1989 and 2) corresponding to each 
listed prisoner, a photocopy of any page in the prisoner file 
that lists the prisoner's date of birth. Purely secondary in 
importance is information on each prisoner's race and sex, but 
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birthdate is vital. 

Please also consider whether you can reasonably meet this 
request, as you may well be unable to do so. As I mentioned, the 
monitoring guidelines also require site visits to one-third of 
all facilities each year of the three year cycle. If myself or 
another project researcher travelled to the Sand Point area, we 
could gather the data by hand without having to make photocopies 
of the various forms. 

I look forward to hearing from you regarding this project. Any 
assistance you can provide is greatly appreciated. If you have 
questions, please do not hesitate to call me collect at 786-1821. 
Thank you. 

Si:Z£ /? ;?J; 

Emily E. Read 
Project Manager 



DEPT. OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SEH.VICES 

DIVISION OF FAMILY & YOUTH SERVICES 

YOUTH CORRECTIONS SECTION 

Ms. Patricia Leeman 
Bethel Youth Facility 
P.O. Box 1988 
Bethel, Alaska 99559 

Dear Ms. Leeman: 

STEVE COWPER, GOVENOR 

28 March 1990 

The Justice Center at the University of Alaska Anchorage has 
again contracted with the State Division of Family and Youth 
Services to monitor Alaska's compliance with the mandates of the 
1974 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. This 
letter will introduce Emily Read, a researcher at the Justice 
Center, as project manager of the 1989 effort. 

As you know, the 1974 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention 
Act requires that each state monitor its detention and correction 
centers for the presence of status offenders and juvenile non
offenders. Alaska's monitoring plan calls for the collection of 
statewide data on juvenile detention, and for conducting 
inspections at one-third of all such facilities each year. 

Ms. Read has informed me that she has contacted you and has made 
arrangements to collect data from the Bethel Youth Facility. 
This letter will confirm her authorization to collect the 
following facts on each juvenile admitted into the Bethel 
detention unit during 1989: Date in, Time in, Name (or 
initials), Date of Birth, Charge, Race, Sex, Date out, Time out. 
Where required, Ms. Read is also authorized to tour the Bethel 
Youth Facility and to cross-check facts on juveniles by accessing 
case files, and monthly or quarterly reports. 

The collection of otherwise confidential records and the facility 
inspection are authorized by both state law (AS 47.10.150 and AS 
47.10.160) and the federal Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention Act (42 U.S.C. 5601, Pub. L. No. 93-415, 88 Stat. 1109 
(1974)). If you have any questions, please feel free to contact 
Ms. Read at the Justice Center at 786-1821. 

-�-Jn_/Us.
i:chard Illias 

Youth Services Administrator 
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Dear Ms. Leeman: 
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As we discussed in our telephone conversation, I am collecting 
information on juvenile detentions from all youth facilities, adult 
jails and lockups throughout Alaska. The data will be used toward 
monitoring institutional compliance with the mandates of the 
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. 

I am enclosing two documents, a letter of authorization from Dick 
Illias, and a data collection form that I constructed as an aid for 
reporting data. You are welcome to incorporate this form into your 
facility's future admission procedures. Unfortunately, I cannot 
allow you to report your facility's 1989 detentions on this form, 
as that would require that the data be transcribed. I must have 
certifiable copies of original documents. In Juneau, for example, 
I copied their "admit record" which, among other things, provided 
me with all the data I needed on each juvenile. I have received 
an CTntirely different type of document from the Nome Youth 
Facility, but again, it provides me with all the necessary 
information on each admission. 

I appreciate your assistance. Please do not hesitate to call me 
if you have questions about the required data and how it needs to 
be reported. I may be reached at 786-1821. 

Sincer�ly, 
I 

� � (.' J/ I 
. ? --.&/) /' 

-/7 7 , / c /2 c::°c:.' I 
• / / /vl-- /"-

c___/ 
Emily E. ead 
Project Manager 



APPENDIX G 

ALASKA LAWS, REGULATIONS AND EXECUTIVE ORDERS 

RELATED TO JUVENILE DETENTION 



i.Encutiur frndantatinu 
by 

�t.eu.e Qlnwµ.er, Qbnu.ernnr 
Confining chlldre� in adult Jaila la not in the beat lntereat of 
Alaakft's children or the publlc. ln 1986 aa many as 427 children were 
detained in adult jails and lockups throughout the state. Alaska 
atstute� prohibit confinement of children in adult jails and lockups 
unlesa they are assigned to separate quartera ao that they not view or 
communicate with adult prisonera. 

The practice of jailing children vlth adults often leads to depression 
or aulclde attempts. The risk of those children experiencing emotional, 
physical and sexual abuse la also increased. 

The feder�l Juvenile Justice Delinquency rrevention Act mandates that 
states improve their juvenile justice systems by: 

l. eliminating the practice of detaining children charged with status
offenses:

2. aeparating children from adults by sight and sound when both are
detained in the same jail, lockup, or other correctional facility; 

J. identifying and monitoring all facilitiea which detain children;
4. ellminatlng the rractice of detaining children in any adult jail,

lockup, or correctional facility. 

NOY, TttEREFORE, I, Steve Cowper, Governor of the Stote of Alaska, do 
hereby proclaim my support for the Department of Health and Social 
Services to work with the Departments of Corrections and Public Safety, 
the.rubllc, and municipalities to develop regul�tions vhlch reduce 
detention of children in adult facilities, ensure aafe and appropriate 
conditions for children who are detained, and provide for collection and 
maintenance of accurate records on each youth admitted, detained and 
re hased. 

DATED: April 14, 1989 
ilot 



ALASKA STATUTES 

SELECTED PROVISIONS 



Sec. 04.16.050. Possession or consumption by per1mn11 under 

the age of 21. A person under the age of 21 years may not knowingly 
consume, possess, or control alcoholic beverages except those fur
niehed persons under AS 04.16.051(b). (§ 3 ch 131 SLA 1980; am I 8 
ch 109 SLA 1983) 



Sec. 47.J0.010. Jurl8dlctlon. (a) Proceedings relating lo a minor 
under 18 years of age residing or found in the state are governed by 
thie chapter, except ae otherwise provided in this chapter, when the 
court rinds the minor 

(1) to be a delinquent minor as a result of violating a criminal law
of the state or a municipality of the state; or 

(2) to be a child in need of aid as a result of 
(A) the child being habitually absent from home or refusing to ac

cept available care, or having no parent, guardian, custodian, or rela
tive caring or willing to provide care, including physical abandonment 
by 

(i) both parents,
(ii) the surviving parent, or
(iii) one parent if the other parent's rights and responeibilitiee have

been terminated under AS 25.23.180(c) or AS 47.10.080 or voluntarily 
relinquished; 

(B) the child being in need of medical treatment to cure, alleviate,
or prevent substantial physical harm, or in need of treatment for 
mental harm as evidenced by failure to thrive, severe anxiety, depres
sion, withdrawal, or untoward aggressive behavior or hostility toward 
others, and the child's parent, guardian, or custodian has knowingly 
failed to provide the treatment; 

(C) the child having suffered substantial physical harm or if there
is an imminent and substantial risk that the child will suffer such 
harm as a result of the actions done by or conditions created by the 
child's parent, guardian, or custodian or the failure of the parent, 
guardian, or custodian adequately to supervise the child: 

(D) the child having been, or being in imminent and substantial
danger of being, sexually abused either by the child's parent, guard
ian, or custodian, or as a result of conditions created by the child's 
parent, guardian, or custodian, or by the failure of the parent, guard
ian, or custodian adequately to supervise the child; 

(E) the child committing delinquent acts as a result of pressure,
guidance, or approval from the child's parents, guardian, or custodian; 

(F) the child having suffered substantial physical abuse or neglect
ae a result of conditions created by the child's parent, guardian, or 
custodian. 

(b) When a minor is accused of violating a traffic statute or regula
tion, a traffic ordinance or regulation of an incorporated municipality, 
AS 11.76.105 relating to the purchase of tobacco by a minor, a fish and 
game statute or regulation under AS 16, or a parks and recreational 
facilities statute or regulation under AS 41.21, excepting a statute the 
violation of which is a felony, the procedure prescribed in AS 
47.10.020 - 47.10.090 may not be followed, except that a parent, 
guardian, or legal custodian shall be present at all proceedings. The 
minor accused of an offense specified in this subsection shall be 
charged, prosecuted, and sentenced In the district court In the same 
manner as an adult. 

(c) In a controversy concerning custody of a minor, the court may
appoint a guardian of the person and property of a minor and may 

· order support from either or both parents. Custody of a minor may be 
given to the Department of HeAlth and Social Services, and payment
of support money to the department may be ordered.

(d) The provieionA of AS 47.10.020 - 47.10.085 do hot apply to
driver's licenee proceedings under AS 28.15.185. The court shall im. 
pose a driver's license revocat.ion under AS 28.15.185 in the eame 
manner AB Adult driver'e licemie revocations, except that a parent or 
legal guardian shall be pre�ent Rt all proceeding�. (� 4 art I ch 1'15 
SLA 1957; em§ 1 ch 76 SLA 1961; em§§ 1, 2 ch 110 SLA 1967; am 
§ 1 ch 64 SLA 1969; am§ 6 ch 104 SLA 1971; am§§ 7, 8 ch 63 SLA
1977; Am§ 1 ch lo-1 SLA 1982; Am§ fj ch 39 SLA 1985: am§ 17 ch 50
SLA 1987; am § 6 ch 125 SLA 1988: em � :1 ch 130 SLA 19RRl



Sec. 47.10.130. Detention. No minor under 18 years of age who ls 
detained pending hearing may be Incarcerated in a jail unless assigned 
to separate quarters eo that the minor cannot communicate with or 
view adult prisoners convicted of, under arrest for, or charged with a 
crime. When a minor is detained pending hearing, the minor's parent, 
guardian, or custodian shall be notified immediately. (114 art I ch 145 
SLA 1957) 



Sec. 47 .10. t 40. Temporary detention and detention hearing. 
(a) A pence offic-er mny arrest A minor who violntes a law or ordinance
in the officer's pre9ence, or whom the officer reMonably helievee is a
fugitive from j119tice. A pence officer mny continue a lawful arrest
made hy a citizen. The officer may hnve the minor detained in a
juvenile detention facilit.y if in the officer'i. opinion It Is necessary to
do so to protect lhe minor or the community.

(b) A peace officer who has a minor detained under (a) of this sec
tion shall immediately, and In no event more than 12 hours later, 
notify the court, the minor's parents or guardian, and lhe Department 
of Health end Social Services of the officer's action. The department 
may file with the court a petition alleging delinquency before the 
detention hearing. 

(c) The court shall immediately, and in no event more than 48
hours later, hold a hearing at which the minor and the minor's par
ents or guardian if they can be found shall be present. The court shall 
determine whether probable cause exists for believing the minor to be 
delinquent. The court shall inform the minor of the reasons alleged to 
constitute probable cause and the reasons alleged to authorize the 
minor's detention. The minor is entitled to counsel end to confronta
tion of adverse witnesses. 

(d) If the court finds that probable cause exists, it shall determine
whether the minor should be detained pending the hearing on the 
petition or released. It may either order the minor held in detention or 
released to the custody of a suitable person pending the hearing on the 
petition. If the court finds no probable cause, it shall order the minor 
released and close the case. 

(e) Except for temporary detention pending a detention hearing, a
minor may be detained only by court order. 

(0 (Repealed, § 3 ch 42 SLA 1985.) 
(g) {Repealed, § 3 ch 42 SLA 1985.) (§ 15 art I ch 145 SLA 1957; am

§ 3 ch 118 SLA 1962; am § 2 ch 100 SLA 1971; am § 6 ch 104 SLA
1971; am §§ 1, 2 ch 128 SLA 1972; am §§ 1, 3 ch 42 SLA 1986)



Sec. 47. J0.141. Runaway end missing minors. (a) Upon receiv
ing a written, telephonic, or other request to locate a minor evading 
the minor's legal custodian or to locnlc a minor otherwise missing, a 
law enforcement agency shall make reasonnble efforts to locate the 
minor and shall immediately complete a missing person's report con
taining information necessary for the identification of lhe minor. As 
soon as practicable, but not later than 24 hours after completing the 
report, the agency shall transmit the report for entry into the Alaska 
Public Snfety lnformntion Network nnd the NntionAI Crime Informa
tion Center computer �y!.'llem. Thr rrport Ahnll nl�o be 11ubmftted to 
the mi!!aing pernonA informAtion clP.aringhouAe under AS 18.65.620. 
As eoon 8!! prncticnhle, but not Inter than 2-1 hour11 oiler the agency 
learns that the minor hAs been located, it Ahnll request that the De
partment of Puhlic Snfoty And the Federnl BureAu of Investigation 
remove the lnformAtion from the compt1lf>r 11y11tem11. 

(bl A pence officer Ahnlt take Into protective cuAlody R minor de
scribed in (Al of this section if thP. minor le not otherwiAe subject to

arrest or detention. The pence officer Rhall honor the minor's prefer
ehce to ( 1) return the minor to the legal custodian if the legal cuato
diAn consent!! to the return; (2) tnke the minor to a nearby location 
agreed to by the minor and the 1£'gal custodian; or (3) take the minor 
to en office specined hy the Department of Health and Social Services, 
a program for runaway minor!.'I licen!.'led by the department under AS 
47.10.310, or a facility or contrAct Agency of the department. If an 
office specified by the dep1trlment, a licensed program for runaway 
minors, or a facility or contract agency of the department does not 
exist in the community, the officer eh all take the minor to another 
suitable location and promptly notify the department. A minor under 
protective cust.orfy may not he housed in a jail or other detention 
facility. Immediately upon taking n minor into protective custody, the 
officer shell edvi�e the minor orally and in writing of the right to

social services under AS 47.10.H2(b), and, if known, the officer shell 
advise the legal custodian that the minor has been taken into protec
tive cu!!tody. 

(c) A minor may be taken into emergency protective custody by a
peace officer and placed inlo temporary detention in a juvenile deten
tion home in the local community if there has been en order issued by 
a court under R finding of probable cause that (1) the minor is e 
runaway in wilful violation of a valid court order issued under AS 
47.10.080 or 47.10.t,12(0, (2) the minor's current situation poses a 
severe and imminent risk to lhe minor's life or safety, and (3) no 
reasonable plecement alternative exis� within the community. For 
the purpoAes of this suhAection, a risk mRy not be considered severe 
end imminent solely beceuRe of the general conditions for runaway 
minors in the community, but shnll be nsseirned in view of the specific 
behevior and !!ituation of the minor. A minor detained under this 
subsection ehall be brought bPfore A court on the doy the minor is 
detained, or if thet iR not pos11iblr., within 2-1 hour!.'I efler the detention 
for a hearing to determine the moAt Approprinte placement in the best 
interests of the minor. A minor taken into emergeny protective cus
tody under this 1mbRection mny not be defninr.d for more then 24 
hours, except BR provided under AS 47.10. 1-10. Emergency protective 
custody may not Include plncement of A minor in A jail or secure 
facility other then A juvenile df>tentlon home, nor may an order for 
protective custody be enforced against a minor who is residing in a 
licensed program for runaway minors, es defined in AS 47.10.390. (§ 2 
ch 42 SLA 1985; am§ 3 ch 72 SLA 1988; am§§ I, 2 ch 144 SLA 1988) 



Sec. 47. to.um. General powers or department over JuvenUe 
Institution"'. The Department of Health and Socfal Services may 

(1) purchAse, leAse or construct buildingA or other facilities for the
care, detention, rehabilitation and education of children in need of aid 
or delinquent minors; 

(2) adopt plane for conAtructlon of juvenile homee,juvenlle detention
facllltie9, and other juvenile lnetltutfone; 

(3) adopt standards and regulations under this chapter for the
design, construction, repair, maintenance and operation of all juvenile 
detention homes, facilities, and institutions; 

(4) inspect periodically each juvenile detention home, facility, or
other institution to ensure that the standards and regulations adopted 
are being maintained; 

(6) reimburse cities maintaining and operating juvenile detention
homes and facilities; 

(6) enter into contracts end arrangements with cities and state and
federal agencies to carry out the purposes of this chapter; 

(7) do all acts necessary to carry out the purposes of this chapter;
(8) adopt the regulations necessary to carry out this chapter;
(9) accept donations, gifts or bequests of money or other property for

use in construction of juvenile homes, institutions or detention 
facilities; 

(10) operate juvenile homes when municipalities are unable to do so;
(11) receive, care for, and place in a juvenile detention home, the

minor's own home, a foster home, or correctional school or treatment 
institution all minors committed to its custody under this chapter. (§ 
3 art II ch 145 SLA 1967; em§ 1 ch 162 SLA 1959; em§ 6 ch 104 SLA 
1971; em § 25 ch 63 SLA 1977) 



Sec. -17.10.160. Duties of department. 1a1 The department shall 
( 1 l accept all minors committed to the custody of the department 

and all minors who are involved in a written agreement under AS 
4i.10.'.:!301cJ, and provide for the welfare. control. care. custody, and 
placement of these minors in accordance with this chapter; 

(2l require and collect statistics on juvenile offenses and offenders 
in the state; 

(3) conduct studies and prepare findings and recommendations on
the need. number. type. construction. maintenance. and operating 
costs of juvenile homes. facilities. and the other institutions. and adopt 
and submit a plan for construction of the homes. facilities. and institu
tions when needed. together with a plan for financing the construction 
programs; 

(4) examine, where possible, all facilities. institutions, and places of
juvenile detention in the state and inquire into their methods and the 
management of juveniles in them. 

(b) For the purpose of collecting statistics, the department shall
establish and require state and local agencies that operate a jail or 
other detention facility to use a standardized form to keep a record 
and report the admission of a minor. The record shall be limited to the 
name of the minor admitted. the minor's date of birth, the specific 
offense for which the minor was admitted. the date and time admitted, 
the date and time released, the sex of the minor, the ethnic origin of 
the minor, and other information required by federal law. Except for 
the notation of the date and time of the minor's release, the record 
shall be prepared at the time of the minor's admission. Unless other
wise provided by law, information and records obtained under this 
subsection are confidential and are not public records. They may be 
disclosed only for the purpose of compiling statistics and in a manner 
that does not reveal the identity of the minor. (§ 5 art II ch 145 SLA 
195i; am � 4 ch 110 SLA 196i; am § 4 ch 100 SLA 19il; am § 6 ch 
104 SLA 1971; am § 1 ch 169 SLA 1990) 



Sec. 47.10. 180. Operntfon of home8 nnd racllltle8. (a) The 
Department of Health and Social Service" shall adopt standards and 
regulations for the operation of Juvenile detention homes and juvenile 
detention facilities in the state. 

(b) The department may enter into contracts with cities and other
governmental agencies for the detention of juveniles before and after 
commitment by juvenile authorities. A contract may not be made for 
longer than one year. (� 8 art II ch 145 SLA 1957; am § 3 ch 97 SLA 

1960; am § 6 ch 104 SLA 1971) 



Sec. 47.10.190. Conditions �overnfng detention. When the court 
commits a minor lo the custody or the depnrtment, the department 
shell arrange to place the juvenile In A detention home, facility or 
another suitable piece which the department designates for that 
purpose. A juvenile detnined in a jail or similar institution at the 
request of the department shall be held In custody In a room or other 
place apart and separate from adults. (§ 9 art II ch 145 SLA 1957) 



Sec. 47.10.290. Deflnltfons. In this chapter, unless the context 
otherwise requires, 

(1) "care" or "caring" under AS 47.10.010(a)(2)(A), 47.l0.120(a) and
47.10.230(c), means to provide for the physical, emotional, mental, 
and social needs of the child; 

(2) "child in need of aid" means a minor found to be within the
jurisdiction of the court under AS 47.10.010(a)(2); 

(3) "court" means the superior court of the state;
(4) "delinquent minor" means a minor found to be within the juris

diction of the court under AS 47.10.0I0(a)(l); 
(6) "department" means the Department of Health and Social Ser

vices. 
(6) "juvenile detention facility" means separate quarters within a

city jail used for the detention of delinquent minors; 
(7) 'Juvenile detention home" or "detention home" is a separate

establishment, exclusively devoted to the detention of minors on a 
short-term basis and not a part of an adult jail; 

(8) "minor" is a person under 18 years of age. (§ 1 art I ch 146 SLA
1957; am I 5 ch 110 SLA 1967; am II 5, 6 ch 27 SLA 1970; am II 27 
- 28 ch 63 SLA 1977; am I§ 91, 92 ch 138 SLA 1986)



Sec. 47.30.70�. Emergency detention (or evaluation. A pesce 
officer, a p8ychiatri8t or phy11icien who i8 licensed lo practice in thl8 
8tate or employed by the federal government, or a clinical psychologist 
licensed by the state Board of Psychologists and Psychological Exam
iners who hes probable cause to believe that e person is gravely 
di8abled or i8 8uffering from mental illne88 and i8 likely to cau8e 
8erious harm lo 8elf or others of such immediate nature that con
siderations of sefety do not allow initiation of involuntary commitment 
procedures set out in AS 47.30.700, may cause the per11on to be taken 
into custody and delivered to the nearest evaluation facility. A person 
taken into custody for emergency evaluation may not be placed in ajeil 
or other correctional facility except for protective custody purposes end 
only while awaiting transportation to a treatment facility. The peace 
officer or mental health professional shall complete an application for 
examination of the person in custody and be interviewed by a mental 
health professional at the facility. (I 1 ch 84 SLA 1981; em I 8 ch 142 
SLA 1984) 



Sec. 47.30.72�. Commitment proceeding rights; nottflcatton. 
(a) When a respondent is detained for evaluation under AS 47.30.660
- 47.30.915, the re!lpondent ehall be immediately notified orally and
in writing of the rights under this section. Notification shall be in a
language understood by the respondent. The respondent's guardian, if
any, and if the respondent requests, an adult designated by the
respondent, shall also be notified of the respondent's rights under this
section.

(b) Unless a respondent is released or voluntarily admitted for
treatment within 72 hours of arrival at the facility or, if the respondent 
is evaluated by evaluation personnel, within 72 hours from the 
beginning of the respondent's meeting with evaluation personnel, the 
respondent is entitled to a court hearing to be set for not later than the 
end of that 72-hour period to determine whether there is cause for 
detention after the 72 hours have expired for up to an additional 30 
days on the grounds that the respondent is mentally ill, and as a result 
presents a likelihood of serious harm to the respondent or others, or is 
gravely disabled. The facility or evaluation personnel shall give notice 
to the court of the releases and voluntary admissions under AS 
47.30.700 - 47.30.820. 

(c) The respondent has a right to communicate immediatley, at the
department's expense, with the respondent's guardian, if any, or an 
adult designated by the respondent and the attorney designated in the 
ex parte order, or an attorney of the respondent's choice. 

(d) The respondent has the right to be represented by an attorney,
to present evidence, and to cross-examine witnesses who testify against 
the respondent at the hearing. 

(e) The respondent has the right to be free of the effects of medication
and other forms of treatment to the maximum extent possible before 
the 30-day commitment hearing; however, the facility or evaluation 
personnel may treat the respondent with medication under prescrip
tion by a licensed physician or by a less restrictive alternative of the 
respondent's preference if, in the opinion of a licensed physician in the 
case of medication, or of a mental health professional in the case of 
alternative treatment, the treatment is necesary to 

(1) prevent bodily harm to the respondent or others;
(2) prevent such deterioration of the respondent's mental condition

that subsequent treatment might not enable the respondent to recover; 
or 

(3) allow the respondent to prepare for and participate in the pro
ceedings. 

(0 A respondent, if represented by counsel, may waive, orally or in 
writing, the 72-hour time limit on the 30-day commitment hearing and 
have the hearing set for a date no more than seven calendar days after 
arrival at the facility. The respondent's counsel shall immediately 
notify the court of the waiver.(§ 1 ch 84 SLA 1981; am§ 10 ch 142 SLA 
1984) 



Sec. 47.30.730. Procedure ror 30-day commitment; petition for 
commitment. (a) In the course of the 72-hour evaluation period, a 
petition for commitment to a treatment facility may be filed in court. 
The petition must be signed by two mental health professionals who 
have examined the respondent, one of whom is a physician. The peti
tion must 

(1) allege that the respondent is mentally ill and as a result is likely
to cause harm to self or others or is gravely disabled; 

(2) allege that the evaluation staff has considered but has not found
that there are any less restrictive alternatives available that would 
adequately protect the respondent or others; or, if a less restrictive 
involuntary form of treatment is sought, specify the treatment and the 
basis for supporting it; 

(3) allege with respect to a gravely disabled respondent that there is
reason to believe that the respondent's mental condition could be 
improved by the course of treatment sought; 

(4) allege that a specified treatment facility or less restrictive alter
native that is appropriate to the respondent's condition has agreed to 
accept the respondent; 

(5) allege that the respondent has been advised of the need for, but
has not accepted, voluntary treatment, and request that the court 
commit the respondent to the specified treatment facility or less 
restrictive alternative for a period not to exceed 30 days; 

(6) list the prospective witnesses who will testify in support of
commitment or involuntary treatment; and 

(7) list the facts and specific behavior of the respondent supporting
the allegation in ( 1) of this subsection. 

(b) A copy of the petition shall be served on the respondent, the
respondent's attorney, and the respondent's guardian, if any, before the 
30-day commitment hearing.(§ 1 ch 84 SLA 1981; am § 11 ch 142 SLA
1984)



Sec. 47.30.735. 30-Day commitment. (a) Upon receipt of a proper 
petition for commitment, the court shell hold a hearing et the date and 
time previously specified according to procedures set out in AS 
47.30.715. 

(b) The hearing shell be conducted in a physical setting least likely
to have a harmful effect on the mental or physical health of the 
respondent, within practical limits. At the hearing, in addition to other 
rights specified in AS 47.30.660 - 47.30.915, the respondent hae the 
right 

(1) to be present at the hearing; thh1 right may be waived only with
the ret1pondent'a Informed consent: If the respondent la Incapable of 
giving informed consent, the respondent may be excluded from the 
hearing only if the court, after hearing, finds that the incapacity exists 
and that there is a substantial likelihood that the respondent's 
presence at the hearing would be severely injurious to the respondent's 
mental or physical health; 

(2) to view and copy all petitions and reports in the court file of the
respondent's case; 

(3) to have the hearing open or closed to the public as the respondent
elects; 

(4) to have the rules of evidence and civil procedure applied so as to
provide for the informal but efficient presentation of evidence; 

(5) to have an interpreter if the respondent does not understand
English; 

(6) to present evidence on the respondent's behalf;
(7) to cross-examine witnesses who testify against the respondent;

(8) to remain silent;
(9) to call experts and other witnesses to testify on the respondent's

behalf. 
(c) At the conclusion of the hearing the court may commit the

respondent to a treatment facility for not more than 30 days if it finds, 
by clear and convincing evidence, that the respondent is mentally ill 
and as a result is likely to cause harm to the respondent or others or 
is gravely disabled. 

(d) If the court finds that there is a viable less restrictive alternative
available and that the respondent has been advised of and refused 
voluntary treatment through the alternative, the court may order the 
leSB restrictive alternative treatment for not more than 30 days if the 
program accepts the respondent. 

(e) The court shall specifically state to the respondent, and give the
respondent written notice, that if commitment or other involuntary 
treatment beyond the 30 days is to be sought, the respondent shall have 
the right to a full hearing or jury trial. (I 1 ch 84 SLA 1981; am § 12 
ch 142 SLA 1984) 



Sec. 47.30.915. DeOnltlonl't. In AS '17.:10.660 - '17.30.915 
(1) "commissioner" means the commissioner of health and aocial

services; 

(2) "court" means a superior court of the state; 
(3) "department" means the Department of Health and Social Ser

vices; 
(4) "designated treatment facility" means a hospital, clinic, institu

tion, center, or other health care facility that has been designated by 
the department for the treatment or rehabilitation of mentally Ill 
persons and for the receipt of these persons by court-ordered commit
ment, but does not include correctional institutions; 

(5) "evaluation facility" means a health care facility that has been
designated or is operated by the department to perform the evaluations 
described in AS 47.30.660 - 47.30.915, or a medical facility licensed 
under AS 18.20.020 or operated by the federal government; 

(6) "evaluation personnel" means mental health professionals desig
nated by the department to conduct evaluations as prescribed in AS 
47.30.660 - 47.30.915 who conduct evaluations in pieces in which no 
staffed evaluation facility exists; 

(7) "gravely disabled" means a condition in which a person as a
result of mental illness 

(A) is in danger of physical harm arising from such complete neglect
of basic needs for food, clothing, shelter, or personal safety es to render 
serious accident, illness or death highly probable if care by another is 
not taken; or 

(B) will, if not treated, suffer or continue to suffer severe and abnor
mal mental, emotional or physical distress, and this distress is asso
ciated with significant impairment of judgment, reason or behavior 
causing a substantial deterioration of the person's previous ability to 
function independently; 

(8) "inpatient treatment" means care and treatment rendered inside
or on the premises of a treatment facility, or a part or unit of a 
treatment facility, for a continual period of 24 hours or longer; 

(9) "least restrictive alternative" means mental health treatment
facilities and conditions of treatment which are 

(A) no more harsh, hazardous, or intrusive than necessary to achieve
the treatment objectives of the patient; and 

(B) involve no restrictions on physical movement nor supervised
residence or inpatient care except as reasonably necessary for the 
administration of treatment or the protection of the patient or others 
from physical injury; 

(10) "likely to cause serious harm" means a person who
(A) poses a substantial risk of bodily harm to that person's self, es

manifested by recent behavior causing, attempting or threatening that 
harm; 

(B) poses a substantial risk of harm to others as manifested by
recent behavior causing, attempting, or threatening harm, and is 
likely in the near future to cause physical injury, physical abuse or 
substantial property damage to another person; or 



Sec. 47.37.170. Trentm4"nt nnrl !lervlre" for Intoxicated per
son" 11nrl per!lon" lncnpAcltated hy Alcohol. (a) An Intoxicated 
pen�on mAy come voluntArily to An npproved public trestment fsclllty 
for emergency trentment. A pert'lon who Appears to be Intoxicated In A 
public place nnd to be in need of help or s pernon who appears lo be 
intoxicnted in or upon A licen!!ed premi!le where intoxicating liquors 
are sold or consumed who refu!!es to leave upon being requested to 
leave by the owner, an employee or a pence officer may be taken into 
protective cm,tody And A!!Si!lted by A pence officer or A member of the 
emergency !lervice patrol to the per1mn'11 home, an approved public 
treatment facility, an approved private treatment facility, or another 
appropriate health facility. If all of the preceding facilitie11, including 
the person's home, are determined lo be unavailable, a person taken 
into protective custody and assisted under this subsection may be 
taken to a state or municipal detention facility in the area. 

(b) A person who appears to be incapacitated by alcohol in a public
place shall be taken into protective custody by a peace officer or a 
member of the emergency service patrol and immediately brought to 
an approved public treatment facility, an approved private treatment 
facility, or another appropriate health facility or service for emer
gency medical treatment. If no treatment facility or emergency medi
cal service is available, a person who appears to be incapacitated by 
alcohol in a public place shall be taken to a state or municipal deten
tion facility-in the area, if that appears necessary for the protection of 
the person's health or safety. 

(c) A person who voluntarily appears or is brought to an approved
public treatment facility shall be examined by a licensed physician as 
soon as possible. After the examination, the person may be admitted 
as a patient or referred to another health facility. The approved public 
treatment facility which refers the person shall arrange for transpor
tation. 

(d) A person who, after medical examination, is found to be incapac
itated by alcohol at the time of admission or to have become incapaci
tated al any time after admission, may not be detained al a facility 
after the person is no longer incapacitated by alcohol. A person may 
not be detained at a facility if the person remains incapacitated by 
alcohol for more than 48 hours after admission as a patient, unless the 
person is committed under AS 47.37.180. A person may consent to 
remain in the facility as long as the physician in charge considers it 
appropriate. 

(e) A person vrho is not admitted to an approved public treatment
facility, is not referred to another health facility, and has no funds, 
may be taken to the person's home, if any. If the person has no home, 
the approved public treatment facility shall assist the person in ob
taining sheller. 

(0 If a patient is admitted to an approved public treatment facility, 
the patient's family or next of kin shall be promptly notified. If an 
adult patient who is not incapacitated requests that there be no notifi
cation of next of kin, the patient's request shall be granted. 

(g) Peace officers or members of the emergency service patrol who
comply with this section are acting in the course o[ their official duty 
and are not criminally or civilly liable for it. 

(h) If the physician in charge of the approved public treatment facil
ity determines it is for the patient's benefit, an attempt shall be made 
to encourage the patient to submit to further diagnosis and appropri
ate voluntary treatment. 



(I) A person t11ken to o detention fncility under (nl or (b) of this
section m11y be det11ined only I I l until o treatment facility or emer
gency medical service is mode 11vnilnble, or 12) until the person le no 
longer into,dcoted or incnp11citoted by alcohol, or (3) for e maximum 
period of 12 hourn, whichever occurs first. A detaining officer or e 
detention facility official moy release a person who is detained under 
(e) or (b) of this section el any lime lo the custody of e responsible
adult. A peace officer or e member of the emergency service petrol, In
detaining e person under (e) or (bl of this section end in taking the
person to e treatment facility, en emergency medical service or a
detention facility, is toking the person into protective custody end the
officer or petrol member Aholt make ree11oneble effort.a lo provide for
end protect the henlth end sofely of the detainee. In taking a person
into protective custody under (e) end (b) of this section, e detaining
officer, e member of the emergency service petrol or a detention facil
ity official mey lake reasonable steps for self-protection, including a
full protective search of the person of e detainee. Protective custody
under (a) and (b) of this section does not constitute an arrest and no
entry or other record may be made lo indicate that the person de
tained hes been arrested or charged with a crime, except that a confi
dential record may be mode which is necessary for the administrative
purposes of the facility to which the person hes been taken or which is
necessary for statistical purposes where the person's name may not be
disclosed.

(j) For purposes of (b) of this section, "incapacitated by alcohol" 
means a person who, es the result of consumption of alcohol, is ren
dered unconscious or hes judgment or physical mobility so impaired 
that the person cannot readily recognize or escape conditions of appar
ent or imminent danger to personal health or safety. The definition in 
AS 47.37.270(9) applies lo other portions of this chapter. (§ 1 ch 207 
SLA 1972; am H 1-4 ch 101 SLA 1976) 
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RULE 7. EMERGENCY DETENTION OR PLACEMENT 

(a) Arrest.

(1) A juvenile may be arrested for the commission of a delinquent

act under the same circumstances and in the same manner as would 

apply to the arrest of an adult for violation of a criminal law of the 

state or a municipality of the state. 

(2) A peace officer or probation officer may, wi�;.out a warrant,
arrest a juvenile if probable cause exists to believe that the juvenile has 

violated conditions of release or probation. 

(3) In conformity with the Interstate Compact on Juveniles, a

peace officer may, without a requisition, arrest a juvenile based upon 
reasonable information that the juvenile is a delinquent and has 

escaped from an institution or absconded from probation, parole or the 

jurisdiction of a court. 

· (b) Detention, Placement, Notification. If a juvenile is arrest

ed, the juvenile must be taken immediately to a detention facility or 

placement facility designated by the Department or released pursuant 
to paragraph (c) of this rule. The arresting officer shall immediately 

notify the parents, guardian and Department of the arrest and deten

tion or placement, and shall make and retain a written record of the 

notification. If the juvenile is arrested under subparagraph (a)(3) of 

this rule, prompt notification must also be given to the Department of 

Law. 

(c) Release. A peace officer or probation officer may, before tak
ing the juvenile arrested under subparagraphs (a)(l) or (2) of this rule to 

a detention or other placement facility, release the juvenile to the 

juvenile's parents or guardian if detention or placement is not neces

sary to protect the juvenile or others, and the juvenile will be available 
for court hearings. The Department may direct that a juvenile arrest

ed under paragraph (a) of this rule be released from detention before 

the temporary detention hearing. 

Cross References: AS 47.10.095; AS 47.10.0lO(a)(l); AS 12.25; AS 
47.10.140(a); AS 33.05.070(a); AS 47.15; AS 47.10.130; AS 47.10.140; AS 
47 .10.290(6) and (7). 



RULE 12. TEMPORARY DETENTION HEARING 

(a) Hearing Required. A juvenile detained under AS 47.10.140
must be taken before the court for a temporary detention hearing. The 
hearing must be held as soon AS is practicable, but in no event later 
than 48 hours after notification to the court, including weekends and 
holidays. 

(b) Detention or Placement After Hearing. A juvenile may not
be detained or placed outside the home of a parent or guardian unless 
the court makes the following findings: 

(1) that probable cause exists to believe that either (a) the juvenile
has committed a delinquent act as alleged in a petition, or (b) after such 
a probable cause finding has been made at a prior hearing, the juvenile 
has violated a release condition or probation condition imposed by the 
court; and 

(2) that detention or placement outside the home of a parent or
guardian is necessary either (a) to protect the juvenile or others, or (b) 

to ensure the juvenile's appearance at subsequent court hearings. The 
court may not order detention unless there is no less restrictive alterna
tive which would protect the juvenile and the public or ensure the 
juvenile's appearance at subsequent hearings. 

(c) Release From Detention or Placement. The juvenile must
be released to a parent, guardian, relative or some other responsible 
person upon such reasonable conditions as the court may set if insuffi
cient reason exists to warrant detention or placement outside the home 
under paragraph (b) of this rule. 

(d) Termination of Detention or Placement. A juvenile who
has been detained for a period of 30 days, but who has not been 
adjudicated a delinquent, will be released unless, at or prior to the 
expiration of the 30 days, either: 

(1) the court, after a hearing, orders continued detention and
makes findings stating the reasons supporting the order; or 

(2) the minor and the minor's attorney stipulate with the Depart
ment to continued detention. 

If the juvenile is not in the same community as the court, the 
juvenile's participation at the hearing to determine continued detention 
may be by telephone. An order for placement outside the home 
pending adjudication or disposition must specify its duration. 

Cross References: AS 47.10.030(c); AS 47.10.040; AS 47.10.050{b); AS 

47.10.130; AS 47.10.140(c), (d). 



RULE 13. JUDGE'S RESPONSIBILITY CONCERNING 

CONDITIONS OF DETENTION 

A court exercising jurisdiction under these rules has a continuing 
duty to ascertain that appropriate conditions of detention of juveniles 
are observed concerning visitation, clothing, exercise, private visitation 
of counsel and confinement. A juvenile may not be confined in solitary 
confinement for punitive reasons. 
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ALASKA AnMINIStnATIVF. Com� 

Article 2. Admission lo Juvenile Correctional Fncllltles 

SeclJon 

6. Reglonol clossificotlon
10. Crllerlo for odrnlsslon
16. Lego! eulhorlly lo admit
20. Search upon edrnleelon

Section 

25. rhy11icnl cxnmi11ntio11
30. l'lmlogrnph� 011d fingerprints
35. l'lncerncnl In lrcnlmenl program
40. Clothing one! voluoblea

7 AAC 52.005. REGIONAL CLASSIFICATION. (al When a 
chiid has been inslilulionalized by court order, he shall appear before 
a regional classification co111111iltee for place111ent in a facility. The 
child and his parents or legal guardian must be given nolice in writ
ing at least five days before the hearing unless they waive the ti111e 
period in wriling. 

(b) A regional classification committee must be composed of three
persons selected by the regional ndminisl.rator of the probation office 
located in the judicial district where the hrnlitutionnliznlion order 
originated. The chairperson of I.he committee nnd other members, 
where procticable, must be employce:=i of the deport111e11t. 

(c) Classification meeling:=i 11111st be informal and nonnclversarinl in 
nature. The committee shall reach n placement decision afler consid
ering the following factors: 

(1) treatment objectives for the child;



7 AAC 52.010 HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVIC�S 

(2) protection of the public and the child; and
(3) resources available to the division.

7 AAC 92.020 

(d) Decisions must be made by a majority of the committee,· and
must be recorded in writing specifically discussing alternatives con
sidered and reasons for rejecting them. All in-state resources must be 
exhausted for placement consideration before a child may be classified 
to an institution outside the state. 

(e) Immediately following a placement decision, the committee
shall verbally inform the child of that decision and the findings on 
which it was based. Written notice of the findings must be provided to 
the child, his attorney, and his parents or legal guardian within 10 
working days following the classification action. If the placement fa
cility designated by the committee refuses a referral, the child must 
be reclassified without undue delay. (EfT. 7/3/80, Register 74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.150 
AS 47.10.190 
AS 47.10.230 

7 AAC 52.010. CRITERIA FOR ADMISSION. When a child has 
been institutionalized by court order and classified to a particular 
facility by a regional classification committee, that facility may accept 
or reject the child on the basis of: 

(1) the ability of the facility to help the child taking into consider
ation other available alternatives; 

(2) the ability of the child to participate in the programs of the
facility; and 

(3) the population of the facility.
(EfT. 7/3/80, Register 74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.150 
AS 17.10.190 

7 AAC 52.015. LEGAL AUTHORITY TO ADMIT. No child may 
be admitted to a juvenile correctional institqtion unless: 

(1) he has been adjudicated delinquent;
(2) his official record contains a valid institutional order; and
(3) he has been classified to the facility by a regional classifica-

tion committee. (EfT. 7/3/80, Register 74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.080 
AS 47.10.150 

7 AAC 52.020. SEARCH UPON ADMISSION. Institutional 
staff members may search each juvenile for contraband immediately 
upon his entrance to the institution. (EfT. 7/3/80, Register 74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.150 
AS 47.10.250 



7 AAC 52.025 ALASKA AuM1NJSTHAT1vF. CooE 7 AAC 52.040 

7 AAC 52.025. PHYSICAL EXAMINATION. Each new resident 
of a facility must be given a complete physical examination by medi
cal personnel within five days nfler admission. (EfT. 7/3/80, Register 
74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.150 
AS 47.10.250 

7 AAC 52.030. PHOTOGRAPHS AND FINGERPRINTS. Ju
veniles may not be photographed or fingerprinted except by court 
order. (Eff. 7/3/80, Register 74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.150 
AS 47.10.250 

7 AAC 52.035. PLACEMENT IN TREATMENT PROGRAM. 
All children accepted by a facility must be classified and placed within 
a treatment program consistent with the treatment and rehabilitative 
needs of the individunl. A treatment bonrd shall screen, classify and 
designate a child to a living unit within the facility upon consider
ation of the child's permanent record and any psychological testing 
administered to the child. A treatment board shall meet within two 
weeks of the date on which 11 child is received at the institution. On 
the basis of information available, the board shall establish treatment 
goals, prescribe treatment strnl£'gy and techniques, establish a voca
tional or academic training program or both, and determine living 
unit and counselor assignments. (EfT. 7/3/80, Register 74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.150 
AS 47.10.250 

7 AAC 52.040. CLOTHING AND VALUABLES. A juvenile cor
rectional facility shall have an approved !hit of the maximum amount 
of clothing and personal items a child mny have. All money and excess 
personal property taken from t.he child on nclmission must be stored, 
or provision made to send those items lo the child's parents or guard
ian. The child must be given a receipt for stored items. Stored property 
must be returned to the child upon release. The slate is not responsi
ble for any personal property retained by the child. (Eff. 7/3/80, Regis
ter 74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.150 
AS 47.10.250 
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Article 8. Juvenile Detention Facilities 

Section 
395. Legal authority lo admit
400. Notification of court
405. Scorch upon ndmlsf!ion

Section 
430. Recreation nnd exercise
435. Religious activity

410. Communications upon ndmis�ion
415. Health inspection upon admission
420. Clothing and valuables

440. Relco�e from detention
445. Rules
450. Adjustment rooms
455. llnrnh discipline

425. Education

7 AAC 52.395. LEGAL AUTHORITY TO ADMIT. No child may 
be admitted to a juvenile detention facility without completion of a 
request for detention by a commissioned law enforcement officer, pro
bation officer, intake officer, or a current and valid court order com
mitting the child to the detention facility. (Eff. 7/3/80, Register 74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.080 
AS 47.10.140 
AS 47.10.250 

AS 47.10.150 
AS 47.10.180 

7 AAC 52.400. NOTIFICATION OF COURT. Institution staff 
shall notify the appropriate court within 24 hours of admission that a 
child has been admitted to detention, unless the child is admitted 
under court order. (Eff. 7/3/80, Register 74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.140 
AS 47.10.150 

AS 47.10.180 
AS 47.10.250 

7 AAC 52.405. SEARCH UPON ADMISSION. (a) Institutional 
staff members shall search each child for weapons or other contraband 
immediately upon his entrance to the detention facility. 

(b) A full and complete search of the child and his personal effects
must be made to complete the admission process. The purpose of the 
search is to seize contraband or to ascertain the child's true identity. 
The staff member may require the child to undress and a more careful 
inspection may be made. Female staff members shall conduct searches 
of girls; male staff members shall conduct searches of boys. A search 
may be deferred while a child is incapacitated. (Eff. 7/3/80, Register 
74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.150 
AS 47.10.180 
AS 47.10.250 

7 AAC 52.410. COMMUNICATIONS UPON ADMISSION. (a)

Immediately upon entrance to a detention facility, a child must be 
permitted to make phone calls or other communications reasonably 
necessary to communicate with an attorney and parents or guardian, 
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subject to (b) of this section. All long-distance calls must be made 
collect or arranged so as not to be made at the expense of the institu

tion, unless authorized by the superintendent. 
(b) Institutional staff members may search a child under sec. 405(a)

of this chapter before allowing him to communicate under (a) of this 
section. (Eff. 7 /3/80, Register 7 4) 

Authority: AS 47.10.150 

AS 47.10.180 

AS 47.10.250 

7 AAC 52.415. HEALTH INSPECTION UPON ADMISSION. 

(a) A juvenile detention facility shall provide for the safekeeping,

housing, care, and subsistence of those children admitted under sec.
400 of this chapter. However, if the admitting institutional staff mem
ber finds the child to be unconscious or in immediate need of medical
attention, the admitting staff member shall advise the remanding or

admitting party to contact responsible medical authority. The admis

sion process may not be commenced until the admitting staff member
is satisfied that the admittee has received medical attention.

(b) During the admission process, the admitting staff member shall

determine whether the admittee is in need of any medical attention by 
inspecting for obvious injuries or illnesses, and by inquiring about any 

medical problems or recent use of medication or unprescribed drugs. 
Children who appear to be ill, injured, or incapacitated by alcohol, 
narcotics, or similar agents, but not in immediate need of medical 

attention, must be given medical attention as soon as practical. A 

written record must be kept of the admission interview and health 
inspection. (Eff. 7/3/80, Register 74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.150 

AS 47.10.180 

AS 47.10.250 

7 AAC 52.420. CLOTHING AND VALUABLES. A juvenile de
tention facility shall have an approved list of the maximum amount of 
clothing and personal items a child may have. All money and excess 
personal property taken from the child on admission must be stored, 
or provision made to send those items to the child's parents or guard
ian. The child must be given a receipt for stored items. Stored property 
must be returned to the child upon release. The state is not responsi
ble for any personal property retained by the child. (Eff. 7 /3/80, Regis
ter 74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.150 

AS 47.10.180 

AS 47.10.250 
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7 AAC 52.425. EDUCATION. Eoch resident must be given a rea
sonable opportunity to continue his education within the limits im
posed by security requirements. Those residents detained in excess of 
10 days must be provided a program of study through the local school 
district. (EfT. 7 /3/80, Register 7 4) 

Authority: AS 47.10.150 

AS 47.10.250 

7 AAC 52.430. RECREATION ANO EXERCISE. (a) Each child 
must be offered the opportunity for outdoor physical exercise for a 
minimum of 30 minutes each day, and a recreation program compat
ible with the varying needs and abililies of children residing at the 
institution. 

(b) Indoor physical exercise may be substituted for outdoor exercise
where weather conditions make such activities inappropriate. 

(c) The recreation progrnm must include other leisure activities as
well as physical exercise. (EfT. 7/3/80, Register 74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.150 

AS 47.10.180 

AS 47.10.250 

7 AAC 52.435. RELIGIOUS ACTIVITY. (a) Each resident must 
be given a reasonable opportunity to pursue his faith. 

(b) Participation in religious services conducted at a facility is vol
untary. (EfT. 7/3/80, Register 74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.150 

AS 47.10.180 

AS 47 .10.250 

7 AAC 52.440. RELEASE FROM DETENTION. Unless a court 
orders otherwise, a child must be released from detention whenever 48 
hours have passed and the child has not had a hearing under AS 
47.10.140. (EIT. 7/3/80, Regis'..er 74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.140 

AS 47.10.150 

AS 47.10.180 

AS 47.10.250 

7 AAC 52.445. RULES. (a) A set of rules along with the potential 
disciplinary action for violation of those rules must be adopted for 
each living unit within the institution. These rules must be in writ
ing, must be given to each resident entering the institution, and must 
be available for inspection by residents at any time. If a resident is 
unable to understand the written rules, a counselor shall read and 
explain them. All rules must be approved by the director. 
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(b) Conduct of residents may not result in disciplinary action unless
it is prohibited by the written rules of the institution or by state 
statute or local ordinance. ( Elf. 7 /3/80, Register 7 4) 

Authority: AS 47.10.150

AS 47.10180 

AS 47.10.250 

7 AAC 52.450. ADJUSTMENT ROOMS. (a) An adjustment 
room may be used only if a child is out of control and is 

(1) a physical danger to others;
(2) a physical danger to himself; or
(3) so disruptive as to be a major interference to the other chil

dren in the unit. 
(b) A child who is held in an adjustment room for longer than a

total of 24 hours in a seven-day period, or longer than a total of four 
hours in a 24-hour period must be seen by a physician, psychologist, or 
psychiatrist, who shall submit a written report concerning the child's 
physical and mental condition to the superintendent, which must then 
be placed in the child's file. 

(c) No child may be held in an adjustment room for more than 60
continuous minutes without the approval of the designated senior 
staff member on duty. No child may be placed in an adjustment room 
for over a total of four hours in any seveh-day period without the 
express consent of the superintendent or, in his absence, the acting 

superintendent. If, in the opinion of the superintendent, it is necessary 
to place a child in an adjustment room for over 24 hours in any seven
day period, the superintendent shall make written findings to support 
his conclusion and shall send these to the family court, together with 
the report received from the examining physician, psychologist, or 

psychiatrist. 
(d) A staff member of the institution shall observe each child in an

adjustment room at least once every half hour. During non-sleeping 
hours, verbal contact must be made with each child observed. 

(e) Complete records must be maintained in all instances of the use
of an adjustment room and a record must be kept of all staff contacts 

while the child is in the adjustment room. (Eff. 7/3/80, Register 74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.150

AS 47.10.180 

AS 47.10.250 

7 AAC 52.455. HARSH DISCIPLINE. No disciplinary action 
may be taken in the form of depriving a child of adequate food, drink, 
clothing, bedding, or adequate room temperature. Corporal punish
ment may not be used. (Eff. 7/3/80, Register 74) 
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Authority: AS 47 .10.150 
AS 47.10.180 
AS 47.10.250 

Article 9. General Provisions 

Section 
900. Definitions 

7 AAC 52.900 

7 AAC 52.900. DEFINITIONS. In this chapter, unless the con
text otherwise requires 

(1) "adjustment room" means a locked, single room with a bed
and toilet facilities in a secure area of a juvenile institution; 

(2) "admission" means the administrative process of initially ac
cepting a child into a juvenile correctional facility or a juvenile 
detention facility; 

(3) "commissioner" means the commissioner of the Alaska De
partment of Health and Social Services, or any employee of the 
department designated by him to carry out any official function of 
the commissioner; 

(4) "contraband" has the same meaning as in 7 AAC 60.660;
(5) "counselor" means a person who provides counseling, care,

and supervision services for residents of a juvenile institution; 
(6) "department" means the Alaska Department of Health and

Social Services; 
(7) "director" means the director of the Division of Family and

Youth Services, or any employee of the division designated by him 
or the commissioner to carry out any official function of the director; 

(8) "division" means the Division of Family and Youth Services;
(9) "family" means any person or group of persons having a rela

tionship to the child of spouse, father, mother, sister, brother, son, 
daughter, step relationship to the previously mentioned relations, 
or any persons having an immediate family relationship with the 
resident during his formative years; 

(10) "institution-wide emergency" means a situation in which a
resident poses a threat to the security of a juvenile institution which 
cannot be neutralized with the resources available to the institution 
at any given moment in time; 

(11) "juvenile correctional institution" or "juvenile correctional
facility" means a facility for children adjudicated delinquent and 
committed to the care and custody of the Department of Health and 
Social Services; 

(12) "juvenile detention facility" means an institution or separate
quarters within an institution designated by the director for the 
purpose of housing children who are detained pending court hear
ing, disposition, or transfer to another institution; 
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(13) "juvenile institution" or "juvenile facility" means a juvenile
correctional faci Ii ty or a juvenile detention facility; 

(14) "living unit" means separate living quarters for a group of
children within a juvenile institution; 

(15) "resident" means a child under the care and control of an
institution; 

(16) "security" means the interest of the division in preventing
assaults, escapes, hazards to health, self-destructive behavior, seri
ous property damage, and the introduction, transmittal, or posses
sion of contraband; 

(17) "superintendent" means the chief administrator of a juvenile
institution facility; 

(18) "working day" means a 24-hour period of which no portion
includes Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays. (Eff. 7/3/80, Register 74) 

Authority: AS 47.10.150 

AS 47.10.180 

AS 47.10.250 

AS 47.10.290 
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JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACT 
OF 1974 1 

(Public Law 93-415; 88 Stat. 1109) 

AN ACT To provide a comprehensive, coordinated approach to the problems of 
juvenile delinquency, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may 
be cited as the "Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act 
of 1974". 

(42 US.C. 5601 note) 

TITLE I-FINDINGS AND DECLARATION OF PURPOSE 

FINDINGS 

SEC. 101. (a) The Congress hereby finds that-
(1) juveniles accounted for almost half the arrests for serious

crimes in the United States in 1974 and for less than one-third 
of such arrests in 1983; 

(2) understaffed, overcrowded juvenile courts, probation serv
ices, and correctional facilities and inadequately trained staff 
in such courts, services, and facilities are not able to provide 
individualized justice or effective help; 

(3) present juvenile courts, foster and protective care pro
grams, and shelter facilities are inadequate to meet the needs 
of children, who, because of this failure to provide effective 
services, may become delinquents; 

( 4) existing programs have not adequately responded to the
particular problems of the increasing numbers of young people 
who are addicted to or who abuse alcohol and other drugs, par
ticularly nonopiate or polydrug abusers; 

(5) juvenile delinquency can be reduced through programs
designed to keep students in elementary and secondary schools 
through the prevention of unwarranted and arbitrary suspen
sions and expulsions; 

(6) State and local communities which experience directly
the devastating failures of the juvenile justice system do not 
presently have sufficient technical expertise or adequate re-

1 This Compilation reflects amendments made to the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre
vention Act of 1974 by the Fiscal Year Adjustment Act (Public Law 94-273; 90 Stat. 375), the 
Crime Control Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-503; 90 Stat. 2407), the Juvenile Justice Amendments 
of 1977 (Public Law 95-115; 91 Stat. 1048), the Juvenile Justice Amendments of 1980 (Public Law 
96-509; 94 Stat. 2750), the Juvenile Justice, Runaway Youth, and Missing Children's Act
Amendments of 1984 (Public Law 98-473; 98 Stat. 2107), and Subtitle F of Title VII of the Anti
Drug Abuse Act of 1988 (Public Law 100-690; 102 Stat. 4434).

(1)
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sources to deal comprehensively with the problems of juvenile 
delinquency; 

(7) existing Federal programs have not provided the direc
tion, coordination, resources, and leadership required to meet 
the crisis of delinquency; and 

(8) the juvenile justice system should give additional atten
tion to the problem of juveniles who commit serious crimes, 
with particular attention given to the areas of sentencing, pro
viding resources necessary for informed dispositions, and reha
bilitation. 

(b) Congress finds further that the high incidence of delinquency
in the United States today results in enormous annual cost and im
measurable loss of human life, personal security, and wasted 
human resources and that juvenile delinquency constitutes a grow
ing threat to the national welfare requiring immediate and com
prehensive action by the Federal Government to reduce and pre
vent delinquency. 

(42 us.c. 5601) 

PURPOSE 

SEC. 102. (a) It is the purpose of this Act-
(1) ta provide for the thorough and ongoing evaluation of all

federally assisted juvenile delinquency programs; 
(2) to provide technical assistance to public and private agen

cies, institutions, and individuals in developing and implement
ing juvenile delinquency programs; 

(3) to establish training programs for persons, including pro
fessionals, paraprofessionals, and volunteers, who work with 
delinquents or potential delinquents or whose work or activi
ties relate to juvenile delinquency programs; 

(4) to establish a centralized research effort on the problems
of juvenile delinquency, including the dissemination of the 
findings of such research and all data related to juvenile delin
quency; 

(5) to develop and encourage the implementation of national
standards for the administration of juvenile justice, including 
recommendations for administrative, budgetary, and legislative 
action at the Federal, State, and local level to facilitate the 
adoption of such standards; 

(6) to assist State and local communities with resources to
develop and implement programs to keep students in elemen
tary and secondary schools and to prevent unwarranted and 
arbitrary suspensions and expulsions; 

(7) to establish a Federal assistance program to deal with the
problems of runaway and homeless youth; and 

(8) to assist State and local governments in removing juve
niles from jails and lockups for adults. 

(b) It is therefore the further declared policy of Congress to pro
vide the necessary resources, leadership, and coordination (1) to de
velop and implement effective methods of preventing and reducing 
juvenile delinquency, including methods with a special focus on 
maintaining and strengthening the family unit so that juveniles 
may be retained in their homes; (2) to develop and conduct effective 
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programs to prevent delinquency, to divert juveniles from the tra
ditional juvenile justice system and to provide critically needed al
ternatives to institutionalization; (3) to improve the quality of juve
nile justice in the United States; and (4) to increase the capacity of 
State and local governments and public and private agencies to 
conduct effective juvenile justice and delinquency prevention and 
rehabilitation programs and to provide research, evaluation, and 
training services in the field of juvenile delinquency prevention. 

(42 u.s.c. 5602) 

DEFINITIONS 

SEC. 103. For purposes of this Act-
(1) the term "community based" facility, program, or service

means a small, open group home or other suitable place locat
ed near the juvenile's home or family and programs of commu
nity supervision and service which maintain community and 
consumer participation in the planning operation, and evalua
tion of their programs which may include, but are not limited 
to, medical, educational, vocational, social, and psychological 
guidance, training, special education, counseling, alcoholism 
treatment, drug treatment, and other rehabilitative services; 

(2) the term "Federal juvenile delinquency program" means
any juvenile delinquency program which is conducted, directly, 
or indirectly, or is assisted by any Federal department or 
agency, including any program funded under this Act; 

(3) the term "juvenile delinquency program" means any pro
gram or activity related to juvenile delinquency prevention, 
control, diversion, treatment, rehabilitation, planning, educa
tion, training, and research, including drug and alcohol abuse 
programs; the improvement of the juvenile justice system; and 
any program or activity to help prevent juvenile delinquency; 

(4)(A) the term "Bureau of Justice Assistance" means the 
bureau established by section 401 of the Omnibus Crime Con
trol and Safe Streets Act of 1968; 1 

(B) the term "Office of Justice Programs" means the office
established by section 101 of the Omnibus Crime Control and 
Safe Streets Act of 1968; 2 

(C) the term "National Institute of Justice" means the insti
tute established by section 202(a) of the Omnibus Crime Con
trol and Safe Streets Act of 1968; 3 and 

(D) the term "Bureau of Justice Statistics" means the bureau
established by section 302(a) of the Omnibus Crime Control and 
Safe Streets Act of 1968; 4

(5) the term "Administrator" means the agency head des
ignated by section 201(b); 

(6) the term "law enforcement and criminal justice" means
any activity pertaining to crime prevention, control, or reduc
tion or the enforcement of the criminal law, including, but not 
limited to police efforts to prevent, control, or reduce crime or 

1 (42 u.s.c. 3741).
2 (42 u.s.c. 3711). 
3 (42 u.s.c. 3721).
4 (42 u.s.c. 3732).
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to apprehend criminals, activities of courts having criminal ju
risdiction and related agencies (including prosecutorial and de
fender services), activities of corrections, probation, or parole 
authorities, and programs relating to the prevention, control, 
or reduction of juvenile delinquency or narcotic addiction; 

(7) the term "State" means any State of the United States,
the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, 
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, the Virgin Islands, 
Guam, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the North
ern Mariana Islands; 

(8) the term "unit of general local government" means any
city, county, township, town, borough, parish, village, or other 
general purpose political subdivision of a State, an Indian tribe 
which performs law enforcement functions as determined by 
the Secretary of the Interior, or, for the purpose of assistance 
eligibility, any agency of the District of Columbia government 
performing law enforcement functions in and for the District 
of Columbia and funds appropriated by the Congress for the ac
tivities of such agency may be used to provide the non-Federal 
share of the cost of programs or projects funded under this 
title; 

(9) the term "combination" as applied to States or units of ,;
general local government means any grouping or joining to
gether of such States or units for the purpose of preparing, de
veloping, or implementing a juvenile justice and delinquency 
prevention plan; 

(10) the term "construction" means acquisition, expansion,
remodeling, and alteration of existing buildings, and initial 
equipment of any such buildings, or any combination of such 
activities (including architects' fees but not the cost of acquisi
tion of land for buildings); 

(11) the term "public agency" means any State, unit of local
government, combination of such States or units, or any de
partment, agency, or instrumentality of any of the foregoing; 

(12) the term "secure detention facility" means any public or
private residential facility which-

(A) includes construction fixtures designed to physically
restrict the movements and activities of juveniles or other 
individuals held in lawful custody in such facility; and 

(B) is used for the temporary placement of any juvenile
who is accused of having committed an offense, of any non
offender, or of any other individual accused of having com
mitted a criminal offense; 

(13) the term "secure correctional facility" means any public
or private residential facility which-

(A) includes construction fixtures designed to physically
restrict the movements and activities of juveniles or other 
individuals held in lawful custody in such facility; and 

(B) is used for the placement, after adjudication and dis
position, of any juvenile who has been adjudicated as 
having committed an offense, any nonoffender, or any 
other individual convicted of a criminal offense; 

(14) the term "serious crime" means criminal homicide, forci
ble rape or other sex offenses punishable as a felony, mayhem, 
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kidnapping, aggravated assault, robbery, larceny or theft pun
ishable as a felony, motor vehicle theft, burglary or breaking 
and entering, extortion accompanied by threats of violence, 
and arson punishable as a felony; 

(15) the term "treatment" includes but is not limited to med
ical, educational, special education, social, psychological, and 
vocational services, corrective and preventive guidance and 
training, and other rehabilitative services designed to protect 
the public, including services designed to benefit addicts and 
other users by eliminating .their dependence on alcohol or 
other addictive or nonaddictive drugs or by controlling their 
dependence and susceptibility to addiction or use; 

(16) the term "valid court order" means a court order given
by a juvenile court judge to a juvenile who has been brought 
before the court and made subject to a court order. The use of 
the word "valid" permits the incarceration of juveniles for vio
lation of a .valid court order only if they received their full due 
process rights as guaranteed by the Constitution of the United 
States; 

(17) the term "Council" means the Coordinating Council on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention established in 
section 206(a)(l); and 

(18) the term "Indian tribe" means-
(A) a federally recognized Indian tribe; or
(B) an Alaskan Native organization.

(42 u.s.c. 5603) 

TITLE II-JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY 
PREVENTION 

PART A-JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION OFFICE 

ESTABLISHMENT OF OFFICE 

SEc. 201. (a) There is hereby established an Office of Juvenile 
Justice and Delinquency Prevention (hereinafter in this division re

·ferred to as the "Office") within the Department of Justice under
the general authority of the Attorney General.

(b) The Office shall be headed by an Administrator (hereinafter
in this title referred to as the "Administrator") appointed by the
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, from

. among individuals who have had experience in juvenile justice pro
grams. The Administrator is authorized to prescribe regulations 
consistent with this Act to award, administer, modify, extend,· ter
minate, monitor, evaluate, reject, or deny all grants and contracts 
from, and applications for, funds made available under this title. 
The Administrator shall report to the Attorney General through 
the Assistant Attorney General who heads the Office of Justice 
Programs under part A of title I of the Omnibus Crime Control and 
Safe Streets Act of 1968. 1 

(c) There shall be in the Office a Deputy Administrator who shall
be appointed by the Attorney General. The Deputy Administrator

I (42 U.S.C. 3711-3712). 
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shall perform such functions as the Administrator may from time 
to time assign or delegate and shall act as the Administrator 
during the absence or disability of the Administrator. 

(42 u.s.c. 5611) 

PERSONNEL, SPECIAL PERSONNEL, EXPERTS, AND CONSULTANTS 

SEC. 202. (a) The Administrator is authorized to select, employ, 
and fix the compensation of such officers and employees, including 
attorneys, as are necessary to perform the functions vested in the 
Administrator and to prescribe their functions. 

(b) The Administrator is authorized to select, appoint, and
employ not to exceed three officers and to fix their compensation 
at rates not to exceed the rate now or hereafter prescribed for GS-
18 of the General Schedule by section 5332 of title 5 of the United 
States Code. 

(c) Upon the request of the Administrator, the head of any Feder
al agency is authorized to detail, on a reimbursable basis, any of its 
personnel to the Administrator to assist the Administrator in car
rying out the functions of the Administrator under this Act. 

(d) The Administrator may obtain services as authorized by sec
tion 3109 of title 5 of the United States Code, at rates not to exceed 
the rate now or hereafter prescribed for GS-18 of the General 
Schedule by section 5332 of title 5 of the United States Code. 

(42 u.s.c. 5612) 

VOLUNTARY SERVICE 

SEC. 203. The Administrator is authorized to accept and employ, 
in carrying out the provisions of this Act, voluntary and uncompen
sated services notwithstanding the provisions of section 3679(b) of 
the Revised Statutes (31 U.S.C. 665(b)). 

(42 u.s.c. 5613) 

CONCENTRATION OF FEDERAL EFFORTS 

SEC. 204. (a) The Administrator shall implement overall policy 
and develop objectives and priorities for all Federal juvenile delin
quency programs and activities relating to prevention, diversion, 
training, treatment, rehabilitation, evaluation, research, and im
provement of the juvenile justice system in the United States. In 
carrying out the functions of the Administrator, the Administrator 
shall consult with the Council. 

(b) In carrying out the purposes of this Act, the Administrator
shall-

(1) advise the President through the Attorney General as to
all matters relating to federally assisted juvenile deliquency 
programs and Federal policies regarding juvenile delinquency; 

(2) assist operating agencies which have direct responsibil
ities for the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency 
in the development and promulgation of regulations, guide
lines, requirements, criteria, standards, procedures, and budget 
requests in accordance with the policies, priorities, and objec
tives the Administrator establishes; 
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(3) conduct and support evaluations and studies of the per
formance and results achieved by Federal juvenile delinquency 
programs and activities and of the prospective performance 
and results that might be achieved by alternative programs 
and activities supplementary to or in lieu of those currently 
being administered; 

(4) implement Federal juvenile delinquency programs and ac
tivities among Federal departments and agencies and between 
Federal juvenile delinquency programs and activities and other 
Federal programs and activities which the Administrator de
termines may have an important bearing on the success of the 
entire Federal juvenile delinquency effort; 

(5)(A) develop for each fiscal year, and publish annually in 
the Federal Register for public comment, a proposed compre
hensive plan describing the particular activities which the Ad
.ministrator intends to carry out under parts C and D in such 
fiscal year, specifying in detail those activities designed to sat
isfy the requirements of parts C and D; and 

(B) taking into consideration comments received during the
45-day period beginning on the date the proposed plan is pub
lished, develop and publish a final plan, before December 31 of
such fiscal year, describing the particular activities which the
Administrator intends to carry out under parts C and D in
such fiscal year, specifying in detail those activities designed to
satisfy the requirements of parts C and D; and
· (6) provide for the auditing of monitoring systems required

under section 223(a)(15) to review the adequacy of such sys
tems.

(c) The Administrator may require, through appropriate author
ity, Federal departments and agencies engaged in any activity in
volving any Federal juvenile delinquency program to provide the 
Administrator with such information and reports, and to conduct 
such studies and surveys, as the Administrator may deem to be 
necessary to carry out the purposes of this part. 

(d) The Administrator may delegate any of the functions of the
Administrator under this title, to any officer or employee of the 
Office. 

(e) The Administrator is authorized to utilize the services and fa
cilities of any agency of the Federal Government and of any other 
public agency or institution in accordance with appropriate agree
ments, and to pay for such services either in advance or by way of 
reimbursement as may be agreed upon. 

(f) The Administrator is authorized to transfer funds appropri
ated under this section to any agency of the Federal Government 
to develop or demonstrate new methods in juvenile delinquency 
-prevention and rehabilitation and to supplement existing delin
quency prevention and rehabilitation programs which the Adminis
trator finds to be exceptionally effective or for which the Adminis
trator finds there exists exceptional need.

(g) The Administrator is authorized to make grants to, or enter
into contracts with, any public or private agency, organization, in
stitution, or individual to carry out the purposes of this title.
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(h) All functions of the Administrator under this title shall be co
ordinated as appropriate with the functions of the Secretary of 
Health and Human Services under title III of this Act. 

(i)(l) The Administrator shall require through appropriate au
thority each Federal agency which administers a Federal juvenile 
delinquency program to submit annually to the Council a juvenile 
delinquency development statement. Such statement shall be in ad
dition to any information, report, study, or survey which the Ad
ministrator may require under subsection (c). 

(2) Each juvenile delinquency development statement submitted
to the Administrator under paragraph (1) shall contain such infor
mation, data, and analyses as the Administrator may require. Such 
analyses shall include an analysis of the extent to which the juve
nile delinquency program of the Federal agency submitting such 
development statement conforms with and furthers Federal juve
nile delinquency prevention and treatment goals and policies. 

(3) The Administrator shall review and comment upon each juve
nile delinquency development statement transmitted to the Admin
istrator under paragraph (1). Such development statement, togeth
er with the comments of the Administrator, shall be included by 
the Federal agency involved in every recommendation or request 
made by such agency for Federal legislation which significantly af
fects juvenile delinquency prevention and treatment. 

(42 u.s.c. 5614) 

JOINT FUNDING 

SEC. 205. Notwithstanding any other prov1s10n of law, where 
funds are made available by more than one Federal agency to be 
used by any agency, organization, institution, or individual to carry 
out a Federal juvenile delinquency program or activity, any one of 
the Federal agencies providing funds may be requested by the Ad
ministrator to act for all in administering the funds advanced 
whenever ihe Administrator finds the program or activity to be ex
ceptionally effective or for which the Administrator finds excep
tional need. In such cases, a single non-Federal share requirement 
may be established according to the proportion of funds advanced 
by each Federal agency, and the Administrator may order any 
such agency to waive any technical grant or contract requirement 
(as defined in such regulations) which is inconsistent with the simi
lar requirement of the administering agency or which the adminis
tering agency does not impose. 

(42 u.s.c. 5615) 

COORDINATING COUNCIL ON JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY 

PREVENTION 

SEc. 206. (a)(l) There is hereby established, as an independent or
ganization in the executive branch of the Federal Government a 
Coordinating Council on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven
tion composed of the Attorney General, the Secretary of Health 
and Human Services, the Secretary of Labor, the Secretary of Edu
cation, the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, the Di
rector of the Office of Community Services, the Director of the 
Office of Drug Abuse Policy, the Director of the ACTION Agency, 
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the Director of the Bureau of Prisons, the Commissioner of the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Director for the Office of Special Edu
cation and Rehabilitation Services, the Commissioner for the Ad
ministration for Children, Youth, and Families, and the Director of 
the Youth Development Bureau, or their respective designees, As
sistant Attorney General who heads the Office of Justice Programs, 
Director of the Bureau of Justice Assistance, the Administrator of 
the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, the Di
rector of the National Institute of Justice, and representatives of 
such other agencies as the President shall designate. 

(2) Any individual designated under this section shall be selected
from individuals who exercise significant decisionmaking authority 
in the Federal agency involved. 

(b) The Attorney General shall serve as Chairman of the Council.
The Administrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquen
cy Prevention shall serve as Vice Chairman of the Council. The 
Vice Chairman shall act as Chairman in the absence of the Chair
man. 

(c) The function of the Council shall be to coordinate all Federal
juvenile delinquency programs and all Federal programs relating 
to missing and exploited children. The Council shall make recorn-

- mendations to the President and to the Congress at least annually
with respect to the coordination of overall policy and development
of objectives and priorities for all Federal juvenile delinquency pro
grams and activities. The_ Council shall review the programs and
practices of Federal agencies and report on the degree to which
Federal agency funds are used for purposes which are consistent or
inconsistent with the mandates of paragraphs (12)(A), (13), and (14)
of section 223(a) of this title. The Council shall review, and make
recommendations with respect to, any joint funding proposal un
dertaken by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven
tion and any agency represented on the Council. The Council shall
review the reasons why Federal agencies take juveniles into custo
dy and shall make recommendations regarding how to improve
Federal practices and facilities for holding juveniles in custody.

(d) The Council shall meet at least quarterly.
(e) The Administrator shall, with the approval of the Council, ap

point such personnel or staff support as the Administrator consid
ers necessary to carry out the purposes of this title. 

(f) Members of the Council who are employed by the Federal
Government full time shall be reimbursed for travel, subsistence, 
and other necessary expenses incurred by them in carrying out the 
duties of the Council. 

(g) Of sums available to carry out this part, ·not more than
$200,000 shall be available to carry out this section. 

(42 us.c. 5616) 

ANNUAL REPORT 

SEC. 207. Not later than 180 days after the end of a fiscal year, 
the Administrator shall submit to the President, the Speaker of the 
House of Representatives, and the President pro tempore of the 
Senate a report that contains the following with respect to such 
fiscal year: 
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(1) A detailed summary and analysis of the most recent data
available regarding the number of juveniles taken into custo
dy, the rate at which juveniles are taken into custody, and the 
trends demonstrated by the data required by subparagraphs 
(A), (B), and (C). Such summary and analysis shall set out the 
information required by subparagraphs (A), (B), (C), and (D) 
separately for juvenile nonoffenders, juvenile status offenders, 
and other juvenile offenders. Such summary and analysis shall 
separately address with respect to each category of juveniles 
specified in the preceding sentence-

(A) the types of offenses with which the juveniles are
charged; 

(B) the race and gender of the juveniles;
(C) the ages of the juveniles;
(D) the types of facilities used to hold the juveniles in

custody, including secure detention facilities, secure cor
rectional facilities, jails, and lockups; and 

(E) the number of juveniles who died while in custody
and the circumstances under which they died. 

(2) A description of the activities for which funds are expend
ed under this part, including the objectives, priorities, accom
plishments, and recommendations of the Council. 

(3) A description, based on the most recent data available, of
the extent to which each State complies with section 223 and 
with the plan submitted. under such section by the State for 
such fiscal year. 

(4) A summary of each program or activity for which assist
ance is provided under part C or D, an evaluation of the re
sults of such program or activity, and a determination of the 
feasibility and advisability of replacing such program or activi
ty in other locations. 

(5) A description of selected exemplary delinquency preven
tion programs for which assistance is provided under this title, 
with particular attention to community-based juvenile delin
quency prevention programs that involve and assist families of 
juveniles. 

(42 us.c. 5617) 

PART B-FEDERAL ASSISTANCE FOR STATE AND LOCAL PROGRAMS 

AUTHORITY TO MAKE GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 

SEC. 221. (a) The Administrator is authorized to make grants to 
States and units of general local government or combinations 
thereof to assist them in planning, establishing, operating, coordi
nating, and evaluating projects directly or through grants and con
tracts with public and private agencies for the development of 
more effective education, training, research, prevention, diversion, 
treatment, and rehabilitation programs in the area of juvenile de
linquency and programs to improve the juvenile justice system. 

(b)(l) With not to exceed 2 percent of the funds available in a 
fiscal year to carry out this part, the Administrator shall make 
grants to and enter into contracts with public and private agencies, 
organizations, and individuals to provide technical assistance to 
States, units of general local governments (and combinations there-
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oO, and local private agencies to facilitate compliance with section 
223 and implementation of the State plan approved under section 
223(c). 

(2) Grants and contracts may be made under paragraph (1) only
to public and private agencies, organizations, and individuals that 
have existence in providing such technical assistance. In providing 
such technical assistance, the recipient of a grant or contract under 
this subsection shall coordinate its activities with the State agency 
described in section 291(c)(l). 

(42 u.s.c. 5631) 

ALLOCATION 

SEc. 222. (a)(l) Subject to paragraph (2) and in accordance with 
regulations promulgated under this part, funds shall be allocated 
annually among the States on the basis of relative population of 
people under age eighteen. 

(2)(A) Subject to paragraph (3), if the aggregate amount appropri
ated for a fiscal year to carry out this title (other than part D) is 
less than $75,000,000, then the amount allotted to each State for 
such fiscal year shall be not less than $325,000, except that the 
amount allotted to the Virgin Islands of the United States, Guam, 

. American Samoa, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and 
the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands shall be not 
less than $75,000 each. 

(B) Subject to paragraph (3), if the aggregate amount appropri
ated for a fiscal year to carry out this title (other than part D) 
equals or exceeds $75,000,000, then the amount allotted to each 
State for such fiscal year shall be not less than $400,000, except 
that the amount allotted to the Virgin Islands of the United States, 
Guam, American Samoa, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, 
and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands shall be 
not less than $100,000 each. 

(3) If, as a result of paragraph (2), the amount allotted to a State
for a fiscal year would be less than the amount allotted to such 
State for fiscal year 1988, then the amounts allotted to satisfy the 
requirements of such paragraph shall be reduced pro rata to the 
extent necessary to allot to such State for the fiscal year the 
amount allotted to such State for fiscal year 1988. 

(b) If any amount so allotted remains unobligated at the end of
the fiscal year, such funds shall be reallocated in a manner equita� 
ble and consistent with the purpose of this part. Any amount so re
allocated shall be in addition to the amounts already allotted and 
available to the State, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, Guam, 
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and the Commonwealth 
of the Northern Mariana Islands for the same period. 

(c) In accordance with regulations promulgated under this part, a
portion of any allotment to any State under this part shall be 
available to develop a State plan or for other pre-award activities 
associated with such State plan, and to pay that portion of the ex
penditures which are necessary for efficient administration, includ
ing monitoring and evaluation. Not more than 7½ per centum of 
the total annual allotment of such State shall be available for such 
purposes, except that any amount expended or obligated by such 
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State, or by units of general local government or any combination 
thereof, from amounts made available under this subsection shall 
be matched (in an amount equal to any such amount so expended 

. or obligated) by such State, or by such units or combinations, from 
State or local funds, as the case may be. The State shall make 
available needed funds for planning and administration to units of 
general local government or combinations thereof within the State 
on an equitable basis. 

(d) In accordance with regulations promulgated under this part, 5
per centum of the minimum annual allotment to any State under 
this part shall be available to assist the advisory group established 
under section 223(a)(3) of this Act. 

(42 u.s.c. 5632) 

STATE PLANS 

SEC. 223. (a) In order to receive formula grants under this part, a 
State shall submit a plan for carrying out its purposes applicable to 
a 3-year period. Such plan shall be amended annually to include 
new programs, and the state shall submit annual performance re
ports to the Administrator which shall describe progress in imple
menting programs contained in the original plan, and shall de
scribe the status of compliance with State plan requirements. In ac
cordance with regulations which the Administrator shall prescribe, 
such plan shall-

(1) designate the State agency described in section 291(c)(l)
as the sole agency for supervising the preparation and admin
istration of the plan; 

(2) contain satisfactory evidence that the state agency desig
nated in accordance with paragraph (1) has or will have au
thority, by legislation if necessary, to implement such plan in 
conformity with this part; 

(3) provide for an advisory group appointed by the chief exec
utive of the State to carry out the functions specified in sub
paragraph (F), and to participate in the development and 
review of the State's juvenile justice plan prior to submission 
to the supervisory board for final action and (A) which shall 
consist of not less than 15 and not more than 33 persons who 
have training, experience, or special knowledge concerning the 
prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency or the ad
ministration of juvenile justice, (B) which shall include locally 
elected officials, representation of units of local government, 
law enforcement and juvenile justice agencies such as law en
forcement, correction or probation personnel, and juvenile or 
family court judges, and public agencies concerned with delin
quency prevention or treatment such as welfare, social serv
ices, mental health, education, special education, or youth serv
ices departments, (C) which shall include (i) representatives of 
private organizations, including those with a special focus on 
maintaining and strengthening the family unit, those repre
senting parents or parent groups, those concerned with delin
quency prevention and treatment and with neglected or de
pendent children, and those concerned with the quality of juve
nile justice, education, or social services for children; (ii) repre-
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sentatives of organizations which utilize volunteers to work 
with delinquents or potential delinquents; (iii) representatives 
of community based delinquency prevention or treatment pro
grams; (iv) representatives of business groups or businesses em
ploying youth; (v) youth workers involved with alternative 
youth programs; and (vi) persons with special experience and 
competence in addressing the problems of the family, school vi
olence and vandalism, and learning disabilities, (D) a majority 
of whose members (including the chairman) shall not be full
time employees of the ·Federal, State, or local government, (E) 
at least one-fifth of whose members shall be under the age of 
24 at the time of appointment, and at least 3 of whose mem
bers shall have been or shall currently be under the jurisdic
tion of the juvenile justice system; and (F) which (i) shall, con
sistent with this title, advise the State agency designated 
under paragraph (1) and its supervisory board; (ii) shall submit 
to the Governor and the legislature at least annually recom
mendations with respect to matters related to its functions, in
cluding State compliance with the requirements of paragraphs 
(12), (13), and (14); (iii) shall have an opportunity for revievv 
and comment on all juvenile justice and delinquency preven
tion grant applications submitted to the State agency designat
ed under paragraph (1), except that any such review and com
ment shall be. made no later than 30 days after the submission 
of any such application to the advisory group; (iv) may be given 
a role in monitoring State compliance with the requirements of 
paragraphs (12), (13), and (14), in advising on State agency des
ignated under paragraph (1) and local criminal justice advisory 
board composition, and in review of the progress and accom
plishments of juvenile justice and delinquency prevention 
projects funded under the comprehensive State plan; and (v) 
shall contact and seek regular input from juveniles currently 
under the jurisdiction of the juvenile justice system; 

(4) provide for the active consultation with and participation
of units of general local government or combinations thereof in 
the development of a State plan which adequately takes into 
account the needs and requests of local governments, except 

. that nothing in the plan requirements, or any regulations pro
mulgated to carry out such requirements, shall be construed to 
prohibit or impede the State from making grants to, or enter
ing into contracts with, local private agencies or the advisory 
group; 

(5) unless the provisions of this paragraph are waived at the
discretion of the Administrator for any State in which the 
services for delinquent or other youth are organized primarily 
on a statewide basis, provide that at least 66% per centum of 
funds received by the State under section 222, other than funds 
made available to the state advisory group under section 
222(d), shall be expended-

(A) through programs of units of general local govern
ment or combinations thereof, to the extent such programs 
are consistent with the State plan; 

(B) through programs of local private agencies, to the
extent such programs are consistent with the State plan, 

96-666 0 - 90 - 2
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except that direct funding of any local private agency by a 
State shall be permitted only if such agency requests such 
funding after it has applied for and been denied funding 
by any unit of general local government or combination 
thereof; and 

(C) to provide funds for programs of Indian tribes that
perform law enforcement functions (as determined by the 
Secretary of the Interior) and that agree to attempt to 
comply with the requirements specified in paragraphs 
(12)(A), (13), and (14), applicable to the detention and con
finement of juveniles, an amount that bears the same ratio 
to the aggregate amount to be expended through programs 
referred to in subparagraphs (A) and (B) as the population 
under 18 years of age in the geographical areas in which 
such tribes perform such functions bears to the State popu
lation under 18 years of age. 

(6) provide that the chief executive officer of the unit of gen
eral local government shall assign responsibility for the prepa
ration and administration of the local government's part of a 
State plan, or for the supervision of the preparation and ad
ministration of the local government's part of the State plan, 
to that agency within the local government's structure or to a 
regional planning a?iency (hereinafter in this part referred to
as the "local agency ') which can most effectively carry out the 
purposes of this part and shall provide for supervision of the 
programs funded under this part by that local agency; 

(7) provide for an equitable distribution of the assistance re
ceived under section 222 within the State; 

(8) provide for (A) an analysis of juvenile crime problems (in
cluding the joining of gangs that commit crimes) and juvenile 
justice and delinquency prevention needs within the relevant 
jurisdiction (including any geographical area in which an 
Indian tribe performs law enforcement functions), a description 
of the services to be provided, and a description of performance 
goals and priorities, including a specific statement of the 
manner in which programs are expected to meet the identified 
juvenile crime problems (including the joining of gangs that 
commit crimes) and juvenile justice and delinquency preven
tion needs of the jurisdiction; (B) an indication of the manner 
in which the programs relate to other similar State or local 
-programs which are intended to address the same ,or similar
problems; and (C) a plan for the concentration of State efforts
which shall coordinate all State juvenile delinquency programs
with respect to overall policy and development of objectives
and priorities for all State juvenile delinquency programs and
activities, including provision for regular meetings of State of
ficials with responsibility in the area of juvenile justice and de
linquency prevention;

(9) provide for the active consultation with and participation
of private agencies in the development and execution of the
State plan; and provide for coordination and maximum utiliza
tion of existing juvenile delinquency programs and other relat
ed programs, such as education, special education, health, and
welfare within the State;
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(10) provide that not less than 75 per centum of the funds
available to such State under section 222, other than funds 
made available to the State advisory group under section 
222(d), whether expended directly by the State, by the unit of 
general local government or combination thereof, or through 
grants and contracts with public or private agencies, shall be 
used for advanced techniques in developing, maintaining, and 
expanding programs and services designed to prevent juvenile 
delinquency, to divert juveniles from the juvenile justice 
system, to provide community-based alternatives to confine
ment in secure detention facilities and secure correctional fa
cilities, to encourage a diversity of alternatives within the juve
nile justice system, to establish and adopt juvenile justice 
standards, and to provide programs for juveniles, including 
those processed in the criminal justice system, who have com
mitted serious crimes, particularly programs which are de
signed to improve sentencing procedures, provide resources 
necessary for informed dispositions, provide for effective reha
bilitation, and facilitate the coordination of services between 
the juvenile justice and criminal justice systems. These ad
vanced techniques include-

(A) community-based programs and services for the pre
vention and treatment of juvenile delinquency through the 
development of foster-care and shelter-care homes, group 
homes, halfway houses, homemaker and home health serv
ices, twenty-four hour intake screening, volunteer and 
crisis home programs, education, special education, day 
treatment, and home probation, and any other designated 
com�unity-based diagnostic, treatment, or rehabilitative
service; 

(B) community-based programs and services to work
with parents and other family members to maintain and 
strengthen the family unit so that the juvenile may be re
tained in his home; 

(C) youth service bureaus and other community-based
programs to divert youth from the juvenile court or to sup
port, counsel, or provide work and recreational opportuni
ties for delinquents and other youth to help prevent delin
quency; 

(D) projects designed to develop and implement pro
grams stressing advocacy activities aimed at improving 
services for and protecting the rights of youth impacted by 
the juvenile justice system; 

(E) educational programs or supportive services designed
to encourage delinquent youth and other youth to remain 
in elementary and secondary schools or in alternative 
learning situations, including programs to counsel delin
quent youth and other youth regarding the opportunities 
which education provides; 

(F) expanded use of probation and recruitment and
training of probation officers, other professional and para
professional personnel and volunteers to work effectively 
with youth and their families; 
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(G) youth initiated programs and outreach programs de
signed to assist youth who otherwise would not be reached 
by traditional youth assistance programs; 

(H) statewide programs through the use of subsidies or
other financial incentives to units of local government de
signed to-

(i) remove juveniles from jails and lockups for
adults; 

(ii) replicate juvenile programs designated as exem
plary by the National Institute of Justice; 

(iii) establish and adopt, based on the recommenda
tions of the National Advisory Committee for Juvenile 
Justice and Delinquency Prevention made before the 
date of the enactment of the Juvenile Justice, Run
away Youth, and Missing Children's Act Amendments 
of 1984, 1 standards for the improvement of juvenile 
justice within the State; 

(iv) increase the use of nonsecure community-based
facilities and discourage the use of secure incarcer
ation and detention; or 

(v) involve parents and other family members in ad
dressing the delinquency-related problems of juveniles; 

(I) programs designed to develop and implement projects
relating to juvenile delinquency and learning disabilities, 
including on-the-job training programs to assist law en
forcement and juvenile justice personnel to more effective
ly recognize and provide for learning disabled and other 
handicapped juveniles; 

(J) projects designed both to deter involvement in illegal
activities and to promote involvement in lawful activities 
on the part of gangs whose membership is substantially 
composed of juveniles; 

(K) programs and projects designed to provide for the
treatment of juveniles' dependence on or abuse of alcohol 
or other addictive or nonaddictive drugs; and 

(L) law-related education programs and projects designed
to prevent juvenile delinquency; -'

(11) provide for the development of an adequate research,
training, and evaluation capacity within the State; 

(12)(A) provide within three years after submission of the ini
tial plan that juveniles who are charged with or who have 
committed offenses that would not be criminal if committed by 
an adult or offenses which do not constitute violations of valid 
court orders, or such nonoffenders as dependent or neglected 
children, shall not be placed in secure detention facilities or 
secure correctional facilities; a11d 

(B) provide that the State shall submit annual reports to the
Administrator containing a review of the progress made by the 
State to achieve the deinstitutionalization of juveniles de
scribed in subparagraph (A) and a review of the progress made 
by the State to provide that such juveniles, if placed in facili-

1 Division II of choplcr VI of title II of Public Low 98-473 (98 Slot. 2107), approved October 12,
1984. 
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ties, are placed in facilities which (i) are the least restrictive 
alternatives appropriate to the needs of the child and the com
munity; (ii) are in reasonable proximity to the family and the 
home communities of such juveniles; and (iii) provide the serv
ices described in section 103(1); 

(13) provide that juveniles alleged to be or found to be delin
quent and youths within the purview of paragraph (12) shall 
not be detained or confined in any institution in which they 
have regular contact with adult persons incarcerated because 
they have been convicted of a crime or are awaiting trial on 
criminal charges; 

(14) provide that, beginning after the five-year period follow
ing December 8, 1980, no juvenile shall be detained or confined 
in any jail or lockup for adults, except that the Administrator 
shall, through 1993, promulgate regulations which make excep
tions with regard to the detention of juveniles accused of non
status offenses who are awaiting an initial court appearance 
pursuant to an enforceable State law requiring such appear
ances within twenty-four hours after being taken into custody 
(excluding weekends and holidays) provided that such excep
tions are limited to areas which-

(A) are outside a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area,
(B) have no existing acceptable alternative placement

available, and 
(C) are in compliance with the provisions of paragraph

(13); 
(15) provide for an adequate system of monitoring jails, de

tention facilities, correctional facilities, and non-secure facili
ties to insure that the requirements of paragraph (12)(A), para
graph (13), and paragraph (14) are met, and for annual report
ing of the results of such monitoring to the Administrator, 
except that such reporting requirements shall not apply in the 
case of a State which is in compliance with the other require
ments of this paragraph, which is in compliance with the re
quirements in paragraph (12)(A) and paragraph (13), and which 
has enacted legislation which conforms to such requirements 
and which contains, in the opinion of the Administrator, suffi
cient enforcement mechanisms to ensure that such legislation 
will be administered effectively; 

(16) provide assurance that assistance will be available on an
equitable basis to deal with disadvantaged youth including, but 
not limited to, females, minority youth, and mentally retarded 
and emotionally or physically handicapped youth; 

(17) provide assurance that consideration will be given to and
that assistance will be available for approaches designed to 
strengthen and maintain the family units of delinquent and 
other youth to prevent juvenile delinquency. Such approaches 
should include the involvement of grandparents or other ex
tended family members when possible and appropriate; 

(18) provide for procedures to be established for protecting
the rights of recipients of services and for assuring appropriate 
privacy with regard to records relating to such services provid
ed to any individual under the State plan; 
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(19) provide that fair and equitable arrangements shall be
made to protect the interests of employees affected by assist
ance under this Act and shall provide for the terms and condi
tions of such protective arrangements established pursuant to 
this section, and such protective arrangements shall, to the 
maximum extent feasible, include, without being limited to, 
such provisions as may be necessary for-

(A) the preservation of rights, privileges, and benefits
(including continuation of pension rights and benefits) 
under existing collective-bargaining agreements or other
wise; 

(B) the continuation of collective-bargaining rights;
(C) the protection of individual employees against a

worsening of their positions with respect to their employ
ment; 

(D) assurances of employment to employees of any State
or political subdivision thereof who will be affected by any 
program funded in whole or in part under provisions of 
this Act; and 

(E) training or retraining programs;
(20) provide for such fiscal control and fund accounting pro

cedures necessary to assure prudent use, proper disbursement, 
and accurate accounting of funds received under this title; 

(21) provide reasonable assurances that Federal funds made
available under this part for any period will be so used as to 
supplement and increase (but not supplant) the level of the 
State, local, and other non-Federal funds that would in the ab
sence of such Federal funds be made available for the pro
grams described in this part, and will in no event replace such 
State, local, and other non-Federal funds; 

(22) provide that the State agency designated under para
graph (1) will from time to time, but not less often than annu
ally, review ·its plan and submit to the Administrator an analy
sis and evaluation of the effectiveness of the programs and ac
tivities carried out under the plan, and any modifications in 
the plan, including the survey of State and local needs, which 
it considers necessary; 

(23) address efforts to reduce the proportion of juveniles de
tained or confined in secure detention facilities, secure correc
tional facilities, jails, and lockups who are members of minori
ty groups if such proportion exceeds the proportion such 
groups represent in the general population; and 

(24) contain such other terms and conditions as the Adminis
trator may reasonably prescribe to assure the effectiveness of 
the programs assisted under this title. 

(b) The State agency designated under subsection (a)(l), after re
ceiving and considering the advice and recommendations of the ad
visory group referred to in subsection (a), shall approve the State 
plan and any modification thereof prior to submission to the Ad
ministrator. 

(c)(l) The Administrator shall approve any State plan and any 
modification thereof that meets the requirements of this section. 
Failure to achieve compliance with the subsection (a)(l2)(A) re
quirement within the three-year time limitation shall terminate 
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any State's eligibility for funding under this part unless the Ad
ministrator determines that the State is in substantial compliance 
with the requirement, through achievement of deinstitutionaliza
tion of not less than 75 per centum of such juveniles or through 
removal of 100 percent of such juveniles from secure correctional 
facilities, and has made, through appropriate executive or legisla
tive action, an unequivocal commitment to achieving full compli
ance within a reasonable time not exceeding two additional years. 

(2) Failure to achieve compliance with the requirements of sub
section (a)(l4) within the 5-year time limitation shall terminate any 
State's eligibility for funding under this part unless the Adminis
trator-

(A) determines, in th'e discretion of the Administrator, that
such State has-

(i)(I) removed not less than 75 percent of juveniles from 
jails and lockups for adults; or· 

(II) achieved substantial compliance with such subsec-
tion; and 

· · 

(ii) made, through appropriate executive or legislative
action, an unequivocal commitment to achieving full com
pliance within a reasonable time, not to exceed 3 addition
al years; or 

(B) waives the termination of the State's eligibility on the
condition that the State agrees to expend all of the funds to be 
received under this part by the State (excluding funds required 
to be expended to comply with subsections (c) and (d) of section 
222 and with section 223(a)(5)(C)), only to achieve compliance 
with subsection (a)(l4). 

(3) Except as provided in paragraph (2), failure to achieve compli
ance with the requirements of subsection (a)(l4) after December 8, 
1985, shall terminate any State's eligibility for funding under this 
part unless the Administrator waives the termination of the State'� 
eligibility on the condition that the State agrees to expend ·all· of 
the funds to be received under this part by the State (excluding 
funds required to be expended. to comply with subsections: (c) and 
(d) of section 222 and with section 223(a)(5)(C)), only to achieve com
pliance with subsection (a)(14). ·.

(4) For purposes of paragraph (2)(A)(i)(II), a State may demon
strate that it is in substantial compliance with such paragraph by 
showing that it has-

(A) removed all juvenile· status offenders and' nonoffenders
from jails and lockups for adults; 

(B) made meaningful progress ffi removing other juveniles
from jails and lockups for adults; 

(C) diligently carried out the State's plan to comply with sub
section (a)(l4); and 

(D) historically expended, and continues to expend, to comply
with subsection (a)(l4) an appropriate and significant share of 
the funds received by the State under this part 

(d) In the event that any State chooses not to submit a plan, fails
to submit a plan, or submits a plan or any modification thereof, 
which the Administrator, after reasonable notice and opportunity 
for hearing, in accordance with sections 802, 803, and 804 of title I 
of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, 1 deter-
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mines does not meet the requirements of this section, the Adminis
trator shall endeavor to make that State's allotment under the pro
visions of section 222(a) available to local public and private non
profit agencies within such State for use in carrying out the pur
poses of subsection (a)(12)(A), subsection (a)(13), or subsection (a)(14). 
The Administrator shall make funds which remain available after 
disbursements are made by the Administrator under the preceding 
sentence, and any other unobligated funds, available on an equita
ble basis to those States that have achieved full compliance with 
the requirements under subsection (a)(12)(A) and subsection (a)(13) 
within the initial three years of participation or have achieved full 
compliance within a reasonable time thereafter as provided by sub
section (c). 
· (42 u.s.c. 5633)

PART C-NATIONAL PROGRAMS 

Subpart I-National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention 

ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE AND 

DELINQUENCY PREVENTION 

SEC. 241. (a) There is hereby established within the Juvenile Jus
tice and Delinquency Prevention Office a National Institute for Ju
venile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. 

(b) The National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention shall be under the supervision and direction of the Ad
ministrator. 

(c) The activities of the National Institute for Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention shall be coordinated with the activi
ties of the National Institute of Justice in accordance with the re
quirements of section 201(b). 

(d) It shall be the purpose of the Institute to provide-
(1) a coordinating center for the collection, preparation, and

dissemination of useful data regarding the prevention, treat
ment, and control of juvenile delinquency; and

(2) appropriate training (including training designed to
strengthen and maintain the family unit) for representatives of
Federal, State, local law enforcement officers, teachers and
special education personnel, family counselors, child welfare
workers, juvenile judges and judicial personnel, probation per
sonnel, correctional personnel (including volunteer lay person
nel), persons associated with law-related education, youth
workers, and representatives of private agencies and organiza
tions with specific experience in the prevention, treatment,
and control of juvenile delinquency.

(e) In addition to the other powers, express and implied, the In
stitute may-

(1) request any Federal agency to supply such statistics, data,
program reports, and other material as the Institute deems 
necessary to carry out its functions; 

(2) arrange with and reimburse the heads of Federal agencies
f?r the use of personnel or facilities or equipment of such agen
cies; 
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(3) confer with and avail itself of the cooperation, services,
records, and facilities of State, municipal, or other public or 
private local agencies; 

(4) make grants and enter into contracts with public or pri
vate agencies, organizations, or individuals for the partial per
formance of any functions of the Institute; 

(5) compensate consultants and members of technical adviso
ry councils who are not in the regular full-time employ of the 
United States, at a rate now or hereafter prescribed for GS-18 
of the General Schedule by section 5332 of title 5 of the United 
States Code and while away from home, or regular place of 
business, they may be allowed travel expenses, including per 
diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by section 5703 of 
title 5, United States Code for persons in the Government serv
ice employed intermittently; and 

(6) assist through training, the advisory groups established
pursuant to section 223(a)(3) or comparable public or private 
citizen groups in nonparticipating States in the accomplish
ment of their objectives consistent with this Act. 

(f)(l) The Administrator, acting through the Institute, shall pro
vide technical and financial assistance to an eligible organization 
composed of member representatives of the State advisory groups 
appointed under section 223(a)(3) to assist such organization to 
carry out the functions specified in paragraph (2). 

(2) To be eligible to receive such assistance, such organization
shall agree to carry out activities that include-

(A) conducting an annual conference of such member repre
sentatives for purposes relating to the activities of such State 
advisory groups; 

(B) disseminating information, data, standards, advanced
techniques, and program models developed through the Insti
tute and through programs funded under section 261; 

(C) reviewing Federal policies regarding juvenile justice and
delinquency prevention; 

(D) advising the Administrator with respect to particular
functions or aspects of the work of the Office; and 

(E) advising the President and Congress with regard to State
perspectives on the operation of the Office and Federal legisla
tion pertaining to juvenile justice and delinquency prevention. 

(g) Any Federal agency which receives a request from the Insti
tute under subsection (e)(l) may cooperate with the Institute and 
shall, to the maximum extent practicable, consult with and furnish 
information and advice to the Institute. 

(42 u.s.c. 5651) 

INFORMATION FUNCTION 

SEC. 242. The Administrator, acting through the National Insti
tute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, shall-

(1) on a continuing basis, review reports, data, and standards
relating to the juvenile justice system in the United States; 

(2) serve as an information bank by collecting systematically
and synthesizing the data and knowledge obtained from stud
ies and research by public and private agencies, institutions, or 
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individuals concerning all aspects of juvenile delinquency, in
cluding the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency; 
and 

(3) serve as a clearinghouse and information center for the
preparation, publication, and dissemination of all information 
regarding juvenile delinquency, including State and local juve
nile delinquency prevention and treatment programs and 
plans, availability of resources, training and educational pro
grams, statistics, and other pertinent data and information. 

(42 u.s.c. 5652) 

RESEARCH, DEMONSTRATION, AND EVALUATION FUNCTIONS 

SEc. 243. The Administrator, acting through the National Insti
tute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, is authorized 
to-

(1) conduct, encourage, and coordinate reseach and evalua
tion into any aspect of juvenile delinquency, particularly with 
regard to new programs and methods which seek to strengthen 
and maintain the family unit or which show promise of 
making a contribution toward the prevention and treatment of 
juvenile delinquency; 

(2) encourage the development of demonstration projects in
new, innovative techniques and methods to prevent and treat 
juvenile delinquency; 

(3) provide for the evaluation of all juvenile delinquency pro
grams assisted under this title in order to determine the re
sults and the effectiveness of such programs; 

(4) provide for the evaluation of any other Federal, State, or
local juvenile delinquency program; 

(5) prepare, in cooperation with educational institutions,
with Federal, State, and local agencies, and with appropriate 
individuals and private agencies, such studies as it considers to 
be necessary with respect to the prevention and treatment of 
juvenile delinquency and the improvement of the juvenile jus-
tice system, including-

(A) recommendations designed to promote effective pre
vention and treatment, particularly by strengthening and 
maintaining the family unit; 

(B) assessments regarding the role of family violence,
sexual abuse or exploitation, media violence, the improper 
handling of youth placed in one State by another State, 
the effectiveness of family-centered treatment programs, 
special education, remedial education, and recreation, and 
the extent to which youth in the juvenile system are treat
ed differently on the basis of sex, race, or family income 
and the ramifications of such treatment; 

(C) examinations of the treatment of juveniles processed
in the criminal justice system; and 

(D) recommendations as to effective means for deterring
involvement in illegal activities or promoting involvement 
in lawful activities on the part of gangs whose membership 
is substantially composed of juveniles; 
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(6) disseminate the results of such evaluations and research
and demonstration activities particularly to persons actively 
working in the field of juvenile delinquency; 

(7) disseminate pertinent data and studies to individuals,
agencies, and organizations concerned with the prevention and 
treatment of juvenile delinquency; 

(8) develop and support model State legislation consistent
with the mandates of this title and the standards developed by 
the National Advisory Committee for Juvenile Justice and De
linquency Prevention before the date of the enactment of the 
Juvenile Justice, Runaway Youth, and Missing Children's Act 
Amendments of 1984; and 

(9) support research relating to reducing the excessive pro
portion of juveniles detained or confined in secure detention fa
cilities, secure correctional facilities, jails, and lockups who are 
members of minority groups. 

(42 us.c. 5653) 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND TRAINING FUNCTIONS 

SEC. 244. The Administrator, acting through the National Insti
tute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention is authorized 
to-

(1) provide technical assistance and training assistance to
Federal, State, and local governments and to courts, public and 
private agencies, institutions, and individuals in the planning, 
establishment, funding, operation, and evaluation of juvenile 
delinquency programs; 

(2) develop, conduct, and provide for training programs for
the training of professional, paraprofessional, and volunteer 
personnel, and other persons who are working with or prepar
ing to work with juveniles, juvenile offenders, and their fami
lies; 

(3) develop, conduct, and provide for seminars, workshops,
and training programs in the latest proven effective techniques 
and methods of preventing and treating juvenile delinquency 
for law enforcement officers, juvenile judges, and other court 
personnel, probation officers, correctional personnel, and other 
Federal, State, and local government personnel who are en
gaged in work relating to juvenile delinquency; and 

(4) develop technical training teams to aid in the davelop
ment of training programs in the States and to assist State and 
local agencies which work directly with juveniles and juvenile 
offenders. 

(42 us.c. 5654) 

ESTABLISHMENT OF TRAINING PROGRAM 

SEC. 245. (a) The Administrator shall establish within the Insti
tute a training program designed to train enrollees with respect to 
methods and techniques for the prevention and treatment of juve
nile delinquency. In carrying out this program the Administrator is 
authorized to make use of available State and local services, equip
ment, personnel, facilities, and the like. 
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(b) Enrollees in the training program established under this sec
tion shall be drawn from law enforcement and correctional person
nel (including volunteer lay personnel), teachers and special educa
tion personnel, family counselors, child welfare workers, juvenile 
judges and judicial personnel, persons associated with law-related 
education, youth workers, and representatives of private agencies 
and organizations with specific experience in the prevention and 
treatment of juvenile delinquency. 

(42 U.S. C. 5659) Formerly section 248. Redesignated by sec. 637 of 
Public Law 98-473 (98 Stat. 2120). 

CURRICULUM FOR TRAINING PROGRAM 

SEC. 246. The Administrator shall design and supervise a curricu
lum for the training program established by section 245 which 
shall utilize an interdisciplinary approach with respect to the pre
vention of juvenile delinquency, the treatment of juvenile delin
quents, and the diversion of youths from the juvenile justice 
system. Such curriculum shall be appropriate to the needs of the 
enrollees of the training program. 

(42 U.S.C. 5660) 

PARTICIPATION IN TRAINING PROGRAM AND STATE ADVISORY GROUP 

CONFERENCES 

SEC. 24 7. (a) Any person seeking to enroll in the training pro
gram established under section 245 shall transmit an application to 
the Administrator, in such form and according to such procedures 
as the Administrator may prescribe. 

(b) The Administrator shall make the final determination with
respect to the admittance of any person to the training program. 
The Administrator, in making such determination, shall seek to 
assure that persons admitted to the training program are broadly 
representative of the categories described in section 245(b). 

(c) While participating as a trainee in the program established
under section 245 or while participating in any conference held 
under section 241(0, and while traveling in connection with such 
participation, each person so participating shall be allowed travel 
expenses, including a per diem allowance in lieu of subsistence, in 
the same manner as persons employed intermittently in Govern
ment service are allowed travel expenses under section 5703 of title 
5, United States Code. No consultation fee may be paid to such 
person for such participation. 

(42 u.s.c. 5661) 

SPECIAL STUDIES AND REPORTS 

SEc. 248. (a) Not later than 1 year afte the date of the enactment 
of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Amendments 
of 1988, the Administrator shall begin to conduct a study with re
spect to the juvenile justice system-

(1) to review-
(A) conditions in detention and correctional facilities for

juveniles; and 
(B) the extent to which such facilities meet recognized

national professional standards; and 
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(2) to make recommendations to improve conditions in such
facilities. 

(b)(l) Not later than 1 year after the date of the enactment of the 
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Amendments of 1988, 
the Administrator shall begin to conduct a study to determine-

(A) how juveniles who are American Indians and Alaskan
Natives and who are accused of committing offenses on and 
near Indian reservations and Alaskan Native villages, respec
tively, are treated under the systems of justice administered by 
Indian tribes and Alaskan Native organizations, respectively, 
that perform law enforcement functions; 

(B) the amount of financial resources (including financial as
sistance provided by governmental entities) available to Indian 
tribes and Alaskan Native organizations that perform law en
forcement functions, to support community-based alternatives 
to incarcerating juveniles; and 

(C) the extent to which such tribes and organizations comply
with the requirements specified in paragraphs (12)(A), (13), and 
(14) of section 223(a), applicable to the detention and confine
ment of juveniles.

(2)(A) For purposes of section 7(b) of the Indian Self-Determina
tion and Education Assistance Act (25 U.S.C. 450e(b)), any contact, 
subcontract, grant, or subgrant made under paragraph (1) shall be 
deemed to be a contract, subcontract, grant, or subgrant made for 
the benefit of Indians. 

(B) For purposes of section 7(b) of such Act and subparagraph (A)
of this paragraph, references to Indians and Indian organizations 
shall be deemed to include Alaskan Natives and Alaskan Native 
organizations, respectively. 

(c) Not later than 3 years after the date of the enactment of the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Amendments of 1988, 
the Administrator shall submit a report to the chairman of the 
Committee on Education and Labor of the House of Representa
tives and the chairman of the Committee on the Judiciary of the 
Senate containing a description, and a summary of the results, of 
the study conducted under subsection (a) or (b), as the case may be. 

(42 u.s.c. 5662) 

Subpart II-Special Emphasis Prevention and Treatment Programs 

AUTHORITY TO MAKE GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 

SEC. 261. (a) The Administrator shall, by making grants to and 
entering into contracts with public and private nonprofit agencies, 
organizations, institutions, and individuals provide for each of the 
following during each fiscal year: 

(1) Establishing or maintaining community-based alterna
tives to traditional forms of institutionalization of juvenile of
fenders. 

(2) Establishing or implementing effective means of diverting
juveniles from the traditional juvenile justice and correctional 
system, including restitution and reconciliation projects which 
test and validate selected arbitration models, such as neighbor
hood courts or panels, and increase victim satisfaction while 
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providing alternatives to incarceration for detained or adjudi
cated delinquents. 

(3) Establishing or supporting programs stressing advocacy
activities aimed at improving services to juveniles impacted by 
the juvenile justice system, including services which encourage 
the improvmeent of due process· available to juveniles in the 
juvenile justice system, which improve the quality of legal rep
resentation of such juveniles, and which provide for the ap
pointment of special advocates by courts for such juveniles. 

(4) Developing or supporting model programs to strengthen
and maintain the family unit in order to prevent or treat juve
nile delinquency. 

(5) Establishing or implementing special emphasis preven
tion and treatment programs relating to juveniles who commit 
serious crimes (including such crimes committeed in schools), 
including programs designed to deter involvement in illegal ac
tivities or to promote involvement in lawful activities on the 
part of gangs whose membership is substantially composed of 
juveniles. 

(6) Developing or implementing further a coordinated, na
tional law-related education program of-

(A) delinquency prevention in elementary and secondary
schools, and other local sites; 

(B) training for persons responsible for the implementa
tion of law-related education programs; and 

(C) disseminating information regarding model, innova
tive, law-related education programs to juvenile delinquen
cy programs, including those that are community based, 
and to law enforcement and criminal justice agencies for 
activities related to juveniles. 

(7) Addressing efforts to reduce the proportion of juveniles
detained or confined in secure detention facilities, secure cor
rectional factilities, jails, and lockups who are members of mi
nority groups if such proportion exceeds the proportion such 
groups represent in the general population. 

(b) The Adminstrator is authorized, by making grants to and en
tering into contracts with public and private nonprofit agencies, or
ganizations, institutions, and individuals, to develop and implement 
new approaches, techniques, and methods designed to-

(1) improve the capability of public and private agencies and
organizations to provide services for delinquents and other ju
veniles to help prevent juvenile delinquency; 

(2) develop and implement, in coordination with the Secre
tary of Education, model programs and methods to keep stu
dents in elementary and secondary schools, to prevent unwar
ranted and arbitrary suspensions and expulsions, and to en
courage new approaches and techniques with respect to the 
prevention of school violence and vandalism; 

(3) develop, implement, and support, in conjuction with the
Secretary of Labor, other public and private agencies, organiza
tions, business, and industry, programs for the employment of 
juveniles; 

(4) develop and support programs designed to encourage and
assist State legislatures to consider and establish policies con-
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sistent with this title, both by amending State laws, if neces
sary, and devoting greater resources to effectuate such policies; 

(5) develop and implement programs relating to juvenile de
linquency and learning disabilities, including on-the-job train
ing programs to assist law enforcement personnel and juvenile 
justice personnel to more effectively recognize and provide for 
learning-disabled and other handicapped juveniles; 

(6) develop statewide programs through the use of subsidies
or other financial incentives designed to-

(A) remove juveniles from jails and lockups for adults;
(B) replicate juvenile programs designated as exemplary

by the National Institute of Justice; or 
(C) establish and adopt, based upon the recommenda

tions of the National Advisory Committee for Juvenile Jus
tice and Delinquency Prevention made before the date of 
the enactment of the Juvenile Justice, Runaway Youth, 
and Missing Children's Act Amendments of 1984, stand
ards for the improvement of juvenile justice within each 
State involved; and 

(7) develop and implement programs, relating to the special
education needs of delinquent and other juveniles, which devel
op locally coordinated policies and programs among education, 
juvenile justice, and social service agencies. 

(c) Not less than 30 percent of the funds available for grants and
contracts under this section shall be available for grants to and 
contracts with private nonprofit agencies, organizations, and insti
tutions which have experience in dealing with juveniles. 

(d) Assistance provided under this section shall be available on
an equitable basis to deal with female, minority, and disadvantaged 
juveniles, including juveniles who are mentally, emotionally, or 
physically handicapped. 

(e) Not less than 5 percent of the funds available for grants and
contracts under this section shall be available for grants and con
tracts designed to address the special needs and problems of juve
nile delinquency in the Virgin Islands of the United States, Guam, 
American Samoa, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and 
the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands. 

(42 u.s.c. 5665) 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR APPROVAL OF APPLICATIONS 

SEc. 262. (a) Any agency, institution, or individual desiring to re
ceive a grant, or enter into a contract, under this part shall submit 
an application at such time, in such manner, and containing or ac
companied by such information as the Administrator may pre
scribe. 

(b) In accordance with guidelines established by the Administra
tor, each application for assistance under this part shall-

(1) set forth a program for carrying out one or more of the
purposes set forth in this part and specifically identify each 
such purpose such program is designed to carry out; 

(2) provide that such program shall be administered by or
under the supervision of the applicant; 
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(3) provide for the proper and efficient administration of
such program; 

(4) provide for regular evaluation of such program;
(5) certify that the applicant has requested the State plan

ning agency and local agency designated in section 223, if any 
to review and comment on such application and indicate the 
responses of such State planning agency and local agency to 
such request; 

(6) attach a copy of the responses of such State planning
agency and local agency to such request; 

(7) provide that regular reports on such program shall be
sent to the Administrator and to such State planning agency 
and local agency; and 

(8) provide for such fiscal control and fund accounting proce
dures as may be necessary to ensure prudent use, proper dis
bursement, and accurate accounting of funds received under 
this title. 

(c) In determining whether or not to approve applications for
grants and for contracts under this part, the Administrator shall 
consider-

(1) the relative cost and effectivenes of the proposed program
in carrying out this part; 

(2) the extent to which such program will incorporate new or
innovative techniques; 

(3) if a State plan has been approved by the Administrator
under section 223(c), the extent to which such program meets 
the objectives and priorities of the State plan, taking into con
sideration the location and scope of such program; 

(4) the increase in capacity of the public and private agency,
institution, or individual involved to provide services to ad
dress juvenile delinquency and juvenile delinquency preven
tion; 

(5) the extent to which such program serves communities
which have high rates of juvenile unemployment, school drop
out, and delinquency; and 

(6) the adverse impact that may result from the restriction of
eligibility, based upon population, for cities with a population 
greater than 40,000 located within States which have no city 
with a population over 250,000. 

(d)(l)(A) Programs selected for assistance through grants or con
tracts under this part (other than section 241(f)) shall be selected 
through a competitive process to be established by rule by the Ad
ministrator. As part of such a process, the Administrator shall an
nounce in the Federal Register-

(i) the availability of funds for such assistance;
(ii) the general criteria applicable to the selection of appli

cants to receive such assistance; and 
(iii) a description of the procedures applicable to submitting

and reviewing applications for such assistance. 
(B) The competitive process described in subparagraph (A) shall

not be required if the Administrator makes a written determina
tion that-

(i)(I) the proposed program is not within the scope of any an
nouncement issued, or expected to be issued, by the Adminis-
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trator regarding the availability of funds to carry out programs 
under this part, but can be supported by a grant or contract in 
accordance with this part; and 

(II) such program is of such outstanding merit, as deter
mined through peer review conducted under paragraph (2), 
that the award of a grant or contract without competition is 
justified; or 

(ii) the applicant is uniquely qualified to provide proposed
training services as provided in section 244 and other qualified 
sources are not capable of providing such services, and includes 
in such determination the factual and other bases thereof. 

(C) If a program is selected for assistance without competition
pursuant to the exception provided in subparagraph (B), the Ad
ministrator shall promptly so notify the chairman of the Commit
tee on Education and Labor of the House of Representatives and 
the chairman of the Committee on the Judiciary of the Senate. 
Such notification shall include copies of the Administrator's deter
mination made under such subparagraph and the peer review de
termination required by paragraph (2). 

(2)(A) Programs selected for assistance through grants or con
tracts under this part (other than section 241(£)) shall be reviewed 
before selection, and thereafter as appropriate, through a formal 
peer review process utilizing experts (other than officers and em
ployees of the Department of Justice) in fields related to the sub
ject matter of the proposed program. 

(B) Such process shall be established by the Administrator in
consultation with the Directors and other appropriate officials of 
the N9tional Science Foundation and the National Institute of 
Mental Health. Before implementation of such process, the Admin
istrator shall submit such process to such Directors, each of whom 
shall prepare and furnish to the chairman of the Committee on 
Education and Labor of the House of Representatives and the 
chairman of the Committee on the Judiciary of the Senate a final 
report containing their comments on such process as proposed to be 
established. 

(3) The Administrator, in establishing the process required under
paragaphs (1) and (2), shall provide for emergency expedited consid
eration of the proposed programs if necessary to avoid any delay 
which would preclude carrying out such programs. 

(e) A city shall not be denied assistance under this part solely on
the basis of its population. 

(f) Notification of grants and contracts made under this part (and
the applications submitted for such grants and contracts) shall, 
upon being made, be transmitted by the Administrator, to the 
chairman of the Committee on Education and Labor of the House 
of Representatives and the chairman of the Committee on the Judi
ciary of the Senate. 

(42 US.C. 5665a) 
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PART D-PREVENTION AND TREATMENT PROGRAMS RELATING TO 

JUVENILE GANGS AND DRUG ABUSE AND DRUG TRAFFICKING 

AUTHORITY TO MAKE GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 

Sec. 281. The Administrator shall, by making grants to and en
tering into contracts with public and private nonprofit agencies, or
ganizations, institutions, and individuals, establish and support 
programs and activities that involve families and communities and 
that are designed to carry out any of the following purposes: 

(1) To reduce the participation of juveniles in drug-related
crimes (including drug trafficking and drug use), particularly 
in elementary and secondary schools. 

(2) To develop within the juvenile adjudicatory and correc
tional systems new and innovative means to address the prob
lems of juveniles convicted of serious drug-related and gang-re
lated offenses. 

(3) To reduce juvenile involvement in gang-related activity,
particularly activities that involve the distribution of drugs by 
or to juveniles. 

(4) To promote the involvement of juveniles in lawful activi
ties in geographical areas in which gangs commit crimes. 

(5) To provide treatment to juveniles who are members of
such gangs, including members who are accused of committing 
a serious crime and members who have been adjudicated as 
being delinquent. 

(6) To support activities to inform juveniles of the availabil
ity of treatment and services for which financial assistance is 
provided under this part. 

(7) To facilitate Federal and State cooperation with local
school officials to assist juveniles who are likely to participate 
in the activities of gangs that commit crimes and to establish 
and support programs that facilitate coordination and coopera
tion among local education, juvenile justice, employment, and 
social service agencies, for the purpose of preventing or reduc
ing the participation of juveniles in activities of gangs that 
commit crimes. 

(8) To provide personnel, personnel training, equipment, and
supplies in conjunction with programs and activities designed 
to prevent or reduce the participation of juveniles in unlawful 
gang activities or unlawful drug activities, to assist in improv
ing the adjudicative and correctional components of the juve
nile justice system. 

(9) To provide pre- and post-trial drug abuse treatment to ju
veniles in the juvenile justice system. 

(10) To provide drug abuse education, prevention and treat
ment involving police and juvenile justice officials in demand 
reduction programs. 

(42 u.s.c. 5667) 

APPROVAL OF APPLICATIONS 

Sec. 282. (a) Any agency, institution, or individual desiring to re
ceive a grant, or to enter into a contract, under this part shall 
submit an application at such time, in such manner, and contain-
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ing or accompanied by such information as the Administrator may 
prescribe. 

(b) In accordance with guidelines established by the Administra
tor, each application for assistance under this part shall-

(1) set forth a program or activity for carrying out one or
more of the purposes specified in section 281 and specifically 
identify each such purpose, such program or activity is de
signed to carry out; 

(2) provide that such program or activity shall be adminis
tered by or under the supervision of the applicant; 

(3) provide for the proper and efficient administration of
such program or activity; 

(4) provide for regular evaluation of such program or activi
ty; 

(5) certify that the applicant has requested the State plan
ning agency and local agency designated in section 223, if any, 
to review and comment on such application and indicate the 
responses of such State planning agency and local agency to 
such request; 

(6) attach a copy of the responses of such State planning
agency and local agency to such request; 

(7) provide that regular reports on such program or activity
shall be sent to the Administrator and to such State planning 
agency and local agency; and 

(8) provide for such fiscal control and fund accounting proce
dures as may be necessary to ensure prudent use, proper dis
bursement, and accurate accounting of funds received under 
this title. 

(c) In reviewing applications for grants and contracts under this
part, the Administrator shall give priority to applications-

(1) based on the incidence and severity of crimes committed
by gangs whose membership is composed primarily of juveniles 
or the incidence of juvenile drug abuse and drug trafficking, in 
the geographical area in which the applicants propose to carry 
out the programs and activities for which such grants and con
tracts are requested; and 

(2) for assistance for programs and activities that have the
broad support of organizations operating in such geographical 
areas, as demonstrated by the applicants. 

(42 US.C. 5667a) 

PART E-GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS 

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS 

SEc. 291. (a)(l) To carry out the purposes of this title (other than 
part D) there are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may 
be necessary for fiscal years 1989, 1990, 1991, and 1992. Funds ap
propriated for any fiscal year may remain available for obligation 
until expended. 

(2)(A) Subject to subparagraph (B), to carry out part D, there are 
authorized to be appropriated $15,000,000 for fiscal year 1989 and 
such sums as may be necessary for each of the fiscal years 1990, 
1991, and 1992. 
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(B) No funds may be appropriated to carry out part D of this title
for a fiscal year unless the aggregate amount appropriated to carry 
out this title (other than part D) for such fiscal year is not less 
than the aggregate amount appropriated to carry out this title 
(other than part D) for the preceding fiscal year. 

(b) Of such sums as are appropriated to carry out the purposes of
this title (other than part D)-

(1) not to exceed 5 percent shall be available to carry out
part A; 

(2) not less than 70 percent shall be available to carry out
part B; and 

(3) 25 percent shall be available to carry out part C.
(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Administra

tor shall-
(1) establish appropriate administrative and supervisory

board membership requirements for a State agency responsible 
for supervising the preparation and administration of the State 
plan submitted under section 223 and permit the State adviso
ry group appointed under section 223(a)(3) to operate as the su
pervisory board for such agency, at the discretion of the Gover
nor; and 

(2) approve any appropriate State agency designated by the
Governor of the State involved in accordance with paragraph 
(1). 

(d) No funds appropriated to carry out the purposes of this title
may be used for any bio-medical or behavior control experimenta
tion on individuals or any research involving such experimenta
tion. For the purpose of this subsection, the term "behavior con
trol" refers to experimentation or research employing methods 
which involve a substantial risk of physical or psychological harm 
to the individual subject and which are intended to modify or alter 
criminal and other anti-social behavior, including aversive condi
tioning therapy, drug therapy or chemotherapy (except as part of 
routine clinical care), physical therapy of mental disorders, electro
convulsive therapy, or physical punishment. The term does not 
apply to a limited class of programs generally recognized as involv
ing no such risk, including methadone maintenance and certain al
cohol treatment programs, psychological counseling, parent train
ing, behavior contracting, survival skills training, restitution, or 
community service, if safeguards are established for the informed 
consent of subjects (including parents or guardians of minors). 

(42 u.s.c. 5671) 

ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY 

SEC. 292. (a) The Office shall be administered by the Administra
tor under the general authority of the Attorney General. 

(b) Sections 809(c), 811(a), 811(b), 811(c), 812(a), 812(b), and 812(d)
of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, 1 as so 
designated by the operation of the amendments made by the Jus
tice Assistance Act of 1984, 2 shall apply with respect to the admin-

1 (42 U.S.C. 3789 et seq.).
2 Division II of chapter VI of title II of Public Law 98-473 (98 Stat. 2107), approved October 12, 

1984. 
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istration of and compliance with this Act, except that for purposes 
of this Act-

(1) any reference to the Office of Justice Programs in such
sections shall be deemed to be a reference to the Assistant At
torney General who heads the Office of Justice Programs; and 

(2) the term "this title" as it appears in such sections shall
be deemed to be a reference to this Act. 

(c) Sections 801(a), 801(c), and 806 of the Omnibus Crime Control
and Safe Streets Act of 1968, 3 as so designated by the operation of 
the amendments made by the Justice Assistance Act of 1984,4 shall 
apply with respect to the administration of and compliance with 
this Act, except that for purposes of this Act-

(1) any reference to the Attorney General, the Assistant At
torney General who heads the Office of Justice Programs, the 
Director of the National Institute of Justice, the Director of 
the Bureau of Justice Statistics, or the Director of the Bureau 
of Justice Assistance shall be deemed to be a reference to the 
Administrator; 

(2) any reference to the Office of Justice Programs, the
Bureau of Justice Assistance, the National Institute of Justice, 
or the Bureau of Justice Statistics shall be deemed to be a ref
erence to the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre
vention; and 

(3) the term "this title" as it appears in such sections shall
be deemed to be a reference to this Act. 

(d) The Administrator is authorized, after appropriate consulta
tion with representatives of States and units of local government, 
to establish such rules, regulations, and procedures as are neces
sary for the exercise of the functions of the Office and as are con
sistent with the purpose of this Act. 

(42 us. C. 5672) 

WITHHOLDING 

SEC. 293. Whenever the Administrator, after g1vmg reasonable 
notice and opportunity for hearing to a recipient of financial assist
ance under this title, finds that-

(1) the program or activity for which the grant or contract
involved was made has been so changed that it no longer com
plies with this title; or 

(2) in the operation of such program or activity there is fail
ure to comply substantially with any provision of this title; 

the Administrator shall initiate such proceedings as are appropri
ate. 

(42 us.c. 5673) 

USE OF FUNDS 

SEC. 294. (a) Funds paid pursuant to this title to any public or 
private agency, organization, or institution, or to any individual 
(either directly or through a State planning agency) may be used 
for-

3 (42 U.S.C. 3782 et seq.).
• See note 2 above.
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(1) planning, developing, or operating the program designed
to carry out this title; and 

(2) not more than 50 per centum of the cost of the construc
tion of any innovative community-based facility for fewer than 
20 persons which, in the judgment of the Administrator, is nec
essary to carry out this title. 

(b) Except as provided in subsection (a), no funds paid to any
public or private agency, or institution or to any individual under 
this title (either directly or through a State agency or local agency) 
may be used for construction. 

(c)(l) Funds paid pursuant to section 223(a)(10)(D) and section 
261(a)(3) to any public or private agency, organization, or institu
tion or to any individual shall not be used to pay for any personal 
service, advertisement, telegram, telephone communication, letter, 
printed or written matter, or other device intended or designed to 
influence a Member of Congress or any other Federal, State, or 
local elected official to favor or oppose any Acts, bills, resolutions, 
or similar legislation, or any referendum, initiative, constitutional 
amendment, or any similar procedure of the Congress, any State 
legislature, any local council, or any similar governing body, except 
. that this paragraph shall not preclude such funds from being used 
in connection with communications to Federal, State, or local elect
ed officials, upon the request of such officials through proper offi
cial channels, pertaining to authorization, appropriation, or over
sight measures directly affecting the operation of the program in
volved. 

(2) The Administrator shall take such action as may be necessary
to ensure that no funds paid under section 223(a)(10)(D) or section 
261(a)(3) are used either directly or indirectly in any manner pro
hibited in this paragraph. 

(42 us.c. 5674) 

PAYMENTS 

SEc. 295. (a) Payments under this title, pursuant to a grant or 
contract, may be made (after necessary adjustment, in the case of 
grants, on account of previously made overpayments or underpay
ments) in advance or by way of reimbursement, in such install
ments and on such conditions as the Administrator may determine. 

(b) Except as provided in the second sentence of section 222(c), fi
nancial assistance extended under this title shall be 100 per 
centum of the approved costs of the program or activity involved. 

(c)(l) In the case of a grant under this title to an Indian tribe, if 
the Administrator determines that the tribe does not have suffi
cient funds available to meet the local share of the cost of any pro
gram or activity to be funded under the grant, the Administrator 
may increase the Federal share of the cost thereof to the extent the 
Administrator deems necessary. 

(2) If a State does not have an adequate forum to enforce grant
provisions imposing any liability on Indian tribes, the Administra
tor may waive State liability attributable to the liability of such 
tribes and may pursue such legal remedies as are necessary. 

(d) If the Administrator determines, on the basis of information
available to the Administrator during any fiscal year, that a por-
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tion of the funds granted to an applicant under part C for such 
fiscal year will not be required by the applicant or will become 
available by virtue of the application of the provisions of section 
802 of the Omnibus Crime Control and Sa.fe Streets Act of 1968, as 
amended from time to time, that portion shall be available for real
location in an equitable manner to States which comply with the 
requirements in paragraphs (12)(A) and (13) of section 223(a), under 
section 261(b)(6). 

(42 u.s.c. 5675) 

CONFIDENTIALITY OF PROGRAM RECORDS 

SEc. 296. Except as authorized by law, program records contain
ing the identity of individual juveniles gathered for purposes pur
suant to this title may not be disclosed without the consent of the 
service recipient or legally authorized representative, or as may be 
necessary to carry out this title. Under no circumstances may pro
gram reports or findings available for public dissemination contain 
the actual names of individual service recipients. 

(42 u.s.c. 5676) 

TITLE III-RUNAWAY AND HOMELESS YOUTH 

SHORT TITLE 

SEC. 301. This title may be cited as the "Runaway and Homeless 
Youth Act". 

(42 U.S.C. 5701 note) 

FINDINGS 

SEC. 302. The Congress hereby finds that-
(1) the number of juveniles who leave and remain away from

home without parental permission has increased to alarming 
proportions, creating a substantial law enforcement problem 
for the communities inundated, and significantly endangering 
the young people who are without resources and live on the 
street; 

(2) the exact nature of the problem is not well defined be
cause national statistics on the size and profile of the runaway 
youth population are not tabulated; 

(3) many such young people, because of their age and situa
tion, are urgently in need of temporary shelter and counseling 
services; 

(4) the problem of locating, detaining, and returning run
away children should not be the responsibility of already over
burdened police departments and juvenile justice authorities; 
and 

(5) in view of the interstate nature of the problem, it is the
responsibility of the Federal Government to develop accurate 
reporting of the problem nationally and to develop an effective 
system of temporary care outside the law enforcement struc
ture. 

(42 u.s.c. 5701) 
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RULES 

SEC. 303. The Secretary of Health and Human Services (herein
after in this title referred to as the "Secretary") may issue such 
rules as the Secretary considers necessary or appropriate to carry 
out the purposes of lhis title. 

(42 u.s.c. 5702) 

PART A-RUNAWAY AND HOMELESS YOUTH GRANT PROGRAM 

AUTHORITY TO MAKE GRANTS 

SEC. 311. (a) The Secretary shall make grants to public and pri
vate entities (and combinations of such entities) to establish and op
erate (including renovation) local runaway and homeless youth cen
ters to provide services to deal primarily with the immediate needs 
of runaway or otherwise homeless youth, and their families, in a 
manner which is outside the law enforcement structure and the ju
venile justice system. 

(b)(l) Subject to paragraph (2) and in accordance with regulations 
promulgated under this title, funds for grants under subsection (a) 
�hall be allotted annually with respect to the States on the basis of
their relative population of individuals who are less than 18 years
of age.

(2) Subject to paragraph (3), the amount allotted under para
graph (1) with respect to each State for a fiscal year shall be not 
less than $75,000, except that the amount allotted to the Virgin Is
lands of the United States, Guam, American Samoa, the Trust Ter
ritory of the Pacific Islands, and the Commonwealth of the North
ern Mariana Islands shall be not less than $30,000 each. 

(3) If, as a result of paragraph (2), the amount allotted under
paragraph (1) with respect to a State for a fiscal year would be less 
than the aggregate amount of grants made under this part to re
cipients in such State for fiscal year 1988, then the amounts allot
ted to satisfy the requirements of such paragraph shall be reduced 
pro rata to the extent necessary to allot under paragraph (1) with 
respect to such State for the fiscal year an amount equal to the ag
gregate amount of grants made under this part to recipients in 
such State for fiscal year 1988. 

(4) In selecting among applicants for grants under subsection (a),
the Secretary shall give priority to private entities that have expe
rience in providing the services described in such subsection. 

(c) The Secretary is authorized to provide on-the-job training to
local runaway and homeless youth center personnel and coordinat
ed networks of local law enforcement, social service, and welfare 
personnel to assist such personnel in recognizing and providing for 
learning disabled and other handicapped juveniles. 

(42 u.s.c. 5711) 

ELIGIBILITY 

SEc. 312. (a) To be eligible for assistance under section 311(a), an 
applicant shall propose to establish, strengthen, or fund an existing 
or proposed runaway and homeless youth center, a locally con
trolled facility providing temporary shelter, and counseling services 
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to juveniles who have left home without permission of their par
ents or guardians or to other homeless juveniles. 

(b) In order to qualify for assistance under section 31l(a), an ap
plicant shall submit a plan to the Secretary including assurances 
that the applicant-

(!) shall operate a runaway and homeless youth center locat
ed in an area which is demonstrably frequented by or easily 
reachable by runaway and homeless youth; 

(2) shall have a maximum capacity of no more than twenty
children, with a ratio of staff to children of sufficient propor
tion to assure adequate supervision and treatment; 

(3) shall develop adequate plans for contacting the child's
parents or relatives and assuring the safe return of the child 
according to the best interests of the child, for contacting local 
government officials pursuant to informal arrangements estab
lished with such officials by the runaway and homeless youth 
center, and for providing for other appropriate alternative 
living arrangements; 

(4) shall develop an adequate plan for assuring proper rela
tions with law enforcement personnel, social service personnel, 
school system personnel, and welfare personnel, and the return 
of runaway and homeless youth from correctional institutions; 

(5) shall develop an adequate plan for aftercare counseling
involving runaway and homeless youth and their families 
within the State in which the runaway and homeless youth 
center is located and for assuring, as possible, that aftercare 
services will be provided to those children who are returned 
beyond the State in which the runaway and homeless youth 
center is located; 

(6) shall keep adequate statistical records profiling the chil
dren and family members which it serves, except th.at records 
maintained on individual runaway and homeless youth shall 
not be disclosed without the consent of the individual youth 
and parent or legal guardian to anyone other than another 
agency compiling statistical records or a government agency 
involved in the disposition of criminal charges against an indi
vidual runaway and homeless youth, and reports or other docu
ments based on such statistical records shall not disclose the 
identity of individual runaway and homeless youth; 

(7) shall submit annual reports to the Secretary detailing
how the center has been able to meet the goals of its plans and 
reporting the statistical summaries required by paragraph (6); 

(8) shall demonstrate its ability to operate under accounting
procedures and fiscal control devices as required by the Secre
tary; 

(9) shall submit a budget estimate with respect to the plan
submitted by such center under this subsection; and 

(10) shall supply such other information as the Secretary
reasonably deems necessary. 

(42 u.s.c. 5712) 
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GRANTS FOR A NATIONAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

SEC. 313. (a) With funds reserved under subsection (b), the Secre
tary shall make grants for a national communication system to 
assist runaway and homeless youth in communicating with their 
families and with service providers. 

(b) From funds appropriated to carry out this part and after
making the allocation required by section 366(a)(2), the Secretary 
shall reserve-

(1) for fiscal year 1989 not less than $500,000;
(2) for fiscal year 1990 not less than $600,000; and
(3) for each of the fiscal years 1991 and 1992 not less than

$750,000; 
to carry out subsection (a). 

(42 U.S.C. 5712a) 

GRANTS FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND TRAINING 

SEC. 314. The Secretary may make grants to statewide and re
gional nonprofit organizations (and combinations of such organiza
tions) to provide technical assistance and training to public and pri
vate entities (and combinations of such entities) that are eligible to 
receive grants under section 31l(a), for the purpose of assisting 
such entities to establish and operate runaway and homeless youth 
centers. 

(42 U.S.C. 5712b) 

AUTHORITY TO MAKE GRANTS FOR RESEARCH, DEMONSTRATION, AND 

SERVICE PROJECTS 

SEC. 315. (a) The Secretary may make grants to States, localities, 
and private entities (and combinations of such entities) to carry out 
research, demonstration, and service projects designed to increase 
knowledge concerning, and to improve services for, runaway and 
homeless youth. 

(b) In selecting among applications for grants under subsection
(a), the Secretary shall give special consideration to proposed 
projects relating to-

(1) juveniles who repeatedly leave and remain away from
their homes; 

(2) outreach to runaway and homeless youth;
(3) transportation of runaway and homeless youth in connec

tion with services authorized to be provided under this part; 
(4) the special needs of runaway and homeless youth pro

grams in rural areas; 
(5) the special needs of foster care home programs for run

away and homeless youth; 
(6) transitional living programs for runaway and homeless

youth; and 
(7) innovative methods of developing resources that enhance

the establishment or operation of runaway and homeless youth 
centers. 

(c) In selecting among applicants for grants under subsection (a),
the Secretary shall give priority to applicants who provide services 
directly to runaway and homeless youth. 

(42 U.S.C. 5712c) 
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APPROVAL BY SECRETARY 

SEC. 316. An application by a State, locality, or private entity for 
a grant under section 311(a) may be approved by the Secretary only 
if it is consistent with the applicable provisions of section 311(a) 
and meets the requirements set forth in section 312. Priority shall 
be given to grants smaller than $150,000. In considering grant ap
plications under section 311(a), priority shall be given to organiza
tions which have a demonstrated experience in the provision of 
service to runaway and homeless youth and their families. 

(42 u.s.c. 5713) 

GRANTS TO PRIVATE ENTITIES; STAFFING 

SEC. 317. Nothing in this part shall be construed to deny grants 
to private entities which are fully controlled by private boards or 
persons but which in other respects meet the requirements of this 
part and agree to be legally responsible for the operation of the 
runaway and homeless youth center. Nothing in this part shall 
give the Federal Government control over the staffing and person
nel decisions of facilities receiving Federal funds. 

(42 u.s.c. 5714) 

PART B-TRANSITIONAL LIVING GRANT PROGRAM 

PURPOSE AND AUTHORITY FOR PROGRAM 

SEc. 321. (a) The Secretary is authorized to make grants and to 
provide technical assistance to public and nonprofit private entities 
to establish and operate transitional living youth projects for home
less youth. 

(b) For purposes of this part-
(1) the term "homeless youth" means any individual-

(A) who is not less than 16 years of age and not more
than 21 years of age; 

(B) for whom it is not possible to live in a safe environ-
ment with a relative; and 

(C) who has no other safe alternative living arrange
ment; and 

(2) the term "transitional living youth project" means a
project that provides shelter and services designated to pro
mote a transition to self-sufficient living and to prevent long
term dependency on social services. 

(42 u.s.c. 5714-1) 

ELIGIBILITY 

SEC. 322. (a) To be eligible for assistance under this part, an ap
plicant shall propose to establish, strengthen, or fund a transitional 
living youth project for homeless youth and shall submit to the 
Secretary a plan in which such applicant agrees, as part of such 
project-

(1) to provide, directly or indirectly, shelter (such as group
homes, host family homes, and supervised apartments) and 
services (including information and counseling services in basic 
life skills, interpersonal skill building, educational advance-
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ment, job attainment skills, and mental and physical health 
care) to homeless youth; 

(2) to provide such shelter and such services to individual
homeless youth throughout a continuous period not to exceed 
540 days; 

(3) to provide, directly or indirectly, on-site supervision at
each shelter facility that is not a family home; 

(4) that such shelter facility used to carry out such project
shall have the capacity to accommodate not more than 20 indi
viduals (excluding stafD; 

(5) to provide a number of staff sufficient to ensure that all
homeless youth participating in such project receive adequate 
supervision and services; 

(6) to provide a written transitional living plan to each youth
based on an assessment of such youth's needs, designed to help 
the transition from supervised participation in such project to 
independent living or another appropriate living arrangement; 

(7) to develop an adequate plan to ensure proper referral of
homeless youth to social service, law enforcement, educational, 
vocational, training, welfare, legal service, and health care pro
grams and to help integrate and coordinate such services for 
youths; 

(8) to provide for the establishment of outreach programs de
signed to attract individuals who are eligible to participate in 
the project; 

(9) to submit to the Secretary an annual report that includes
information regarding the activities carried out with funds 
under this part, the achievements of the project under this 
part carried out by the applicant and statistical summaries de
scribing the number and the characteristics of the homeless 
youth who participate in such project in the year for which the 
report is submitted; 

(10) to implement such accounting procedures and fiscal con
trol devices as the Secretary may require; 

(11) to submit to the Secretary an annual budget that esti
mates the itemized costs to be incurred in the year for which 
the applicant requests a grant under this part; 

(12) to keep adequate statistical records profiling homeless
youth which it serves and not to disclose the identity of indi
vidual homeless youth in reports or other documents based on 
such statistical records; 

(13) not to disclose records maintained on individual home
less youth without the consent of the individual youth and 
parent or legal guardian to anyone other than an agency com
piling statistical records or a government agency involved in 
the disposition of criminal charges against youth; and 

(14) to provide to the Secretary such other information as the
Secretary may reasonably require. 

(b) In selecting eligible applicants to receive grants under this
part, the Secretary shall give priority to entities that have experi
ence in providing to homeless youth shelter and services of the 
types described in subsection (a)(l). 

(42 U.S. C. 5714-2) 
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PART C-GENERAL PROVISIONS 

ASSISTANCE TO POTENTIAL GRANTEES 

SEC. 341. The Secretary shall provide informational assistance to 
potential grantees interested in establishing runaway and homeless 
youth centers and transitional living youth projects. Such assist
ance shall consist of information on-

(1) steps necessary to establish a runaway and homeless
youth center or transitional living youth project, including in
formation on securing space for such center or such project, ob
taining insurance, staffing, and establishing operating proce
dures; 

(2) securing local private or public financial support for the
operation of such center or such project, including information 
on procedures utilized by grantees under this title; and 

(3) the need for the establishment of additional runaway and
homeless youth centers in the geographical area identified by 
the potential grantee involved. 

(42 U.S.C. 5714a) 

LEASE OF SURPLUS FEDERAL FACILITIES FOR USE AS RUNAWAY AND 

HOMELESS YOUTH CENTERS OR AS TRANSITIONAL LIVING YOUTH SHEL

TER FACILITIES 

SEC. 342. (a) The Secretary may enter into cooperative lease ar
rangements with States, localities, and nonprofit private agencies 
to provide for the use of appropriate surplus Federal facilities 
transferred by the General Services Administration to the Depart
ment of Health and Human Services for use as runaway and home
less youth centers or as transitional living youth shelter facilities if 
the Secretary determines that-

(1) the applicant involved has suitable financial support nec
essary to operate a runaway and homeless youth center or 
transitional living youth project, as the case may be, under 
this title; 

(2) the applicant is able to demonstrate the program exper
tise required to operate such center in compliance with this 
title, whether or not the applicant is receiving a grant under 
this part; and 

(3) the applicant has consulted with and obtained the approv
al of the chief executive officer of the unit of general local gov
ernment in which the facility is located. 

(b)(l) Each facility made available under this section shall be 
made available for a period of not less than 2 y�ars, and no rent or 
fee shall be charged to the applicant in connection with use of such 
facility. 

(2) Any structural modifications or additions to facilities made
available under this section shall become the property of the 
United States. All such modifications or additions may be made 
only after receiving the prior written consent of the Secretary or 
other appropriate officer of the Department of Health and Human 
Services. 

(42 U.S.C. 5714b) 
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PART D-ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS 

REPORTS 

SEc. 361. (a) Not later than 180 days after the end of each fiscal 
year, the Secretary shall submit a report to the Committee on Edu
cation and Labor of the House of Representatives and the Commit
tee on the Judiciary of the Senate on the status and accomplish
ments of the runaway and homeless youth centers which are 
funded under part A, with particular attention to-

(1) their effectiveness in alleviating the problems of runaway
and homeless youth; 

(2) their ability to reunite children with their families and to
encourage the resolution of intrafamily problems through 
counseling and other services; 

(3) their effectiveness in stengthening family relationships
and encouraging stable living conditions for children; and 

(4) their effectiveness in helping youth decide upon a future
course of action. 

(b) Not later than 180 days after the end of each fiscal year, the
Secretary shall submit a report to the Committee on Education and 
Labor of the House of Representatives and the Committee on the 
Judiciary of the Senate on the status and accomplishments of the 
transitional living youth projects which are funded under part B, 
with particular attention to-

(1) the number and characteristics of homeless youth served
by such projects; 

(2) describing the types of activities carried out under such
projects; 

(3) the effectiveness of such projects in alleviating the imme
diate problems of homeless youth; 

(4) the effectiveness of such projects in preparing homeless
youth for self sufficiency; 

(5) the effectiveness of such projects in helping youth decide
upon future education, employment, and independent living; 
and 

(6) the ability of such projects to strengthen family relation
ships, and encourage the resolution of intra-family problems 
through counseling and the development of self-sufficient 
living skills. 

(42 u.s.c. 5715) 

FEDERAL SHARE 

SEc. 362. (a) The Federal share for the renovation of existing 
structures, the provision of counseling services, staff training, and 
the general costs of operations of such facility's budget for any 
fiscal year shall be 90 per centum. The non-Federal share may be 
in cash or in kind, fairly evaluated by the Secretary including 
plant, equipment, or services. 

(b) Payments under this section may be made in installments, in
advance, or by way of reimbursement, with necessary adjustments 
on account of overpayments or underpayments. 

(42 u.s.c. 5716) 
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RECORDS 

SEC. 363. Records containing the identity of individual youth pur
suant to this Act may under no circumstances be disclosed or 
transferred to any individual or to any public or private agency. 

(42 u.s.c. 5731) 

ANNUAL PROGRAM PRIORITIES 

SEC. 364. (a) The Secretary shall develop for each fiscal year, and 
publish annually in the Federal Register for public comment a pro
posed plan specifying the subject priorities the Secretary will 
follow in making grants under this title for such fiscal year. 

(b) Taking into consideration comments received in the 45-day
period beginning on the date the proposed plan is published, the 
Secretary shall develop and publish, before December 31 of such 
fiscal year, a final plan specifying the priorities referred to in sub
section (a). 

(42 u.s.c. 5732) 

COORDINATION WITH ACTIVITIES 

SEC. 365. With respect to matters relating to communicable dis
eases, the Secretary shall coordinate the activities of health agen
cies in the Department of Health and Human Services with the ac
tivities of the entities that are eligible to receive grants under this 
title. 

(42 u.s.c. 5733) 

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS 

SEC. 366. (a)(l) To carry out the purposes of part A of this title 
there are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be nec
essary for fiscal years 1989, 1990, 1991, and 1992. 

(2) Not less than 90 percent of the funds appropriated under
paragraph (1) for a fiscal year shall be available to carry out sec
tion 311(a) in such fiscal year. 

(b)(l) Subject to paragraph (2), to carry out the purposes of part B 
of this title, there are authorized to be appropriated $5,000,000 for 
fiscal year 1989 and such sums as may be necessary for each of the 
fiscal years 1990, 1991, and 1992. 

(2) No funds may be appropriated to carry out part B of this title
for a fiscal year unless the aggregate amount appropriated for such 
fiscal year to carry out part A of this title exceeds $26,900,000. 

(c) The Secretary (through the Office of Youth Development
which shall administer this title) shall consult with the Attorney 
General (through the Administrator of the Office of Juvenile Jus
tice and Delinquency Prevention) for the purpose of cordinating the 
development and implementation of programs and activities funded 
under this title with those related programs and activities funded 
under title II of this Act and under the Omnibus Crime Control 
and Safe Streets Act of 1968, 1 as amended. 

(d) No funds appropriated to carry out the purposes of this title-

1 (42 U.S.C. 3701 et seq.).
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(1) may be used for any program or activity which is not spe
cifically authorized by this title; or 

(2) may be combined with funds appropriated under any
other Act if the purpose of combining such funds is to make a 
single discretionary grant or a single discretionary payment 
unless such funds are separately identified in all grants and 
contracts and are used for the purposes specified in this title. 

(42 u.s.c 5751) 

TITLE IV-MISSING CHILDREN 

SHORT TITLE 

SEC. 401. This title may be cited as the "Missing Children's As
sistance Act". 

FINDINGS 

SEC. 402. The Congress hereby finds that-
(1) each year thousands of children are abducted or removed

from the control of a parent having legal custody without such 
parent's consent, under circumstances which immediately 
place them in grave danger; 

(2) many of these children are never reunited with their fam
ilies; 

(3) often there are no clues to the whereabouts of these chil
dren; 

(4) many missing children are at great risk of both physical
harm and sexual exploitation; 

(5) in many cases, parents and local law enforcement officials
have neither the resources nor the expertise to mount expand
ed search efforts; 

(6) abducted children are frequently moved from one locality
to another, requiring the cooperation and coordination of local, 
State, and Federal law enforcement efforts; 

(7) on frequent occasions, law enforcement authorities quick
ly exhaust all leads in missing children cases, and require as
sistance from distant communities where the child may be lo
cated; and 

(8) Federal assistance is urgently needed to coordinate and
assist in this interstate problem. 

(42 US.C. 5771) 

DEFINITIONS 

SEC. 403. For the purpose of this title-
(1) the term "missing child" means any individual less than

18 years of age whose whereabouts are unknown to such indi
vidual's legal custodian if-

(A) the circumstances surrounding such individual's dis
appearance indicate that such individual may possibly 
have been removed by another from the control of such in
dividual's legal custodian without such custodian's con
sent; or 
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(B) the circumstances of the case strongly indicate that
such individual is likely to be abused or sexually exploited; 
and 

(2) the term "Administrator" means the Administrator of
the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. 

(42 us.c. 5772) 

DUTIES AND FUNCTIONS OF THE ADMINISTRATOR 

SEC. 404. (a) The Administrator shall-
(1) issue such rules as the Administrator considers necessary

or appropriate to carry out this title; 
(2) make such arrangements as may be necessary and appro

priate to facilitate effective coordination among all federally 
funded programs relating to missing children (including the 
preparation of an annual comprehensive plan for facilitating 
such coordination); 

(3) provide for the furnishing of information derived from
the national toll-free telephone line, established under subsec
tion (b)(l), to appropriate entities; 

(4) provide adequate staff and agency resources which are
necessary to properly carry out the responsibilities pursuant to 

· this title; and
(5) not later than 180 days after the end of each fiscal year,

submit a report to the President, Speaker of the House of Rep
resentatives, and the President pro tempore of the Senate-

(A) containing a comprehensive plan for facilitating co
operation and coordination in the succeeding fiscal year 
among all agencies and organizations with responsibilities 
related to missing children; 

(B) identifying and summarizing effective models of Fed
eral, State, and local coordination and cooperation in locat
ing and recovering missing children; 

(C) identifying and summarizing effective program
models that provide treatment, counseling, or other aid to 
parents of missing children or to children who have been 
the victims of abduction; 

(D) describing how the Administrator satisfied the re
quirements of paragraph (4) in the preceding fiscal year; 

(E) describing in detail the number and types of tele
phone calls received in the preceding fiscal year over the 
national toll-free telephone line established under subsec
tion (b)(l)(A) and the number and types of communications 
referred to the national communications system estab
lished under section 313; 

(F) describing in detail the activities in the preceding
fiscal year of the national resource center and clearing
house established under subsection (b)(2); 

(G) describing all the programs for which assistance was
provided under section 405 in the preceding fiscal year; 

(H) summarizing the results of all research completed in
the preceding year for which assistance was provided at 
any time under this title; and 
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(I)(i) identifying each clearinghouse with respect to 
which assistance is provided under section 405(a)(9) in the 
preceding fiscal year; 

(ii) describing the activities carried out by such clearing
house in such fiscal year; 

(iii) specifying the types and amounts of assistance
(other than assistance under section 405(a)(9)) received by 
such clearinghouse in such fiscal year; and 

(iv) specifying the number and types of missing children
cases handled (and the number of such cases resolved) by 
such clearinghouse in such fiscal year and summarizing 
the circumstances of each such cases. 

(b) The Administrator, either by making grants to or entering
into contracts with public agencies or nonprofit private agencies, 
shall-

(l)(A) establish and operate a national 24-hour toll-free tele
phone line by which individuals may report information re
garding the location of any missing child, or other child 13 
years of age or younger whose whereabouts are unknown to 
such child's legal custodian, and request information pertain
ing to procedures necessary to reunite such child with such 
child's legal custodian; and 

(B) coordinating the operation of such telephone line with
the operation of the national communications system estab
lished under section 313; 

(2) establish and operate a national resource center and
clearinghouse designed-

(A) to provide to State and local governments, public
and private nonprofit agencies, and individuals informa
tion regarding-

(i) free or low-cost legal, restaurant, lodging, and
transportation services that are available for the bene
fit of missing children and their families; and 

(ii) the existence and nature of programs being car
ried out by Federal agencies to assist missing children 
and their families; 

(B) to coordinate public and private programs which
locate, recover, or reunite missing children with their legal 
custodians; 

(C) to disseminate nationally information about innova
tive and model missing childrens' programs, services, and 
legislation; and 

(D) to provide technical assistance and training to law
enforcement agencies, State and local governments, ele
ments of the criminal justice system, public and private 
nonprofit agencies, and individuals in the prevention, in
vestigation, prosecution, and treatment of the missing and 
exploited child case and in locating and recovering missing 
children; and 

(3) periodically conduct national incidence studies to deter
mine for a given year the actual number of children reported 
missing each year, the number of children who are victims of 
abduction by strangers, the number of children who are the 
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victims of parental kidnapings, and the number of children 
who are recovered each year; and 

(4) provide to State and local governments, public and pri
vate nonprofit agencies, and individuals information to facili
tate the lawful use of school records and birth certificates to 
identify and locate missing children. 

(c) Nothing contained in this title shall be construed to grant to
the Administrator any law enforcement responsibility or superviso
ry authority over any other Federal agency. 

(42 us.c. 5773) 

GRANTS 

SEC. 405. (a) The Administrator is authorized to make grants to 
and enter into contracts with public agencies or nonprofit private 
organi7.ations, or combinations thereof, for research, demonstration 
projects, or service programs designed-

(1) to educate parents, children, and community agencies and
organizations in ways to prevent the abduction and sexual ex
ploitation of children; 

(2) to provide information to assist in the locating and return
of missing children; 

(3) to aid communities in the collection of materials which
would be useful to parents in assisting others in the identifica
tion of missing children; 

(4) to increase knowledge of and develop effective treatment
pertaining to the psychological consequences, on both parents 
and children, of-

(A) the abduction of a child, both during the period of
disappearance and after the child is recovered; and 

(B) the sexual exploitation of a missing child;
(5) to collect detailed data from selected States or localities

on the actual investigative practices utilized by law enforce
ment agencies in missing children's cases; 

(6) to address the particular needs of missing children by
minimizing the negative impact of judicial and law enforce
ment procedures on children who are victims of abuse or 
sexual exploitation and by promoting the active participation 
of children and their families in cases involving abuse or 
sexual exploitation of children; 

(7) to address the needs of missing children (as defined in
section 403(1)(A)) and their families following the recovery of 
such children; 

(8) to reduce the likelihood that individuals under 18 years of
age will be removed from the control of such individuals' legal 
custodians without such custodians' consent; and 

(9) to establish or operate statewide clearinghouses to assist
in locating and recovering missing children. 

(b) In considering grant applications under this title, the Admin
istrator shall give priority to applicants who-

(1) have demonstrated or demonstrate ability in-
(A) locating missing children or locating and reuniting

missing children with their legal custodians; 
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(B) providing other services to missing children or their
families; or 

(C) conducting research relating to missing children; and
(2) with respect to subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph

(1), substantially utilize volunteer assistance. 
The Administrator shall give first priority Lo applicants qualifying 
under subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (1). 

(c) In order to receive assistance under this title for a fiscal year,
applicants shall give assurance that they will expend, to the great
est extent practicable, for such fiscal year an amount of funds 
(without regard to any funds received under any Federal law) that 
is not less than the amount of funds they received in the preceding 
fiscal year from State, local, and private sources. 

(42 u.s.c. 5775) 

CRITERIA FOR GRANTS 

SEC. 406. (a) In carrying out the programs authorized by this 
title, the Administrator shall establish-

(1) annual research, demonstration, and service program pri
orities for making grants and contracts pursuant to section 
405;and 

(2) criteria based on merit for making such grants and con-
tracts. 

Not less than 60 days before establishing such priorities and crite
ria, the Administrator shall publish in the Federal Register for 
p_ublic comment a stRtement of such proposed priorities and crite
ria. 

(b) No grant or contract exceeding $50,000 shall be made under
this title unless the grantee or contractor has been selected by a 
competitive process which includes public announcement of the 
availability of funds for such grant or contract, general criteria for 
the selection of recipients or contractors, and a description of the 
application process and application review process. 

(c) Multiple grants or contracts to the same grantee or contractor
within any 1 year to support activities having the same general 
purpose shall be deemed to be a single grant for the purpose of this 
subsection, but multiple grants or contracts to the same grantee or 
contractor to support clearly distinct activities shall be considered 
separate grants or contractors. 

(42 u.s.c. 5776) 

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS 

SEc. 407. To carry out the provisions of this title, there are au
thorized to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary for 
fiscal years 1989, 1990, 1991, and 1992. 

(42 u.s.c. 5777) 

SPECIAL STUDY AND REPORT 

SEC. 408. (a) Not later than 1 year after the date of the enact
ment of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Amend
ments of 1988, the Administrator shall begin to conduct a study to 
determine the obstacles that prevent or impede individuals who 
have legal custody of children from recovering such children from 
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parents who have removed such children from such individuals in 
violation of law. 

(b) Not later than 3 years after the date of the enactment of the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Amendments of 1988, 
the Secretary shall submit a report to the chairman of the Commit
tee on Education and Labor of the House of Representatives and 
the chairman of the Committee on the Judiciary of the Senate con
taining a description, and a summary of the results, of the study 
conducted under subsection (a). 

(42 u.s.c. 5778) 
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APPENDIX 

ANTI-DRUG ABUSE ACT OF 1988 

(Public Law 100-690; 102 Stat. 4181 et seq.) 

* * * * * * 

TITLE III-DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION AND 
PREVENTION 

* * * * * * * 

Subtitle B-Drug Abuse Education and 
Prevention 

CHAPTER 1-DRUG EDUCATION AND 

PREVENTION RELATING TO YOUTH GANGS 

SEC. 3501. ESTABLISHMENT OF DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION AND PREVEN
TION PROGRAM RELATING TO YOUTH GANGS. 

The Secretary of Health and Human Services, through the Ad
ministration on Children, Youth, and Families, shall make grants 
to, and enter into contracts with, public and nonprofit private 
agencies, organizations (including community based organizations 
with demonstrated experience in this field), institutions, and indi
viduals, to carry out projects and activities-

(1) to prevent and to reduce the participation of youth in the
activities of gangs that engage in illicit drug-related activities, 

(2) to promote the involvement of youth in lawful activities
in communities in which such gangs commit drug-related 
crimes, 

(3) to prevent the abuse of drugs by youth, to educate youth
about such abuse, and to refer for treatment and rehabilitation 
members of such gangs who abuse drugs, 

(4) to support activities of local police departments and other
local law enforcement agencies to conduct educational out
reach activities in communities in which gangs commit drug
related crimes, 

(5) to inform gang members and their families of the avail
ability of treatment and rehabilitation services for drug abuse, 

(6) to facilitate Federal and State cooperation with local
school officials to assist youth who are likely to participate in 
gangs that commit drug-related crimes, 

(7) to facilitate coordination and cooperation among-

(51)
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(A) local education, juvenile justice, employment and
social service agencies, and 

(B) drug abuse referral, treatment, and rehabilitation
programs, 

for the purpose of preventing or reducing the participation of 
youth in activities of gangs that commit drug-related crimes, 
and 

(8) to provide technical assistance to eligible organizations in
planning and implementing drug abuse education, prevention, 
rehabilitation, and referral programs for youth who are mem
bers of gangs that commit drug-related crimes. 

(42 us.c. 11801) 

SEC. 3502. APPLICATION FOR GRANTS AND CONTRACTS. 

(a) SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONs.-Any agency, organization, in
stitution, or individual desiring to receive a grant, or to enter into 
a contract, under section 3501 shall submit to the Secretary an ap

.... plication at such time, in such manner, and containing or accompa
nied by such information as the Secretary may require by rule. 

(b) CONTENTS OF APPLICATION.-Each application for assistance
under this chapter shall-

(1) set forth a project or activity for carrying out one or more
of the purposes specified in section 3501 and specifically identi
fy each such purpose such project or activity is designed to 
carry out, 

(2) provide that such project or activity shall be administered
by or under the supervision of the applicant, 

(3) provide for the proper and efficient administration of
such project or activity, 

(4) provide for regular evaluation of the operation of such
project or activity, 

(5) provide that regular reports on such project or activity
shall be submitted to the Secretary, and 

(6) provide such fiscal control and. fund accounting proce
dures as may be necessary to ensure prudent use, proper dis
bursement, and accurate accounting of funds received under 
this chapter. 
(42 us.c. 11802) 

SEC. 3503. APPROVAL OF APPLICATIONS. 

In selecting among applications submitted under section 3502(a), 
the Secretary shall give priority to applicants who propose to carry 
out projects and activities-

(1) for the purposes specified in section 3501 in geographical
areas in which frequent and severe drug-related crimes are 
committed by gangs whose membership is composed primarily 
of youth, and 

(2) that the applicant demonstrates have the broad support
of community based organizations in such geographical areas. 

(42 us.c. 1180:J) 

SEC. 3504. COORDINATION WITH JUVENILE JUSTICE PROGRAMS. 

The Secretary shall coordinate the program established by sec
tion 3501 with the programs and activities carried out under the 
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 and with 
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the programs and activities of the Attorney General, to ensure that 
all such programs and activities are complementary and not dupli
cative. 
(42 u.s.c. 11804) 

SEC. 3505. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS. 

To carry out this chapter, there are authorized to be appropri
ated $15,000,000 for the fiscal year 1989 and such sums as may be 
necessary for each of the fiscal years 1990 and 1991. 

(42 U.S.C. 11805) 

CHAPTER 2-PROGRAM FOR RUNAWAY AND 

HOMELESS YOUTH 

SEC. 3511. ESTABLISHMENT OF PROGRAM. 

(a) The Secretary shall make grants to public and private non
profit agencies, organizations, and institutions to carry out re
search, demonstration, and services projects designed-

(1) to provide individual, family, and group counseling to
runaway youth and their families and to homeless youth for 
the purpose of preventing or reducing the illicit use of drugs by 
such youth, 

(2) to develop and support peer counseling programs for run
away and homeless youth related to the illicit use of drugs, 

(3) to develop and support community education activities re
lated to illicit use of drugs by runaway and homeless youth, in
cluding outreach to youth individually, 

(4) to provide to runaway and homeless youth in rural areas
assistance (including the development of community support 
groups) related to the illicit use of drugs, 

(5) to provide to individuals involved in providing services to
runaway and homeless youth, information and training regard
ing issues related to the illicit use of drugs by runaway and 
homeless youth, 

(6) to support research on the illicit drug use by runaway
and homeless youth, and the effects on such youth of drug 
abuse by family members, and any correlation between such 
use and attempts at suicide, and 

(7) to improve the availability and coordination of local serv
ices related to drug abuse, for runaway and homeless youth. 

(b) PRIORITY.-In selecting among applicants for grants under
subsection (a), the Secretary shall give priority to agencies and or
ganizations that have experience in providing services to runaway 
and homeless youth. 

(c) LIMITATION.-Grants under this section may be made for a
period not to exceed 3 years. 
(42 u.s.c. 11821) 

SEC. 3512. ANNUAL REPORT. 

Not later than 180 days after the end of a fiscal year for which 
funds are appropriated to carry out this chapter, .the Secretary 
shall submit to the President, the Speaker of the House of Repre
sentatives, and the President pro tempore of the Senate a report 
that contains-
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(1) a description of the types of projects and activities for
which grants were made under this chapter for such fiscal 
year, 

(2) a description of the number and characteristics of the
youth and families served by such projects and activities, and 

(3) a description of exemplary projects and activities for
which grants were made under this chapter for such fiscal 
year. 
(42 u.s.c. 11822) 

SEC. 3513. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS. 

(a) AUTHORIZATION.-Subject to subsection (b), to carry out this
chapter, there are authorized to be appropriated $15,000,000 for 
fiscal year 1989 and such sums as may be necessary for each of the 
fiscal years 1990 and 1991. 

(b) LIMITATION.-No funds are authorized to be appropriated for
a fiscal year to carry out this chapter unless the aggregate amount 
appropriated to carry out title III of the Juvenile Justice and Delin
quency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5701-5751) for such fiscal 
year is not less than the aggregate amount appropriated to carry 
out such title for the preceding fiscal year. 

(42 u.s.c. 11823) 

SEC. 3514. APPLICATIONS. 

(a) SUBMISSION OF APPLICATION.-Any State, unit of local govern
ment (or combination of units of local government), agency, organi
zation, institution, or individual desiring to receive a grant, or 
enter into a contract, under this chapter shall submit an applica
tion at such time, in such manner, and containing or accompanied 
by such information as may be prescribed by the Federal officer 
who is authorized to make such grant or enter into such contract 
(hereinafter in this chapter referred to as the "appropriate Federal 
officer"). 

(b) CONTENTS OF APPLICATION.-In accordance with guidelines es
tablished by the appropriate Federal officer, each application for 
assistance under this chapter shall-

(1) set forth a project or activity for carrying out one or more
of the purposes for which such grant or contract is authorized 
to be made and expressly identify each such purpose such 
project or activity is designed to carry out, 

(2) provide that such project or activity shall be administered
by or under the supervision of the applicant, 

(3) provide for the proper and efficient administration of
such project or activity, 

(4) provide for regular evaluation of such project or activity,
(5) provide that regular reports on such project or activity

shall be sent to the appropriate Federal officer, and 
(6) provide for such fiscal control and fund accounting proce

dures as may be necessary to ensure prudent use, proper dis
bursement, and accurate accounting of funds received under 
this chapter. 
(42 u.s.c. 11824) 

SEC. 3515. REVIEW OF APPLlCA'I'IONS. 

(a) CONSIDERATION OF FACTORS.-In reviewing applications sub
mitted under this chapter, the appropriate Federal officer shall 
consider-
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(1) the relative cost and effectiveness of the proposed project
or activity in carrying out purposes for which the requested 
grant or contract is authorized to be made, 

(2) the extent to which such project or activity will incorpo
rate new or innovative techniques, 

(3) the increase in capacity of the State or the public or non
profit private agency, organization, institution, or individual 
involved to provide services to address the illicit use of drugs 
by runaway and homeless youth, 

(4) the extent to which such project or activity serves com
munities which have high rates of illicit drug use by juveniles 
(including runaway and homeless youth), 

(5) the extent to which such project or activity will provide
services in geographical areas where similar services are un
available or in short supply, and 

(6) the extent to which such project or activity will increase
the level of services, or coordinate other services, in the com
munity available to eligible youth. 

(b) COMPETITIVE PnocEss.-(1) Applications submitted under this
chapter shall be selected for approval through a competitive proc
ess to be: established by rule by the appropriate Federal officer. As 
part of such a process, such officer shall publish a notice in the 
Federal Register-

(A) announcing the availability of funds to carry out this
part, 

(B) stating the general criteria applicable to the selection of
applicants to receive such funds, and 

(C) describing the procedures applicable to submitting and
reviewing applications for such funds. 

(2) As part of such process, each application referred to in subsec
tion (a) shall be subject to peer review by individuals (excluding of
ficers and employees of the Department of Justice and the Depart
ment of Health and Human Services) who have expertise in the 
subject matter related to the project or activity proposed in such 
application. 

(c) EXPEDITED REVIEW.-The appropriate Federal officer shall ex
pedite the consideration of an application referred to in subsection 
(a) if the applicant demonstrates, to the satisfaction of the 1 such
officer, that the failure to expedite such consideration would pre
vent the effective implementation of the project or activity set 
forth in such application. 
(42 u.s.c. 11825) 

* * * * * * * 

Subtitle C-Miscellaneous 

SEC. 3601. DEFINITIONS. 

Unless otherwise defined by an Act amended by this title, for 
purposes of this title and the amendments made by this title-

(1) the term "community based" has the meaning given it in
section 103(1) of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven
tion Act of 197 4 (42 U.S.C. 5603(1)), 

(2) the term "controlled substance" has the meaning given it
in section 102(6) of the Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 
802(6)), 

Error in amendment made by section 100L(b)(2) of Pub. L. 101-204. Should strike "the". [Part 2]
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(3) the term "controlled substance analogue" has the mean
ing given it in section 102(32) of the Controlled Substances Act 
(21 u.s.c. 802(32)), 

(4) the term "drug" means-
(A) a beverage containing alcohol,
(B) a controlled substance, or
(C) a controlled substance analogue,

(5) the term "Director" means the Director of the ACTION
Agency, 

(6) the term "illicit" means unlawful or injurious,
(7) the term "institution of higher education" has the mean

ing given it in section 1201(a) of the Higher Education Act of 
1965 (20 U.S.C. 1141(a)), 

(8) the term "public agency" has the meaning given it in sec
tion 103(11) of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven
tion Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5603(11)), 

(9) the term "Secretary" means-
(A) the Secretary of Education for purposes of subtitle A

(other than section 3201), 
(B) the Secretary of Agriculture for purposes of the

amendments made by section 3201, and 
(C) the Secretary of Health and Human Services for pur-

poses of subtitle B, 
(10) the term "State" has the meaning given it in section

103(7) of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act 
of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5603(7)), 

(11) the term "treatment" has the meaning given it in sec
tion 103(15) of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven
tion Act of 197 4 (42 U.S.C. 5603(15)), and 

(12) the term "unit of general local government" has the
meaning given it in section 103(8) of the Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention Act of 197 4 (42 U.S.C. 5603(8)). 
(42 us.c. 11851) 

* * * * * * * 

TITLE VII-DEATH PENALTY AND OTHER 

CRIMINAL AND LAW ENFORCEMENT 

MATTERS 

* * * * * * * 

Subtitle F-J uvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention 

* * * * * * * 

CHAPTER 4-MISCELLANEOUS 

SEC. 7295. INVESTIGATION AND REPORT BY THE COMPTROLLER 

GENERAL. 

(a) lNVESTIGATION.-Not later than 180 days after the date of the
enactment of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention 
Amendments of 1988, the Comptroller General of the United States 
shall begin to conduct an investigation of the extent to which-

(1) valid court orders, and
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(2) court orders other than valid court orders,
are used in the 5-year period ending on December 31, 1988, to place 
juveniles in secure detention facilities, in secure correctional facili
ties, and in jails and lockups for adults. 

(b) REPORT.-(1) Not later than 3 years after the date of the en
actment of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention 
Amendments of 1988, the Comptroller General shall submit a 
report to the chairman of the Committee on Education and Labor 
of the House of Representatives and the chairman of the Commit
tee on the Judiciary of the Senate containing a description, and a 
summary of the results of the investigation conducted under sub
section (a). 

(2) In such report, the Comptroller shall specify separately with
respect to secure detention facilities, secure correctional facilities, 
and jails and lockups for adults-

(A) the frequency with which juveniles were confined,
(B) the length of confinement of juveniles, and
(C) the types of conduct of juveniles for which confinement

was imposed, 
as a result of the enforcement of court orders of the 2 types de
scribed in paragraphs (1) and (2) of subsection (a). 

(c) DEFINITIONS.-For purposes of this section-
(1) the term "juvenile" means an individual who is less than

18 years of age,
(2) the term "secure correctional facility" has the meaning

given it in section 103(13) of the Juvenile Justice and Delin
quency Prevention Act of 197 4 (41 U.S.C. 5603(13)),

(3) the term "secure detention facility" has the meaning
given it in section 103(12) of the Juvenile Justice and Delin
quency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5603(12)), and

(4) the term "valid court order" has the meaning given it in
section 103(16) of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre
vention Act of 197 4 (42 U.S.C. 5603(16)).
(42 US.C. 5617 note)

0 

96-666 (64)
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PART 31-FORMULA GRANTS 

Subpart A-General Provisions 

Sec. 
31.1 General. 
31.2 Statutory Authority. 
31.3 Submission Date. 

Subpart B-Bigible Applicants 

31.100 Eligibility 
31.101 Designation of State agency. 
31. 102 State agency structure.
31.103 Membership of supervisory board.

Subpart C-Geoeral Requirements 

31.200 General. 
31.201 Audit. 
31.202 Civil rights. 
31.203 Open meetings and public access to records. 

Subpart D-lwenie Justice 1c. Requirements 

31.300 General. 
31.301 Funding. 
31.302 Applicant State agency. 
31.303 Substantive requirements. 
31.304 Definitions. 

Subpart E-Geoeral Conditions and Assurances 

31.400 Compliance with statute. 
31.401 Compliance with other Federal laws, orders, circulars. 
31.402 Application on file. 
31.403 Non-0iscrimination 

Typed from copy: 
Federal Register. June 20. 1985 
as amended August 8, 1989 

Authority: Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as amended (42 U.S.C. 5601 
et seq.). 

Subpart A-General Pl'"CMSions 

§31.1 General. 

This part defines eligibility and sets forth requirements for application for and administration of 
formula grants to State governments authorized by Part B, Subpart I, of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention Act. 

§31.2 Statl1ocy al1horly.

The Statute establishing the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention and giving 
authority to make grants for juvenile justice and delinquuncy preventi, in Improvement programs is the 
Jwenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as amended (42 U.S.C. 5601 et seq.). 

B.1
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§31 .1 Submission date.

Typed from copy: 
Federal Register, June 20, 1985 
as amended August 8, 1989 

Fonnula Grant Applications for each Fiscal Year should be submitted to OJJDP by August 1st (60 
days prior to the beginning of the fiscal year) or within 60 days after the States are officially notified of the 
fiscal year fonnula grant allocations. 

Subpart 8-Bigible Applicants 

i31.100 Eligiblity. 

All States as defined by section 103(7) of the JJDP Act. 

iJ 1.101 Designation ex State agency. 

The Chief Executive of each State which chooses to apply for a fonnula grant shall establish or 
designate a State agency as the sole agency for supervising the preparation and administration of the plan. 
The plan must demonstrate compliance with administrative and supervisory board membership requirements 
established by the OJJDP Administrator pursuant to Section 291 (c) of the JJDP Act. States must have 
available for review a copy of the State law or executive order establishing the State agency and its authority. 

131.102 State agency_�-

The State,a�-.c.na.Y be a discrete unit of State government or a dMsion or other component of 
an existing State crime commission, planning agency or other appropriate unit of State government. Details 
of organization and structure are matters of State discretion, provided that the agency: (a) Is a.(feftnable
entltfJn.Jhe exeeuttve branch with thf r�uislle authority to carry out the responsibilities imposed by the 
JJDP Act; (b) has.a supervisory board (i.e. board a directors, oommlsslon ... commlttee, councl,. or other 
�Icy boarcfWN.bicttllas responsfbllityfor supervfslng the preparation ancbd.miJistration of the plan ancl Its 
JmpfQ(ftentatlon; and (c) has sufflckn staff.and staff capablllfy to carry out the board's policies and the 
agency's duties and responsibilities to administer the program, develop the plan, process applications, 
administer grants awarded under the plan, monitor and evaluate programs and projects, provide 
administration/support services, and perform such accountability functions as are necessary to the 
administration of Federal funds, such as grant close-out and audit of subgrant and contract funds. 

i31.103 Membership ex Supe,visory Board. 

The State advisory group appointed under section 223(a)(3) may operate as the supervisory board 
for the State agency, at the discretion of the Governor. Where, however, a State has continuously 
maintained a broad-based law enforcement and criminal justice supervisory board (council) meeting all the 
requirements of section 402(b)(2) of the Justice System Improvement Act of 1979, and wishes to maintain 
such a board, such composition shall continue to be acceptable provided that the board's membership 
Includes the chairman and at least two additional citizen members of the State advisory group. For 
purposes of this requirement a citizen member Is defined as any person who is not a full-time government 
employee or elected official. Any executive committee of such a board must include the same proportion 
of jlNenUe justice advisory group members as are lnduded in the total board membership. Any othe� 
pr:opojed ��. l>oard, mem�filup ;IJ �*91 to case bv, case review and awovat of the OJJOP 
Admlnl$triltor and wlf require, at a mlnfmum, 9balanced representation• of )uYenle Justice Interests. J 

• • I 

Subpart C-General Requiremeds 

iJ 1.200 Geoeral. 

This subpart sets forth general requirements applicable to formula grant recipie, its under the JJDP 
Act of 1974, as amended. Applicants must assure compliance or submit necessary information on tllese 
requirements. 

B.2
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i31201 Audit. 

Typed from copy: 
Federal Register, June 20, 1985 
as amended August 8, 1989 

The State must assure that It adheres to the audit requirements enumerated In the "Financial and 
Administrative Gulde for Grants·, Guide Manual 7100.1 (current edition). Chapter 8 of the Manual contains 
a comprehensive statement of audit policies and requirements relative to grantees and subgrantees. 

§31.202 Civi Rights. 

(a) To carry out the State's Federal civil rights responsibilities the plan must:
(1) Designate a cMI rights contact person who has lead responsibility In Insuring that all

applicable cMI rights requirements, assurances, and conditions are met and who shall act
as liaison In all civil rights matters wtth OJJDP and the OJP Office of Civil Rights Compliance
(OCRC); and

(2) Provide the CouncH's Equal Employment Opportunity Program (EEOP), If required to
maintain one under 28 CFR 42.301, et seq., where the application Is for $500,000 or more.

(b) The application must provide assurance that the State will:
(1) Require that every applicant required to formulate an EEOP In accordance with 28 CFR

42.201 et seq., submit a certification to the State that It has a current EEOP on file, which
meets the requirement therein;

(2) Require that every criminal or jwenile justice agency applying for a grant of $500,000 or
more submit a copy of Its EEOP (if required to maintain one under 28 CFR 42.301, et seq.)
to OCRC at the time ft submits Its application to the State;

(3) Inform the public and subgrantees of affected persons' rights to file a complaint of
discrimination wtth OCRC for Investigation;

(4) Cooperate with OCRC during compliance reviews of recipients located within the State; and
(5) Comply, and that Its subgrantees and contractors wUI comply wtth the requirement that, in

the event that a Federal or State court or administrative agency makes a finding of
discrimination of the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, or sex (after a due process
hearing) against a State or a subgrantee or contractor, the affected recipient or contractor
will forward a copy of the finding to OCRC.

§31.203 Open meetings and public access to records. 

The State must assure that the State agency and Its supervisory board established pursuant to 
section 291 (c)(1) and the State advisory group established pursuant to section 223(a)(3) will follow 
applicable State open meeting and public access laws and regulations In the conduct of meetings and the 
maintenance of records relating to their functions. 

Subpart D-Juvenle Justice Ad Requiremerts 

§31.300 General. 

This subpart sets forth specific JJDP Ad. requirements for application and receipt of formula grants. 

§31.301 Funding. 

(a) Allocation to States. Each state receives a base allocation of $325,000, and each territory
receives a base allocation of $75,000 when the title II appropriation ls less than $75 mnlion (other
than part D). When the title II appropriation equals or exceeds $75 mnlion (other than part D),
each state receives a base allocation of $400,000, and each territory receives a base allocation
of $100,000. To the extent necessary, each state and territory's base allocation will be redc :ed
proportionately to ensure that no state receives less than It was allocated In Fiscal Year 1 Y88.

(b) Funds fO,:Locaf Use. A!. least two-thirds bf the formula.grant application to the state (other than
the section 222 d _State Advisory Group.JWILasldel must be used for programs by l�I .,
government, 5ca! private agencies, and eligible Indian tribes, unless the State applies for and

B.3
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Typed from copy: 
Federal Reaister, June 20, 1985 
as amended August 8, 1989 

Is granted a waiver by the OJJDP. The prop6rtion -of pa�through funds to be made available 
to eligible Indian tribes shall be based upon that proportion of the state youth population under 
18 years of age who reside In geographical areas where the tribes perform law enforcement 
functions. Pursuant to section 223(a)(5)(C) of the JJDP Act, each of the standards set forth in 
paragraphs (b)(1 )(I) through 01Q of this section must be met In order to establish the eligibility 
of Indian tribes to receive pass through funds: 
{1) (I) The tribal entity must be �nlzed by the Secretary of the Interior as a,n lndla9-

that performs law enforcement fUnctloris as defined In paragraph (b)(2) of this sectio 
0Q The tribal entity must agree to attempt to comply with the requirements of section 

223{a)(12)(A), (13), and (14) of the JJOP Act; and 
0ii) The tribal entity must Identify the jwenUe justice needs to be served by these funds 

within the geographical area where the tribe performs law enforcement functions. 
(2) ·Law enforcement functions· are deemed to Include those activities pertaining to the custody

of chUdren, Including, but not limited to, police efforts to prevent, control, or reduce crime
and delinquency or to apprehend crtmlnat and delinquent offenders, and /or activities of adult
and jwenUe corrections, probation, or parole authorities.

� 

(3) To canyout this requirement, OJJDP wRI annually provide each state with the most recent '
Bu!9!!:lf:Cfklsus' atatfstfc8 orrffie '1Ufflbet of persons under age 18 IMng within the state, ·-
anchlWilllL...,.,_.•ulMt� who reside In geographlcal areas where tndlan
tribes �om, raw enforcementftlhctfons-:-

( 4) Pass-through funds available to tribal entities under section 223(a)(5)(C) shall be made
available within states to Indian tribes, combinations of Indian tribes, or to an organization
or organizations designated by such trlbe(s), that meet the standards set forth In paragraphs
(b){1 )(i)-(lii) of this section. Where the relative number of persons under age 18 within a
geographic area where an Indian tribe performs law enforcement functions Is too s

�
II 

warrant an Individual subgrantto subgrants., t�� �!Atatlon wtth the e ;t tribe�), make �ss:ttlr�h funds avalabfe to a �'ll'lrl Ible tri with.In e �
state,:.mJQ�organlz.atJpp,� p ·of 
quallfylij;J-:ti : or tatget the funds .on the larger the state.

(5) Const · -· su 100 
with Indian tribes or a comhioatiao af eligible tdbes witbio the state or an organization or 
organizations designated by qr iallfylng !dbei, lo lbe develQPment of a state plan whicl). 
adequately takes into account the jwenne justice needs and requests of those Indian tribes 
within the state. 

(c) Match. Formula grants under the JJOP Act shall be 100% of approved costs, with the exception
of planning and administration funds, which require a 100% cash match (dollar for dollar), and
construction projects funded under section 227(a)(2) which also require a 100% cash match.

(d) Funds for Mministration. Not more than 7.5% of the total annual formula grant award may be
utDized to develop the annual jwenMe justice plan and pay for administrative expenses, Including
project monitoring evaluation. These funds are to be matched on a dollar for dollar basis. The
State shall make available needed funds for planning and administration to units of local
government or combinations on an equltable basis. Each annual application must Identify uses
of such funds.

(e) Nonparticipating States. Pursuant to section 223{d), the OJJDP Administrator shall endeavor
to make the fund allotment under section 222{a), of a State which chooses not to participate
or loses Its eliglb"ity to participate in the formua grant program, directly avaRable to local public
and prtvate nonprofit agencies within the nonparticipating State. The funds may be used only
for the purpose(s) of achieving deinstitutionallzation of status offenders and noooffenders,
separation of jwennes from Incarcerated adults, and/or removal of jweniles from adutt jails and
lockups. Absent the demonstration of compelling circumstances justifying the reallocatiori of
formula grant funds back to the State to which the funds were lnttially allocated, or the pendency
of administrative hearing proceedings under section 223(d), formula grant funds will be
reallocated on October 1 following the fiscal year for which the funds were appropriated.

8.4 
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Typed from copy: 
Federal Register. June 20, 1985 
as amended August 8, 1989 

Reallocated funds wUI be competitively awarded to eligible recipients pursuant to program 
announcements published in the Federa Register. 

§31.302 Applicari State agency. 

(a) Pursuant to section 223(a)(1), section 223(a)(2) and section 291 (c) of the JJDP Act, the State
must assure that the State agency approved under Section 291 (c) has been designated as the
sole agency for supervising the preparation and administration of the plan and has the authority
to implement the plan.

(b) Advisory Group. Pursuant to section 223(a)(3) of the JJDP Act, the Chief Executive:
(1) Shall establish an advisory group pursuant to section 223(a)(3) of the JJDP Act. The State

shall provide a list of all current advisory group members, indicating their respective dates
of appointment and how each member meets the membership requirements specified in this
section of the Act.

(2) Should consider, In meeting the statutory membership requirements of section 223(a)(3)(A)
to (E), appointing at least one member who represents each of the following: A law
enforcement officer such as a police officer; a Jwenile or family court Jooge; a probation
officer; a corrections official; a prosecutor; a representative from an organization, such as
a parents group, concerned with teenage drug and alcohol abuse; and a high school
principal.

(c) The State shall assure that It complies with the Advisory Group Financial support requirement
of section 222(d) and the composition and function requirements of section 223(a)(3) of the
JJOP Act.

(a) Assurances. The State must certify through the provision of assurances that tt has complied
and will comply (as appropriate) with section 223(a)(4), (5), (6), (7), (S)(C), (9), (10), (11), (16),
(17), (18), (19), (20), and (21 ), and section 2.29 and 291 (d), In formulating and implementing the
state plan. The Formula Grant Application Ktt can be used as a reference In providing these
assurances.

(b) Serious Jwenile Offender Emphasis. Pursuant to sections 101 (a)(8) and_223(a)(10) of the JJDP
Act, the Office encourages States that have identified serious and violent Jwenile offenders as
a priority problem to allocate formula grant funds to programs designed for serious and violent
Jwenile offenders at a level consistent with the extent of the problem as identified through the
State planning process. Particuar attention should be given to Improving prosecution,
sentencing procedures, providing resources necessary for Informed dispositions, provkiing for
effective rehabiltation, and faclltating the coordination of seMCeS between the JwenYe Justice
and criminal Justice systems.

(c) Deinstitutionaliz.e.tion of Status Offender end Non-Offenders. Pursuant to section 223(a)(12)(A)
of the JJDP Ad. the State shall:
(1) Describe Its plan, procedure, and tlmetabie covering the three-year planning cycle, for

assuring that the requirements of this section are met Refer to i31.303(f) (3) for the rules
related to the valid court order exception to this Act requirement.

(2) Describe the barriers the State faces In achieving full compliance with the provisions of this
requirement.

(3) For those States that have achieved "substantial compllance·, as outlined In section 223(c)
of the Act, document the unequivocal commitment to achieving full compliance.

(4) Those States which, based upon the most recently submlt1ed monitoring report, have been
found to be in full compliance with section 223(a)(12)(A) may, in lieu of addressing
paragraphs (c)(1), (2), and (3) of this section, provide an assurance that adequate plans and
resources are available to maintain full compliance.

B.5
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Typed from copy: 
Federal Register, June 20, 1985 
as amended August 8, 1989 

(5) Submrt the report required under section 223(a)(12)(B) of the Act as part of the annual
monitoring report required by section 223(a) (15) of the Act.

(d) Contact wi
t

h Incarcerated Adults. 
(1) Pursuant to section 223(a)(13) of the JJDP Act the State shall:

(i) Describe Its plan and procedure, covering the three-year planning cycle, for assuring
that the requirements of this section are met. The term regular contact Is defined as
slght and sound contact with incarcerated adults, lndl.Kiing Inmate trustees. This
prohibition seeks as complete a separation as possible and permits no more than
haphazard or accidental contact between jwenlles and incarcerated adults. in addition.
Inell.Kie a timetable for compliance and justify any deviation from a previously approved
timetable.

(ii) in those isolated instances where jweniie criminal-type offenders remain confined in
adult facMities or facMitles in which adults are confined, the State must set forth the
procedures for assuring no regutar sight and sound contact between such jwenUes and
adults.

(iii) Describe the barriers which may hinder the separation of alleged or adjl.Kiicated criminaJ
type offenders, status offenders and non-offenders from incarcerated adults in any
particular jail, lockup, detention or correctional facUlty.

(iv) Those States which, based upon the most recently submitted monitoring report, have
been found to be in compliance with section 223(a)(13) may, in lieu of addressing
paragraphs (d) (i), (ii), and (iii) of this section, provide an assurance that adequate plans
and resources are available to maintain compliance.

(v) Assure that adjl.Kiicated offenders are not reclassified administratively and transferred
to an adult (criminal) correctional authority to avoid the intent of segregating adults and
jwenlles in correctional facilities. This does not prohibit or restrict waiver of jlNeniles
to criminal court for prosecution, according to State law. It does, however, preclude
a State from administratively transferring a jlNenile offender to an adult correctional
authority or a transfer within a mixed jlNenne and adult facility for placement wtth adutt
criminals either before or after a jlNeniie reaches the statutory age of majority. It also
precil.Kies a State from transferring adult offenders to jlNenlle correctional authority for
placement.

(2) Implementation. The requirement of this provision is to be planned and implemented
Immediately by each State in light of Identified constraints on Immediate Implementation
Immediate compliance Is required where no constraints exist. Where constraints exist, the
designated date of compliance In the latest approved plan is the compliance deadline.
Those States not In compliance must show annual progress toward achieving compliance
until compliance is reached.

(e) Removal of Jweniles From Adult Jails and Lockups. Pursuant to section 223(a)(14) of the JJDP
Act, the State shall:
(1) Describe Its plan, procedure, and timetable for assuring that requirements of this section

will be met beginning after December 8, 1985. Refer to §31.303(f)(4) to determine the
regulatory exception to this requirement.

(2) Describe the barriers which the State faces in removing all jlNeniles from adutt jails and
lockups. This requirement excepts only those jlNenRes formally waived or transferred to
criminal court and against whom criminal felony charges have been filed, or j��es 0\(8l
�-court has-� Of:.concurrent Jurtsdlctlon,.'and such OOUl1's fuiisdiction
has bawl.invoked through lhe.,fiing cl crimfnal felony char�s.

(3) (T) Determine whether or not a facRity in which jlNenUes are detained or confined Is an aduh
jail or lockup. In circumstances where the jlNenne and adult facllrties are located In the 
same building or on the same grounds, each of the following four requirements Initially 
set forth in the January 17, 1984 Federal Registef (49 FR 2054-2055) must be met in 
order to ensure the requisite separateness of the two fac"lties. The requirements are: 
(A) Total separation between jlNenlle and adult facility spatial areas such that there

could be no haphazard or accidental contact between jlNenlle and adult residents
In the respective facllrties.
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(B} Total separation In all jwenile and adult program activities within the facilities, 
Including recreation, education, counseling, health care, dining, sleeping, and 
general IMng actMties. 

(C} Separate jwenile and adult staff, Including management, security staff, and direct 
care staff such as recreation, education, and counseling. Spedallzed services staff, 
such as cooks, bookkeepers, and medical professionals who are not normally in 
contact with detainees or whose Infrequent contacts occur under conditions of 
separation of jwenne and adults, can serve both. 

(D} In States that have established State standards or licensing requirements for secure 
jwenile detention facRitles, the jwenAe facUity meets the standards and Is licensed 
as appropriate. 

(Ii} The State must lnltlally determine that the four requirements are fully met. Upon such 
determination, the State must submit to OJJDP a request to concur with the State 
finding that a separate jwenMe facHity exists. To enable OJJDP to assess the 
separateness of the two faciitles, sufficient documentation must accompany the request 
to demonstrate that each requirement Is met. 

(4) For those States that have achieved "substantial compliance" with section 223(a}(14} as
specified In section 223(c) of the Act, document the unequivocal commitment to achieving
full compliance.

(5) Those States which, based upon the most recently submitted monitoring report, have been
found to be In full compliance with section 223(a}(14} may, In lieu of addressing paragraphs
(e)(1 }, (2), and (4) of this Section, provide an assurance that adequate plans and resources
are available to maintain full compliance.

(f) Monitoring of Jails, Detention Facilities and Correctional Facilities.
(1} Pursuant to section 223(a}(15) of the JJDP Act, and except as provided by paragraph (f)(7)

of this section, the State shall: 
(i) Describe Its plan, procedure, and timetable for annually monitoring jails, lockups,

detention facUitles, correctional facilities and non-secure facilities. The plan must at a
minimum describe In detail each of the following tasks Including the Identification of the
specific agency(s) responsible for each task.
(A) Identification of Monitoring Universe: This refers to the Identification of all residential

flclltteis which might hold jwenKes pursuant to publlc·authorfty and thus must be
ciassified to determine If It should be Included In the monitoring effort. This Includes
those facDities owned or operated by public and private agencies.

(8) Classification of the Monitoring Universe: This Is the classification of all facilities
to determine which ones should be considered as a secure detention or correctional
facility, adult correctional institution, jaU, lockup, or other type of secure or
nonsecure facility.

(C) Inspection of facllft.ies: Inspection of facilities Is necessary to ensure an accurate
assessment of each faclity's classification and record keeping. The inspection must
Include: (1) A review of the physical accommodations to determine whether It is
a secure or non-secure facllty or whether adequate sight and sound separation
between JwenNe and adult offenders exists and (2) a review of the record keeping
system to determine whether sufficient data are maintained to determine compliance
with section 223(a)(12), (13) and/or (14).

(D) Data Collection and Data Verification: This Is the actual collection and reporting of
data to determine whether the facUity Is In compliance with the applicable
requlrement(s) of section 223(a}(12), (13) and/or (14) The length of the reporting
period should be 12 months of data, but In no case less than 6 months. If the data
Is self-reported by the facUity or Is collected and reported by an agency other than
the State agency designated pursuant to section 223(a) (1) of the JJDP Act, the plan
must describe a statistically valid procedure used to verify the reported data.

(ii} Provide a description of the barriers which the State faces In Implementing and 
maintaining a monitoring system to report the level of compliance with section 
223(a)(12), (13}, and (14) and how It plans to overcome such barriers. 
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(iii) Describe procedures established for receMng, Investigating, and reporting complaints
of violation of section 223(a)(12), (13), and (14). This should Include both legislative and
administrative procedures and sanctions.

(2) For the purposes of monitoring for compliance with section 223(a)(12) (A) of the Act a secure
detention or correctional facUlty Is any secure public or private facUlty used for the lawful
custody of accused or adjudicated jwenAe offenders or non-offenders, or used for the lawful
custody of accused or convicted adult criminal offenders.

(3) Valid Court Order. For the purpose of determine whether a valid court order exists and a
Jwenile has been found to be In violation of that valid order all of the following conditions
must be present prior to secure Incarceration:
(I) The Jwenlie must have been brought Into a court of competent jurisdiction and made

subject to an order Issued pursuant to proper authortty. The order must be one which
regulates future conduct of the jwenDe.

01) The court must have entered a judgment and/or remedy In accord with established legal
principles based on the facts after e hearing which observes proper procedures.

(iii) The Jwenile In question must have received adequate and fair warning of the
consequences of violation of the order at the time It was Issued end such warning must
be provided to the jwenUe and to the JwenRe's attorney and/or legal guardian In writing
and be reflected In the court record and proceedings.

(iv) All judicial proceedings related to an alleged violation of a valid court order must be held
before a court of competent jurisdiction. A Jwenile accused of violating a valid court
order may be held In secure detention beyond the 24--hour grace period permitted for
a noncriminal Jwenile offender under OJJDP monitoring policy, for protective purposes
as prescribed by State law, or to assure the JwenUe's appearance at the violation
hearing, as provided by State law, If there has been a Judicial determination based on
a hearing during the 24-hour grace period that there Is probable cause to believe the
Jwenlie violated the court order. In such case the jwenlles may be held pending a
violation hearing for such period of time as Is provided by State law, but In no event
should detention prior to a violation hearing exceed 72 hours exclusive of nonjudicial
days. A Jwenlle found In e violation hearing to have violated a court order may be
held In a secure detention or correctional facAlty.

(v) Prior to and during the violation hearing the following full due process rights must be
provided:
(A) The right to have the charges against the JwenHe In writing served upon him a

reasonable time before the hearing;
(8) The right to a hearing before e court;
(C) The right to an explanation of the nature and consequences of the proceeding;
(D) The right to legal counsel, end the right to have such counsel appointed by the court

If Indigent;
(E) The right to confront witnesses;
(F) The right to present witnesses;
(G) The right to have e transcript or record of the proceedings;
(H) The right of appeal to en appropriate court.

(vi) In entering any order that directs or authorizes dlsposttlon of placement In a secure
facDity, the judge presiding CNer an Initial probable cause hearing Of violation hearing
must determine that all the elements of e valid court order (paragraphs (t)(3)(i), 0i) and
011) of this section) and the applicable due process rights (paragraph (t)(3)(v) of this
section) were afforded the jwenlle end, In the case of e violation hearing, the Judge must
determine that there Is no less restrictive alternative appropriate to the needs of the
jwenMe and the community.

(viij A non-offender such as a dependent or neglected child cannot be placed In secure 
detention or correctional facilities for violating a valid court order. 

(4) Removal Exception {Section 223(a)(14)}. The following conditions must be met In order
for an accused jwenile criminal-type offender, awaiting an Initial court appearance, to be
detained up to 24 hours (excluding weekends and holidays) In an adult ja� or lockup:
(ij The State must have an enforceable State law requiring an Initial court appearance within

24 hours after being taken Into custody (excluding weekends and holidays); 
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(ii) The geographic area having jurisdiction c,ver the jwenlle Is outside a metropolitan
-rtatistical ar� pursuant to the Bureau of Census' current designation;

(iii) A determlnatk.n must be made that there Is not existing acceptable alternative placement
for the jwenile pursuant to criteria developed by the State and apprc,ved by OJJDP;

(iv} The adult JaR or lockup must have been certified by the State to prCIVide fOf the sight 
and sound separation of jwenies and Incarcerated adults; and 

(v} The State must provide documentation that the cond ltions In paragraphs (f) ( 4} (l) through 
(Iv) of this Section have been met and received prior approval from OJJDP. In addition, 
OJJDP strongly recommends that Jais and lockups which Incarcerate jwenUes pursuant 
to this exception be required to provide cootlnuous visual supervision of jweniles 
Incarcerated pursuant to thls exception. 

(vi) Pursuant to section 223{a){14) of the JJDP Act, the non-MSA �ow population density)
exception to the Jail and lockup removal requirement descrlbed In paragraphs (f)(4)(i)
through (v) of this section shall remain In effect through 1993.

(5) Reporting Requirement. The State shall report annually to the Administrator of OJJDP on
the results of monitoring for section 223(a){12), (13), and (14) of the JJDP Act. The
reporting period should provide 12 months of data, but shall not be less than 6 months.
Three copies of the report shall be submitted to the Administrator of OJJDP no later than
December 31 of each year.
0) To demonstrate the extent of compliance with section 223(a)(12)(A) of the JJDP Act,

the report must at least Include the following Information for both the baseline and the
current reporting periods.
(A) Dates of baseline and current reporting period.
(B) Total number of public and private secure detention and correctional facilities AND

the number Inspected on-site.
(C) Total number of accused status offenders and non-offenders held In any secure

detention or correctional facility as defined In §31.303(1)(2) for longer than 24 hours
(not Including weekends and holidays), excluding those held pursuant to the valid
court order provision as defined In paragraph (f)(3) of this section.

(D) Total number of adjudicated status offenders and non-offenders held In any secure
detention or correctional facDlty as defined In §31.303(1)(2}, excluding those held
pursuant to the valid court order provision as defined In paragraph (f) (3) of this
section.

(E) Total number of status off enders held In any secure detention or correctional facll lty 
pursuant to a judicial determination that the jwenDe violated a valid court order as 
defined In paragraph (f)(3) of this section. 

0i) To demonstrate the extent to which the provisions of section 223(a)(12)(B) of the JJDP 
Act are being met, the report must Include the total number of accused and adjudicated 
status offenders and non-offenders placed In facMities that are: 
(A) Not near their home community;
(B) Not the least restrictive appropriate alternative; and
(C) Not community-based.

OIQ To demonstrate the progress toward and extent of compliance with section 223(a)(13) 
of the JJDP Ad. the report must at least Include the following Information for both the 
baseline and the current reportJng periods. 
(A) Deslgnated date for achieving ful compliance.
(B) The total number of faciltles used to detain or confine both jwenDe offenders and 

adllt criminal offenders during the past 12 months AND the number Inspected on
site. 

(C) The total number of facilties used for secure detention and confinement of both
jlNenlle offenders and adllt criminal offenders which did not provide adequate
separation.

(D) The total number of jLNenBe offenders and non-offenders NOT adequately separated
In facUities used for the secure detention and confinement of both jweniles and
adults.
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(iv) To demonstrate the progress toward and extent of compliance with section 223(a)(14)
of the JJDP Act the report mt •st at least indude the following infonnation for the baseline
and current reµ)rting periods:
(A) Dates of baseline and current reporting period.
(8) Total number of adult jails in the State AND the number inspected on-site.
(C) Total number of adult lockups In the State AND the number Inspected on-site.
(D) Total number of adutt jaUs holding jLNenUes during the past twetve months.
(E) Total number of adult lockups holding jLNenUes during the past twelve months.
(F) Total number of adlit jaRs and lockups In areas meeting the "removal exception'

as noted In paragraph (f)(4) of this section, lnciuding a 11st of such facUltles and the
county or jurisdiction In which It Is located.

(G) Total number of jLNenWe criminal-type offenders held In adult jails in excess of six 
hours.

(H) Total number of jLNenYe criminal-type offenders held In adult lockups In excess of 
stx hours. 

(I) Total number of accused and adjudicated status offenders and non-offenders held
In any adult jail or lockup.

(J) Total number of jLNenUes accused of a criminal-type offense who were held in
excess of s1x hours but less than 24 hours In adult jails and lockups In areas
meeting the ·removal exception· as noted In paragraph (f)(4) of this section.

(6) Compliance. The State must demonstrate the extent to which the requirements of section
223(a)(12)(A), (13), and (14) of the Act are met. Should the State fail to demonstrate
compliance with the requirements of this Section within designated time frames, eliglbnity
for formula grant funding shall terminate. The compliance levels are:
(i) Substantial compliance with section 223(a)(12)(A) requires within three years of Initial

plan submission achievement of a 75% reduction In the aggregate number of status
offenders and non-offenders held In secure detention or correctional facMities or removal
of 100% of such offenders from secure correctional facilities only. In addition, the State
must make an unequivocal commitment, through appropriate executive or legislative
action, to achieving full compliance within two additional years. Full compliance is
achieved when a State has removed 100% of such jLNenlles from secure detention and
correctional facUitles or can demonstrate full compliance with de minimis exceptions
pursuant to the policy criteria contained In the Federal Register of January 9, 1981 (46
FR 2566-2569).

CTi) Compliance with section 223(a) (13) has been achieved when a State can demonstrate 
that: 
(A) The last submitted monitoring report, covering a full 12 months of data,

demonstrates that no jLNenMes were Incarcerated In circumstances that were in
vlolatlon of section 223(a)(13); or

(8) (1) State law, regulation, court rule, or other established executive or judicial policy
dearly prohibits the Incarceration of all jLNenKe offenders In circumstances that 
wotid be In violation of section 223(a)(13); 

(2) All Instances of noncompliance reported In the last submitted monitoring report
were In violatlon of, or departures from, the State law, rule, or policy referred
to In paragraph (f)(6)0Q(B)(1) of this section;

(3) The Instances of noncompliance do not Indicate a pattern or practice but rather
constitute Isolated Instances; and 

(4) Existing mechanisms for the enforcement of the State law, rule, or policy
referred to In paragraph (f)(6)CTQ(B)(1) of this section are such that the Instances
of noncompliance are unlikely to recur In the future.

Oil) (A) Substantial compliance with section 223(a)(14) requires: 
(1) The achievement of a 75% reduction In the number of jLNenHes held In adult

jails and lockups after December 8, 1985; or
(2) T Mt a state demonstrate It has met each of the standards set forth In

paragraphs (f) (o) CTii) (A) (2) (i)-(1v) of this section:
Q) Removed all status and nonoffender jLNeniles from adult jails and lockups.

Compliance with this standard requires that the last submitted monitoring
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report demonstrate that no status offender (including those accused of or 
adjudicated for violating a valid court order) or nonoffender jweniles were 
securely detained In adutt jails ur lockups for any length of time; or, that all 
status offenders and nonoffenders securely detained In adult jails and 
lockups for any length of time were held In violation of an enforceable 
state law and did not constitute a pattern or practice within the state; 

0Q Made meaningful progress In removing other jweniles from adult jails and 
lockups. Compliance with this standard requires the state to document a 
significant reduction In the number of jurisdictions securely detaining jwenile 
criminal-type offenders In vk>lation of section 223(a)(14) of the JJDP Act; 
or, a significant reduction In the number of facMitles securely detaining such 
jweniles; or, a significant reduction In the number of jLNenUe criminal-type 
offenders securely detained In vk>lation of section 223(a)(14) of the JJDP 
Act; or, a significant reduction In the average length of time each jwenile 
criminal-type offender Is securely detained In an adut jan or lockup; or, that 
state legislation has recently been enacted and taken effect and which the 
state demonstrates will significantly Impact the secure detention of jLNenile 
criminal-type offenders In adult jails and lockups; 

0H) D�igently carried out the state's jaU and lockup removal plan approved by 
OJJDP. Compliance with this standard requires that actions have been 
undertaken to achieve the state's jail and lockup removal goals and 
objectives within approved timelines, and that the State Advisory Group, 
required by section 223(a)(3) of the JJDP Act, has maintained an 
appropriate Involvement In developing and/ or Implementing the state's plan; 

(Iv) Historically expended and continues to expend an appropriate and 
significant share of Its Formula Grant funds to comply wtth Section 
223(a)(14). Compliance with this standard requires that, based on an 
average from two (2) Formula Grant Awards, a minimum of 40 percent of 
the program funds was expended to support jail and lockup removal 
programs; or that the state provides a justification which supports the 
conclusion that a lesser amount constituted an appropriate and significant 
share because the state's existent jaU and lockup removal barriers did not 
require a larger expenditure of Formula Grant Program funds; and 

(3) The state has made an unequivocal commitment, through appropriate executive
or legislative action, to achieving full compliance within a reasonable time but 
In no event may such time extend beyond December 8, 1988. 

(B) Full compliance Is achieved when a state demonstrates that the last submitted
monitoring report, covering 12 months of actual data, demonstrates that no jweniles
were held In adult jaMs or lockups In circumstances that were In violation of section
223(a) (14).

(C) Full compliance with de mlnlmls exceptions Is achieved when a state demonstrates
that It has met the standard set forth In either of paragraphs (f)(6)�ii)(C)(1) or (2)
of this section:
(1) Substantive De Minimls Standard. To comply with this standard the state must

demonstrate that each of the following requirements have been met:
(l) State law, court nie, or other statewk:ie executive or judicial policy clearly

prohibits the detention or confinement of all jLNenUes In circumstances that
woud be In ooatlon of section 223(a)(14);

0Q All Instances of noncompliance reponed In the last submitted monitoring
repon were In vk>lation of or departures from, the state law, nie, or policy 
referred to In paragraph (f)(6)01Q(C)(1)0) of this section; 

0iQ The Instances of noncompliance do not Indicate a pattern or practice but 
rather constitute isolated Instances; 

(I\) Existing mE chanisms for the enforcement of the state law, rule or policy 
referred to In paragraph (t) (6)(iii)(C)(1 )(1) of this section are such that the 
Instances of noncompliance are unlikely to recur In the future; and 

(v) An acceptable plan has been developed to eliminate the noncompHant
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incidents and to monitor the existing rnechar ism referred to In paragraph 
(
f

) (6)(iii)(C){1 )(tv) of this section. 
(2) Numerical De Minimis Standard. To comply with this standard the state must

demonstrate that each of the following requirements under paragraphs
(f)(6)(iii)(C)(2)(i) and (IQ of this section have been met:
(I) The Incidents of noncompliance reported In the state's last submitted

monitoring report do not exceed an annual rate of 9 per 100,000 jwenile
population of the state;

01) An acceptable plan has been developed to eliminate the noncompliant
Incidents through the enactment or enforcement of state law, rule, or
statewide executive or judicial policy, education, the provision of alternatives,
or other effective means.

0li) Exception. When the annual rate for e state exceeds 9 Incidents of 
noncompliance per 100,000 jwenUe population, the state will be considered 
Ineligible tor a finding of full compliance with de mlnlmis exceptions under 
the numerical de minimis standard unless the state has recently enacted 
changes in state law which have gone Into effect and which the state 
demonstrates can reasonably be expected to have a substantial, significant 
and positive Impact on the state's achieving full (100%) compliance or full 
compliance with de minimis exceptions by the end of the monitoring period 
Immediately following the monitoring period under consideration. 

(iv) Progress. Beginning with the monitoring report due by December 31, 1990,
any state whose prior full compliance status Is based on having met the
numerical de minim is standard set forth In paragraph (f) (6) 011) (C) (2) (i) of
§31.303, must annually demonstrate, In Its request for a finding of full
compliance with de minimis exceptions, continued and meaningful progress
tOYlard achieving full (100%) compliance In order to maintain eligibility tor
a continued finding of full compliance with de minimls exceptions.

(v) Request Submission. Determinations of full compliance and full compliance
with de minimis exceptions are made annually by OJJDP following
submission of the monitoring report due by December 31 of each calendar
year. Any state reporting less than full (100%) compliance In any annual
monitoring report may request a finding d full compliance with de minimis
exceptions under paragraph (ij (6) 0iQ (C)(1) or (2) of this section. The
request may be submitted in conjunction with the monitoring report, as soon
thereafter as all Information required for a determination Is available, or be
Included In the annual state plan and application for the state's Formula
Grant Award.

(D) Warver.

(1) FaUure to achieve substantial compliance es defined In this section shall
terminate any state's ellgiblllty tor Formua Grant funds unless the Administrator
of OJJDP waives termination of the state's eliglbftity. In order to be eligible for
a waiver of termination, a state must submit a waiver request which
demonstrates that It moots the standards set forth In paragraph (Q (6) OiQ (D)(1 )(i)
(v) of this section:
(i) Agrees to expend all of Its Formtia Grant Award except planning and

administration, advlsO<y group set aside, and Indian-tribe pass-through
funds, to achieve compliance with section 223(a)(14); and

01) DUigently carried out the state's JaA end lockup removal plan as set forth
In paragraph (Q(6)011)(A)(2)01i) of this section; and

01Q Submitted an acceptable plan, based on en assessment of current jaH and 
lockup removal barriers within the state, to eliminate noncompliant incidents; 
and 

(iv) Achieved compliance with section 223(a)(15) of the JJDP Act; and
(v) Demonstrates a commitment, through appropriate executive or legislative

action, to achieving futl compliance.
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(2) Failure to achieve full compHance as defined in this section shall terminate any
state's eliglbfflty for Formula Grant funds unless t.-.e Administra·or of OJJDP
waives termination of the state's eliglbfflty. In order to be eligible for this waiver
of termination, a state must request a waiver and demonstrate that It meets the
standards set forth In paragraphs (t)(6)(iii)(D)(2)(i)-(vll) of this section:
(I) Agrees to expend all of Its Formula Grant Award except planning and

administration, advtSOf')' group set aside, and Indian tribe pass-through
funds, to achieve compliance wfth section 223(a)(14); and

(ii) Removed all status and nonoffender jlNenUes from adult jails and lockups
as set forth In paragraph (t) (6) (Iii) (A) {2) (I) of this section; and

(Iii) Made meaningful progress In removing other jlNenlles from adult jails and 
lockups as set forth In paragraphs (t) {6)(iii)(A)(2)(11) of this section; and 

{Iv) DUlgently carried out the state's Jal and lockup removal plan as set forth 
In paragraph {f){6)(1IQ(A)(2){liQ of this section; and

(v) Submitted an acceptable plan, based on a assessment of current jaU and 
lockup removal barriers within the state, to eliminate noncompliant Incidents;
and

(vi) Achieved compliance wfth section 223{a) {15) of the JJDP Act; and
(vii) Demonstrates a commitment, through appropriate executive or legislative

action, to achieving full compliance.
(E) Waiver Maximum. A state may receive a waiver of termination of eligiblllty from the

Administrator under paragraph (t){6)(lii)(D)(1) and (2) of this section for a combined
maximum of three Formula Grant Awards. No additional waivers will be granted.

(7) Monitoring Report Exceptions. States which have been determined by the OJJDP
Administrator to have achieved full compliance wfth section 223{a){12)(A) and compliance
with section 223{a)(13) of the JJDP and which wish to be exempted from the annual
monitoring report requirements must submit a written request to the OJJDP Administrator
which demonstrates that:
(i) The State provides for an adequate system c:A monitoring jails, detention facilities,

correctional facilities, and non-secure facilities to enable an annual determination _of State
compliance with section 223{a){12){A), {13), and {14) of the JJDP Act;

(ii) State legislation has been enacted which conforms to the requirements of section
223(a){12){A) and {13) c:A the JJDP Act; and

(iii) The enforcement of the legislation Is statutorily or administratively prescribed, speclfically
providing that:
(A) Authority for enforcement of the statute Is assigned;
(B) Time frames for monitoring compliance with the statute are specified; and
(C) Adequate sanctions and penalties that will result In enforcement of statute and

procedures for remedying violations are set forth.

(g) Jwenile Crime Analysis. Pursuant to section 223(a){8){A) and (B), the state must conduct an
analysis of jlNenYe crime problems, lndudlng JwenYe gangs that commit crimes, and jlNenlle
justice and delinquency prevention needs within the state, Including those geographical areas
in which an Indian tribe perfoons law enforcement functions.
{1) Analysis. The analysis must be provided In the mutlyear application. A auggested fonflat

for the analysis Is provided In the Formula Grant Application Kit. 
{2) Product. The product cJ the analysis Is a series of brief written problem statements set forth 

In the application that define and describe the priority problems. 
{3) Programs. Applications are to Include descriptions of programs to be supported wfth JJDP 

Act formula grant funds. A suggested format for these programs Is included In the 
application kit. 

(4) Performance Indicators. A list of performance Indicators must be developed and set forth
for each program. These Indicators show� hat data wftl re collected at the program level
to measure whether objectives and performance goals tiave been achieved and should
related to the measures used In the problem statement and statement of program objectives.

B.13
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as amended August 8, 1989 

(h) Annual Performance Report. Pursuant to section 223(a) and section 223(a)(22) the State plan
shall provide for submission of an annual performance report. The State shall report on Its
progress In the Implementation of the approved programs, described in the three-y�r plan. The
performance Indicators will serve as the objective criteria for a meaningful assessment of
progress toward achievement of measurable goals. The annual performance report shall
describe progress made In addressing the problems of serious jwenile crime, as documented
In the jwenile crime analysis pursuant to section 223(a)(8)(A).

(i) Technical Assistance. States shall Include, within their plan, a description of technical assistance
needs. Specific direction regarding the development and Inclusion of all technical assistance
needs and priorities will be provided in the • Application Kit for Fonnula Grants under the JJDPA. •

G) Minority Detention and Confinement. Pursuant to section 223(a)(23) of the JJDP Act, states
must address efforts to reduce the proportion c:A jwenYes detained or confined In secure
detention facUities, secure correctional facilities, jaHs and lockups who are members c:A minority
groups If such proportion exceeds the proportion such groups represent In the general
population, viz., youth at risk for secure confinement. It Is Important for states to approach this
In a comprehensive manner. Compliance with this provision Is achieved when a state has met
the requirements set forth in paragraphs 0) (1 )·(3) of this section:
(1) Provide documentation In the State Plan Jwenne Crime Analysis to Indicate whether minority

jweniles are disproportionately detained or confined in secure detention or correctional
facilities, jaUs, or lockups In relation to their proportion of the at risk youth population;

(2) Where documentation Is unavaHable, or demonstrates that minorities are disproportionately
detained or confined In relation to their proportion In the at risk youth population, states
must provide a strategy for addressing the disproportionate representation of minority
jweniles In the jwenUe justice system, Including but not limited to:
(i) Assessing the differences In arrest, diversion, and adjudication rates, court dispositions

other than Incarceration, and the rates and periods c:A commitment to secure facilities
of minority youth and non-minority youth In the jLNenlle Justice system;

(ii) Increasing the avanabllity and improving the quality of diversion programs for minorities
who come In contact with the jLNenUe justice system such as police diversion programs;

(iii) Providing support for prevention programs In communities with a high percentage of
minority residents with emphasis upon support for community-based organizations that
serve minority youth;

(iv) Providing support for reintegration programs designed to facUitate reintegration and
reduce recidivism c:A minority youths;

(v) Initiate or Improve the usefulness of relevant Information systems and disseminate
Information regarding minorities In the jlNenYe justice system.

(3) Each state Is required to submit a supplement to the 1988 Multi-Year Plan for addressing
the extent c:A disproportionate representation of minorities In the jwenUe justice system. This
supplement, which will be submitted as a component c:A the 1989 Fonnua Grant Application
and Multl-Y ear Plan Update, must Include the state's assessment of disproportionate minority
representation, and a workplan for addressing this Issue programmatically. Where data is
Insufficient to make a complete assessment, the workplan must Include provisions for
Improving the Information collection systems. n.-�-ence apprt,Yed by OJJDP, Is
to fie"!4mpfemenfect as•� of the state's�,990 'Formui Grant Plan. 

(4) For� d � plan req��eroent. ml�popuatlons are �ned _as member$, d the
folt�-oroups, Man f>a¢1!'6'11fandets, Bbi� Hlspanfes, �rit1,'! Aniet'fean Indians.

(k) Pursuant to section 223(a)(24) of the JJDP Act, states shall agree to other tenns and conditions
as the Administrator may reasonably prescribe to assure the effectiveness of programs assisted
under the Formula Grant.
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§31.304 Definitions.

Typed from copy: 
Federal Register, June 20, 1985 
as amended August 8, , 989 

(a) Pdvate agency. A private non-profit agency, organization or Institution is:
(1) Any corporation, foundation, trust, association, cooperative, or accredited Institution of 

higher education not under pubjic supervision or control; and 
(2) Any other agency, organization or Institution which operates primarily for scientific,

education, service, charitabje, or slmUar pubjic purposes, but which Is not under pubjic
supervision or control, and no part of the net earnings of which Inures or may lawfully inure
to the benefit of any private shareholder or Individual, and which has been held by IRS to
be tax-exempt under the provisions of section 501 (c}(3) of the 1954 Internal Revenue Code.

(b) Secure. As used to define a detention or correctional facility this term Includes residential
facilities which Include construction fixtures designed to physically restrict the movements and
activities of persons In custody such as locked rooms and buHdlngs, fences, or other physical
structures. It does not Include faclities where physical restriction of movement or activity Is
provided solely through facWlty staff.

(c) Facility. A place, an Institution, a buHding or part thereof, set of buildings or an area whether
or not enclosing a buRdlng or set of buildings which Is used for the lawful custody and treatment
of jweniles and may be owned and/or operated by pubjic and private agencies.

(d) Jwenile who is accused of having committed an offense. A jwenile with respect to whom a
petition has been filed In the jwenile court or other action has occurred alleging that such
jwenile Is a jwenile offender, I.e., a criminal-type offender or a status offender, and no final
adjudication has been made by the jwenile court.

(e) Jwenile who has been adjudicated as having committed an offense. A jwenile with respect
to whom the jwenile court has determined that such jwenile Is a jwenile offender, I.e., a
criminal-type off ender or a status off ender.

(f) Jwenile offender. An Individual subject to the exercise of jwenlle court jurisdiction for purposes
of adjudication and treatment based on age and offense limitations by defined as State law, I.e.,
a criminal-type offender or a status offender.

(g) Criminal-type offender. A jwenlle offender who has been charged with or adjudicated for
conduct which would, under the law of the jurisdiction In which the offense was committed, be
a crime If committed by an adult.

{h) Status offender. A jwenMe offender who has been charged with or adjudicated for conduct 
which would not, under the law of the jurisdiction In which the offense was committed, be a 
crime If committed by an adult. 

(1) Non-off ender. A jwenle who Is subject to the jurisdiction ex the jwenlle court, usually under 
abuse, dependency, or neglect statutes for reasons other than legally prohibited conduct of the 
jtNenAe. 

G) La'Nful custody. The exercise of care, supervision and control over a jwenUe offender or non
offender pursuant to the provisions ex the law or ex a judicial order or decree.

(k) Other Individual accused of having committed a criminal offense. An Individual, adult or
jwenUe, who has been charged with committing a criminal offense In a court exercising criminal
jurisdiction.

0) Other Individual convicted of a criminal offense. An lndMdual, adult or jwenie, who has bt en
convicted of a criminal offense In court exercising criminal jurisdiction.
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(m) Adult Jail. A locked facility, administered by State, county or local law enforcement and
correctional agencies, the purpose of which Is to detain adutts charged with violating criminal
law, pending trial. Also considered as adutt jails are those fac�ities used to hold convicted adult
criminal offenders sentenced for less than one year.

(n) Mutt lockup. SimHar to an adutt jaU except that an adult lockup is generally a municipal or
police facility of a temporary nature which does not hold persons after they have been formally
charged.

(o) Valid Court Order. The tenn means a court order given by a jwenHe court judge to a jwenlle
who has been brought before the court and made subject to a court order. The use of the word
"valid" pennits the Incarceration of jwenUes for violation of a valid court order only If they
received their full due process rights as guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States.

(p) Local Private Agency. For the purposes of the pass-through requirement of section 223{a)(5),
a local private agency is defined as a private non-profit agency or organization that provides
program services within an Identifiable unit or a combination of units of general local
government.

Subpart E-General Coooitions aro Assuances 

§31.400 Compliance with statue.

The applicant State must assure and certify that the State and Its subgrantees and contractors will 
comply with applicable provisions of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, Pub. L 90-
351, as amended, and with the provisions of the Jweniie Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, 
Pub. L 93-415, as amended, and the provisions of the current edition of OJP Financial and Administrative 
Guide for Grants, M7100.1. 

§31.401 Compliance with other Federal iaws, orders, circuars.

The applicant State must further assure and certify that the State and Its subgrantees and 
contractors will adhere to other applicable Federal laws, orders and 0MB circulars. These general Federal 
laws and regulations are described In greater deta0 In the Financial and Administrative Guide for Grants, 
M7100.1, and the Fonnula Grant Application Kit. 

§31.402 Application on fie.

Any Federal funds awarded pursuant to an application must be distributed and expended pursuant 
to and In accordance with the programs contained In the applicant State's current approved application. 
Any departures therefrom, other than to the extent pennltted by current program and fiscal regulations and 
guidelines, must be submitted for advance approved by the Administrator of OJJDP. 

131. 403 Non-discrinination. 

The State assures that It will comply, and that subgrantees and contractors will comply, with all 
applicable Federal non-discrimination requirements, Including: 

(a) Section 809(c) of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act as 1968, as amended, and
made applicable by Section 292(a) of the JwenUe Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1974, as amended;

(b) Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964;
(c) Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended;
(d) Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972;
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(e) The Age Discrimination Act of 1975; and

Typed from copy: 
Federal Register, June 20, 1985 
as amended August 8, 1 989 

(0 The Department of Justice Non-discrimination Regulations, 28 CFR Part 42, Subparts, C, D, E,
and G. 

Administrator, Office of Jwenile Justice 
and Delinquency Prevention 
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention 

Polley and Criteria for de Minlmts 
Exceptions to Full Compliance With 
Oelnstltutlonallzatlon Requirement of 
the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention Act. 1974, 81 Amended

AGENCY: Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP). 
ACTION: Issuance of final policy. 

SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that 
the Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention, U.S. 
Department of Justice, pursuant to the 
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention Act of 1974. as amended. 42 
U.S.C. 5601, et seq .. (JJOP Ac:t). is issuing 
a policy and criteria for determining full 
compliance with de minimis exceptions 
to the deinstitutionalization requirement 
of Section 223(a)(12l(A) of the IJDP Act, 
as amended. 
SUPf>U:MENTARY INFORMATION: Section 
223(a)(12)(A) of the JJOP Act requires 
that states participating in the Formula 
Grant Program (Part B. Suhpart I). of the 
J)DP Act "provide within three years 
after submission of the initial plan that 
juveniles who are chorged with _or who 
have committed offenses that would not 
be criminal if committed by an adult or 
offenses which do not constitute 
violations of valid c:ourt orders, or such 
non-offenders as dependent or neglected 
children. shall not be placed in secure 
detention facilities or secure 
correctional facilities." Section 2:?3(c) of 
the Act furthe� provides that failure to 
achieve compliance with the Section 
223(a)(12)(AJ requirement within the 
three-year limitation shall terminate a 
State's eligibility for fonnula grant 
funding unless a determination is made 
that the State is in 11ubstantial 
compliance. through achievement of 
deinstitutionalizallon of not less than 75 
percent of such juveniles or through 
removal of 100 percent of such juveniles 
from secure correctional facilities and 
has made an unequivocal commitment 
to achieving full compliance within two 
additional years. The Agency's Office of 
General Counsel. in Legal Opinion 76-7, 
October 7, 1975, indicated tbat e State's 
failure to meet the full compliance 
requirement within the statutorily 
designated time-frame would rc�ult in 
future ineligibility for Formula Grants 
unless such failure was de minimis. The 
opinion further stated that such 
determinations would be made one 
case-bv-case ba8is. 

OJIDP published in the August 14, 
1980. Federal Register a proposed policy 

end criteria for de minimis exceptions to 
full compliance. That publication 
provided interested persons the 
opportunity to submit comments and 
recommendations on the proposed 
criteria. A total of 15 comments were 
received and analyzed. The responses 
included comments from 15 of the 50 
states participating in the JJDP Act 
Fonnula Grant program. Appendix A
provides additional information 
regarding the review and analysi:i of 
these comments. OMD Circular No. A-
95, regarding State and Local 
Clearinghouse review of Federal and 
Federaliy-assisted prqgrams and 
projects, is not applicable to the 
issuance of this policy. This policy is 
specifically applicable to Program No. 
16.540, Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention Allocation to States, within 
the Catalog of Feder11l Domestic 
Assistance. 

Policy and Criteria for de Minimis 
Exceptions to Full Compliance With 
Section 223(al(12)(A) of the JJDP Act 

The following provides the Office or 
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention policy for the determination 
of State compliance with Section 
2..."3(a){12)(A) of the Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. as 
amended ( 42 U.S.C. 5601 et seq.). The 
criteria presented below will be applied 
in determining whether e State has 
achieved full compliance, with de 
minimis exceptions, with the above 
cited deinstitutionalization requirement 
of the Juvenile Justice Act. Also 
specified is the information which each 
state must provide in response to each 
criterion when seeking from OJJDP a 
finding of full compliance with de 
roinimis exceptions. 

States requesting a finding of full 
compliance with de minimis exceptions 
should submit the request at the time the 
annual monitoring report is submitted or 
as soon thereafter as all information 
required for a detennination is 
available. For those States that have 
participated in the formula grant 
program continuously since 1975 such a

request, if needed, would be due 
December 31, 1960, because that is the 
first monitoring report due after five 
years of participation. Siates that had 
extremely low mies of 
institution11Uzation when they began 
participation in the program are eligible 
to request a finding of full compliance 
with de minimis exceptions after three 
years of participation in lieu of 
demonstrating a 75% reduction from the 
number of status and non-offenders 
institutionalized in their base year. 

Background 

Office of General Counsel Legal 
Opinion 76-7, October 7, 1975, 
estaulishes that a State's "good faith" 
effort to meet the (then) two year 
requirement for deinstitutionalization of 
statuA offenders would preclude the 
imposition of sanctions with regard to 
funds already granted to the State under 
the formula grant program. However, a
State's "good faith" effort cannot be 
considered in determining whether the 
statutory minimum compliance level has 
been met. In terms of eligibility for 
funding the opinion concluded: 

A State·s failure to met the Section 
2.23[a)(l2) requirement within a maximum or 

two years from the date of submission of the 
initial plan would result in future fund cut-orf 
unless such failure was de minimis. These 
detenninallons would be made on a case-by
caae basis. 

Subsequent amendments to the 
Juvenile Justice Act in l!J77 modified 
Section 223(a)(12) to require full 
compliance within three years. 
However, Section 223(c) was also 
amended lo provide that if a State was 
in suostanti11l compliance with the 
modified Section 2Z3(a)(12l(A) provision 
at the end of three years. substantial 
compliance being defined as a 75 
percent reduction in the number or 
status offenders held in juvenile 
detention or correctional facilities, then 
the State could be given up to two 
additional yeal'11 to achieve full 
compliance. 

Thus. this opinion provides the legal 
basis for the O.IJDP to utilize the de 
minimis principle, i.e., by disregarding 
instances of non-compliance that are or

slight consequence or insignificant, in 
mliking a dtermination regarding a
state's full compliance with Section 
223(a)(12)(A) of the Act. 

Paramete� 

The legal concept of de minimus, 
meaning "the law cares not for small 
things," is generally applied where 
small, insignificant or infinitesimal 
matters are at issue. Whether a mutter, 
such as the number of status offenders 
and non-offenders held in non
compliance with Section 223(a)(12)(A), 
can be characterized'as de minimis 
cannot be determined by en inflexible 
formula. Therefore, O)IOP will consider 
each case on its merits based on criteria 
which take into consideration relative 
numbers, circumstances of non
compliance, and State law and policy. 
The establishment of these criteria is 
intended to achieve an equitable 
determination process. States reporting 
significant numbers of institutionalized 
status and non-offenders ahould not 
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expect a finding of full compliance with 
de minimus exC"P.ptions. In determining 
whether a State has achieved 
substantial compliance within three 
yettrs. OlJDP must compare the number 
of status and non-offenders held in non
c:ompliance with Section 223[a)(12)(A) at 
the conclusion of the three year period 
with the number of status and non
off1mders held at the start of the three 
year period (the State's bdseline figure). 
However, in dP.termining whether a 
State is in full compliance with de 
minimis exceptions. OJJDP dces not 
consider a comparison of the current 
situation to baseline to be relevant. 
Only data and mform11tion which 
accurutely and completely portrays the 
current situation is relevant when 
demonstrating full compliance with de 
minimus exceptions. 

Individual states must continue to 
show pro;;rcss toward achieving 100
percent compliance in order to maintain 
eli�ibility for a finding of full compliance 
with de minimis exceptions. 

Criteria and Required Information 

The 0/JDP has determined that the 
following criteria will be applied in 
making a determination of whether a 
Stale has demonstrated f:.ill compliance 
with Section 223[a)(12)(A) with de 
minimis exceptions. While States are 
not necessarily required to meet each 
criterion at a fully satisfactory level. 
O)IDP will consider the extent to which
each criterion has been met in making
its determination of whether the State is
in full compliance with the minimis
exceptions. The information following
each criterion must be provided to
enable O)IDP to make this
determination.

Criterion A 

The extent of non-compliance is 
insignificant or of slight consequence in 
terms of the total juvenile population in 
the Stale. 

In applying this criterion OJJDP will 
compare the State's status offender and 
non-offender detention and correctional 
institutionalization rate per 100,000 
population under age 18 to the average 
rate that has bP.en calculated for eight 
states (e.g .. two 11tates from each of the 
four Bureau of Census regions). The 
eight states selected by OJJDP were 
those having the smallest 
institutionalization rate per 100.000 
population and which also had an 
adequate system of monitoring for 
compliance. Dy applying this procedure 
and utilizing the information provided 
by the eight stales' most recently 
submittrd monitoring n:;ports. O]JDP 
determined that eight states' average 
annual rate WllS 17.8 incidences of 

status offenders and non-offenders held 
per 100.000 population under age 18. In 
computing the standard dP.viation from 
the mean of 17.6, it was determined that 
a ratP of 5.8 per 100.000 was one 
standard deviation below the mean and 
2H.4 per 100.000 was one standard 
deviation above the mean. Therefore, in 
applying Criterion A. states which have 
an inl!titutionalization rate less than· 5.8 
per 100.000 population will be 
considered to be in full compliance with 
de minimis exceptions and will not be 
required to address Criteria B and C. 
Those states whose rate falls between 
17.6 and 5.8 per 100.000 popul11tion will 
be eligible for a finding of full 
compliance with de minimis exceptions 
if they adequately meet Criteria Band 
C. Those states whose rnte is above the
avera�e of 17.6 but does not exceed 29.4
per 100,000 will be eligible for a finding
of full compliam;e with de minimis
exceptions only if they full sati;,fy
Criteria Band C. Finally, those st11tes
which have a placement rate in excess
of .29.4 per 100,000 population are
presumptively inP.ligiblc for o finding of
full compliance with de minimis
exceptions because any rate above that
level is considered to represent an
excessive and significant level of status 
offenders and non-offenders held in
juvenile detention or correctional
facilities.

However, OJJDP will consider 
requests from such States where the 
State demonstrates exceptional 
circumstances which account for the 
excessive rate. Exceptional 
circumstances are limited to situations 
where, but for the exceptional 
circumstance, the State's 
institutionnlization rate would be within 
the 29.4 rate established above. 

The following will be recognized for 
consideration as exceptionitl 
circumstances: 

(1) Out of State runaways held
beyond 24 hours in response to a want, 
warrant. or request from a jurisdiction in 
another State or pursuant to a court 
order. solely for the purpose of being 
returned to proper custody in the other 
State: 

(2) Federal wards held under Federal
statutory authority in a secure State or 
local detention facility for the sole 
purpose of affecting a jurisdictional 
transfer, appearance as a material 
witnP.ss, or for return to their lawful 
residence or country of citizenship: 11nd 

(3) A State has recently enacted
changes in State law which have gone 
into effect and which the Stole 
demonstrates can be expected to have a 
substantial. si�nificant. and positive 
impilct on the State's achieving ful) 
compliunce with the 

deinstitutionalization requirement 
within a reasonable time. 

In order to make a determination that 
a State has demonstrated exceptional 
circumstances under (1) and (2) above, 
OJJDP will require that the State has 
developed a separate and specific plan 
under Criterion C which addresses the 
problem in a manner that will eliminate 
the non-compliant instances within a 
reasonable time. 

OjjDP deems it to be of critical
° 

importance that all states aeeking a 
finding of full compliance with de 
minimis exceptions demonstrate 
progress toward 100 percent compli,mce 
and continue to demonstrate progress 
annually in order to be eligible for a
finding of full compliance with de 
minimis exceptions. 

The foUowing information must be 
provided m response to criterion A and 
must cover the most recent and 
availuble 12 months of data (calendar, 
fiscal. or other period) or available data 
for less than 12 months. projP.cted to 12 
months in a statistically valid manner. II 
data projection is used the state must 
provide the statistical method used, the 
actual reporting period by dates and the 
specific data used: States are
encouraged to use and expand upon 
currently available monitoring data 
gathered for purposes of the annual 
monitoring report required by Section 
2..23[a)l15). 

1. Total number of accused atatus
offenders and non-offenders held in 
secure detention facilities or secure 
correctional facilities in excess of 24 
hours (per OJJDP monitoring policy). 

Z. Total number of adjudicated status 
offenders and non-offenders held in 
secure detention facilities or aecure 
correctional facilities. 

3. Total number of status offendera
and non-offenders held in secure 
detention facilities or secure 
correctional facilities (i.e., awn of itema 
1 and 2). 

4. Total juvenile population (under 18}
of the State according to the most recent 
available U.S. Bureau of the Census data 
or census projections. 

States may provide additional 
pertinent statistics that they deem 
relevant in determining the extent to 
which the number of non-compliant 
incidences is insignificant or of slight 
consequence. However, foctora such as 
local practice. available resources, or 
organizational structure of local 
government will not be considered 
relevant by OIJOP in making this 
determine tion. 

Criterion B

The extent to which the instances of 
non-compliance were in apparent 
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violation of State law or established 
executive or judicial policy. 

The following infonnation mus\ be 
provided in response to criterion Band 
must be sufficient to m1:1ke a 
determination as to whether the 
instances of non-compliance with 
Section 223(a)(12](A) as reported in the 
State's monitoring report were in 
apparent violation of, or departures 
from. state law or established executive 
or judicial policy. OJJDP will consider 
this criterion to be satisfied by those 
States that demonstrate that all or 
substantially all of the instances of non
compliance were in apparent violation 
of, or departures from, elate law or 
established executive or judicial policy. 
This is hecause such instances of non
compliance can more readily be 
eliminated by legal or other enforcement 
processes. The existence of such law or 
policy is also an indicator of the 
commitment of the State to the 
deinstitutionalization requirement and 
to future 100% compliance. Therefore, 
information etv.iuld also be included on 
any npw\y established law or polic-J 
which can reasonably be expected to 
reduce the State's rate of 
institutionalization in the future. 

1. A bnef description of the non
compliant incidents must be provided 
with includes a statement of the 
circumstances surrounding the in�tances 
of non-compliance. (For example: Of 15 
status offenders/non-offenders held in 
juvenile detention or correctional 
facilities during the 12 month period for 
State X. 3 were accused status offenders 
held in jail ii) excess of 24 hours. 6 were 
accused status offenders held in 
detention facilities in excess of 24 hours, 
2 were adjudicated status offenders held 
in a juvenile correctional facility. 3 were 
accused statu!I offenders held in excess 
of 24 hours in a diagnostic and 
evaluation faci!itv. and 1 was an 
adjudicated etatu"s offender placed in a
mental health facility pursuant to the 
court's statue offenders jurisdiction.) Do 
not use actual names of jnven:les. 

2. Describe whether the inst&nces or
non-compliance were in apparent 
violation of State law or established 
executive or judicial policy. 

A statement 11hould be made for each 
circumstance discussed in item l above. 
A copy of the pertinent/ applicable law

or established policy should be 
attached. (for example: The 3 accused 
status offenders held in jail in excess or 
24 hours were held in apparent violation 
of a State law which does not permit the 
placement of status offenders tn jail 
under any circumst1mtes. Att11chment 
"X" is a copy of this law. The ti status 
offenders held in juvenile detention 
were placed there pursuant to a 

disruptive behavior clause in our statute 
which allows status offenders to be 
placed in juvenile detention facilities for 
e period of up to 72 hours if their 
behavior in a shelter care facility 
warrants secure placement. Att11chment 
"X" is a copy of this statute. A similar 
statement must be provided for each 
circumstance.) 

Criterion C 
ThP. extent to which an occeptable 

plan has been developed which is 
desi;:ned to eliminate the non-compliant 
incidents within a reasonable time, 
where the instances of non-compliance 
either (1) indicate a pattern or practice, 
or (2) nppe1tr to be consistent with State 
law or established executive or judicial 
policy, or both. 

If the State detP.rrnines that instances 
of non-compliance {1) do not indicate a 
pattern or practice. and (2) are 
inconsistent with an in apparent 
violation of Stale law or established 
executive or judicial policy, then the 
State must explain the basis for this 
determination. In such case no plan 
wouW be required as a part of the 
request for a finding of full compliance 
under this policy. 

The following must be addressed as

elements of an acceptable plan for the 
elimination of non-compliance incidents 
that will result in the modification or 
enforcement of state 1aw or executive or. 
judicial policy to ensure consistency 
between the state's practices and the 
JJDP Act deinstitutionalization 
requirements. 

1. If the in.stances of non-compliance
are sanctioned by or consistent with 
State law or executive or judicial policy, 
then the plan must detail a strategy to 
modify the law or policy to prohibit non
compliant placement so that it is 
consistent with the Federal 
deinstituhonalization requirement. 

2. If the instances of non-compliance
were in apparent violation of State law

or executive or judicial policy, but 
amount to or constitute a pattern or 
practice rather than isolated instances

of non-compliance, the plan must detail 
a strategy which will be employed to 
rapidly identify violations and ensure

the prompt enforcment of applicable 
State law or executive or judicial policy. 

3. In addition. the plan must be
targeted specifically to the agencies, 
courts, or racilities responsible for the 
placement of status offenders end non
offenders in non-compliance with 
Section 223(a)(12l(A). It must include a
specific strategy to eliminate instance, 
of non-compliance through stntutory 
reform. changes in facility policy end 
procedure, modification of court policy 

end practice, or other appropriate 
means. 

Implementation of Plan and 
Maintenance of Full Compllilnce 

If OJTDP makes a finding that a State 
·le in full compliance with de minimi1
exceptions based. in part. upon the
submission of en acceptable plan under
Criteria C above, the State will be
required to include the plan es a pert or
its current or next submitted formula
grant plan es appropirete. OJJDP will
measure the State's success in 
implementing the plan by comparison of 
the data in the next monitoring report
indicating the extent to which non
compliant incidences have been
eliminated.

Determinations of full compliance
status will be made annually by OJJDP
following the 1ubmiseion of the
monitoring report due by Df!cember 31st

of each year. Any State reporting less
than 100% compliance in any annual
monitoring report would. therefore, be
required to follow the above procedures
in requesting a finding of full compliance
with de minirnis exceptions. An annual
monitoring report will continue to be
clue by December 31st of each year.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Mr. Doyle A. Wood. Office of Juvenile
Justice end Delinquency Prevention, 633
Indiana Avenue. NW, Washington. DC 
20531.(202)7�
Ira M. Schwaru..
Act ins Administrator. Offief! o.f Juvenil11
Justice and Delinquency Prevent.ion.

Api-,dix A-Supplemental Information:
Review and Ana.lyail of Comment. i.n
Retponse lo Proposed Policy and Criteria 

A total of 15 comments were received and
Included in the analysis. The response 
included comments from 15 of the so stales 
participating in the formula grant program. 
All comment. end recommendations were 
logged. reVJewed and 1malyzed. The review 
and analysis consisted of recording each 
response aa to whether or not a specific 
recommendation was presented. Thia 
recording effort was established to detennine 
whether the respondent recommended each 
component of the policy and criteria to be: (1) ·
retained, (2) elirnin11ted, or (3) modified. or if
no specific recommendation was made. The 
analysia elao identified and recorded 
1ubstentive respon&e& for cona1der11tion 
during the revision procesa. 

The result, are presented according to each 
component of the proposed criteria. 

Criterion (a) 

''The extent of non-compliance la 
ln•iR!lificant or of alight conaequence in term, 
of the total juvenile populahon in the State" 

ln applying thi1 criterion. a 1tate·1 1tatu1 
offender 1rnd non-offender inatifution11lizatioo 
rate per 100.000 population under age 18 will 
be compared to the average rate calculated 
for eight states. The eight 1tate1 repreeent 
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two 1t11tcs from each or the four Bureau or 
Census regions havin� the smallest 
Institutionalization rate and which also had 
en adequate monitoring syRtem. The 
lnstitutionali:z.ation rate is based on the data 
contained in the 1979 monitoring reports. The 
proposed critr.ria were initially developed 
before all 1979 report� were finalized 1md 
approved. Thus a rec11lcul11tion. based upon 
all final 1979 reports, is renccted in the final 
policy. This rcc11lculation resulted in a 
change or the eight state average annual rate 
from 15.8 to 17.6 incidences or 1tatu1 
offenders end non-offendere held per 100,000 
population under age 18. Also. the 1tandard 
deviation below and above the mean i1 
changed to 5.8 and 29.4 respectively. The 
eight stales u�ed in calculallng tho average 
rule include Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, 
Iowa. Wiswnsin, Vil'!lini11. West Vil'J!inia, 
New Mexico and Wuhin11ton. These 1tate1 
include both urban and rural states. 1tate1 
having 11n out-of-etale run11way population. 
and states having an illegal 11lien 11nd nullve 
· American popula lion. 

Several comments were �ceiverl which 
recommended exceptional circumstance• 
whi(:h would justify a finding of full 
compliance with de minim1s exceptions for 
any stale which exceeded the rate of one 
standard deviation above the mean. 
Generally, the situations which slates 
indicated should be extl!ptional 
circumstances include (1) sta11:s having 
rPr.ent char1jjes in St11le law which will have 
substantial. si11nificant. 11nd posittve impact 
on achieving full compliance (21 states which 
can document they did not Hchieve full
compliance "';th de minimis exception 
bec11use juveniles were held in State/local 
facilities who were Ferleral wards being held 
pursuant to Federal Codes. ilnd (3) stales 
which can document they did not achieve full 
compliance with de minimis exceptions 
because out--0f-state run11ways were being 
held pending return to their slate of
residence. As a result of tht!�e comments, 
criterion A was moc!ifoid to rielineate the 
acceptable excr.ptional circum�tances and 
the conditions which must exist to enable a 
finding of full compliance. 

The comment that a comparison should be 
made between the number of status offenders 
held and the number of youth chargP.d with 
status offenders was not considered as an 
appropriate chaniie because !uch compariaon 
would reward states for charging an
excessive number of youth with status
offenses. The comment that states which c11n
document a consistent decline in the rHte of 
institullonalization should be eli11ible for a 
fo1dinR of full compliance, rt>gardless of the 
absolute numhcr held, is inconsistent with 
the inttmt of Congreas to totally l'f!move 
status ofTende� and non-offenders from 
inappropriate facilities within 5 years. 

Five of the fifteen responses indicated the 
criteria go too far in giving en adv1mtage lo 
states which hold statu� offenders in 1ecure 
f.icilities by allowinii un excessive number to
he held and still maintaining eliR1bility for a 
finding of full compliance. Several respondei-. 
fell it was critic.illv important that OJJDP not 
r.stablish II policy �-hich crP.ates the 
impression that less thun 100�� compliance 
will satisfy the statutory requirement. The 

OIIDP is committed to the Con,iressional 
mundete to remove all atalus offender.i and 
non-offendei-. from secure detention facilillea 
and aecure correctional fucilities and under 
no circumstances should the de minimi1 
policy and criteria be construed as a 
lessening of O}lDP's commitment to complete 
deinstitut1onalization of youth under Sr.ction 
223(a)(12J(A) of the JIDP Act. 

Criterion {b) 

''The extent to which the instance� of non
compliance were in appllrenl violation of 
State law or eatabliahed executive or judicial 
policy." 

The information to be provided in responae 
to this cnterion is to demonstrate whether the 
instances of non-compliance with Section 
W(111(12)(A) were in appurent violation or 
1tate law or eatabliahed executive or judicial 
policy or conatitute1 a pattern or practice. 
There were no substantial comment• or 
recommendations on this criterion, thus the 
criterion is unchanged. 

Criterion {c] 

"The extent to which an 11cceptable plan 
hus been developed which is dE'siRned to 
eliminate the non-compliant incidents within 
a reasonable time. where the instances or 
non-compliance either (1) indicate a pattern 
or practice. or (2) appear to be consistent 
with state law or established executive or 
judicial policy, or both." 

The few comments on this criterion 
generally stilted that plan elements one and 
three should be combined into a sir.gle 
element. The criterion baa been modified to 
renect these comments by combininii these 
two plan component,. Other comments which 
were received but did not result in a 
modification were th11t "the criterion should 
require the development of a plan even when 
there is no pattern or practice and when 
violations are inconaiah!Dt with state law and 
(2) the ,tale can always clPvelop a plan but 
implementation may be d.tfficult thus some 
agreement as to what is practicable must be
reached between the elate and OJIDP.'' The 
review of the plan develcped in response to
this criteria and the nei:otiation. if necessary, 
between the state and O}lDP as to the 
viability and practicability of the plan will 
result in a mutual 11greement as to what is 
expected from both partie1. OJJDP technical 
usistance resources and capability will be 
available to assist states in the 
implementation of the 1tates plan for 1� 
compliance. 
(f'R Doc. s,-a=i t",l,d ,_,, 1:0 u11j 

INWHO COO£ U10-1t,4 
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) 1 DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Office of Juvenile Justice and 
D-:"-"luency Prevention 

,n S1atement on Minimum 
11 ..... .,,rements of Section 223(a)( 14 )  of 
the _JJDP Act, aa Amended 

AGENCY: Office of Juveni le  just ice and 
De linquency Preven: ion. 
A CTION: Notice of issuance of posi t ion 
s i a tement on the minimum requ-i:ements 
oi the ja i l  removal mandate of Sect ion 
::3 (a ) ( 14 )  of the juvenile /u.s t ice and 
Del inquency Preven t ion ( / ID?) Act. as 
amended. 

SUMMARY: The Offi ce of J uvenile j u� t ice 
anci D elinquency (O!JDP) is issuing a 
posi tion sta tement on  the minimum 
requirements of Sectior. ZZ3( a ) ( 14 j  of  the 
J JDP Act. The pos i tion sta te rn�nt 
addresses the jail removal requiremer1ls 
when a ju\'enile faci l i ty and an adu I t  jail 
or lockup is in the s_ame bui id ing or on 
the same grounds. 

In determining whether or not a 
fa ditv in which iu\'eni !es are deta ined 
;r con"fined is  an adult ja i l  er lockup 
unde� the reauiremenrs cf Section 
223( a ) (H) .  ojJOP wi ll assess the 
s e;:iara teness of the two facili ties by 
deterr.,ining whethe� four requiremen ts 
con•ained 1r. the ;:;os1 t ion s ta tement  are 

oMEN":' �RY lN rOJIMATtON: 

Position Stalem1;nt: '.\finimum 
�eq!.liremencs for ?uvenile J ustice and 
Delinquency Prevention ,\ct. SecUon 
:::?:? (a ) (Hl  (J;;ll Removal) 

!. Bc..·dsrcund 

�2ctior. 2:?3 f a l (H )  or the Juvcniic 
J:.:s tice a;::d De; i r.quency P�ever.tior. Act 
d l'r-t c:5 a m er.de.i. requires Sta tes, as 
i con di t ior. :or the ::-ecei� of formuia 
:2ran t  funds .  t::i� · ' pro,;ide t ha:... . . .  no 
;uven i le  snail b-e- dera ::-ied or cor.f:r.ed in
.,:-:y j i:i i l  or loci-:up for adul ts  • . . _ . .  

States have urt i l  Dec<::nber. 1 985 to 
1cbev� c:::::ioi i a nce w, i ! ,  th is  S ,d tu torv 
:-ro\' is i o:-,. Scct :on :::, [ :; l �i the Act 
� ll ows two addi t iona1  vears .  if 
substant ia l  comp i ; J r.::;  i s  ach ieved by 
::Jecember. 1985. 

The defi,. ;Eons o f  an d d u i :  j a i l and an 
.id:.i l t  lockup. as co:1 tn 1r.ed ir. 28 CFR 
?arc 3 1 .  Subnart 31 .J04 \ m l  and ( n ) . 
:ia ted iJec�mo�r 31 .  1981 . are: 

. .J. dL'it /aii. A locked fa cd i t:,· . 
;:,cr:-..nis tered c:: Sta te .  county. or local  
'.aw enforc,m:er.t  a;::cf correct i ona l 
dgencies. the purpose oi which i s  to 
je :am adt.:lts c�e:geci w i th \· io !a t ing 
,: ,;..., , nal law. ;: end:n� l� iai .  .\!so 

1ered as adult j a i i s  are :hose 
�s used : a  hp id ccn ·: ic : e-.:! adu l t  

criminal  offenders sentenced for less 
than one year. 

.4.dult Lockup. Similar to an adult ja il 
e xcept that  an adult lockup is generaliy 
a municipa l  or pol ice fac i l i ty of a 
temporary na ture which does nat bold 
p ersons after they have been formally 
charged. 

States and local i t ies have tolcfOJJilP 
tha t  the application of the definifam of 
an adult j a il and lockup has prese'nted 
difficul ty where a separa te juvenile 
detention facility and an  adult jail or· 
lockup share a common building or are 
on ccmmon grour:ds. To ?.ss is t  in 
resolving this issue an O JjDP posi t ion 
sta temP.rit is being provi ded. 

In de tennining whether rer:io,,al .  
pur::: 1ani to the statu te. has been 
accr,r.:pi ;shed whm the juve nile and 
adu;'. facili t ies are ir: a col'!!II'on buill.!i;Ig 
or on comn1on grounds. OfJDP \-.,1L upon 
rec ,.!est b\' the  S ta te. assess whether the 
j ll \:f:!li le  and adul t  iaciiit ies  are separa te: 
i.e .. tha t  there are separa te strucru.al
are as. staffs. admimstra tions. and
programs.

Set forth bek,w a:e requi�ements 
which wiil be used to dete�:n:ne 
accep t ability in the event both juver.: les 
and adults are detained in one physicai 
structure . .  >\di±:iona!l v. while tl:ese 
requiremer:ts are man.da torv. it is noted 
tha t specia l  and ur:iq:.ie con-dit:ons �;y 
ai low deviat ions f:-om the s ta tute. Such 
cond i t i ons  wil l  be addrnssed on a case
by-case  basi s. 

Fol lowing the s ta tement of 
· · :,1&'-.TI.t\T.ORY REQUIRE�fE..'HS . . is a
disCllssion cf factors wh ich are
recommended to the states and which
w1U te used by Ol}DP in de termining
wnether the cri tena have  been met. In
addition. OfjDP has ava i lable many
standards,  poiicies and conditions of
ju, emle deter.ti on wh ich will help
jur:sciict:o..,s meet the norm of good
practice. meet ac:::::edi t.it ion sta:iciarr.s.
and �eet ie�ai requirements associa :ed
wi th de!ainr:tg juver:i ies .  Th:s
i,Jormation is avai lable f.om OJJDP.
U . .  'vl,�nda,00,1 Requiremen r.c;

!n c.ie te::ninin� whe !her or no t  a
facili�y in wrd::h juveniles are detameci 
or confined :s an adul t  ja i l  or  loc:iup 
under !he requiremen'.s o f  Sect ion 
ZZJ (a l (H) ,  in circums tancts where the 
juvenile- and aduit facil i t ies are located 
in the same bu ildi;::g or 0n the same 
grcu;::cis. each of the foi lowir.5 four 
cr( teria r.1us, oe met tn  ord�r to ensure 
t h �, �equ i s i : e � :>�ara teness oi :he !Wo 
fac '. : i t i c s: 

:\. Total separat ion be tween j uvemle 
and adul t  faci lity spatial a:t�s such that 
:here could be no ha;::haza,d or 
a ccidental  contac t  between j u\' er.ile and 

adult residents in the respective 
faciiit ies. 

8. Total separation in all juvenile and
adult program activities within the 
facili t ies. including recreation. 
educa tion, counsel ing, health ca re.

dining,  sleeping, and general :i\'ing 
a<:t1\' i t ies. 

C. Separate juvenile and adult sta ff.
including management. securi ty staff. 
and d:rect care staff such as 
recreational. educa tional. and 
counseling. Specialized services s ta ff. 
such as cook�. bookkeepers. and 
medical professiot:als who are not 
normally in contact with detainees or 
whose infrequent contacts occu: under 
conJ..�ons of separa tion of juveni les ancl 
adults. can sf.rve both. 

IJ. In s:a tes tha t hav<? establ ished 
stat..e � tau!ards or li censing 
req:;:re�:?:'lts for s1;cure juver.ile 
deter.tion fa:::l.'.ies. the jtl\·enilc.! fa.::i i i ty 
meets the st.;nda rd:;  and is l icensed as 
app.opri .. :e .  
Ill Disc:ussicn 

T:,e four manda tc:ry rer,:.iirements 
must oe fu lly met to ensure juveniles are 
not  placed ir.. or sub je:::ed to, the same 
envi�o:1ment as adult off�nders. thus 
meeting :he minimum requirements of 
S!lc:ior. :?.'.!:? (2 ) ( 14 )  of the ]j::JP Act. as 
amended. In d e !e:mining whe ther the 
criteria are r;::P'. the following l i s t  of 
fa::t9rs i� ;)r0V!c!2d and •.v ill be used :-y 
O[[DP. Althoutih the list is not 
exhaus tive. i t does enumerate 
cc:i<ll '. ions whic:: enhanct:! the 
se:1arat:>ness of juveni1e and aciuit  
fa-cili :it:!s when th'ev a;-e loca!ed ir. the 
same uui lcin5 or o�_the same grounds. 

A )u\'er:iie. s•.aff are emp!oyee fu l l 
t ime by a j u, ·<-;-ii le service c1gency or t he  
j •Jve.-:i !e cou�: w ; th  ,es;-,ons 1 1J i i i ! 1 on iy  
fc;- :he con due :  :; :°  the· vouth-ser,i raq  
ope:a t,ons. Juver: : !e  sta ff are s�er. ; ,_; ! : y  
tra.r.ed i:1  t::s  •; :ind! ing oi j;_;\·ende� a :.d 
the spec1ai ;m.;U !:>r.:S assccia •ed wi th 
this group. 

8. A separa te i •1vG:1: ie ope:-a :: or.s
mci.Cual. 1,,: i � h  \Vri t te� c:-ai:edur�s ��� 
sta :f and c1szency �eie,

.
e:1ce . 3pecri:':!s t :. e  

fur.c ::on and .:-:,era , ic,n o f  t � c  j uve :-. : ' e  
program. 

C. There is minimal sharing be twt::en
the faci l i ties o f  publ ic lo:,bies or o ff c e i
support space :or s;:;ff. 

0. juveniles do nc, s::are direct
se:-v1ce or access space wi th aduit 
offenders wi thin the fa c: l i '. ies inciut..i,ns 
entrance to anc: exi t  from the facili t •es. 
All juven:le ia cil i l y  intake. booking and 
admission processes take place in a 
separa te area and are under Ule 
direct ion o f  j !r.-eniie :ac; ! : ty s taff. Se-::.ire 
juvenile enn·ances 1 sa i ly por:s. wai ti�'.f 
a rea s )  are ir.CJe ;,endent : :; contro i l ed ::iv 
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'"venile staff a'nd separated from adult 
-ances. Public entrances. lobbies and
ting areas for the juvenile detention

i,rogram are also controlled by juvenile 
staff and separated from similar adult 
areas. Adult and juvenile residents do, 
not maki, use of common passageways 
between Intake areas.. residential 
spaces. and program/service spaces. 

E. The space available for juvenile
living, sleeping and the conduct of 
juvenile programs conforms to the 
requirements for secure juvenile 
detention specified by prevailing case 
iaw. prevailing professional standards 
of care. and by State code. 

F. The facility is formally recognized
dS a juvenile detention center by the
State agency responsible for monitoring, 
review. and/or certification of juvenile 
detention facilities under State law. 

Certification of an area to hold juveniles 
within an adult jail or lockup (as 
provided by some State codes) may not 
conform to this. Basically, the State does 
not licen:ie the facility in which 
juveniles are held as a jail or lockup. 

These and other conditions would 
serve to enhance the separateness of 
juvenile and adult facilities located in 
the same building or on the same 
grounds. thus ameliorating the 
destructive nature of juvenile jailing 
cited by Congress as the foundation for 
the 1980 amendment requiring removal 
of juveniles from adult jails and lockups. 

In most cases, the States should have 
little difficulty in applying these four 
requirements and related factors to 
detennine if sufficient separation exists 
to justify OJJDP concurring with a state 
finding that a separate juvenile 

detention facility exists where there is a
common building or common grounds 
situation with a facility that is an adult 
jail or lockup. A de minimis allowance 
will be made for the occasions when 
juveniles are detained for a length of 
time and under conditions not in 
confonnance with the Act. OJJDP will 
provide assistance and advice to States 
in the application of the criteria and 
relevant factors to any specific situation. 
1'011 l'URTMER lH�RMATlON CONTACT: 

Doyle Wood. Office of Juvenile Justice 
and Delinquency Prevention. 633 
Indiana Ave .. NW .. Washington. D.C. 
20531, (202) 724-<W91. 

Alfred S. Repiery, 

Administrator. Office of Juvenile justice and 
Delinquency Prevention. 

[FR Doc. 114-1143 filed t-1- 8:� amt 

�cooc-., .. ,_ 
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28 CFR Part 31 

'.formula Grants for Juvenile Ju;tlce
. AGENCY: Office of Juvenile Justice and
_Delinquency Prevention. Justice .
. ACTION: Notice of final regulation., .... ,
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SUMMARY: The Office of Juvenile Justice 
and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) is 
publishing a final regulation to 
implement the formula grant program 
authorized by Part B of the Juvenile 
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act 
of 1974, as amended.by the Juvenile 
Justice. Runaway Youth. and Missing 
Children's Act Amendments of 1984 
(Pub. I.. 98-473, October 12. 1984). The 
1984 Amendments reauthorize and 
modify the Federal assistance program 
to State and local governments and 
private not-for-profit agencies for 
juvenile justice and delinquency 
prevention improvements authorized 
under title IL Part B. Subpart I of the Act 
(42 U.S.C. 5611 et seq.), The regulation 
provides guidance to States in the 
formulation. submission, and 
implementation of State formula grant 
plans. 

·• EFFECTIVE DATE These regulations are
� effective June 20. 1985.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTAC"r. 

··Emily C. Martin. Acting Director, State
· Relations and Assistance Division.
: O�JDP. 633 Indiana Avenue. NVV .. Room
·. 7613, Washington. D.C. Z0531: telephone

202/724--5921.
'. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Statutory Amendments

The statutory changes instituted by 
the new legislation include new 
_programmatic emphasis on programs for 
juveniles, including those processed in 
the criminal justice system. who have 
committed serious crimes, programs 
which seek to facilitate the coordination· 

· of services between the juvenile and 
criminal justice systems, education and 
special education programs. 
involvement of parents and other family 

members in addressing the delinquency 
related problems of juveniles. drug and 
alcohol abuse programs. law-related 
education. and approaches designed to 
strengthen and maintain the family units 
of delinquent and other troubled youth. 
The regulation implements significant 
statutory changes related to the jail 

. removal requirement. including a change 
in the statutory exception and an 

· extension of the date for States to
achieve full compliance from December
a. 1987 to December 8. 1988. 

The regulation details procedures and
requirements for formula grant 
applications under the revised Act. 
Additional requirements for grant 
administration and fund accounting are 
set forth in the current edition of the 

/

0

Office of Justice Programs Financial and
) (. Administrative Guide for Grants, M 

7100.1. 

Objectives 

OJJDP has revised the regulation to 
accomplish three objectives: 

(1) Implement the 1984 Amendments
which affect the formula grant program; 

(2) Simplify the regulation. where
po�sible, in order to maximize State 
flexibility and reduce paperwork. while 
still providing appropriate Federal 
guidance, where necessary; and 

(3) Simplify and clarify the
requirements of section 223(a) (12), (13). 
(14), And (15) in a way that will permit 
States the widest possible latitude in 
meeting these objectives in a manner 
that is consistent with both Federal law 
and State law, priorities, and resources. 
Description of Major Statutory Chang� 
Family Programs 

The Act places increased emphasis on 
programs which seek to address the 
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problem of delinquency and its 
-

taken into custody for committing an act will undertake a periodic audit of eacli 

( ��\��;�:J��:;:���0

t�. ��
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g:�;A�a¼;ri;1�5°[¥ ����i\
1

:!if��::�!\��i

t

;!��i��;g.
C -eflect the role of the family in purposes of identification pracessing,..o� report. The initial step in this process is 

addressing problems of juvenile tr�r...to other facilities..{Se� to review the plans which States 
delinquency. The State must now § 31.303(f)(5)(iv) (G) and (HJ). develop to monitor for compliance. 
provide an assurance that consideration Section Z23(c) of the JJDP Act was Discussion of Comments ·and assistance will be given to programs amended to allow States three
designed to strengthen and maintain the additional years to achieve full .. A proposed regulation was published 
family unit to prevent delinquency. · , · · compliance with the jail removaL in the Federal Regi:;ter on February 13, 

requirement if the State achjeyes a . 1985 for public commenL Written Deinstitutionalization 

The 1984 Amendments defined "valid 
court order" in section 103(16) .. This 
definition has been incorporated in the 
regulation but. consistent with. 
Congressional intent. it does not 
necessitate any change in § 31.303(f)(3) 
of the regulation. 
Jail Removal 

Section ZZ3(a)(14) was amended to 
provide additional clarification and 
flexibility for the States in complying 
with the objectives of removing 
juveniles from adult jails and lockups. 
The Act was amended to provide an 
expliciL limited exception. The -

regulation (§ 31.303 4 arallels the 
statute exce lion, e t six 
con itions w · ust be met hei.ate.JL. 
juvenile can be detained in an adult ·ail 

e are: 1 · · e must be 
· accuse of a e· 

e juvenile is a.waiting an initial court 
g_p�ar�(3}_t.he State in which the 
juvemleis detained haUJ.l enforce.ab.Ii.. 

mmunum 75 ercent reduction in comments from some 28 national, 
num er o juveni es el m a  ·an regional. and local organizations and 

. an o ups an ma ·es an unequivocal individuals were received. All 
�omnutment to achieYIDg full . comments have been considered by the 
compliance within the additional three OJJDP in the issuance of a final 
�ar penoct thus, full compliance must *regulation. A majority of the 
b�em.a.n.s�....19Jll!.: respondents commented favorably upon 

The regulation establishes, for the first the regulation. · 
time, criteria which will be applied by The following is a summary of the 
OJJDP in determining whether a State substantive comments and the response 
h�s _a�eved �l com�liance,_ V:ith de by OJJDP. 
IIllill.lilts !!Xceptions, with the Jail 1 Comment: One State raised a 
remov:al requiremenL �tales r�questing co�cern over the relationship between 
a !��g of full_comphance Wlth _de the State agency head. who is by law nun.mus excep�ons should subnut the . 

responsible for carrying out the agency's request at the tune the annual functions and the supervisory board. monitoring report is s�bmitted _ or as The conc�rn was whether the agency soon_ thereafter as all _inf�rm�tion head would be required, under the req�ed for a ��tennmatw_n _is . regulation. to "divest his authority and av:a1l�ble. Additional de �s. responsibility" in violation of State law. cntena, based on the model on�nally 
Response: OJJDP has not been d�velope� t? °;leasure �ll co�plianc� presented with a State law that would Wlth de nurum1s_ exceptions Wlth section preclude the type of broad policy Z23( a)(lZ)(A), Wlll be_ develop�d by establishment. review and approval role OJJDP after su�stantial compliance data that the JJDP Act and implementing 

· State !aw requiring_an initial court

� 

aiearance witbio 24 hours after bein_g· t en into custody, excluding S�.ay..a,.Jtt Sundays and ho.liday_s;J1lthe...ate.a.ia..
� o_y_tside a Metropolitan Statis.ticitl.Area:

(Slno exiiling.accepiahl.ELaltemative is
available- and (.e.µhe..jail..m:..lodciiiC:
provides sight and sound separa.tfo11-
between JJJYenils.and adult offenders.

have be�n r7ce1"'.ed from _the St�tes. . regulations contemplate for the State These cntena �ll est�blish a VI?lation agency supervisory board. Such a law rat: per �00,000 1uv:enile popul�ti.on_ would ·eopardize a State's elimbility to which Wlll be considered de m1mm1s, . . 
1 

. th f ul 
0• 

th b "di St t ·th dditi" 1 participate m e orm a grant program.· ere y provi ng a es w1 a ona . 
b d · f flexibility. Determinations of full 9 The super:v1sory oar =eqmrement o 

The statutory amendment and th7
implementing regulation should be 
viewed as an attempt.to assist States,
particularly those with large rural areas,
in complying with the jail removal
requirement, while at the same time·. providing for both the protection of the
public and the safety of-those juveniles
who require ·temporary placement in 
secure confinement. 

Two other exceptions to the jail 
removal requirement serve this 

. oojective. The first excepts juy_eniles 
who are under criminal court 
jurisdictjon...i.eJy.hece a hwmile has 
been waived. transferred. or is subject 
:.n..original..usive cri mi� 
jlJtisdiction based on agt.._a

5
td of�ense

I" Tations established b ate aw and 
felo ha ave en 1 e el! 

31.30 e)(Z)). Jhe secona excepMn.. 
prov1 es that a juvenile arrested or 

compliance, with de minimis exceptions, (. the statute: unplemented m § 31.l_�Z of
with section ZZ3(a](l4) would then be �e regulation. reflects a congressional
made annually by OIJDP and individual 1 1ud&m:ent that the !ormula grant . 
States required to show pro�ess toward planrung and funding p�ocess Wlll be 
achieving a 100 per cent reduction in. 1m�roved by the est .ablishm�nt of a . 
order to maintain eligibility for funding. po(icy_ b_oard r:flecting �e diverse VIews 

Audit of State Monitoring Systems 

Section 204(b )(7) of the JlDP Act 
requires the OJJD.P Administrator to 
provide for the auditing of State 
monitoring systems required under 
section Z23(a)(15) of the AcL The State 

_plan for monitoring compliance with 
sections ZZ3(a) (12), (13) and (14) is a 
·part of each State's three year plan. The
monitoring plan requirements
(§ 31.303(f)(1)) have been clarified to
ensure that States establish a
-comp�to�liut;L'ld to
enafile OJJDP to review the plan for 
adequacy. The regulation does not 
expand the requirements for monitoring,
rather it clarjfie:i what cornw.tntes an
adequate system in order to assist the
S�tes m their m9Jlitariog efforts, OJ.lDE..

of mdividuals mvolved m the law 
enforcement. criminal and juvenile 
justice systems. 

Consequently, final decisionmaking 
authority on :w,ch maUern as· plan_ 

· priorit1�...and-cielection of
�g_cl_l:£'.cipien� 
iii a State agency head...Such decisions 
of nece;;ity involve inlerplay between 
and joint action by the policy board and 
agency staff. Both the policy board and 
the agency are bound by laws, 
regulations, by-laws, and executive 
orders. Where the policy board� 
h�e.Stata..agencV cannot agree 
on some matteLOf..policy, generally tne 
policy bciard..lill1ll.LP-J:eyail. However, the 
Governor, as th"e State's Chief .-_{>,, · 
l'::xecutive. and to the extent he or she � 
reserves the power to resolve any intr3-
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agency conflicts or to determine major 
po Ii �es.-would-be--the-ti-nai 
d�ionmaker, _ 

2. Comment: The submission of a
State's formula grant application :;hould 
6"e al!owed as late as 90 days 
subsequent to the start of..th�eral
fiscai-;,e&Nlr.rt"Such date as mutually 
agreed to by the State and OJJDP. 

Response: Section 31.3 of the 
regulation "encourages" States to 
submit their applicaiion 60 days prior to 
the beginning of the fiscal year. This 
would allow sufficient time for 
application review and award at the 
beginning of the fiscal year for which 
the funds are appropriated. I!J..s OJJDP 
policy that a State's formuia grant 
iillocation remain available for 
obligation until the end of the fiscal year 
of appropriatjon unlP� 
officially notifi.es QJJDP that it does.not.
intend ta apf»Y for a formula grant-
award. Thus. flexibility exists for a State 
and OIJDP to mutually agree upon a 
date for application submission ranging 
from 60 days prior to the start of the 
fiscal year through the end of the fiscal 
year .of appropriation. 

3. Comment· OJJDP should pro..,;de the
Formula Grant Application Kit, 
containing information and instructions 
'for application preparation. to States no 
later than June 1st of each year. 

Response: OJJDP intends to develop 
and disseminate an updated fiscal year 
1985 Application Kit as soon as the final 
formula grant regulation is published. 
For those States whose fiscal year 1985 
plan has already been submitted, 
separate instructions for supplementing 
the FY 1985 multi-year plan to meet any 
new or modified requirements imposed· 
by the final regulation will also be 
issued. The fiscal year 1986 Application 
Kit will be available by July 15. 1985 and 
the fiscal year 1987 Kit by June 1, 1986 
[See § 31.3). 

4. Comment: Language should be
added to the regulation which indicates 
OJJDP will notify the States of their 
formula grant allocation within 30 days
after the fiscal year appropriation 
measure has been enacted. 

Response: Section 31.301(a) has been 
modified by add.in� language specifying 
that OJIOP will notify States of the 
respective allocation within 30 days 
after the annual appropriation bill 
becomP.s law. 

5. Comment Several commentators
expressed concern over OJJDP's 
explanation of how nonparticipating 
Slate funds are reallocated and 
awarded. These concerns revolve 
around the identitv of the Funds unon 
reallocation (form ii.la or discretionary}. 
their use (authorized pnrpose or 
purposes), and eligibility (State, local 

public and private agencies in the 
�onparticipating State. or States in foll 
compliance with section 223(a) (12l(A), 
and (13)). Some confusion may have 
resulted from a Federal Register printing 
error which was later corrected (47 FR 
9679, March 11. 1985). 

Response: Although OJJDP sees no 
need to modify§ 31.301(e) of the 
regulation, a brief clarification should 
suffice to alleviate the concerns raised. 

OJJDP has treated reallocated formula 
grant funds as if they were discretionary 
funds since the 1980 Amendments 
established the current section 223(dl 
reallocation formula. This is because 
section 221 limits formula grant awards 
to "States and units of general local 
government or combinations thereof' 
while section 2.:!3( d} provides that 
reallocated formula grar.t funds may be 
awarded to "local public and private 
nonprofit agencies", a separate and 
disti_nct group of eligible receipients. 
However, OJJDP considers these funds 
to be subject to the following section 
223(dJ (rather than section 224) fund use 
limitations: 

(1) The OJJDP Administrator must
endeavor to make a State's reallocated 
funds available within that 
nonparticipating State: 

(2) Funds are available. only to local
public and private nonprofit agencies: 
and 

(3) Fund use is limited to carrying out
the purposes of deinstitutionalization. 
separation. and jail removal 

In all other respects. however, OJJDP 
considers the award of these funds to be 
in the nature of discretionary awards 
under the Special Emphasis Program 
and. consequently, subject to the 
requirements of sections 225-229. 

It is only after OJJDP has endeavored 
to make the reallocated funds available 
in the nonparticipating State that the 
Administrator can make the remainder 
(if any) of these fonds available, on an 
eouitable basis, to States in full 
compliance with sections 233(a)(12)(A) 
and 233(al(13). 

6. Comment The State advisory group
composition provision (§ 31.302(b)(2)) 
does not list all the membership and 
other statutory requirer:1ents related to 
Slate ad\isory group composition. 

Response: O)JDP sees no need for the 
regulation to repeat all of _the statutory 
advisory group composition 
requirements. However.§ 31.302(b}(l) 
specifies that the ad\;sory group must 
meet all of the section 223(a)(3) statutory 
requirements. These requirements will 
be specified in detail in the Formula 
Grant Application Kil Section 
31.302(b)(2), on the other band, merely 
suggests that the Governor consider 
appointing representatives of areas and 

interests that OJJDP believes to be 
underrepresented on State advisory 
groups generally and important to a 
balanced perspective on juvenile justice 
policy and funding priorities. In 
addition. these individuals can provide a 
valuable contribution in assessing the 
programs marketed through O]JDP"s 
State Relations and Assistance Division. 
Several minor clarifying changes have 
been made to the § 31.30Z(b)(2) 
language. 

7. Comment The permissive language
of the § 31.303(b) serious juvenile 
offender emphasis provision was 
endorsed by one commentator because 
it provides needed discretion to States. 
Another commentator suggested 
removal of the "minimum" of 30% 
language because it interferes with Slate 
discretion. 

Response: The provision encouraging 
States to allocate a minimum of 30% of 
their formula grant award to serious and 
violent juvenile offende.t programs was.

placed in the formula grant regulation in 
1981 as a result of the 1980 
Amendment's emphasis on serious and 
violent juvenile crime. Under this 
provision, the Office has simply 
"encoura6ed" the allocation of a 
minimum of 20% funding for serious and 
violent juvenile offender programs in 
Stales which have identified this as a 
priority program area. OJJDP sees no 
need to impliedly limit funding to a 30% 
level. particularly because as States 
come into compliance with the 
requirements of section 233(a) (12) to 
(14), additional formula grant funds will 
be available for other priority program 
needs. Therefore. in the final regulation, 
States are encouraged to provide a level. 
of funding for serious and violent 
juvenile offender programs that is both 
adequate and sufficient to meet the level 
of need for such programs that has been 
identified through the State planning 
process. 

OJJDP will continue to assist States in 
meeting their identified needs.in the 
area as serious arid violent juvenile 
offender programs through the provision 
of technical assistance, training, and 
Special Emphasis pro�mming_unde 
secti 4(a)(S);----

8. Comment: When OJJDP added the
term "felony" in§ 31.303(e)(2) it closed 
an unintended loophole whereby 
juvenile traffic offenders and violators 
of other misdemeanor laws could be 
inappropriately jailed. Limiting this 
exception to ··felony" violations is more 
restrictive and may increase the number 
of compliance violations, thereby 
creating a problem in measuring 
progress with section Z23(al(14) of the 
JJDP Act. Thus OJJDP should allow 
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· on the same grounds or in the same
buildmg as an adult jail or lockup. If
:rlroiild also be noted that to date. no
State has fornially requested OUDP 
approval of a State's detennination of a
separate iuvecile �il� 
tgm,s and conditions of the ;ioHcy 

OjJDP has learned that several
counties are considering new jail 
construction or the expansion or 
renovation of existing jails to provide
"enhanced separation" for the juvenile 
area or section of the facility. 

OJJDP does not view this as a positive
development because it: (1) Stiiles 
consideration of the many viable 
alternatives to the use of adult jails and
lockups which are available to States, 

i, • ..._.,......,Uo<J.._...._ ,,..,,-.i.....i.����!-1 counties, and local governments: (2) may
ch e lead to increased isolation of juveniles 

9. Com::ient: The establishment. in in secu:e facilities: (3) may lead to a 
� 31.:J03(e)(3), of the four criteria to be failure to provide needed programs and 
used in determic.ing ·.-.·hether or not a services; and (4) is clearly not 
facility jn wrJc!:i. juveniles are detained · responsive to the thrust of the removal 
or confined is an adult jail or lockup, in mandate. 
circumstances where juvenile and adult OJJDP's primary objective in 
facilities are located in the same establishing the policy in the .fintt 
building or on the same grounds, was in:;tance was to permit existing juvenile 
the st1biectof several comments which facilities to continue to operate in 
made the following points: cirC'.unstances where they are, in fact. 

(1) The criteria should mandate the separate from an adult jail or lockup.
provision of programs and services While it is possible that new facilities 
appropriate to the needs of incarcerated could come into existence that meet the 
juveniles as determined by law and four minimum requirements to establish 
professional standards of practice; and that two separate facilities exist. the 

(2) The proposed regulation permits mere provision of "enhanced
"enhanced separation" in lieu of separation" of juveniles and adults 
complete removal as intended by within an existing facility will not serve 
Congress. Io qualify as a. seoarate_ to meet the minimum requirements. 
facil' a lace of ·uvenile etentioo Qt Consequently, P will onl exem 
confinement sho a s ..common--.: facilities · meet eac of the 
w.a.iLoLco:nmon roof ;.ri1.h an adulLjaU_ our criteria re uired to t in ordet 
oF-loeki.10,---.. to esta sn acility separateness. For 

Response: OJJDP believes it is beyond thls purpose, the regulation continues to 
the office's statutory authority to provide for an initial State 
prescribe the level of programs and determination that a particular facility 
services which must be provided in meets the four criteria, submission to 
State juvenile facilities. These matters orJDP of documentation establishing 
are best left to State law and regulation that the requirements are met for the 
and State and Federal judicial particular facility, and OJJDP 
determination. While OJJDP recognizes· concurrence or nonconcurrence with the 
that these are important issues. the JJDP State determination. 
Act mandates provide only the OJJDP will make staff and technical 
framework within which States can · assistance resources available to States · 
continue to evolve a more efficient and to ensure that the full range of 
effective juvenile justice system. alternatives to the use of adult jails and 

OJJOP intended the policy statement lockups is considered by those 
to be used only as a method to classify jurisdictions which will need to modify 
facilities as either adult jails and their existing practices in order for the 
lockt.:ps or as separate juvenile State to meet the applicable statutory 
detention facilities. It was .never deadlines for compliance with the jail 
intended to be used as a guide to removal requirement. 
planning for or establishing "enhanced 10. Comment: The designated State
separation" of juvenile and adult agencies established pursuant to section 
offenders in lieu of jail removal OJJDP 223(a)(l) of the JJOP _l\ct should have 
had determined that it is entirely input into the design of the auditing 
aopropnate to provide llexibihty to · methodology which OJJDP undertakes 
Slates in those situations where a trul�pursuant to section 204(b)(7) of the Act 
separate facility for juveniles is located and any OJJDP audit activity should be .. 

conducted in coordination with State 
agency ju·,enile justice staff. 

Response: OJJDP intends to involve 
the designated State agency juvenile 
justice staff in both the methodology 
development and actual conduct of any 
on-site audits of State monitoring 
systems (see § 31.303(!)). 
. 11. Comment: O)JDP should 
reconsider the regulation requiring the 
monitoring of nonsecure facilities. The 
requirement to identify. classify, and 
inspect all facilities could be difficult 
given limited staff, the excessive amount 
of work involved. and the fact that 
complian.ce· monitoring should focus or . 
secure facilities. Also, because other 
State agencies oversee many of these 
facilities, the regulation would require a 
duplication of existing efforts. 

Response: Section 223(a)(15) of the 
UDP Act expressly requires Statesl<i: 
monitor jails. detention facilities,. 
cpcrectionallacilitias.and-J1onsecm-e.
focilitie & Thus, § 31.303(f)(l)fi) of the __ 
regulation reflects a statutory 
requirement which OJJDP cannot waive 
or delete by ;egulation.. To enable a 
State to determine which facilities fall 
under the purview of section 223(a) (12), 
(13) and (14)_. all facilities which may
hold juveniles must be identified and 
classified. OrJy those facilities 
classified as secure detention tacilitie� 

.

s_ecure correctiamd facilities, adult iails, 
or adult lock-u�s f�Hn.d�atl_
@ection andatecifica tioD._ 
monitoring requirements. Once a facility 
is classified as nnnsecure, the State does:-A 
not necessarily have to reinspect the ·y 
facility annually, but should have 

• 

actequate procedures to ensure its 
classification as a nonsecure facility 
remains accurate. Classification review 
should occur at least every two years. 
The regulation does not require the State 
agency designated pursuant to section 
223(a)(l) of the JJDP Act to perform all 
monitoring tasks. If other agencies have 
monitoring responsibilities, the 
designated State agency can utilize their 
information. The regulation requires a 
description of the monitoring activities 
and identification of the specific agency 
responsible for each task. Also, fonnula 
Siant funds, other than the 7½ a owed 
for admimstrahve c uant to 
section 222 c , ma be 
a�ociated wi implementing the 
morutonng requirement of :iectino._ 
223(a](15}. 

12. Comment: (1) The valid court order
regulation (Section 31.303(f)(3)), allowing 
secure detention of a juvenile who is 
alleged to have violated a valid court 
order, provides too much latitude to 
States. The regulation should clarify that 
there must be "reasonable grounds" or 
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''probable cause" before securely population density areas" and which fail removal requirement, the House 
detaining a juvenile who has allegedly to demonstrate substantial compljance�Committee on Education and Labor
violated a valid court order. (2) The solely �ecause the current d�ta reflects:,7J stated, in its Committee Report on the 
regulation does not require that the 

�
-e mes:h�tutoa. exc�12tion tor non 1980 Amendments, that it would be 

court order be entered after the MSJ\areas, will he3,JID?1tte,d to J?�clifi Eermissible for OITDP to per.nit States tea 
. provision of ail due process. If the ei.r current dat? bY. u:nog tne ongmal exclude, for monitorinuJ.!r2oses. those 
juvenile is not provided with right to statutory exce_ t1on, upon re uest juveniles alleged to havemmmjtted an:counsel at the initial proceeding when no a act which would be a Gtim.e.,j( commill� the order is entered, then it is not § 31 .303 4 ).

.. . .. . by an a·dult (criminal.:!:ype offenders}constitutionally "valid." (3) The 15. Commef!t: The word certify 1.11 and who m..lw_� regulation should prohibit the detention §.31.303(f)(�)(1v) sh?uld be removed and lg_c;ls_u: for U? to sixholll'=Thl� ;tix-hour _ Aof juveniles for allegedly violating a �e re�ati�n r�qwre only that a periog_ woulq be limiJ.e.d..tnlh.e..._ 
• 

V valid court order until a formal judicial dete�ation has bee_n made that �e temporary holdin in an adult jail or detennination (adjudication) has been adult 1a1l or lockup provtdes for the sight I k b- 1. fc th ·ri· made that Such Vl·olati'on occurred. d 
. 

d ti f . ·1 d oc up v po iceor __ e spec1 ic 12uroosean soun separa on o 1uveru es an { · d r fi ti · d Response: OJJDP considered the legal incarcerated adults. 0 1 en 1 ica on. processing. a_n 
and constitutional issues raised by these Respo,,se: The use of the term �ns�er to Juvenile court _officig�S-�r to
commentators in developing the existing "certify" was intentionaily included to 1uverule sheit�� or det�ntlon_ facil�ti�s. 
valid court order regulation. This require that specific action be taken. Any su;h holrung of a J�v�mle cnmmal-
development procesa included hearings both by the State and the facility �e of.end_e� must �e !united to the
held at two sites and the receipt. review administration, to ensure the facility aosolute mi�unUJ? time necessary to. 
and analysis of many written comments. provides for sight and sound separation complete �s ·action, not to �xceed six 
The final regulation was published on · of juveniles and incarcerated adults. ho'l.!l's, and 1.11 no case overru�t. �ven 
August 16, 1982 (47 FR 35686). Since that Through a certification 12rocess, the where such a temporary holding 1s 
time. OJJDP has been presented with no faci1i would have to document 1£ • i?errrutted. the section 223(a)(13) :· 
allegations·or documentation of abuse in provi es or o se aration and visua separation requirement would 012erate 
the application and/or implementation. s · e accomplished to prohibit the accused juvenile :J_ 
of the regulation. Consequently, OJJDP bt,by the jail administration stating m criminal-type offender from being.in_ P<·
sees no-basis to consider modification ttl"�wril!ng that these re0uirements ar: met siht or sound contact with an a u1.t. 
this section of the regulation. ruiil a.gi:elli)g to notify the St:tt!! il!.he, o fender durin ·ef holdin eriod. 

13. Comment: The statutory exception fa_glity js unable or fails to mainla. n er no circumstances does the 
which permits States to jail juveniles in re.quired )e�e) of separation and allowance of a six-hour "grace period" 
non-MSA areas for up to 21 hours, supervision. applicable to juvenile criminal-type 
provided they are sight and sound 16. Comment: The regulation offenders permit a juvenile status 
separated from.adults, gives rise to the requirement of "at least 8 months of if-a� or nonoffender be detained. 
very isolation problems, such as data" for the annual monitoring report even temporarily, in an m u 1a1 or 
increased suicides. which motivated will create problems with data lockup under section 223(a)(14). In 
Congress to require complete jail collection and monitoring because of the monitoring·_for compliance with section 
removal in the first place. Consequently, lack of both staff and resources. 223(a)(!4), section 31.303(f)(5)(iv) of the 
the regulation requiring sight and sound Response: OJJDP will provide regulation requires States to report the 
separation under the 24 hour non-MSA assistance and guidance to those States number of juvenile criminal-type . 
exception should be strengthened to which will need to expand the length of offenders held in adult jails and lockups 
ensure that no youth is placed in a their reporting period to comply with in excess of six hours. However, it 
situation ·where he or she is placed in § 31.303(£)(5). With regard to costs should be noted that _the six hours does "de facto" solitary confinement because associated with accomplishing the · 1 d · · 1 d Of the desire to achieve separation from - monitoring requirement. see Comment �'-�-::

8 time mvo ve in transporting
a 1uvenil� to or frmn..an-ad1:1Jt.fail-i,r---adult offenders. · 11. lockup. 

Response: Congress established the 17. Comment: The six-hour "grace _:��-�----=:----:--:
six specific requirements for this· period" for detaining juveniles in adult 18· Comment The revised definition of 
exception. However,. OJJDP agrees with jails or lockups is extremely difficult to the term "secure" in § .31.304(b), which 
the thrust of this comment. rationalize and justify and a less . clarified that "staff secure" facilities are 
Consequently, language has been added restrictive limit would allow the outside the scope of the statutory 
to§ 31.303(£)(4), which implements the freedom to determine more accurately definition. was the subject of several 
non-MSA statutory exception provision. the needs of a juvenile. Does the six- comments. Some commentators found 
to strongly recommend the provision of · ho1t.r provisi_on preclude placing a the clarification helpful, recognizing the 

· ·continuous visual supervision for those juvenile in a jail late at night and need to provide for the safety and 
juveniles held up to 24 hours in an adult . releasing him or her the next morning? protection of all juveniles in appropriate 
jail or lockup, pursuant to the exception. The six-hour grace period should be circumstances through therapeutic 
during the period of their incarceration. · extended to 10, 12. or 24 hoµrs because intervention. However. a number of 

14. Comment: States have not in some remote areas it is impossible to others felt that better def1.11itions of 
collected data which parallels the new travel the distance necessary, related terms such as "limited", 
jail removal exception. Thus, for States particularly in foul weather, to pick up a "reasonable" and "for their own 
demonstrating a good-faith effort in the youth within six hours. protection and safety" .required further 
area of jail removal monitoring, Response: It is Congress' finding that study, particularly in view of the due 
appropriate flexibility by OJJDP is juvenile offenders and nonoffenders process and liberty interest implications 
needed. should not be placed in an adult jail or of the staff secure concept. a perceivca 

Response: States which established. · lockup for any period of time. However, potential for abuse. and tha need to
baseline jail removal data using the for the purpose of monitoring and identify effective staff secure programs 
original statutory exception for "low_ reporting compliance with the jail in order to properly define the concept. 
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Re9ponse: OJJDP found these 
comments helpful. The use of the word 
"secure" in "staff secure" in the draft 
regulation apparently caused some 
confusion. Perhaps "staff restrictive" 

�t of Subjects in Z3 CFR Part 31

Gra.at programs, Juvenile delinquency. 
Accordingly, 28 CFR Part 31 is revised 

to read as follows: 
would have been a better descriptor. In PART J1-FORMULA GRANTS any event. OJJDP has eliminated the use 
of the term "staff secure" in the hnal 
�latrcin.However, the office will 
continue to work wtlh individuals ana 
o�tions in the field �f juvenile
justice to define this conce�t in the
context of effective progra s that use 

Subpart A-General Provisions 

Sec. 
31.1 
31.2 
31.3 

General. 
Statutory authority. 
Submission date. 

staff control tecooiq11es, which include Subpart B-fllgible Applicants 

proced11res oc met.hods other than the 31.1oo Eligibility. 
use of cons!.IJictioll fix.tme:J, that ma� 

31.101 Designation of State agency. 
physically restrict the movements a:a__ 

31.102 State agency structure. 
31.103 Membership of supervisory board. ac_!!vjties ofjndividual faci!ity rasid.enl;t._ 

The objective is to insure that juveniles Subpart C--General Requln!ments 
will remain in residential facilities to 31..:00 General. 
receive the care and treatment that is 31.201 AudiL 
necessary to carry out the juvenile or 31.202 Ch-il right,. 
family court cu.stody order, 31.:oJ Open meetings and public access to 

The J�P Act defines the terms · recortla. 
"secure eteation faciltfy and secure . Subpart 0-Juvenlle Just!� Act 
co�ty;· tn s&Uons 103 {12), � Requiremena 
and (13¾ 1a t con ext. e terms are 31.:lOO General.
expre:is y e ed to include on1y those .. 31.:lOl Funding. 
public or pnvate r�:iidentta.lt(<;Jlities 31.::0: Applicant State agency. 
which "include(s) constrnc.tion..lixrure.s__ 31.:l03 Substantive requirements. 
des!@ed to physicall met the 31..::o4 Definition&. 
moJ£emen __ :vi-ties-ofiu-veniles_ Subpart E-General Condltlona and 

. :TEe plain meaning of ' s AasurnllC1ls 
statutory la.aguage is that facility 31.-100 Compliance with statute. . features other than "construction 31.401 Compliance with other Federal laws, 
fixtures", such as the use of staff to ortlers. circulars. 
restrict physically or procedurally the 31.402 Application on file. 
movements and activities of juveniles. 31.403 Non-discrimination. 
are not witrun the scope of the Authority. Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
definition. Prevention Act of 1974, as amended. (42 

ecutive Order 1ZZ91 
This announcement does aot 

constitute a "major" rule as defined by 
Executive Order 12291 because it does 
not result in: (a) An effect on the 
economy of SlOO million or more, (b) a 
major increase in any costs or prices, or 
(c) adverse effects on competition.
employment. investment. productivity,
or innovation among American
enterprises.
Regulatory Flexibility Act 

This final rule does not have 
"significant" economic impact on a 
substantial nwnber of small "entities", 
as defined by the Regulatory Flexibility 
Act (Pub. L. 96-354). 
Paperwork Reduction Act 

The collection of information 
requirements for compliance monitoring 
contained in this regulation have been 
approved by the Office of Management 
and Budget (Data Collection ==-1.121-
0089, expiration date Ju_ne 30. 1986) 
under the Paperwork Reduction Act. 44 
ll.S.C. 3504(h).

U.S.C. 5601 et seq.) 
Subpart A-General Provisions

§ 31.1 General 
This part defines eligibility and sets

forth requirements for application for 
and administration of formula grants to 
State governments authorized by Part B. 
Subpart L of the Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention Act. 

§ 31.2 Statutorf authority.
The Statute establishing the Office of

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention and giving authority to make 
grants for juvenile justice and 
delinquency prevention improvement 
programs is the f u,·enile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. as 
amended (4;? U.S.C. 5601 et seq.). 
§ 31.3 Submission data. 

Formula Grant Applications for each
of Fiscal Year should be submitted to 
OJJDP by August 1st (60 days prior to 
the beginning of the fiscal year) or 
within 60 days after the States are 
officially notified of the fiscal year 
fonnula grant allocations. 

Subpart 8-�ligible Applicants 

§ 31. �00 Eligibility. 

All States as defined by section 103(7)
of the JJDP Act. 
§ 31.101 Designation of State agency. 

The Chief Executive of each State
which chooses to apply for a formula 
grant shall establish or designate a State 
agency as the soie agency for 
supervising the preparation and 
administration of the plan. The plan 
must demonstrate compliance with 
administrative and supervisory board 
membership requirements established 
by the OJJDP Administrator pursuant to 
Sectio c the D c irtffi----

st have available for reV1ew a copy of 
the State law or executive order 
establishing the State agency and its 
authori 
§ 31.102 State agency structure. 

The State agency may be a discrete-
unit of State government or a division or 
other component of an existing State 
crime commission. planning agency or 
other appropriate unit of State 
government. Details of organization and 
strJcture are matters of Slate discretion. 
provided that the agency: (a) Is a 
definable entity ia the executive branch 
with the requisite authority to carry out 
the responsibilities imposed by the fJDP 
Act: (bl has a supervisory board (i.e .. a 
board of directol"S, commission, 
committee, council. or other policy 
board) which has responsibility for 
supervising the preparation and 
administration of the plan and its 
implementation: and (cl has sufficient 
staff and staff capability· to carry out the_ 
board's policies and the a.&_enc:{s dutlJ!s__ 
and responsibilities to adminj$jer the_ 
prog:i-am. develop the plan, process 
app1t

. 
ca hons. administer grants awarde

�, unaer the plan. mom tor and evalua!� � . · 
programs and projects prnvidl!......_ -

a"dirunis tra tion/suµpor-t-sewi�s.-and--
�rf rm sucb accountability functions as 
ar�.r.essacy to the.adminis.tra1i2!!..£f 
F.ederalfunds. such as g.can.Lci� 
and.aitdit of sliligi:anLancLcom,-aci-
fun<lL..s-. -------

§ 31.103 Membership of Supervisory
Board.

The State advisory group appointed 
under section 223(a)(3) may operate as 
the supervisory board for the State 
agency, at the discr�tion of the 
Governor. Where. however, a State has 
continuously maintained a broad-based 
law enforcement and criminal justice 
supervisory board (council) meeting all 
the requirements of section 40Z(b)(Z) of 
the Justice System Improvement Act of 
1979, and wishes to maintain such a 
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board, such composition shall continue
to be acceptable provided that the
board's membership includes the 
chairman and at least two additional 
citizen members of the State advisory 

oup. For purposes of this requirement
a citizen member is defined as any .
person who is not a full-time 
government employee or elected official
Any executive committee of such a 
board must include the same proportion
of juvenile justice advisory gr_oup ·
members as are induded in the total 
board membership. Any other proposed
supervisory board membership is 
subject to case by case review and· 
approval of the OJJDP Administrator
and will require, at a minimum. 
"balanced representation" of juvenile ·
justice interests.

Subpart C-General Requirements 

§ 31.200 �neraL 

This subpart sets forth general 
requirements applicable to formula 
grant recipients under the JJDP Act of
1974, as amended. Applicants must 
assure compliance or submit necessary
information on these requirements.
§ 31.201 Audit. 

The State must assure that it adheres 
to the audit requirements enumerated in 
the "Financial and Administrative Guide
for Grants", Guideline Manual 7100.1
(current edition). Chapter 8 of the 
Manual contains a comprehensive
statement of audit policies and
requirements relative to grantees and
subgrantees.

31.202 Civil rights. 

(a) To carry out the State's Federal
civil rights responsibilities the plan 
must: 

(1) Designate a civil rights contact 
person who bas lead responsibility in 
insuring that all applicable civil rights
requirements, assurances, and 
conditions are met and who shall act as
liaison in all civil rights matters with 
OJJDP and the OJP Office of Civil Rights
Compliance (OCRC); and· 
. . (2) Provide the Council's Equal 
Employment Opportunity Program 
(EEOP). if required to maintain one 
under 28 CFR 42.301, et seq., where the
application is for S500.000 or more. 

(b) The application must provide
assurance that the State will: 

(1) Require that every applica:1t
required to formulate an EEOP in 
accordance with 28 CFR 42.ZOl et seq., 
submit a certification to the State that it 
has a current EEOP on file, which meets
the requirement therein; 

(Z) Require that every criminal or 
juvenile justice agency applying for a

grant of $500,000 or more submit a copy
of its EEOP (if required to maintain one 
under 28 CFR 42.301. et seq.) to OCRC at
the time it submits its application to the
State; 

· (3) Inform the public and subgrantees
of affected persons' rights to file a 
complaint of discrimination with OCRC
for investigation; 

(4) Cooperate with OCRC during
compliance reviews of recipients
located within the State; and 

(5) Comply, and that its subgrantees
and contractors will comply with the
requirement that, in the event that a 
Federal or State court or administrative
agency makes a finding of 
discrimination on the basis of race, 
color, religion. national origin, or sex 
(after a due process hearing) against a 
State or a subgrantee or contractor, the
affected recipient or contractor will 
forward a copy of the finding to OCRC.
§ 31.203 Open meetings and public acces.a 
tor� 

The State must assure that the State
agency and its supervisory board 
established pursuant to section 261(c)(l)
and the State advisory group 
established pursuant to section 223(al(3}
will follow applicable State open 
meeting and public access laws and 
regulations in the conduct of meetings 
and the maintenance of records relating
to their functions.

Subpart a-Juvenile Justice Act 
Requirements 

§ 31.300 General. 

This subpart sets forth specific JJDP
Act requirements for application and
receipt of formula grants.
§ 31.301 Funding. 

(a) Allocation to States. Each State
receives a base allotment of $225.000
except for the Virgin Islands; Guam, 
American Samoa, the Trust Territory of
the Pacific Islands and the 
Cominonwealth of the Northern Mariana
Islands where the base amount is 
$56,250. Funds are allocated among the
States on the basis of relative 
population under 18 years of age. OJJDP.

· will officially notify the-States and 
- territories of their respective allocation
within 30 days after the appropriation
bill for the applicable fiscal year
becomes law. 

(b) Funds for Local Use. At least two-
thirds of the formula ra cation t�
t e a e mus e used for ro rams b
loca ov ent, or 
a encies unless t e State a lies for and
is grante aw ·ver t e Office o
uvem e lustjce and Delinquencl/-

ffe"vention

(c) Match. Formula grants under the
JJDP Act shall be 100% of approved 
costs, ��-exceptio.9_of_planning...... 
�drtiliitstra:tioruun.dl!. which ce.q�
a 100% cash match (dollar for dollar1._ 
and construction P.J.Qjects funde.cLunde�
section 227(a) 2 which also !'LQ11il:e..a.
lQ!liLC_g_l!.._ m� 

(d) Funds for Administration. Not
more than 7.5% of the total annual 
formula grant award may be utilized to 
develop the annual juvenile justice plan
and pay for administrative expenses, 
including project monitoring evaluation.
These funds are to be matched on a 
dollar for dbllar basis. The State shall
make available needed funds for 
planning and administration to units of 
local government or combinations on an
equitable basis. Each annual application
must identify uses of such funds. 

(e) Nonparticipating States. Pursuant
to section 223(d}, the OJfDP 
Administrator shall endeavor to make 
the fund allotment under section 2..2.'.!(a),
of a State which chooses not to 
participate or loses its eligibility to 
participate in the formula grant program.
directly available to local public and 
private nonprofit agencies within the 
nonparticipating State. The funds may
be used only for the purpose(s) of 
ad1ieving deinstitutionalization of status
offenders and nonoffenders, separation
of juveniles from incarcerated adults, 
and/or removal of juvaniles from adult
jails and lockups. Absent the
demonstration of compelling 
circumstances justifying the reallocation
of formula grant funds back to the State
to which the funds were initially
allocated. or the pendency of 
administrative bearing proceedings
under section 223(d), formula grant 
funds will be reallocated on October 1
following the fiscal year for which the
funds were appropriated. Reallocated 
funds.will be competitively awarded to
eligible recipients pursuant to program 
announcements published in the Federal
Register.

- § 31.302 Applicant State agency. 

(a) Pursuant to section 223(a)(l).
section 223(a)(2) and section 261(c) of 
the JJDP Act. the State must assure that
the State agency approved under 
Section 261(c) has been designated as
the sole agency for supervising the 
preparation and administration of the 
plan and has the authority to implement
the plan. 

(b) Advisory Group. Pursuant to 
section 223(a)(3) of the JJDP Act, the
Chief Executive: 

(1) Shall establish an advisory group 
pursuant to section 223(al(3) of the JJDP
Act. The State sh�ll provide a list of all
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current advisorJ group members. 
indicating their respective dates of 
appointment and how each member 
meets the membership requirements 
specified in this section of the Act. 

(2) Should consider, in meeting the 
statutory membership requirements of 
section 223(a}(3) (A) to (E), appointing at 
least one member who represents each 
of the following: A law enforcement 
officer such as a police officer: a 
juvenile or family court judge: a 
probation officer; a corrections official� 
a prosecutor: a representative from an 
organization, such as a parents group, 
concerned with teenage drug and 
alcohol abuse: and a high school 
principal. 

(c) The State shall assure that it
complies with the Advisory Group 
Financial support requirement of section 
222(d) and the composition and function 
requirements of section 223(a)(3) of the 
JJDP Act. 

31.303 Substantive requirements. • 

(a) Ass-uronces. The State must certify 
through the provision of assurances that 
it has complied and w_ill comply (as 
appropriate) with section 223(a) (4). (5), 
(6), (7), (8)(C). (9), (10), (11), (16), (17), 
(1ft), (19). (20), and (21), and sections 22� 
and 261(d), in fot'IIlulating and 
implementing the State plan. The 
Formula Grant Application Kit can be 
used as a reference in providing these 
assurances. 

(b) Serious Juvenile Offender
Emphasis. Pursuant to sections 101(a](8) 
and 223(a)(10) of the JJDP Act. the Office 
encourages States that have identified 
serious and violent juvenile offenders as 
a priority problem to allocate formula 
grant funds to programs designed for 
serious and violent juvenile offenders at 
a level consistent with the extent of the 

problem as identified through the State 
planning process. Particular attention 
should be given to improving 
prosecution, sentencing procedures. 
providing resources necessary for 
informed dispositions. providing for 
effective rehabilitation. and facilitating 
the coordination of services between.the 

. . · juvenile j�stice and criminal justice 
systems. 

(c) Deinstitutionalization of Status
Offenders and Non-Offenders. Pursuant 
to section 223(al(12l(A) of the JJDP Act, 
the State shall: 

(1) Describe its plan, procedure, and 
timetable covering the three-year 
planning cycle. for assuring that the 
requirements of this section are met 
Refer to § 31.303(1)(3) for the rules 
related to the valid court order 
exception to this Act requirement. 

escr1 e the barriers the State 
faces in achieving full compliance wi 
the rovisions of this requirement. 

Mil-� ·b· · · r· ·1 t pro 1 1t or restrict waiver o JU Vent cs o

(3) For t ose a es a
achieved "substantial compliance". as 
outlined in section 223(c) of the Act, 
document the unequivocal commitment 
to achieving full compliance. 

(4) Those States which, based upon
the most recently submitted monitoring 
report. have_ been found to be in full 
compliance with section 223(a)(12)(A) 
may. in lieu of addressing paragraphs (c) 
(1), (2), and (3) of this section. provide 
an assurance that adequate plans and 
resources are available to maintain full 
compliance. 

(5) Submit the report required under 
section 223(a)(12l(B) of the Act as part 
of the annual monitoring report required 
by section 223(a)(15) of the Act. 

(d) Contact with Incarcerated Adults.
(1) Pursuant to section 223(a)(13) of the 

JJDP Act the State shall:
(i) Pescribe its plan and procedure.

covering the three-year planning cycle, 
for assuring that the requirements of this 
section are met. The term regular 
contact is defined as si ht and sound 

criminal court for prosecution. according 
to S!ate law. It does, however. preclude 
a State from administratively 
transferring a juvenile offender to an 
adult correctional authority or a transfer 
within a mixed juvenile and adult 
facility for placement with adult 
criminals either before or after a 
juvenjle reaches thA statutory age of 
majo,ty. It also precludes a State from 
transferring adult offenders to juvenile 
correctional authority for placement. 

(2) Implementation. The requirement
of this provision is to be planned and 
implemented immediately by each State 
in light of identified constraints on 
immediate implementation. Immediate 
compliance is required where no 
constraints exist. Where constraints 
exist, the designated date of compliance 
in the latest approved plan is the 
compliance deadline. Those States not 
in compliance must show annual 
progress toward achieving compliance 
until compliance is reached. 

(e) Removal of Juveniles From Adult
Jails and Lockups. Pursuant to 1:ection 
223(a)(14) of the JJDP Act, the State contac:t W1 1 a u shall: 4lc u mg inmate trustees. This (l) Describe its plan. procedure, andprohtbilton seeks as complete a- � timetable for assuring that requirementsseparatton as )')MSTbrn'1rndJrerrn7Ts-

� of this section will be met beginning more than haphazard or accidental after December 8, 1985. Refer to 
contact between uvemles and § 31_303(1)(4) to determine the regulatoryncarcera e ults. In addition, include exception to this requirement.a timeta le for compliance and justify 

(2) Describe the barriers which theany deviation from a previously State faces in removing all juveniles a 
(ii) ���

e

i
t
:�:ied instances wher from adult jails an? loc

f 
UJ2S, (fuS:::..., 

juvi,nile criminal-type offenders remain requirement exce ts on those 
confined in adult facilities or facilities in uvem es annal! waive or trgnili£r.ed 
which adults are confined. the State O cnmtna c urt an a ai �� 
must set forth the procedures for criminal felony charges have been fil 
assuring no regular sight and sound iuveru es over w om a cnmmal cour� 
contact between such juveniles and hjso-ngmal or concurrent Jurisdiction ::P 

ts. �nd such court'
fi=t

uns?�ctton h� . 
(iii) Describe the barriers which may tn\ioked-t-hreug he-f-1lm�-nal 

hinder the separation of alieged or felony �es._ ----
_ .

adjudicated criminal-type offenders
rfC 

�eten:nm� whe_ther or not a_
status offenders and non-offenders f fac111ty 10 w?1ch iuvem�e� are detained 
incarcerated adults in any particula o� confined ts an. adult 1a1� or lo_ckup. In
jail lockup detention or correctional circumstances wnere the 1uvemle ancr-
facility; 

· 
. adult_facilities are located in the same

(iv) Those States which, based upon biilldmg o'. on the sam� grounds: e_a�h ol 
the most recently submitted monitoring tne follo�rng four requirements 1mhally 
report. have been found to be in set �orth m the January:?· 1984 Federal 
compliance with section 223(a)(13) ma3/, �eg1ster (49 FR 2054-2000) _m_ust be m!tl, 
in lieu of addressing ·paragraphs (d) (i). m order to ensure the requ1�1!� 
(ii), and (iii) of this sectioIJ, provide an separateness of the two fac1ht1es. The 
assurance that adequate plans and requirements are: . . . resources are available to maintain (A) Total se arat1on between uvemle
compliance. and ad t acil-ity spatial areas sue 

(v) Assure that adjudicated offenders t � e no . o . are not reclassified administratively and accidental contact between uvemle a 
transferred to an adult (criminal) a µ rest e'l s in t e respe�. 
correctional authority to avoid the intent .fru:i[ilie,s_ 
of segregating adults and juveniles in (B) �ara_ti?�n a�l i:1venile aod
correctional facilities. This does not adult program act1v1t1es w1th10 the 
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�ies, including recreation. 
�ucahon. counseling, health care, 
dining, sleeping, and general living"' 

a _cJ.i..lli..tie� 
(CJ Separate juvenile and adult staff; 

· .... 1c1uamg management. security staff.>
and direct care staff such as recreation. 
education, and canoiu:.l.ing_,_Sp�Jiz-e5L 
services staffrSUcb....as cooks, 
bookkeepe. · a fessionals 

. who are not no contact Wl 
de ainees or whose infrequent� 
occur undeu:ondilions..of..sepacation-'1-f 
jull&liie-end-aduHs�n..serve both. 

(D) In States that have established 
State standarrls..oJ:.lli:en,sing__ 

• 

reguiremeru:i for...secure..jw,=ile._ 
�lo.o...fa.cili.ties, the juvenile facility_. 
meets the.lllamlil.td�..and is licensed ruL.... 
,wpcopriate--

(ii) The State must initially determine
that the four requirements are fully met. 
Upon such determination. the State must 
submit to OJJDP a request to concur 
with the State finding that a separate 
juvenile facility exists. To enable OJJDP 
to assess the separateness of the two 
facilities, sufficient documentation must 
accompany the request to demonstrate 
that each requirement is met. 

(4) For those States that have
achieved "substantial compliance" with 

. section 223(a)(14) as specified in section 
223(c) of the Act. document the 

! · unequivocal commitment to achieving
· ( ·ll compliance.

(5) Those States which, based upon
the most recently submitted monitoring 
report, have been found to be in full 
compliance with section 223(a)(14) may, 
in lieu of addressing paragraphs (e) (1),. 

. (2), and (4) of this Section. provide an 
assurance that adequate plans and 
resources are· available to maintain full 
compliance. 

(f) Monitoring of Jails. Detention
Facilities and Correctional Facilities. (1)
Pursuant to section 223(a)(15) of the JJDP 
Act, and except as provided by 
paragraph (f)l7) of this section. the State 
s.h . 

·(i) Describe its plan, procedure. and
timetable for annually monitoring jails, 

· lockups. detention facilities. correctional
facilities and non-secure facilities. The

_plan..mu..s1.fil.a_Jn.um describe m
detail each..of thg fallowing-task.,__
including the identification of the
specific a8!mfY.w...r_esponsible for each
task. -

(A) Identification of Monitoring
Universe: This refers to the
identification of all residential facilities
which might hold juveniles pursuant to
public authority and thus must be 
classified to determine if it should be

( ., ·,eluded in the monitoring efl;ort. This 
\..._ \__ eludes those facilities owned or 
· operated by public and private agencies.

(B) Classification of the Moni'toring (i) The juvenile must have been
Universe: This is the classification of all brought into a court of competent 
facilities to detennine which ones jurisdiction and made subject lo an 
should be considered as a secure order issued pursuant to proper 
detention or correctional facility, adult authority. The order must be one which 
correctional institution, jail, lockup, or regulates future conduct of the juvenile. 
other type of secure _or nonsecure (ii) The court must have entered a
facility. judgment and/or remedy in accord with-

(C) lnspectioll of facilities: Inspection established legal principles based on the 
of facilities is necessary to ensure an facts after a hearing which observes 
accurate assessment of each facility's proper procedures. 
classification and record keeping. The (iii) The juvenile in question must
inspection must include: (1) A review of have received adequate and fair 
the physical accommodations to warning of the consequences of 
determine whether it is a secure or non- violation of the order at the time it was 
secure facility or whether adequqte sight issued and such warning must be 
and sound separation between juvenile provided to the juvenile and to the 
and adult offenders exists and (2) a juvenile's attorney and/or legal 
review of the record keeping system to . guardian in writing and be reflected in 
determine whether sufficient data are the court record and proceedings. 
maintained to determine compliance . (iv) All judicial proceedings related to 
with section 223(a) (12), (13) and/or l14). an alleged viofation of a valid court 

(D) Data Collection and Data order must be held before a court of 
Verification: This is the actual collection competent jurisdiction. A juvenile
and reporting of data to detennine · 

accused of. violating a valid court order 
whether the facility is in compliance may be held in secure detention beyond 
with the applicable requirement(s) of the 24-hour grace period permitted for a 
section 223(a) (12). (13) and/or (H}. The noncriminal juvenile offender under 
length of the reporting period should be OIJDP monitoring policy, for_protective 
12 months of data. but in no case less purposes as prescribed by State law, or 
than 6 months. If the data is self- to assure the juvenile's appearance at 
reported by theTacilify or 1s coilectea the violation hearing, as provided by 
lffici reported by an agency_ntber than State law, if there has been a judicial 
the State agenc desi at U determination based on a hearing· du.ring 
sec on (a 1 o the P Act. the C"/'\ the 24-hour grace period that there is 
p an must escri e a  statistica probable cause to believe the juverule 
proc�dnre..use a.: · :...tluu::eported violated the court order. In such case the -
a�.....:----- · 

juveniles may be held pending a 
(ii) Provide a description of the violation hearing for such period of time 

barriers which the State faces in as is provided by State law, but in no 
implementing and maintaining a event should detention prior to a 
monitoring system to report the level of violation.hearing exceed n hours 
compliance with section 223(a)"(12), (13), exclusive of nonjudicial days. A juvenile 
and (14) and how it plans to overcome found in a violation hearing to have
such barriers. violated a court order may be held in a 

(iii) Describe procedures established secure detention or correctional facility. 
for receiving, investigating, and . (v) Prior to and during the violation
repo_rt_ing complaints of violation of

� 

hearing the following full due process 
section 223(a) (12), (13), and (14). This rights must be provided: 
shou_ld_ incl�de both legislative and · -f (A) The right to have the charges · 
-ad.m�1Strative procedures and S411- o ..... ,,l"'"

against the juvenile in writing served 
sanctions. -1'., v {•3-i1i� upon him a reasonable time before the

(2) �or the p_urpose _of monitoring for hearing; 
compliance With sectio': 223(a](l2}(A) of (B) The right to a hearing before athe Act a secure detention or. court· . l f T . bl' ' corre_ction_a ?�1 ity is any secure pu ic · (C) The right to an explanation of the or pnvate facility used fo_r �e lawful nature and consequences of the �usto�y of accused or ad1ud1cated proceeding; 
1uverule offenders or non-offenders. or (D) Th . ht t I l l d th used for the lawful custody of accused . . e ng O ega counse ,_an e
or convicted adult criminal offenders. nght to h�v� s�ch counsel appointed by

(3) Valia' Court Order. For the purpose the court if_mdigent: . _ 
of detennining whether a valid court (E) The 1:ght lo confront ·�tnesses;
order exists and a juvenile has been (F) The nght to present Wltnesse:s;
found to be in violation of that valid (GJ The right to have a transcript or
order all of the following conditions. record of the proceeding3: and 
must"be present prior to secure (HJ The right of appeal to an 
incarceration: appropriate court. 
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(vi)·In entering any order that directs
or authorizes disposition of placement in 
a secure facility. the judge presiding 
over an initial probable cause hearing or 
violation hearing must determine that ail 
the elements of a valid court order 
(paragraphs (1)(3) (i). (ii) and (iii) of this 
section) and the applicable due process 
rights (paragraph (1)(3)(v) of this section) 
were afforded the juvenile and, in the 
case of a violation hearing, the judge 
must determine that there is no less 
restrictive alternative appro.priate to the 
needs of the juvenile and the 
communi . 

vu) A non-of en er sue as a 
dependent or neglected child cannot b 
placed in secure detention or 
correctional facilities for violating·a 
valid onrt ocder. 

(4) Removal Exception7, ection
223{a}{14)}. The following conditions 
must be met in order for an accused 
juvenile criminal-type offender. awaiting 
an initial court appearance, to be 
detained up to 24 hours (excluding 
weekends and holidays) in an adult jail 
or lockup: 

. (i) The State must have an 
enforceable State law requiring an 
initial court appearance within 24 hours 
after being taken into custody 
(excluding weekends and holidays); 

(ii) The geographic area having
jurisdiction over the juvenile is outside a 
metropolitan statistical area pursuant to 
the Bureau of Census' current 
designation: 

(iii) A determination must be made
that there is no existing acceptable 
alternative placement for the juvenile 
pursuant to criteria d2veloped by the 
State and approved by OJJDP: 

· (iv) The adult jail or lockup must have
been certified by the State to provide for 
the sight and sound separation of 
juveniles and incarcerated adults; and 
· (v) The State must provide
documentation that the conditions in
paragraphs (f)(4) (i) thru (iv) of this
Section have been met and received
prior approval from OJJDP. In addition,
OJJDP strongly recommends that jails
and lockups which incarcerate juveniles
pursuant to this exception be required to

.. provide co_ntinuous visual supcrvi:iion
juveniles incarcerated pursuant to this 
exception. 

(5) Reporting Requirement. The State 
shall report annually to the 
Administrator of OJJDP on the results of 
monitoring for section 223(a) (12), (13), 
and- (14) of the JJDP Act The reporting 
period should provide 12 months of 
data, but shall not be less than 6 
months. Three copies of the report shall 
be submitted to L'1e Administrator of 
OJJDP n·o later than December 31 of 
each year. 

(i) To demonstrate the extent of
. compliance with section 223(a)(12)(A) of 
the JJDP Act. the report must at least 
include the following information for 
both the baseline and the current 
reporting periods. 

(A) Dates of baseline and current
reporting period. 

(BJ Total number of public and private 
secure detention and correctional 
facilities AND the number inspected on
site. 

(C) Total number of accused status
offenders and_ non-offenders held in any 
secure detention or correctional facility 
as defined in § 31.303(£)(2) for longer 
than 24 hours (not including weekends 
and holidays), excluding those held 
pursuant to the valid court order 
provision as defined in paragraph (£)(3) 
of this section. 

{D) Total number of adjudicated 
status offenders and non-offenders held 
in any secure detention or correctional 
facility as defined in § 31.303(flt2), 
excluding those held pursuant to the 
valid court order provision as defined in 
paragraph (£)(3) of this section. 

(E) Total number of status offenders
held in any secure detention or 
correctional facility pursuant to a 
judicial determination that the juvenile 
violated a valid court order as defined in 
paragraph (f)(3) of this section. 

{ii) To demonstrate the extent to 
which the provisions of section 
223(a)(12)(B) of the JJDP Act are being 
met. the report must include the total 
number of accused and adjudicated 
status offenders and non-offenders 
placed in facilities that are: 

(A) Not near their home community:
(BJ Not the least restrictive

appropriate alternative: and· 
(CJ Not community-based. 
{iii) To demonstrate the progress 

toward and extent of compliance with 
section 223(a)(13) of the JJDP Act. the 
report must at least include the 
following information for both the 
baseline and the current reporting 
periodL 

(A) Designated date for achieving full
com li 

) The total number of facilities used 
to detain or confine both juvenile 
offenders and adult criminal offenders· 
during the past 12 months AND the 
number inspected on-site.· ____ __. 

�rac11t1es used 
for secure detention and confinement of 
both juvenile offenders and adult 
criminal offenders which did not 
provide adequate separation. 

(D) The total number of juvenile
offenders and non-offenders NOT 
adequately separated in facilities used 
for the secure detention and 

confinement 9f both juveniles and 
adults. 

(iv) To demonstrate the progress
toward and extent of compiiance with 
section 223(a)(14) of the JJDP Act the 
report must at least include the 
following information for the baseline 
and current reporting periods: 

(A) Dates of baseline and current
reporting period. 

(BJ Total number of adu!t jails in the 
State AND the number ir.spected on
site. 

(C) Total number of adult lockups in
the State AND the number inspected on
site. 

(DJ Total number of adult jails holding 
juveniles during the past twelve months. 

(E) Total number of adult lockups
holding juveniles during the past twelve 
months. 

(F) Total number of adult jails and
lockups in areas meeting the "removal 
exception" as noted in paragraph (£)(4) 
of this section, including a list of such 
facilities and the county or jurisdiction 
in which it is located. 

(G) Total number of juvenile criminal
type offenders held in adult jails in 
excess of six hours. 

(H) Total number of juvenile criminal
type offenders held in adult lockups in 
excess of six hours. 

(I) Total number of accused and
adjudicated status offenders and non
offenders held in any adult jail or 
lockup. 

U) Total number of juveniles accused
of a criminal-type offense who were
held in excess of six.hours but less than
24 hours in adult jails and lock-ups in 
areas meeting the "removal exception" 
as noted in paragraph (f)(4) of this 
section. 

(6) Compliance. The State must
demonstrate the extent to which the 
requirements of section 223(a) (12)(A), 
(13), and (14) of the Act are met. Should 
the State fail to demonstrate compliance 
with the requirements of this Section 
within designated time frames, 
eligibility for formula grant funding shall 
terminate. The compliance levels are: 

(i) Substantial compliance ..,vith
section 223(a)(12l(A) requires within 
three yeani of initial plan submission 
achievement of a 75% reduction in the 
aggregate number of status offenders 
and non-offenders held in secure 
detention or correctional facilities or 
removal of 100% of such offenders from 
secure correctional facilities only. In 
addition, the State must make an 
unequivocal commitment. through 
appropriate executive or legisl::tive 
action, to achieving full compliance 
within two additional years. Full

compliance is achieved whP.n a State 
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has removed 100% of such juveniles 
from secure detention and correctional 
facilities or can demonstrate full 
compliance with de minimis exceptions 
;iursuant to the policy criteria contained 
in the Federal Register of January 9, 1981 
(46 FR 2566-2569). 

(ii) Compliance with section 223(a)(i3)
has been achieved when a State can 
demonstrate that: 

(A) The last submitted monitoring .
report. covering a full 12 months of data, 
demonstrates that no juveniles were 
incarcerated in circumstances that were 
in violation of section 223(a)(13); or 

(Bl(l) State law, regulation. court rule, 
or other established executive or 
judicial policy clearly prohibits the 
incarceration of all juvenile offenders in 
circumstances that would be in violation 
of section 223(a)(13); 

(2) All instances of nonco:npliance
reported in the last submitted. 
monitoring report were in vi9lation of. 
or departures from. the State law, rule. 
or policy referred to in paxagraph 
(f)(6)(iil(B)(l) of this section: 

(3) The instances of noncompliance do
not indicate a pattern or practice but 
rather constitute isolated instances; and 

(4) Existing mechanisms for the
enforcement of the State law, rule. or

policy referred to in paragraph 
(f)(6)(ii)(B)(l) of this section are such 
that the instances of noncompliance are 
unlikely to recur in the future. 

(iii) Substantial compliance with
section .223(a)(14) requires the 
achievement of a 75% reduction in the 
number of juveniles held in adult jails 
and lockups by December 8, 1985 and 
that the State has made'an unequivocal 
commitment. through appropriate 
executive or legislative action, to 
achieving full compliance within three 
additional years. Full compliance is 
achieved when a State demonstrates 
that the last submitted monitoring 
report. covering a full and actual 12 
months of data, demonstrates that no 
. juveniles were held in adult jails or 
lockups in circumstances that were in 
violation of section 223(al(14). Full 
compliance with de minimis exceptions 
is achieved when a State demonstrates 
that it has met the standard set forth in 
either of paragraphs (f)(6)(iii) (A) or (B) 
of-this section: 

(A)(l) State law, court rule. or other 
statewide executive or judicial policy 
clearly prohibits the detention or 
confinement of aU juveniles in 
circumstances that would be in violation 
of section 223(a)(14); 

(2) All instances of noncompliance
reported in the last submitted 
monitoring report were in violation of or 
de 1artures from. the State law, rule, or

policy referred to in paragraph 
(f)(6)(iii)(A)(1) of this section: 

(3} The instances of noncompliance do 
not indicate a pattern or practice but 
rather constitute isolated instances: 

(4) Existing mechanisms for the.
enforcement of the State law, rule, or 
policy referred to in paragraph 
(f)(6)(iii)(Al(1) of this section are such 
that the instances of noncompliance are 
unlikely to recur in the future: and 

(5) An acceptable plan has been
developed to eliminate the 
noncompliant incidents and to monitor 
the existing mechanism referred to in 
paragraph (f)(6l(ili)(A)(4) of this section. 

(B) (Reserved)
{7} Monitoring Report Exceptions.

States which have been determined by 
the OJJDP Administrator to have 
achieved full compliance with section 
223(a)(U)(A) and compliance with 
section 223(a)(13) of the JJDP and which 
wish to be exempted from the annual 
monitoring report requirements must 
submit a written request to the OJJDP 
Administrator which demonstrates that 

{i) The State provides for an adequate 
system of monitoring jails. detention 
facilities, correctional facilities, and 
non-secure facilities to enable an annual 
determination of State compliance with 
section 223(a) (12}(A), (13), and (14} of 
the JJDP Act. 

{ii} State legislation has been enacted
which conforms to the requirements of 
section 223(a) (12)(A) and (13) of the 
JJDP Act. and 

(iii) The enforcement of the legislation
is statutorily or administratively 
prescribed. specificaUy providing that 

(A) Authority for enforcement of the
statute is assigned: 

programs is included in the application 
kit. 

(4) Performance Indicators. A list of
performance indicators must be 
developed and set forth for each 
program. These indicators show what 
data will be collected at the program 
level to rn.easure whether objectives and 
performance goals have been achieved 
and should relate to the measures used 
in the problem statement and statement 
of program objectives. 

(h) Annual Performance Report.
Pursuant to section 223(a) and section 
223(a)(22) the State plan shall provide 
for 3ubmission of an annual 
perfo�ance report. The State shall 
report on its progress in the 
implementation of the approved 
programs, described in the three-year 
plan. The performance indicators will 
serve as the objective criteria for a 
meaningful assessment of progress 
toward achievement of measurable 
goals. The annual performance report 
shall describe progress made in 
addressing the problem of serious 
juvenile crime, as documented in the 
juvenile crime analysis pursuant to 
section 223(a)(8)(A). 

(i) Technical Assistance. States shall
include, within their plan', a description 
of technical assistance needs. Specific 
direction regarding the development and 
inclusion of all technical assistance 
needs and priorities will be provided in 
the "Application Kit for Formula Grants 
under the JJDPA." 

U) Other Terms and Conditions.
Pursuant to section 223(a)(23) of the JJDP 
Act. States shall agree to other terms 
and conditions as the Administrator 
may reasonably prescribe to assure the 
effectiveness of programs assisted under 
the formula grant. 

(B) Time frames for monitoring
compliance with the statute are 
specified; and 

(C) Adequate sanctions and penalties § 31.304 Definitions.that will result in enforcement of statute 
and procedures for remedying violations (a) f!rivate agency_. A privat� no_n- . 
are set forth. profit agency, orgaruz�hon or utStitutlon 

�].Iuvenile Crime Ana[ysis. Pursuant . is: 

to section 223(a)(8) (A) and (B) the State (1) �Y corporatio� foundation. _trust. 
shall conduct an analysis of juvenile � .� ass�c1a_tion, co�perative, o� accredited 
crime problems and juvenile justice an�sti!'1tion of �er education not under 
delinquency prevention needs. public superv1S1on or control; '.111d. 

(1) Analysis. The analysis must be (2) Any other agency, orgaruzation or
provided in the multiyear application. A institution which operates primarily for 
suggested format for the analysis is scientific, education, service, charitable, 
provided in the Formula Grant or similar public purposes, but which is 
Application Kit. 

· not under public supervision or control.
(2) Product. The product of the and no part of the net earnings of which 

analysis is a series of brief written inures or may lawfully inure to the
problem statements set fcrtb. in the benefit of any private shareholder or 
application that define and describe the individual, and which has been held by 
priority problems. IRS to be tax-exempt under the

(3) Programs. Applications are to provisions of section 501(c)(3) of the
include descriptions of programs to be 1954 Internal Revenue Code. 
Stll>ported with fJDP Act formula grant (b) Secure. As used to define a
funds. A suggested format for these detention or correctional facility this
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tenn includes residential facilities which 
include construction fixtures designed to. 
physically restrict the movements and 
activities of persons in custody such as 
locked rooms and buildings, fences, or 
other physical structures. It does not 
include facilities where physical 
restriction of movement or activity is 
provided solely through facility staff. 

(c) Facility. A place, an institution. a
building or part thereof, set of buildings 
or an area whether or not enclosing a 
building or set of buildings which is 
used for the lawful custody and 
treatment of juveniles and may be 
owned and/or operated by public and 
private agencies. 

(d) Juvenile who is accused of having
committed an offense. A juvenile with. 
respect to whom a petition has been 
filed in the juvenile court or other action 
has occurred alleging that such juvenile 
is a juvenile offender, i.e .• a criminal
type offender or a status offender, and 
no final adjudication has been made by 
the juvenile court. 
• (e) JuveniTe who has been adjudicated
as having committed an offense. A
juvenile with respect to whom the
juvenile court has detennined that such
juvenile is a juvenile offender, i.e., a
criminal-type offender or a status
offender.

(f) Juvenile offender. An individual
subject to the exercise of juvenile court 
jurisdiction for purposes of adjudication 
and treatment based on age and offense 
limitations by defined as State law, i.e., 
a criminal-type offender or a status 

ffender. .. _______ ---, 
(g)_Cei na -type off ender. A juvenile 

offender who has been charged with or 
adjudicated for conduct which would. 

der the law of the ·urisdiction in 
whic e o ense was committe • e a 
crim mmitlee-by-a-"'4><....._ __ __, 

(h) Status offender. A juver.ile
offender who has been charged with or 
adj1;1dicated for conduct which would 
not. under the law of the jurisdiction in 
which the offense was committed. be a 
crime if committed by an adulL 

(i) Non.-offender. A juvenile who is
· . subject to the jurisdiction of the juvenile

court. usually under abuse, dependency,.. or neglect statutes for reasons other
than legally prohibited conduct of the 
juvenile. 

(j) lawful custody. The exercise of 
care. supervision and control over a 
juvenile offender or non-offender 
pursuant to the provisions of the law or 
of a judicial order or decree. 

(k) Other individual accused o.f
having committed a criminal offense. 
An individual. adult or juvenile. who 
has been charged with committing a 
criminal offense in a court exercitling 
criminal jurisdiction-

ou er. T e tenn 
means a court order given by a juvenile 
court judge to a juvenile who has been 
brought before the court and made 
subject to a court order. The use of the 
word "valid'' permits the incarceration 
of juveniles for violation of a valid court 
order only if they received their full due 
process rights as guaranteed by the 
Constitution of the United States. 

(p) lacal Pn·vate Agency. For the
purposes of the pass-through 
requirement of section 223(a)(5), a local 
private agency is defined as a private 
non-profit agency or organization that 
provides program services within an 
identifiable unit or a combination of 
units of general local government. 

Subpart E-General Conditions and 
Assurances 

§ 31.400 Compliance with statute.
Toa applicant State must assure and

certify that the State and its subgrantees 
and contractors will comply with 
applicable provisions of the Omnibus 
Crime Central and Safe Streets Act of 
1968, Pub. L 90-351, as amended, and 
with the provisions of the Juvenile 
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act 
of 1974, Pub. L 93-415, as amended, and 

. the orovi5ions of the current edition of 
OJiFinancial and Administrative Guide 
for Grants. M 7100.1. 

§ 31.401 Compliance with other Federal
laws. order.1, clrculars.

The applicant State must further 
assure and certify that the State and its 
subgrantees and contractors will adhere 
to other applicable Federal laws. orders 
and 0MB circulars. These general 
Federal laws and regulations are 

. described in greater detail in the 
Financial and Administrative Guide for 
Grants. M 7100.1. and the Fonnula Grant 
Applicalion Kit. 

§ 31.402 Application on file. 

Any Federal funds awarded purs·uant
to an application must be distributed 
and expended pursuant to and in 
accordance \vith the programs contained 
in the appiicant State's current approved 
appiication. Any departures therefrom. 
other than to the extent permitted by 
current program and fiscal regulations 
and guidelines, must be submitted for 
advance approval by the Administrator 
of OjJDP. 

§ 31.403 Non-discrimination.

The State assures that it will comply,
and that subgrantees and contractors 
will comply, with all applicable Federal 
non-discrimination requirements, 
including: 

(a) Section 809(c) of the Omnibus . Crtme Control and Safe Streets Act of 
1968. as amended. and made applicable 
bv Section 262(a) of the Juvenile Justice 
and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, 
as amended: 

(b) Title VI of the Ci\il �ights Act of
1964: 

(c) Section 504 oi the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973. as amended: 

(d) Title IX of the Education
Amendments oi 1972; 

(el The Age Discrimination Act of 
1975: and 

(f) The Department of Justice Non
discrimination Regulations. 28 CFR Part 
42. Subparts C, D. E, and G.
Alfred S. Regnery, 
Administrator. Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention. 

[FR Doc. 85-14830 Filed 6-19-85: 8:45 am} 

BIWNG CODE �10-ta-M 
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Ottlce of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention 

28 CFR Part 31 

Proposed OJJDP Polley Guidance for 
Nonsecure Custody of Juveniles In 
Adult Jails and Lockups; Request fot 
Comments 

AGENCY: Office of Justice Programs. 
Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Pr_evention, Justice. 
ACTION: Request for public comment. 

SUMMARY: The Office of Juvenile Justice 
and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP), 
pursuant to section 262(d) (42 U.S.C. 
5672(d) of the Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as
amended. 42 U.S.C. 5601. et. seq. (JJDP 
Act), proposes to issue a policy to 
provide guidance to states participating 
in the JJDP Act Formula Grants 
Programs for detennining when a 
juvenile held in nonsecure custody 
within.a building that houses an adult 
jail or lockup facility is considered to be 
"detained or confined in any jail or 
lockup for adults" for purposes of state 
monitoring for compilance with section 
223(al(14) (42 U.S.C 5633(a)(14)) of the 
JJDP Act. 
DAT£: Interested persons are invited to 
submit written comments on or before 
March 1, 1988. 
ADDRESS: Address all comments to Mr. 
Verne I.. Speirs, Achninistrator, Office of 
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention (OJJDP), 633 lndiana Avenue 
N\V .. Room 1142. Washington. DC 20531._ 
FOR FURTHEJI INF�MATtON CONTACT: 
Emily C. Martin. Acting Director, State 
Relations and Assistance Division. 
Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP), 633 
Indiana Avenue NW .. Room 768. 
Washington. DC 20531: telephone (202) 
724-5921. 
SUPPUMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Introduction and Background

!nan effort to comply with the
provisions of the JJDP Act. particularly 
the jail removal mandate. section 
223(a)(H). staff of state administering 
agencies and facility administrators are 
often called upon to identify alternatives 
to holding juveniles in jail cells or 
lockups while law enforcement officers 
carry out their responsibilities of 
identification. investigation. processing, 
release to parent(s) or guardian. hold for 
transfer to an appropriate juvenile 
detention or shelter facility, or transfer 
to court. OJJDP recognizes that during 
this interim period. a balance must be 

struck between the statutory objective . -., . persons who are in law enforcement 
· of not holding juveniles in jail cells or ·.. custody. Secure detention or 

lockups beyond the six hour temporary ·confinement may result either from
h�ld!ng period permitted �or_ accused being locxed in a room or enclosure 
c:1mmal-type offenders (hmi�ed to . and/ or from being physically secured tocircumstances where thev will not be m . . . 
sight or sound contact wfth adult a cuffing rail or other stationary ob1ect. 
prisoners), and not allowing juvenile• ln ill. Nonsecure Custody 
temporary law enforcement custody to· 
disrupt police operations or to leave a 
police, sheriff or municipal facility 
without authorization. 

When a juvenile is being held in a 
custody status in a building housing an 
adult jail or lockup, it is necessary to 
detennine whether the area of the 
building where the juvenile is being held 
constitutea an adult jail or lockup. The 
criteria that follow are offered to assist 

Section 31.304(m) of the OJJOP 
Fonnula Grant Regulation published in 
the June 20, 1965. Federal Register on 
pages 255�25561 (28 CFR Part 31), 
defines an adult jail as: 

A loclced facility, administered by state. 
county, or local law enforcement and 
correctional agencies. the purpose of which i1 
to detain adult.a charged with violating 
criminal law. pending trail. Also considered 
as adult jail, are those facilitiet used to hold 
convicted adult criminal offenden aentenced 

.. state agency staff and facility 
administrators in identifying 

·alternatives to the use of adult jails and
lockups to detain or confine juveniles
who are in temporary law enforcement
custody.

for leaa than one year. 

Section 31.304(n) of the Fonnula Grant 
Regulation defines an adult lockup as:

Similar to an adult jail except that an adult 
lockup is generally a municipal or police
facility of a temporary nature which doet not
hold persons after they have been form.ally 
charged. 

While these definitions provide 
general parameters, the efforts of state 
agency staff to monitor compliance with 
the JJDP Act jail removal requirement 
and to identify alternatives. indicate a 
need for specific guidelines to identify 
when a juvenile is being improperly 
detained or confined in an adult jail or 
lockup as opp09ed to being in nonsecure 
custody ln a building that houses an 
adult jail or lockup facility, but not being 
detained or confined within a room or 
set of rooms that constitute a jail cell or 
lockup facility. 

In making this determination. it ia 

critical to first distinguish between 
nonsecure custody and secure detention. 
A juvenile may be in law enforcement 
custody and. therefore. not free to leave · 
or depart from the presence of a law 
enforcement officer or at liberty to leave 
the premises of a law enforcement 
facility, but not be in a secure detention 
or confinement status. 
II. Secure Detention

A secure detention or confinement
status has occurred within a jail or 
lockup facility when a juvenile is 
physically detained or confined in a 
locked room. set of rooms, or a cell that 
is designated. set aside or used for the 
specific purpose of securely detainin� 

. The following criteria assume that 
immediate transfer of a juvenile to a
juvenile detention center or appropriate
nonaecure facility is not possible, and
that no area is available within the 
building or on the grounds that qualifies 
81 a separate juvenile detention facility 
under the requirements set forth in the
Formula Grant Regulation at 28 CFR
31.303(e)l3)(i). The criteria are designed
to provide guidance in identifying
practice& that do not constitute
violations of the statutory jail removal
requirement. They are not offered as
atandards for practice. nor do they
supersede any state laws. policies. or
guidelines.
IV. Criteria-Law Enforcement Facilities

The following criteria. if satisfied,
would constitute nonsecure custody of a 
juvenile in a building that houses an 
adult jail or lockup facility: 

(a) The area where the juvenile is heiu 
is an unlocked multi-purpose area. such 
es a lobby. office, or interrogation room 
which is not designed. set aside or used 
81 a secure detention area or is not a 
part of such an area (for exarnpie. a 
contiguous or secure booking area or 
sallyport): (bl the juvenile is not 
physically secured to a cuffing rail or 
other stationary object during the period 
of custody in the area: (c) the use of the 
area is limited to providing nonsecure 
custody only long enough and for the 
purpose of identification. investigation. 
release to parents, or arranging transfer 
to an appropriate juvenile facility or to 
court: (d) in no event can the area be 
designed or intended to be useri for 
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residential purposes. and (e) the juvenile 
must be under continuous visual 
supervision by a law enforcement 
officer or facility staff during the period 
of time that he or she is in nonsecure 
custody. 

V. Criteria-Court Holding Facilities

A court holding facility is a secure
facility. other than an adult jail or 
lockup. that is used to temporarily 
detain persons immediately before or 
after a detention, preliminary bail 
hearing, or another court proceeding. 
Court holding facilities. where they do 
not detain individuals overnight and are 
not used for punitive purposes or other 
purposes unrelated to a court 

appearance. are not considered adult 
jails or lockups for purposes of section 
223(a)(14) of the JjOP Act. However . 
such facilities remain subject to the 
section 223(a)(13) (42 U.S.C. 5633(a )(13)1 
separation requirement of the A_�t.

Executive Order 12291

This notice does not constitute a 
"major" rule as defined by Executive 
Order 12:91 because it does not result 
in: (a) An effect on the economy of $100 
million or more. (b) a major increase in 
any costs or prices. or (c) adverse 
effects on competition. employment, 
investment, productivity, or innovation 
among American enterprises. 

Regulatory Flexibility Act 

This proposed rule, if promulgated. 
will not have a "significant" economic 
impact on a substantial number of small 
"entities", as defined- by the.Regulatory 
Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96-354).

Paperwork Reduction Act

No collection of information 
requirements are contained in or 
effected by this guideline (See the 
Paperwork Reduction Act 44 U.S.C. 
3504(h)). 
Verne L Speirs. 
Admini;trotor. Office of Juvenile Justice a11d 
Delinquency Prevention. 
[FR Doc. 8&-1654 Filed t-27-88: 8:45 am) 

IIIUJHG COOi 4410-1-
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June 9, 1988 

Part Ill 

Department of 
Justice 
Office of Justice Programs 

Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Dellnquency Prevention_ 

28 CFR Part 31 
Criterion for De Mlnlmls Exceptions to 
Full Compliance With the Jall Removal 
Requirement; Proposed Rule 
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DEP ARTMEtff OF JUSTICE 

Office of Justice Programs 

Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Oet\nquency Prevention 

28 CFR Part 31 

Proposed Regulation To Establish an 
OJJDP P:>licy and Criterion for De 
Mlnimls Exceptions to_Full Compliance 
With lhe Jall Remov�i ReGuirem�nt of 
!iection 223(a)( 14) -,f the Juvenile 
Justice and O'!llnquency Prevent!on 
Act of 1974, as Amended 

AGEt1cv: OfficP. of Justice Programs. 
Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Deli:iquency Prevention. Justice. 
ACTiON: Proposed rule. 

SUMMARY: The Office of Juvenile Justice 
nntl Delinquency Prevention (OJIOP). 
pursuant to sectiC1n 262(d)) (-12 U.S.C. 
5572(d) of the fuvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as 
;imcnded. 42 U.S.C. 5601. et. seq. (IIDP 
Act), proposes to revise its Formula 
Grants Regulation to establish an OIJDP 
policy and criterion for determining full 
compliance with de minimis exceptions 
to the jail removal requirement of 
section 223(a)(14) (42 U.S.C. 563:l(a)(14)) 
of the lJDP Act, as amended. 
DATE: Interested persons are invited to 
submit written comments on or before 
J cly H, 1988. 
FOR FURffll!R INFORMATI()H CONTACT: 

Emrly C. Martin. Oirecto,, State 
Relations and Assistance Division, 
OIJDP, 633 Indiana Avenue NW., Room 
iG6, Wa9hington, DC 20531, (202) i24-
5Y24. 
SUPPUMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Introduction and Background

Ser.lion 2Z3(a)(14} of the DDP Act
requires that States participating in the 
Fonnula Grants Program "(14) provide 
that. beginning after the five-year period 
following December 8, 1900, no juvenile 
shall be detained or confined in any jail 
or lockup for adults, except that the 
Administrator shall througk 1989: 
promulgate regulation, which make 
exceptions with regard to the detention 
of jm·eniles accused of non-status 
offenses who are awaiting an initial 
court appearance punuant to an 
enforceable State law requiring such 
appearance within twenty-four hours 
a£ter being taken into custody 
(excluding weekends and 
holidays) • • •" Section 223(al(H) 
l:mits this exception to areas that are 
outside a standard metropolitan 
statistical a.ea. 

Section 223(c) of the IJOP Act further 
provides that a State's 

"(cl • • • Failure to achie\·e 
compliance with the requirements of 
sulisection (::1)(1-t) within the five-year 
time limitation sha!l terminate any 
State's eligibility for funding under this 
subpart. unless the Administrator 
determines that: (1) The Stale is in 
su�slantial complianci: with such 
requirernent through the achievement of 
not less than 7!i percent removal of 
ju•;eniles from jails and lockups for. 
ndults: and (2) the State has made 
through appropriate executive or 
legislative action, an unequivocal 
commitment to achievin!! full 
compliance within a reasonable time, 
:iot to exce'.'<l three additional years." 

Section 3U03{f)(6)(iii) of the OIJOP 
Formula Grants Regulation, which was 
published in the June 20. 1985, Federal 
Register, at pages 25550-25561. 28 CFR 
Part 31, establishes three ways for a 
State to demonstrate £ull compliance 
with the section 223(a)(14) requirement. 
First. "Fulr compliance is achieved when 
a State demonstrates that the last 
submitted monitoring report. covering a 
full ancl actual 12 months or data, 
demonstrates that no juveniles were 
held in adult jails or lockups in 
circumstances that were in violations or 
section 223{a}{t4}." (28 CFR 
31.303(f)(61{ iii). 

The remaining two ways to 
demonst:-ate rut! compliance involve the 
legal concept of de minimis. Firat, a 
State may be f01md in full compliance 
with de minimia exceptions where all 
instances of noncompliance violated a 
Sta� law. couct rule. or other statewide 
exer.utive or judicial policy: the 
insta�ces of noncompliance do not 
indicate a pattem or practice: an 
enforcement mechanism exists: and. an 
acceptable plan has been developed to 
etiminate the noncompliant incidents (28 
CFR 31.303(fl(6}{.iii)(A)), 

The second ""Ya State may 
demonstrate full compliance with dt! 
mio.lmu exceptions is to achieV1! a rate 
ofnom:om,,liMtt incident!, per 100,000 
juvenile pgpulation in the State, that 
falls below the maximum rate 
determined by OJIDP to constitute a de 
minimi1 rate u set forth below and 
proposed to be added to the subject 
Formula Grants Regulation as 2fl CFR 
31.303(f)(6)(iii)(B). OJP Office of General 
Counsel Legal 7�7 provides the legal 
basis for the OJJOP to use the de 
rninimis principle. That is, the OHDP 
may tolerate a limited number ol 
instances of noncompliance (the legal· 
op:nion addressed the 
deinstitutionalization of status offendert 
requirement) that are of "slight 
consequtlnce" or "insignificant" in 
making a determination regardlrig 1 
State's achieving full compliance. 

A potenti.:il consideration in a S:u(e·; 
ability lo demon�lrc1te fl.ii compli,rnce 
with de .ninimis c:v:eplicns to :.iii 
remo\·al is the presence of Feder;;( 
wards. If public comments indicate the 
need to address this issue. a limited 
except\nnal circumstance m<1y be Duded 
to 28 CFR 31.30J(f)(5)(iii)(Ol. 

II, Policy and Criterion for De �lir.irnis 
Exceptions to full Compliance \\'i:h the 
Jail Removal Requirement 

The critericn presented below and set 
forth in the proposed rcgdation wi!I be 
applied by OIJDP in determ:ning 
whether a State has achieved a.:d. or.c:e 
achieved, has maintained. a nt:rr.r· :c�I 
finding of full compliance with de 
minimis.exceptio.1s with the jail and 
l�ckup removal requirement of S!'ction 
2Z3(a)(l4), Also specified is the time 
frame for submitting information w�ich 
each State must provide when 
requesting an initial or subsequent 
finding of full compliance with de 
minimis exceptions under 28 CFR 
31.303( f)(G)(iii)(B). · 

Discussion of Criterion 

The criterion for making a fiqding of 
full compliance with de minimis 
exceptions is that the incidents of 
noncompliance are insignificant or of 
slight consequence in term!! of the !otol 
juvenile populat:on in the state. 

In applying this criterion, OIJOP will 
compare each State's noncompliance 
rate per 100,000 population under n3e 18 
to the average rate that has been 
calculated for 12 states (three states 
from each of the four Bureau of Ct>r.scs 
regions). The 12 states selected by 
OflOP were those having the lowest 
rates of noncompliance per 100.000 
j11venile population, and which had an 
adequate system of monitoring for 
compliance. Those states using the non
MSA exception, provided for in Section 
Z23(a)(14), were not included in 
calculatif)g the average. Inclusion of 
these states would have created an 
artificially low average because the 
exception expires in 1989. 

The information provided by the 12 
States' 1986 Monitoring Reports 
indicated an average annual rate of nine 
(9) incidents of noncompliance per
100,000 juvenile population.
Consequently, those.states which have a
noncompliance rate in excess of 9 per
100,000 juvenile population will be
amsidered pre1111mptively ineligible for
a finding of full compliance with de
minimi.s exceptions. pursuant to
I 31.303(f)(6)(iii)(B) of the Fonnula
Grant. Regulation.

Where a State can demonstrate: 
however, that recently enacted changes 
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in StJte law which have gone into effer.t 
cJn rP.dsonably be expected to have a 
substantial. significant and positive 
impdct on the State's level of 
corr:piiJnce. OIJDP will consider this 
P.xc,•pt1on,1l circumstanr.e in making its 
Jc:lt'�mination of full compliance with de 
minimis exceptions. This exceptional 
cirr.umst,mce will onl11 be applied where 
the lelltslation is expected to produce 
full (100":',) compliance or full 
compliance with de m.inimis exceptions 
by the end of the monitoring period 
immt1diately following the monitoring 
period under consideration. 

OJJDP deems it to be a requirement of 
critical importance that all States 
requesting a subsequent finding of full 
compliance with de minimis exceptions 
annually demonstrate continued and 
meaningful progress toward 100 percent 
compliance in order to remain eligible 
for a finding of full compliance with de 
minimis exceptions pursuant to 
§ 31.303(f)(6){iii)(B) of the Formula
Grants Regulation.

Llst of Subjects in 28 CFR Part 31 

Grant programs-law, Juvenile 
delinquency. Reporting and· 
recordkeeping requirement. 

Proposed Regulation 

PART 31-{AMENOEO). 

1. The authority citation for Part 31
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Pl'evention Act of 1974, as amended. (4Z 
U.S.C. 5601 et seq.) 

Z. A new paragraph (0(6)(iii)(B).
currently designated as "Reserved" in 28 
CFR 31.303. is added lo read aa follows: 

§ 31.303 SuNtantlve requnmenta. 

(f} • • •
(6) •••
(iii) • • •

(Bl(J) Standard. The State must 
demonstrate that each of the following 
requirements has been met. 

(11 The incidents of noncompliance 
reported in the State's last subm1t!ed 
monitorin3 report do not �xceed an 
annual rate of 9 per 100.000 j11\'emle 
population of the State: and 

(11) An acceptable plan h.;s heen
developed to eliminate the 
noncompliant incidents through the 
enactment or enforcement of State law, 
rule. or statewide executive or judir.ial 
policy. education, the provision of 
alternatives. or other effective means. 

(2) Exception. When the annual.rate
for a State exceeds 9 incidents of 
noncompliance per 100,000 juvenile 
population. the State will be considered 
ineligible for e finding of full compliance 
with de minimis exceptions under the 
numerical de minimis standard unless 
the State has recently enacted changes 
in State law which have gone into effect 
and which the State demonstrates can 
reasonably be expected to have a 
substantial. significant and positive 
impact on the State's achieving full 
(100%} compliance or full compliance 
with de minimis exceptions by the end 
of the monitoring period immediately 
following the monitoring period under 
consideration. 

(J) Progress. Beginning with the
monitoring report due by December 31, 
1990, any State whose prior full 
compliance status is based on having 
met the numerical de minimis standard 
set forth in paragraph (f)(6){iii)(B}(1)(i) 
and (ii} of § 31.303. must annualiy 
· demonstrate. in its request for a fLRding
of. full compliance with de minimfg
exceptions. continued and meaningful
progre88 toward achieving full (1�)
compliance in order to maintain
eligibility for a continued finding of full
compliance with de minimis excepttom.

(4) Request Submission. 
Determinations of full complia'nce and 

full compliance with de minimis 
exceptions are made annually by OIJDP 
fo!!owinJ! submission of the monitorin� 
report due by December 31 of each 
calendar year. Any State reporting 1,,ss 
thdn full (100%) compliance in any 
annual monitor:ng report may request a 
fin�ing of full compliance with de 
minimis exceptions under paragraph 
(f)(o)liii)(A) or (BJ of§ 31.303. The 
rnqut1st may be submitted in conjunction 
with the monitoring report. as soon 
thereafter as all information required for 
a determination is available, or be 
included in the annual State plan and 
application for the State's Fonnula 
Grant Award. 

Executive Order 12291 

This regulation does not constitute a 
''major" rule as defined by Executive 
Order 12291 because it does not result 
in: (a) an effect on the economy of $100 
million or more. (b} major increase in 
any costs or prices. or (c) adverse 
effects on competition. employment. 
investment. productivity. or innovation 
among American enterprises. 

Regwatory Flexibility Act 

This proposed rule, if promulgated. 
wiH not have "significant" economic 
impact on a 111,1b11tantial number of small 
"entities", as defined by the Regulatory 
Flexibility Ac;t (Pub. L 96--354). 

Paperwork Reductioo Act 
No new collection of information 

requirements are contained in this 
guideline f See the Paperwork Reduction 
Act. 44 u.s.c. :oot(h)). 
Veme L Speirs. 
Administrator. Office ofluvenile Justice and 
�Jiquency Prevention. 

[FR Doc. 8&-1.2917 Filed &-3--88; 8:45 am) 
IIUJNG·� "''°''-
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Office of Juatlce Program, 

Office of Juvenile Juatlce and 
Delinquency Prevention 

28 CFR Part 31 

Polley Guidance for Nonaecure 
Custody of Juvenlles In Adult Jalla and 
Lockupa 

AOENCY: Office of Justice Programs, 
Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention, Justice. 
ACTION: Notice of final policy. 

SUMMARY: The Office of Juvenile Justice 
and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP), 
pursuant to the Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as 
amended. (JJDP Act) is publishing a 
policy to provide guidance to states 
participating in the JJDP Act Formula 
Grants Program for determining when a 
juvenile held within a building that 
houses an adult jail or lockup facility is 
considered to be in nonsecure custody 
for purp0ses of state monitoring for 
compliance with section 223(a)(14) of the 
JJDP Act. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: This policy is effective 
November 2, 1988. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Emily C. Martin, Director, State 
Relations and Assistance Division, 
Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP), 633 
Indiana Avenue, NW .. Room 768, 
Washington, DC 20531: telephone (202) 
724-5921. 

I. Introduction and Background

In an effort to comply with the jail
lockup removal mandate, section 
223(a)(14) (42 U.S.C. 5633(a}(14)) of the 
JJDP Act, staff of state administering 
agencies and facility administrators are 
often called upon to identify alternatives 
to holding juveniles in jail cells or 
lockups while law enforcement officers 
carry out their responsibilities of 
identification. investigation, processing, 
release to parent(s) or guardian, hold for 
transfer to an appropriate juvenile 
dc!en:ion or shelter facility, or transfer 
to cGurt. the OJJDP recognizes that 
dt:ri:1g t�is interim period, a balance 
r:iust be struck between the statutory 
objective of r-.ot holding juveniles in jail 
cel:s or lockup areas beyond the six 
hour temporary holding period permitted 
for accused criminal-type offenders (a 
ju\'e:ii!e alleged to have committed, or 
cha�gPd with an offense that would be a 
cri�:�e 1f r.,1n:r::itted by an adult): and, not 
a!!owing juveniles in temporary law 
enf:ir:::e:n�nt cus•ody to disrupt police 

operationa or to leave a police, sheriff or 
municipal facility without authorization. 

Section 31.304(m) of the OJJDP 
Formula Grants Regulation pubU.hed ln 
the June 20, 1985, Federal Registar on 
pages 25550-25561 (28 CFR Part 312, 
defines an adult jail as: 

A locked Cecility, adminietered by state, 

county, or local law enforcement and 
correctional agenciee, the purpoae of which la 
to detain adult, charged with violatma 
criminal law, pending trial. Aleo considered 
a, adult jails are thoee facilities used to bold 
convicted adult criminal offenders ,eotenced 

for leaa than one year. 

Section 31.304(n) of the Formula 
Grants Regulation defines an adult 
lockup as: 

Similar to an adult jail except that an adult 
lockup is generally a municipal or police 
facility of a temporary nature which does not 
hold person, after they have been formally 
charged. 

While these definitions provide 
general parameters, the efforts of atate 
agency staff to monitor compliance with 
the JJDP Act jail and lockup removal 
requirement and to identify alternatives 
Indicate a need for specific guidellnea to 
identify when a juvenile is being 
securely detained or confined in an 
adult jail or lockup area. In making thia 
determination. it Is critical to diatinguisb 
between nonsecure custody and secure 
detention or confinement (for purposes 
of this policy, the terms secure detention 
or confinement. secure cutsody, and 
secure holding are synonymous}. A 
juvenile may be in law enforcement 
custody end. therefore, not free to leave 
or depart from the presence of a law 
enforcement officer or at liberty to leave 
the premises of a law enforcement 
facility, but not be in a secure detention 
or confinement status. 

A secure detention or confinement 
status haa occurred within e jail or 
lockup facillty when a juvenile ia 
physically detained or confined ln a 
locked room, eel of rooms, ore cell that 
is designated, set aside or used for the 
specific purpose of securely detainin3 
persona who ere ln law enforcement 
custody. Secure detention or 
confinement may result either from 
being placed in such a room or 
enclosure and/or from being physically 
secured to a cuffing rail or other 
stationary object. 

This policy is designed to assist state 
agency staff and facility administrators 
in identifying non-secure alternatives for 
custody of juveniles within law 
enforcement facilities. The policy 
assumes that immediate access or 
transfer of a juvenile to a juvenile 
detention center or appropriate 
nonsecure facility is not possible, and 

that no area is available within the 
building or on the grounds that qualifies 
aa a separate juvenile detention facility 
under the requirement& aet forth in the 
Formula Grants Regulation at 28 CFR 
3l.303(e)(3)(i). This policy provides 
suidance in identifying practices that do 
not constitute violations of the statutory 
jail removal requirement. As auch, it 
reflects the effective strategies many 
law enforcement jurisdictions are using 
to achieve jail removal. The policy is not 
offered 88 standards for practice, nor 
doea it aurpersede any state laws, 
policies or guidelines. 

D. Discuaaion of Comments

A proposed policy was published waa
published in the Federal Register on 
January 2a; 1988. for public comment. 
Comments were received from 12 
national, state. and local organizations. 
All comments have been considered by 
the OJJDP in the issuance of a final 
policy. 

The following is a summary of the 
comments and the response by OJJDP: 

1. Comment: Booking areaa used to
process juveniles and adulta are 
different to claasify becauae there are 
wide variations in their configurations 
and levels of security. Respondents 
indicated that it is unclear whether 
OJJDP considers booking areas to be 
secure or nonsecure. 

Response: While a booking area may 
be secure, a juvenile being processed 
"through" this area is not considered to 
be in a secure detention status. 

Where a secure booking area is all 
that is available, and continuous visual 
supervision is provided throughout the 
booking process, and the juvenile only 
remains in the booking area long enough 
lo be photographed and fingerprinted 
(consistent with state law and/or 
judicial rules), the juvenile will not be 
considered in a secure detention status. 
Continued nonsecure custody for the 
purposes of interrogation. contacting 
parents, or arranging an alternative 
placement must occur outside the 
booking area. 

2. Comment: Two respondents
Indicated that a prohibition on 
handcuffing juveniles to a cuffing rail or 
other stationary objects is not a viable 
reatriction given safety and cost 

· considerations.
Response: OJJDP understands that

many juveniles taken into custody pose
a potential risk to self and/ or law 
enforcement officers. Clearly, the officer
taking a juvenile into custody must rely
on his or her judgement of the level oi
risk posed by the juvenile.

It is, however, OJJDP's respor.sibility
to clearly define when a j�venile !dken
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into custody enters a secure detention 
status. 1.Vhere an officer determines that 
a juvenile taken Into cuatody aa an 
accused criminal-type offender must be 
handcuffed to a cuffing rail or other 
stationary object, or placed in a cell or 
lockup area. this is permissible under 
§ 31.303(f)(S)(iv)(H) of the OJJDP
Formula Grants Regulation (28 CFR 31),
for up to six hours. It should be noted,
however, that for monitoring purposes,
the six hour, "grace period .. begins to
run when the juvenile enters a secure
detention status and ends six hours
later.

It is also important to point out that 
handcuffing techniques that do not 
involve cuffing rails or other stationary 
objects will be considered nonsecure 
custody where the additional criteria for 
nor.secure custody set forth in this 
policy are adhered to. Thus, juvenile 
offenders can be considered in 
nonsecure custody, even though 
har.duffed, where necessary, so long as 
a stationary object is not in use. 

3. Comment: Two respondents
expressed concern that without a time 
limit on nonsecure custody, juveniles 
could end up spending more time in law 
enforcement facilities than at present. It 
was recommended that nonsecure 
custody be limited to six hours. 

Response: One criterion in the policy 
for determining that custody is 
nonsecure is that the area where the 
juvenile remains not be designed or 
intended for use as a residential area. 
This reflects OJJDP's policy that if a 
juvenile is to remain in custody long 
enough to require residential services, 
the juvenile should be moved to an 
apppropriate juvenile residential facility 
as soon as this need is identified. Once 
an area of a jail or lockup facility begins 
to be used for residential purposes, the 
juvenile will be considered to be in a 
secure detention status. 

Beyond this "nonresidential" 
requirement, and the other limiting 
criteria in this policy, the JJDP Act does 
;:;it confer upon the OJJDP the authority 
to limit the length of nonsecure custody. 

4. Comment: One respondent stated
that recortlkeeping deficiencies at the 
facility level often make it difficult to 
determine when juveniles are placed in 
cells or other secure holding areas, and 
that this problem will also exist in 
attemptii:g to monitor the handcuffing of 
ji:veniles to cuffing rails or other 
sta:ionarJ objects. 

R.>sponse: Each participating state is 
required. pursuant to section 223(a)(15) 
of the JJDP Act. to have an adequate 
mo:litoring system. It is expected that 
states will work with local facilities to 
develup adequate recordkeeping 
procedures. 

As for recording juveniles placed In a 
holding cell or other secure area, many 
police departments handle this by 
adding the designation "cell" or 
"secure" to their juvenile admission/ 
booking log. Departments should be 
particularly willing to do this when 
liability factors are taken into 
consideration, i.e., in the event of 
litigation, departments need to know if a 
juvenile was or was not placed in a 
secure area or in a secure detention 
status, and if so, for how long. 

5. Comment: Three respondents
suggested that the policy does not 
addresa the separation provision, 
section 223(a}(13) of the JJDP Act. 

Response: The policy is designed to 
identify nonsecure alternatives for the 
custody and handling of juveniles within 
law enforcement facilities. The section 
223(a)(13) separation requirement of the 
JJDP Act does not apply to juveniles in a 
nonsecure custody status. 

6. Comment: One respondent
indicated that court holding facilities 
should be subject to the 
Deinstitutionalization of Status 
Offender, provision, section 
223(a)(12)(A) of the JJDP Act. Another 
suggested adding requirements for staff 
supervision and time limits for court 
holding facilities. 

Response: Section 223(a)(12)(A) of the 
JJDP Act requires the removal of status 
and nonoffenders from secure detention 
and correctional facilities. Section 103 of 
the Act defines both facility categories 
to mean "residential" facilities. 

This policy clearly states that in order 
for a court holding facility to be exempt 
from the adult jail and lockup removal 
provision of the JJDP Act, it must be 
nonresidential. The policy also states 
that the court holding facility cannot be 
used for punitive purposes or other 
purposes unrelated to a court 
appearance, and it confirms that the 
section 223(a)(13} separation 
requirement applies to court holding 
facilities. These requirements pertain to 
status and nonoffenders, as well as to 
criminal-type offenders. 

As for time limitations, the 
nonresidential requirement does impose 
an inherent or practical time limitation. 
That is, the juvenile must be brought to 
and removed from the facility during the 
same judicial day. 

The fmal policy does not address the 
level of supervision necessary in court 
holding facilities. However, it is clearly 
essential that sufficient levels of 
supervision be provided to ensure the 
safety of those juveniles before the 
court. and the integrity of the court 
proces3 itself. 

Exec::utive Ordw U2t1 

Thia notice does not constitute a 
"major" rule as defined by Executive 
Order 12291 because it does not result 
in: (a) An effect on the economy of $100

million or more, (b) a major increase in 
any costs or prices, or (c) adverse 
effects on competition, employment, 
investment, productivity, or innovation 
among American enterprises. 
Regulatory Flexibility Act 

This policy does not have a 
"significant" economic impact on a 
substantial number of small "entities", 
as defined by the Regulatory Flexibility 
Act (Pub. L 96.354}. 
Paperwork Reduction Act 

No collection of information 
requirements are contained in or 
effected by this guideline (See the 
Paperwork Reduction Act, 44 U.S.C. 
3504(h)). 
List of Sµbjects in 28 CFR Part 31 

Grant program&-law, Juvenile 
delinquency, Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirement. 
Ill. Policy: Criteria for Law Enforcement 
Facilitiea 

The following policy criteria, if 
satisfied. will constitute nonsecure 
custody of a juvenile in a building that 
houses an adult jail or lockup facility: 

(1) The area(s) where the juvenile is
held is an unlocked multi-purpose area, 
such as a lobby, office, or interrogation 
room which is not designated, set aside 
or used as a secure detention area or is 
not a part of such an area, or, if a secure 
area, is used only for processing 
purposes; (2) The juvenile is not 
physically secured to a cuffing rail or 
other stationary object during the period 
of custody in the facility; (3) the use of 
the area(s) is limited to providing 
nonsecure custody only long enough and 
for the purposes of identification, 
investigation, processing, release to 
parents, or arranging transfer to an 
appropriate juvenile facility or to court; 
(4) in no event can the area be designed
or intended to be used for residential
purposes; and (5) the juvenile must be
under continuous visual supervision by
a law enforcement officer or facility
staff during the period of time that he or
she is in nonsecure custody.
IV. Policy: Criteria for Court Holding
Facilities 

A court holding facility is a secure 
facility. othu than an adult jail or 
lockup. that is used to temporarily 
detain persons immediately before or 
after detention hearings. or other court 
proceedings. Court holding facilities, 
where they do not detail individuals 
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overnight (i.e., are not residential) and 
are not used for punitive purposes or 
other purposes unrelated to a court 
appearance, are not considered adult 
jails or lockups for purposes of section 
223(a}(14) of the JJDP Act. However, 
such facilities remain subject to the 
section 223(a)(13) (42 U.S.C. 5633(a)(13)) 
separation requirement of the Act. 
Verne L Spein, 
Administrator. Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention. 

(FR Doc. 88-25376 Filed 11-1�; 6:45 am) 
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Office of ,Justice Program, 

Office of Juvenile JuetJce and 
Delinquency Prevention 

28 CFR Part 31 

Criteria for Ce Mlnlmls Exceptions to 
Full Compliance With the Jail Removal 
Requirement 

AGENCY: Office of Justice Programs. 
Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention. Justice. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Office of Juvenile Justice 
and Delinquency Prevention (OIJDP), 
pursuant to section 262(d) (42 U.S.C. 
5672(d)) of the Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. as 
amended. 42 U.S.C. 5601 et seq. (JIDP 
Aci), revises its Formula Grants 
Regulation to include criteria for 
determining full compliance with de 
minimis exceptions to the jail removal 
requirement of section 223(a)(14) (42 
U.S.C. 5633(a)(14)) of the IJDP Act. as 
amended. 
EFRCTIVE DATE: This rule is effective 
November 2, 1988. 
FOR F\JRTMER INFORMATION CONTACT! 

Emily C. Martin. Director, State 
Relations and Assistance Division. 
OIJDP, 633 Indiana Avenue NW., Room 
768. Washington, DC 20531, (202) 724-
5921.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Introduction and Background

Section 223(a)(14) of the JJDP Act
requires that States participating in the 
Formula Grants Program "(14) provide 
tr.at. beginning after the five.year period 
following December 8, 1980, no juvenile 
shall be detained or confined in any jail 
or lockup for adults. except that the 
Administrator shall through 1989, 
promulgate regulations which make 
exceptions with regard to the detention 
of juveniles accused of non·etatus 
offenses who are awaiting an initial 
court appearance pursuant to an 
enforceable State law requiring such 
appearance within twenty.four hours 
after being taken into custody 
(exr.luding weekends and holidays) 
' • •." Section 223(a)(14) limits this 
exception to areas that are outside a 
standard metropolitan statistical area. 

Section 233(c) of the IJDP Act further 
provides that a State's "(c) • • • Failure 
to achieve compliance with the 
requirements of Subsection (a)(14) 
within the five-year lime limitation shall 
terminate any State's eligibility for 
funding under this subpart, unless the 
Administrator determines that: (1) The 

State la In substantial compliance with 
such requirement through the 
achievement of not Iese than 75 percent 
removal of juveniles from jails and 
lockups for adults: and (2) the State has 
made through appropriate executive or 
legislative action. an unequivocal 
commitment to achieving full 
compliance within a reasonable time, 
not to exceed three additional years." 

Section 31.303(f)(6l(iii) of the OJJDP 
Formula Grants Regulation, which was 
published in the June 20, 1985, Federal

Register, at pages 25550-25561, 28 CFR 
Part 31, establishes three ways for a 
State to demonstrate full compliance 
with the section 223(a)(14) requirement. 
First. "Full compliance is achieved when 
a State demonstrates that the last 
submitted monitoring report. covering a 
full and actual 12 months of data, 
demonstrates that no juveniles were 
held in adult jails or lockups in 
circumstances that were in violation of 
section 223(a)(14)" (28 CFR 
31.303( f)(6 Hi ii 11. 

The remaining two ways to 
demonstrate full compliance involve the 
legal concept of de minimis. First, a 
State may be found in full compliance 
with de minim.is exceptions where all 
instances of noncompliance violated a 
State law, court rule, or other statewide 
executive or judicial policy; the 
instances of noncompliance do not 
indicate a patlP.m or practice: an 
enforcement mechanism exists: and, an 
acceptable plan has been developed to 
eliminate the noncompliant incidents (28 
CFR l31.303(f)(6)(iii)(A)). 

Second, a State may demonstrate full 
compliance by achieving a rate of 
noncompliant incidents, per 100.000 
juvenile population in the State, that 
falls below the de minimis rate 
established by OJJDP. This de minirnis 
rate, es set forth below, is being added 
to the OIJDP Formula Grants Regulation 
at § 31.303(f)(6)(iii)(B) which is currently 
designated "Reserved." 

Office of Justice Programs Office of 
General Counsel Legal Opinion 76-7 
provides the legal basis upon which 
OJJDP establishes this de minirnis 
exception. Specifically, the legal opinion 
allows OIJDP to tolerate a limited 
number of instances of noncompliance 
(the legal opinion addressed the 
deinstitutionalization of status offenders 
requirement) that are of "slight 
consequence" or "insignificant" in 
making a determination regarding a 
State's achieving full compliance. 

II. Discussion of Comments

A proposed policy was published in
the Federal Register on June 9, 1988. for 
public comment. One comment was 
received and has been considered by 

the OJJDP in the issuance of a final 
policy. 

1. Commenl· Each State should have
the option of providing the juvenile 
population figure to be used in 
calculating the de minimis rate for the 
year in which this exception is 
requested. The U.S. Bureau of Census 
juvenile population figures used by the 
OJJDP may not accurately reflect rapid 
changes in a State's juvenile population. 

Response: The OJJDP will continue to 
use the U.S. Bureau of Census juvenile 
population figures. which are annually 
updated by the Bureau, to calculate each 
State's rate of compliance with the jail 
removal provision of the JJDP Act. This 
ls necessary in order to ensure a uniform 
basis for making de minimis 
calcula lions. 

However, when juvenile population 
figures available within the State 
demonstrate a rate below the allowable 
de minimis rate. while use of U.S. 
Bureau of Census figures indicate a rate 
above the allowable de minimis rate. the 
State may request the OJJDP to accept 
the State's figures. Such requests will be 
reviewed on a case by case basis, end 
m118t be submitted each year the State 
wishes to be exempted from the 
requirement to use U.S. Bureau of 
Census figures. The OJJDP may accept 
the State's juvenile population figures 
when they are the product of an 
established annual information 
collection system. The information 
collection system and its primary usage 
must be described in the State's annual 
request for a finding of full compliance 
with de minirnis exceptions. and must 
be approved by the Administrator as 
valid and reliable. 

Ill. Policy and Criteria for De Minimis 
Exceptions to Full Compliance with the 
Jail Removal Requirement 

The criteria presented below and set 
forth in the final regulation will be 
applied by OIJDP in determining 
whether a State has achieved, and 
subsequently maintained, a numerical 
finding of full compliance with de 
minimis exceptions with the jail end 
lockup removal requirement of section 
223(a)(14). Also specified is the time 
frame for submitting information which 
each State must provide when 
requesting an initial or subsequent 
finding of full compliance with a de 
minimis exceptions under 28 CFR 
31.303( f)( 6 Hi ii H BI. 

Discussion of Criteria 

The criteria for finding full compliance 
with de minimis exceptions is that the 
incidents of noncompliance are 
insignificant. or of slight conseqeence. in 
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terms of the total juvenil11 population in 
the State. 

In applying this criteria, OJJDP will 
compare each State's noncompliance 
rate per 100.000 population under age 18 
to the average rate that has been 
calculated for 12 States (three States 
from each of the four Bureau of Census 
regions). The 12 States selected by 
OJIDP were those having the lowest 
rates of noncompliance per 100.000 
juvenile population and which had an 
adequate system of monitoring for 
compliance. Those States using the non
MSA exception, provided for in section 
223(a)(14), were not included Ln 
calculating the average. Inclusion of 
these States would have created an 
artifically low average because the 
exception expires in 1989. 

The information provided by the 12 
States' 1986 Monitoring Reports 
indicated an average annual rate of nine 
(9) incidents of noncompliance per
100,000 juvenile population.
Consequently, those States which have
a noncompliance rate in excess of nine
(9) per 100.000 juvenile population will
be considered presumptively ineligible
for a finding of full compliance with de
minimis exceptions, pursuant to
§ 31.303(f)(6)(iii)(B) of the Formula
Grants Regulution.

When a State can demonstrate, 
however, th&t recently enacted changes 
in State law which have gone into effect 
can reasonably be expected to have a 
substantial, significant and positive 
impact on the State's level of 
compliance, OIJDP will consider this 
exceptional circumstance in making its 
determination of full compliance with de 
minimis exceptions. Thia exceptional 
circumstance will only be applied where 
the legislation is expected to produce 
full (100%) compliance or full 
compliance with de minimis exceptions 
by the end of the monitoring period 
immediately following the monitoring 
period under consideration. 

OJJDP deems it to be a requirement of 
critical importance that all States 
annually demonstrate continued and 
meaningful progress toward 100 percent 
compliance in order to remain eligible 
for a finding of full compliance with de 
minimis exceptions pursuant to 
§ 31.303(f)(6)(iii)(B) of the Formula
Grants Regulation.

Executive Order 12291 

Thia regulation does not constitute a 
"major" rule as defined by Executive 
Order 12291 because it does not result 
in: (a) An effect on the economy of $100 
million or more, (b) major increase in 
any costs or prices, or (c) adverse 
effects on competition, employment, 
investment, productivity, or innovation 
among American enterprises. 

Regulatory flexibility Act 

This regulation does not have 
"significant" economic impact on a 
substantial number of small "entities," 
as defined by the Regulatory flexibility 
Act (Pub. L �354). 

Paperwork Reduction Act 
No new collection of information 

requirements are contained in this 
regulation (See the Paperwork 
Reduction Act, 44 U.S.C. 3504(h)). 

Llst of Subjects l.n 2.8 CFR Part 31 
Grant programs-law, Juvenile 

delinquency, Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirement. 

Final Regulation 

PART 31-{AMENOEOJ 

1. The authority citation for Part 31
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention Act or 1974. es emended (42 
U.S.C. 5601 et seq.). 

2. A new paragraph (f)(6)(iii)(B),
currently designated as "Reserved" in 26 
CFR 31.303, is added to read as follows: 

§ 31.303 SubatantJve requlrementa.

(f) •••
(6) •••
(iii) •••
(B)(l) Standard. The State must

demonstrate that each of the following 
requirements have been met. 

(,) The incidents of noncompliance 
reported ln the State's lest submitted 
monitoring report do not exceed an 
annual rate of 9 per 100.000 juvenile 
population of the State; and 

u,1 An acceptable plan has been 
developed to eliminate the 
noncompliant incidenls through the 
enactment or enforcement of State law, 
rule, or statewide executive or judicial 

policy, education. the provision of 
alternatives, or other effective means. 

(2) Exception. When the annual rate 
for a State exceeds 9 incidents of 
noncompliance per 100.000 juvenile 
population, the State will be considered 
ineligible for a finding of full compliance 
with de minimis exceptions under the 
numerical de minimis standard unless 
the State has recently enacted changes 
in State law which have gone into effect 
and which the State demonstrates can 
reasonably be expected to have a 
substantial. significant and positive 
impact on the State's achieving full 
(100%) compliance or full compliance 
with de minim.is exceptions by the end 
of the monitoring period immediately 
following the monitoring period under 
considers tion. 

(J) Progress. Beginning with the
monitoring report due by December 31, 
1990. any State whose prior full 
compliance status is based on having 
met the numerical de minirnis standard 
set forth in paragraph (f)(6)(iii)(B)(l) (,) 
and (ii) of § 31.303, must annually 
demonstrate, in its request for a finding 
of full compliance with de minimis 
exceptions, continued and meaningful 
progreaa toward achieving full (100%) 
compliance In order to maintain 
eligibility for a continued finding of full 
compliance with de minimia exceptions. 

(4) Request Submission.
Determinations of full compliance and 
full compliance with de minimis 
exceptions are made annually by OJJDP 
following submission of the monitoring 
report due by December 31 of each 
calendar year. Any State reporting less 
than full (100%) compliance in any 
annual monitoring report may request a 
finding of full compliance with de 
minimis exceptions under paragraph 
(f)(B)(iii) (A) or (BJ of § 31.303. The 
request may be submitted in conjunction 
with the monitoring report. as soon 
thereafter as ell information required for 
e determination is available, or be 
included in the· annual State plan and 
application for the State's Formula 
Grant Award. 

Date: October 28, 1988. 

Verne L Spein, 

Adminislrotor. Office of Juvenile Justice ond 
Delinquency Prevention. 

[FR Doc. 88-25362 Filed 11-Hla: 6:45 aml 
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Office of Juvenll1 Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention 

2a CFR Part 3 t 

Formula Grants 

waive termination of fundins eligibility 
for 1tate1 that have failed to achieve 
1ub1tantial or full compliance with the 
jail and lockup removal requiremenL 
The final regulation detail, rewed 
procedure, and requirementa for etatea 
participating in the Formula Granta 
Program resulting from the 1988 
amendment• to the JJDP AcL : 
Deacription of Major Cbanpe. 

. participating 1tate'1 Formula Grant Plan 
address efforts to reduce the proportion 
of juveniles who are membera of 
minority groups detained or confined in 
.ecure detention facilitiea, 1ecure 
correctional facilities, jails, and lockups, 
jf such proportion exceeds the 
proportion auch group, represent in the 
general population. 

_Jail Ramoval 
AGENCY: Offi:e of Justice Programs, 
Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention. 
ACTION: Notice of final regulation. Formula Grant Allocationa , Section 2.23(a)(14) of the JJDP Act was 

Section W(a) of the JJDP Act wu - · amended to continue the non-MSA [low
IUMMOY: The Office of Juvenile Justice amended to raiae the minimum Formula population denalty) exception to the jail 
and Delinquency Prevention (OJfDP) la Grant allocation from $225,000 per atate and lockup removal requirement through 
publishing the final revision of the and $58.2SO per territory. The minimum 1993. The atatutory criteria outlined In 
existing formula Granta Regulation (28 allocation, are now $32S,OOO per ,tale eection 223(a)(14) (A), (B) and (C) that 
CTR plirt Jl ), which implementa part B 

and $7S,OOO per territory if the title D muat be aatiafied for a atate to uae this 
of Title D of the Juvenile Justice and _appropriation 11 leaa than 175 million exception remain the aame (28 CFR 
Delinquency Prevention UfDP) Act of (other than part D). Uthe title D Sl.303(0(4)). 
1974, as amended by the Juvenile Justice appropriation la more than $7S miWoo Section 223(c) of the JJDP Act was 
and Delinquency Prevention (other than part D), the minimum amended to create an alternative 
Amendments of 1988. (subtitle F of title allocation. are $400,000 per state and 1ubatantial compliance 1tandard for 
VII of L�e Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988, __ .... thoae ,tatea unable to achieve a 75 
Pub. L 100-690, 102 Stat. 4181, November $100,000 per territory. Stale auu territory 

dm allocations will be reduced prorata to percent reduction in jail and lockup 
18. 1988). The 1988 Amen enta the extent nece11ary to emure tb1t no removal violationa. but which have 
reauthorize and modify the Federal ,tale recelvea lea, than it waa allotted in made aufflclent progre11 to merit 
aesistance program of grant, to 1tate Fiscal Year l988. continued fundfns. The new 1tandard 
and local government, and private not- eatabllshea four criteria which. if 
for-profit agencies for juvenile justice Indian Pan-Through aatiafied. may be uaed in lieu of 
and delinquency prevention Section 223(a)(5) of the JJDP Act wu achieving a 75 percent numerical 
imp�ovements authorized under part B amended to require that a portioo of reduction to demonatrate 1ub1tantial 
of Title 11 of �e JfDP :4-�1 (42 U.S.C. _56�1 each participating ,tate'a 6&% percent compliance. The four criteria require 
et seq.)._The fin�l reVJs�on to tl-ie ex.is� Formula Grant paaa-throus}l be made that the 1tate baa: (1) Removed all 1tatu1 

· �egulat1on pro�'ldes gu1d_an�e to statea available to fund programs of Indian and nonoffender juveniles from adult · 
m the formul_ation, 1ubmJas1on, and · .tribea that perform law enforcement Jail• and lockups; (2) made meaningful 
implementation of 1tate formula granta function,, and that agree to attempt to progre11 in removing other Juvenilea 
plan,. 

. comply with the dein1titutionallutioo of from adult Jail, and lockup1; (3) 
IFFEC!1VE DATE: 11111 regulation i1 itatu, oftendera, aeparatioo. and jail diligently carried out the 1tate'1 Jail and 
effective August 8, 1989. and lockup removal requiremeota of the . lockup removal plan. and (4) hi1torically 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: JJDP AcL The proportion of pa11-throush expended and continues to expend an 
Jeff Allison. Compliance Monitoring funds made anilable for theae program, appropriate and 1ignificant ,hare of 
Coo�dinator, �t.a�e Relation, and muat be the aame 81 the proportion of Formula Grant resource, to comply with 
Assistance D1V1s1on, Office of Juvenile the state's population under 18 years of section 223(a)(14) of the JJDP AcL Aa 
Justice and Delinquency Prevention age which reeidea in thoae aeographical . with the 75 percent reduction atandard. 
(O}JDP), 633 lndiana Avenue, NW., areaa where Indian tribea perform 1uch for a 1tate to be eligible for a findins of 
Room 760, Washington, DC 20531; (202) _ law enforcement function,. Each year, 1ub1tantial compliance under this 
724-5924. the Secretary of the Interior will provide alternative atandard the atata must 
SUPPUMENTARY INFORMATION: OJJDP with an updated U.t of thoae , ·. demonstrate an unequivocal 

tribes within 1tate1 that perform law commitment to achieving full 
Statutory Amendment, 

The 1983 reauthorization or the JJDP 
Act ::esulted in statutory amendments 
that impact lhe Formula Granta 
Program. These r.tatutory changes 
include: A modified formula grnnt fund 
allocation minimum fer participating 
elates and tenitories: a funding pau
through requirement for Indian tribes; a 
plan requirement related to assessing 
and audressing the overrepresentation 
of minority ju·,•enil::s in all types of 
1ecure facilities; extension tlirough 1993 
of the non-l.fSA exception to the jail and 
lockup re:noval requirement; an 

i.lternatlve substantial compliance 
1tandard for jail and lockup removal; 
and. a �rovision for the Administrator to 

enforcement functions. The initial U.t la compliance within a reaaonable time, 
available throush OJJDP. not to exceed three additional yean, 

A related provialon. aectioo ; _. •. - · after the December a. 1985, atatutory 
223(a)(8)(A) of the JJDP Act. wu deadline for achieving 1ub1tantial 
amended to require that each atate'1 · -. . compliance with the jail and lockup 
·juvenile crime analy11l1, which ii removal requiremenL 
eubmitted annually aa part of the The statutory deadlinea for 
Fonnula Grant Application an� Plan, substantial end full compliance with 
include en aaseument of Juvenile crime 1ection 223(a)(l4) of the JfDP Act were 
problems and prevention need, within· .. -. not changed by the 1988 Amendmenta. 
the geographical areas In which Indian · . Each participating elate and territory'•
tribes perform law enforcement 1987 and 1988 Monitoring Reports (due 
function,. . .. - · ·. by December 31, 1987, and December 31, 

Minority Overrepresentation in Secure 
Faci/itie• ·· 

Section 223(a)(23) or the JJDP Act waa
amended to require that each ·· · 

1988, respectively) must demonstrate 
either substantial or full compliance 
with the Jell and lockup removal 
requirement In order for the state to be 
eligible (absent a waiver of tenninationl 
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for the FY 1989 and 1990 Formula Grant 
awards, respectively. Each participating 
state and te:ritory's 1989 Monitoring 
Report (due by December 31. 1989), must 
demonstrate foll coor,liance or full 
comp!iance with de minimia exceptiorus 
with sP.ction 223(11)(14) in order for the 
state to be eligible (absent a waiver of 
termination) for the FY 1931 Formula 
Grant award, and all subsequent 
awards. 

Section 223( c) of the JJDP Act was 
also amended to provide the 
Achninlstrator of OJJDP with the 
discretion to waive termination of 
funding eligibility for those atates and 
territories that have not achieved 
aubstantial or full compliance with the 
jail and lockup removal requirement, 
provided that the state or territory 
agrees to expend all of its Formula 
Grant resources, except planning and 
administration, advisory group aet aside, 
and Indian tribe pass-through funds, to 
achieve compl:ance with section 
223(a)(l4). This final revision of the 
Formula Grants Regulation aets forth 
standards that a state must demonstrate 
it meets in order to be considered by the 
Administrator for a waiver of the 
tennlnation sanction. A atate which 
aalisfies these atandards qualifies for a 
waiver on the buia that: (1) It haa made 
significant progreaa to date; and (2)
additional funding la lilcely to produce 
further progren toward compliance. 
Diacuaaioo of Commeota 

The proposed reviaions to the existing 
Formula Grants Regulation were 
publiebed in the Federal Regiater on 
April 12, 1989 (54 FR 14768), for public 
comment. Written commenta were 
received from eight atatea, two regional 
coalitions of stal� juvenile justice 
ad,isory groups, the National Coalition 
of State Juvenile Justice Advisory 
Groups, the University of Wisconain 
School of Social Welfare, and the 
Subcommittee on Human Reaourcea of 
the U.S. Hou&e of Representatives' 
Committee on Education and Labor. The 
National Coalition of State Juvenile 
Justice Advisor}· Group, aubmitted a 
resolution pused at their May 7-10, 1989 
National Conference In Reno. All 
comment, ha\'e been considered by 
OJJDP Jn the issuance of thia final 
regulation. 

The following i1 • awnmary of the 
commen� and the responses by OJJDP: 

1, CommenL· The majority of 
respondents expreaaed concern that 
paragraphs (0(6)(iii)(D)(l)(v) and 
(0(8)(iii)(U)(2) (vii) of the proposed 
regulation only required atatea to 
demonstrate a "commitment" to 
achieving full compliance when seeklna 
a waiver of tennination of eligibility for 

failure to achieve aobstantial or full 
compliance with the jail and lockup 
removal provision, section 223(a)(14) of 
the JJDP Act. These respondents 
indicated that elates ahould be required 
to demonatrate an "unequivocal 
commitment" to achieving full 
compliance Ju order1o be eligible for a 
waiver of termination. The Houae 
Subcommittee on Human Reaources 
commented that requi.ring a leaaer 
commitment for • atate in the contaxt of 
an application for a waiver than ii 
required for th&t elate to achieve 
aubatantial compliance weaken, tha 
Act'• compliance acheme. which wu 
not the intent of the 1.988 Amendment.. 
The Houae Subcommittee further 
commented that only • requirement of 
unequivocal commitment will enable the 
Administrator to make the 
determination. with certainty, that 
additional fu:l'i:ng ta likely to produce 
further prai;re,-, toward compliance 
when wa1n:u are granted. The 
comments and the resolution of the 
National Coalition of State Juvenile 
Justice Adviaory Group, 1upported thi1 
p01ition. 

Several respondent. commented that 
the positive reaponaee of elate 
legislature, and governors to the 
requirement of an unequivocal 
commitment aa • baai1 of eligibWty for 
participation in the OJJDP 1pon1ored Jail 
Removal Initiative I demonstrates the 
level of commitment that moat 1tates 
have already mada to achieving the 
goals of Jail removal. Within this 
context, respondent, commented that 
OJJDP should remain consistent in its 
interpretation of requirementa, aa 
weakening the standard undermines 
gains already achieved by many slate,. 

Finally, aeveral respondents Indicated 
that without requiring the higher, well 
d1.fined standard of "uneqoivocal 
commitment." waivera of termination 
would practically be automatic, and the 
jail and lockup removal provi1ion of the 
JJDP Act would be weakened. 

One elate aupporud the 
"commitment" languase in the propoeed 
regulation. 

Re1porae: It la the OJJDP po1ition that 
the leglala lion itaell la clear in that It 
does not require the Adminiatrator to 
demand an "unequivocal commitment" 
but allows the Admlniatrator discretion 
lo waive termination of eligibility when 
a 1tate la unable to meet the atandard 
for substantial compliance, or the 
standard for full compliance. The Act 
Imposes only one condition upon the 
Admlnl&trator in utilizing the waiver 
provision: That tho1t 1lale1 who are 
unable to demonatrate 1ub1tantial or full 
compliance (aa required by the Act) 
mu1t comm.ii all of their formula grant 

dollars to the iaaue of jail removal 
except as provided by the statute. This 
is a substantial requirement and is 
demonstrative of a 1late'1 willingness 
and commitment to comply with the jail 
removal mandate. 

The Regulation incorporates this 
requirement and in addition requires 
states to: Have an adequate monitoring 
system. diligently carry out the 1tate's 
Jail and lockup removal plan. aubmit an 
acceptable plan to eliminate 
noncompliant Incidents and to 
demon1trate a commitment to achieving 
full compliance. Therefore, the 
Regulation eatiafiea not only the clear 
language of the 1latute, It al10 aatiefies 
the Intent of Congre11 that the waiver be 
applied to thoae caaee where the 
Administrator determine, the states 
have made significant progreaa and 
additional funding 11 likely to produce 
further progreu toward compliance. It Is 
consistent with Congreaalonal action in 
creating the waiver provi1ion by 
auiating atates that are committed to 
maintaining progreaa toward and 
achieving full compliance with 
223(8)(14). 

Baaed on these conclualon1, 
paragraphs (0(6)(Ui)(D)(1)(v) and 
(0(6)(1ii)(D)(2)(vil) of the final regulation 
retain the original langoage from the 
propoaed regulation requiring elates 
aeeking a waiver of termination of 
eligibility to demonatrate a 
"commitment" to achieving full 
compliance. 

z. Comment: One re1pondent
indicated that there waa no justification 
.for allowins the AdmlnJ1trator to waive 
termination of a stale'• eligibility for 
failure to achieve 1ub1tantial 
compliance with the jail and lockup 
removal provi1ion. 

Respon8e: Section 223(c)(2)(B) of the 
JJDP Act clearly appllea tha waiver of 
termination 1anclion to thoae elates 
unable to achieve 1ubatanlial 
compliance with the jail and lockup 
removal provision. punuant to 1ection 
223(c)(2)(A). Thi• interpretation of the 
statute 1, 1upported by the Houae 
Committee on Education and Labor 
Report (100-605) which 1tate1 on page 
11, "It 1hould be noted that the bill 
makes thl1 alternative eancUon 
available with regard to enforcing the 
substantial and full compliance 
requirement.." 

It la the OJJDP'1 intention to apply the 
waiver provlalon carefully,•• directed 
by Congre11. Thia will occur in those 
1ituation1 where, althoua)i 1ub1tantial 
compliance hu not been achieved 
within the applicable time limit. the 
elate baa made algnificant progreaa in 
removins juveniles from adult jalla and 
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lockups, and there is substantive 
evidence that additional funding is 
likely to produce further progreH 
toward full compliance. 

3. Comment: One respondent
requested that the waiver maximum 
apply only to (f}(6)(iii)(D)(2), which 
relates to full compliance and not io 
(f}(6)(iii)(D)(l), which relates to 
substantial compliance. Thus the 
maximum number of waivers would 
only be counted for failure to achieve 
full compliance. Waivers applied to 
states for failure to achieve substantial 
compliance would not be counted 
toward the three waiver maximum. 

Response: Although the standard for 
substantial compliance is different from 
the standard for full compliance no 
other distinction is made in the 
application of the three year waiver 
li,-nitation. No state, regardless of 
whether the sub:;tantisl compliance 
standard is used or the full compliance 
standard is used, is eligible for more 
than three waivers. 

4. Comment: One respondent
recommended that paragraph U)(l), 
which requires that documentation be 
provided in the State Plan Juvenile 
Crime Analrsis to indicate whether 
minority juveniles are 
disproportionately detained or confined, 
provide more specific information as to 
what kind of documentation ia required. 

Response: OJJDP agrees with thJa 
recommendation and will prepare 
supplemental information, including 
recommended data collection and 
analysis strategies. For those states 
whose Fiscal Year 1989 plan hes already 
been submitted, separate instructions 
for supple:nenting the FY 1989 plan 
update to meet any new or modified 
requirements imposed by the final 
regulation will also be issued. 

5. Com;r;;er.t: One respondent
expressed concern about how the 
implementation of the workplan for 
add:essing overrepresentation of 
minorities in the juvenile justice system 
will be monitored to ensure that the plan 
is being carried out. 

Response: OJJDP intends to monitor 
implement&tion of workplana through 
site visits and through reviewing 
Performance R!!pcrta. In addition, OJJDP 
plans to develop an addendum to the 
Monitoring Compliance Report which la 
currently submitted annually to 
determine compliance with section 
223(a)(12}(A), (13), and (14). Thia 
addendum will epply to the 1990 
Monitoring Report due December 31, 
1990, and all 1ubaequent monitoring 
reports. 

6. Comment-One respondent
expre11Sed concern about the 
Interpretation of the statutory language 

in section 223(a)(23) of the Act that 
requires atatea to address the over
representation of minority youth in 
secure detention facilities. The basis for 
this concern Is that the language "if such 
proportion exceeds the proportion such 
groups represent in the general 
population," if interpreted literally, 
might lead to a situation In which the 
proportion of minority youth in secure 
detention would be compared to the 
proportion of minority members in the 
general population. Such a comparison 
would be misleading because of the 
skewed age distributions of minority 
populations in the United States at the 
present. Minority populations tend to be 
composed of greater percentages of 
younger individuals. Thus, while in a 
given jurisdiction 25 percent of the 
overall population may be members of a 
minority group, 30 percent or more of the 
population could be.under 20 years of 
age. If this were the case, and auuming 
equal risks of offense, apprehension and 
other decision making, It would atill be 
the case that thJa hypothetical 
jurisdiction would appear to have an 
over-representation of minority youth. 

The respondent recommench that for 
purposes of determining over· 
repf1!sentation of minority youth in 
secure facilities, the general population 
be defined aa youth at risk for 1uch 
confinement. 

Response: OJJDP also recognized the 
potential for misinterpretation of the 
statutory language. AJ a consequence, 
this language waa clarified in I 31.303 
(j)(l) of the proposed OJJDP Formula 
Grants Regulation. Thia clarification has 
been retained in the final Regulation. 

1. Comment: The Subcommittee on
Human Resources of the House 
Committee on Education and Labor 
commented on the definition of Indian 
tribes that perform law enforcement 
functions. Concern waa expreHed that 
the defulition doea not fully track the 
definition of "law enforcement and 
criminal justice" in section 103(6} of the 
Act. While the proposed definition 
specifically includes police efforts, it 
omits any specific reference to activities 
of courts, corrections, probation, or 
parole authorities. Concern waa 
expreued that OJJDP not interpret the 
term "law enforcement functions" too 
narrowly and a suggestion made that 
this definition be expanded to more 
closely track the section 103(6) language. 
Two state respondents expre111ed 
similar concern.. 

Response: In response to thJa 
comment, aa well aa to those from the 
two state reapondenta, the language for 
the definition of law enforcement 
functions baa been expanded to include 

corrections, probation, and parole 
activities. 

8. Comment: One state, which bas
only one Indian tribe that might be able 
to qualify for pass-through funds, 
expects that the population under 18 
years is too small to warrant an 
individual grant. A question was raised 
about bow OJJDP defines the term 
"larger tribal jurisdiction" as it relates to 
that situation? 

Response: OJJDP recognizes the range 
of populations of Indian Tribes and 
Alaskan Native villages, and the 
Regulation ls designed to give the State 
Agency fiexibillty in targeting funds 
where substantial Impact can be 
anticipated through the funding of tribes 
attempting to achieve compliance with 
section 223(a) (12)(A), (13) and (14) of 
the JJDP AcL It also recognizes the 
variation in resource, among Indian 
tribes to develop and manage projects, 
and. accordingly, provide, for making 
pass-through funds available to 
organizations designated by tribes to 
represent them. or to combinations of 
eligible tribes. Where a state haa only 
one tribe, that tribe, regardleaa of size 
would be the eligible tribe and would 
nece11arily be the recipient or 
beneficiary of the Indian tribe paaa
through, if it met the requirements of 
performing law enforcement functions 
and agreeing to attempt to achieve 
compUance with the statutory mandates. 

An excerpt from The U.S. Census 1980 
Report on the General Characteristics 
for American Indian Persona on 
Reservations, which provides data on 
juvenile populations under 18 residing 
on Indian Re1ervationa by 1tate and by 
Indian tribe la available through OJJDP. 
Data on Alaskan Native Organizations 
la also included. In addition. the 1980 
Bureau of Cen&ua data for juvenile 
populations under 18 by state (the figure 
for each state la total juvenile 
population under 18, and includes Indian 
juvenile population under 18), la 
available through OJJDP. Given the fact 
that the 1980 Census data on Indian 
tribe population la the moat recent data 
available at thla time, states are 
expected to use the comparable 1980 
cenaua data for the general youth 
population under 18 to compute the 
proportion of the paaa-through for Indian 
tribes performing Jaw enforcement 
functions. The Indian population will 
need to be subtracted from the total 
juvenile population under 18 for each 
state. The 1980 data wtll be used until 
the 1990 Cenaua Report la laaued and 
provides more current data on Indian 
tribe youth populations. In the event 
that there are Indian tribes performing 
law enforcement function, that do not 
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appear on the B.ureau of Cen.aua listing, 
the cognizant OJJDP State 
Representative should be contacted for 
assistance in securing other population 
data. 

9. Comment: In the proposed
regulations. numerous references are 
made to Indian tribe, that perfonn law 
enforcement functions. There are Alaska 
Natives that are recognized by the 
Department of the Interior aa having law 
enforcement functions, and it is 
important that reference, and 
definitions include theae populations. 

Response: In draftins thia aection 
OJJDP used the language of the 
Amendments. There ia no intent to 
exclude any tribal unit. determined by 
the Secretary of the Department of the 
Interior aa performing law enforcement 
functions. Moreover, aection 103(18) of 
the 1988 Amendment, definea "Indian 
tribe" as: (A) A FederaUy recognized 
Indian tribe or (Bl An Alaakan Native 
organization. The Department of the 
Interior provided the OJJDP with a 
listing that wiU be uaed to determine 
Indian tribe eligibility to receive 
Fonnula Grant fund, from the State 
agencies. Alaskan Native organizations 
are included in the liat. The li1ting 11 
entitled. "Indian Entitiea Recognized 
and Eligible to Receive Servicea From 
the United Statea Bureau of Indian 
Affairs," published by the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs. U.S. Department of the 
Interior, December 29, 1988. Thia 11 the 
list of tribes eligible to receive BIA 
services and presumed to perform law 
enforcement functions, pW'luant to the 
definition provided in paragraph 
I 31.301(b)(2) of thJa regulation. While 
thi1 list 11 more encompusing than 
Indian tribes performing law 
enforcement functiona, thJ1 la the only 
list available from the Department of the 
Interior at thJ1 time. Tbua. it will be uaed 
by State Planning Agenclea until revised 
or updated by the Department of the 
Interior, for purpoaea of determining 
Indian tribes eligibility for the paa,-. 
through: 

10. Comment: One comment reflected
concern about the difficulty in defining 
tribes that perform law enforcement 
functions. 

Response: Section 103(6) of the Act 
provide, the defmition of law 
enforcement and criminal justice for the 
purpose, of OJJDP program,. Thia 
defutltion include, thoae activitiea that 
Impact on section 223(a)(12)(A). (13) and 
(1'). Section 223(a)(5) dealgnatea the 
Secretary of the Department of the 
Interior u the authority for detennining 
which tribea perform law enforcement 
functions 111ing thi1 definition..-

Executive Order 1ZZ91 
Thia notice does not constitute a 

"major" rule aa defined by Executive 
Order 12291 because It does not result 
in: (a) An effect on the economy of$100 
million or more, (b) a major increase in 
any costs or prices, or (c) adverse 
effects on competition. employment, 
investment, productivity, or innovation 
among American enterprise,. 
Regulatory t1exibillty Act 

Thia final regulation. does not have a 
"1lgnificant" economic impact on a 
1ubstantial number of ,mall "entities", 
81 defined by the Regulatory t1exibility 
Act (Pub. L 96-354). 
Paperwork Reduction Act 

No coUection of information 
requirement, ere contained in or 
effected by this regulation (See the 
Paperwork Reduction Act, '4 U.S.C. 
3504(h)). 
Inwaovernmanlal Review of Federal 
Progra.ma 

In accordance with Executive Order 
12372 and the Department of Ju1tlce'1 
implementing regulation 28 CPR part 31, 
1tate1 must 1ubmit formula grant 
application, to the State "Single Point of 
Contact," lf one exist,. The State may 
take up to 60 day, from the application 
date to comment on the application. 
Uat of Subjec:tt In 21 CFR Part 11 

Grant programa-lew, Juvenile 
delinquency, Grant programs. 

For the rea10111 aat out in the 
preamble, the OJJDP Formula Granta 
Regulation. 28 CFR part St, 11 amended 
H followa: 

PART 31-(AIIENDEDJ 

1, The authority citation for part 31 
conlinuea to read aa follows: 

Authority: J11venil1 J111tice and Delinquency 
Prevention Act of 1974. u amended (U 
U.S.C. 5801 et aeq.). 

2. Paragraphs (a) and (b) of I 31.301,
are revi1ed to read aa follow,: 

1 a uo 1 fundln9. 
• • • • • 

(a) Allocation to Stotlt•. Each 1tate
receives a baae allocation of $325,000, 
and each territory receives a baae 
allocation of $75,000 when the title II 
appropriation 11 leu than $75 millfon 
(other than part DJ. When the title II 
appropriation equals or exceeds $75 
million (other than part DJ, each 1tate 
recelvea a bue allocation of $400,000. 
and each territory receives a baae 
allocation of $100.000. To the extent 
neceuary, each state and territory'• 
base allocation will be reduced 

proportionately to ensure that no state 
receives lesa than it was eUocated in 
Fiscal Year 1988. 

(b) Funds for local Use. At least two
thirds of the fonnula grant allocation to 
the state (other than the section 2Z2(d) 
State Advisory Group set aside) must be 
used for programs by local government, 
local private agencies, and eligible 
Indian Tribes, unleaa the State applies 
for and is granted a waiver by the 
OJJDP. The proportion of pasa-L'u-ough 
funds to be made available to eligible 
Indian tribes ,hall be baaed upon that 
proportion of the 1tate youth population 
under 18 yeara of age who reside in 
geographical areaa where tribes perform 
law enforcement function,. Pursuant to 
section 223(a)(5)(C) of the )JDP Act, each 
of the standards aet forth in paragraphs 
(b)(l) (I) through (iii) of thia 1ectlon must 
be met In order to eatablish the 
eligibility of Indian tribes to receive 
pau through funda: 

(1)(1) The tribal entity mu1t be 
recognized by the Secretary of the 
Interior ea an Indian tribe that performs 
law enforcement function, aa defined in 
paragraph (b)(2) of thl1 aectli>n. 

(ii) The bibal entity mu1t agree to
attempt to comply with the requirements 
of section 223(a)(12)(A), (13), and (14) of 
the JJDP Act: and 

(ill) The bibal entity muat identify the 
juvenile ju1lice need, to be 1erved by 
theae fund, within the seographlcal area 
where the tribe perform, law 
enforcement functions. 

(2) "Law enforcement functions" are
deemed to include thoae activities 
pertaining to the cu1tody of children, 
including, but not limited lo, police 
efforts to prevent. control or reduce 
crime and delinquency or to apprehend 
criminal and delinquent offenders. and/ 
or activities of adult and juvenile 
corrections. probation. or parole 
authoritiea. 

(3) To carry out this requirement.
O)JDP will aMually provide each 1tate
with the moat recent Bureau of Census
atatlatlca on the number of persona
under age 18 llvlng within the state, and
the number of persona under age 18 who 
realde in seographlcal areaa where
Indian bibea perform law enforcement
functions.

(C) Pua-through funda available to
tribal entitiea under aection 223(a)(5)(C) 
shall be made available within 1tates to 
Indian trlbea, combinations of Indian 
trlbea, or to an organw1tion or 
organizations dealgnated by auch 
trlbe(a), that meet the atandarda ,et 
forth in paragraph, (b)(l) (IHiil) of thla 
1ecllon. Where the relative number of 
persona under age 18 within a 
geographic area where an Indian tribe 
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performs law enforcement fwictiona ii 
too small to warrant an individual 
subgrant or subgrants, the 1tate may, 
after conauJtation with the eligible 
tribe(s), make pass-through fwida 
available to a combination of eligible 
tribes within the state, or to an 
organization or organizations designated 
by and representing a group of 
qualifying tribes, or target the fwids on 
the larger tribal jurisdictions within the 
state. 

(5) Consistent with section 223(a)(4) of
the JJDP Act, the state muat provide for 
consultation with Indian tribes or a 
combination of eligible tribes within the 
state, or an organization or 
organizations designated by qualifying 
tribes, in the development of a atate 
plan which adequately takea into 
account the juvenile justice needa and 
requests of those Indian tribes within 
the state. 

• 
3. Section 31.303 11 amended by

adding paragraphs (0(4)(vi) and (k); and 
by revising paragraph (f)(6)(iii), 
introductory text of le) and paragraph m 
to read as follows: 

f 31.303 Submnttve re=1-llremeota. 
• • • • • 

(f) •••
(4) •••
(vi) Punuant to section 223(a)(14) of

the JJDP Act. the nonMSA (low 
population density) exception to the jail 
and lockup removal requirement 
described in paragraph• (1)(4) (I) through 
(v) of thia aection shall remain in effect
through 1993.
• • • • • 

(6) • • •

(iii)(�) Substantial compliance with
aection 223(a)(U) requirer. 

(1) The achievement of a 7ti"
reduction in the number of juvenile• 
held in adult jails and lockup, after 
December 8, 1985: or 

(2) That a 1tate demonatrate tt baa met
each of the 1tandards aet forth 1n 
paragraph• (f)(6)(iii)(A)(2) (/}-{iv) of ilia 
section: 

(11 Removed all atatus and 
nonoffcnder juvenile• from adult jails 
and lod,ups. Compliance with this 
atandard requires that the last submitted 
monitoring report demonstrate that no 
1tatu1 offender (including those accused 
of or adjudicated for violating a valid 
court order) or nono(fender juvenile, 
were aecurely detained in adult falla or 
lockups for any length of time: or, that 
all statu. offenders and nonoffendere 
aecurely detained in adult falJa and 
lockup• for any length of time were held 
in violation of an enforceable atate law 
and did not conatitute a pattem or 
practice within the atate; 

(i11 Made meaningful progre11 in 
removing other juveniles from adult jails 
and lockups. Compliance with this 
standard requiru the state to document 
a algnificant reduction in the number of 
jurisdictions aecurely detaining juvenile 
criminal-type offendera in violation of 
section 223(a)(l4) of the flDP Act. or, a 
significant reduction in the number of 

· facilities aecurely detaining such
juveniles; or, a 1ignlficant reduction in
the number of juvenile aiminal-type
offenders securely detained in violation
of aection 223(a)(14) of the TIDP Act. or,
a algnificant reduction 1n the average
length of time each fuvenile criminal
type offender la aecurely detained in an
adult jail or lockup; or, that 1tate
legislation baa recently been enacted
and taken effect and which the state
demonstrate, will 11gni6cantly impact
the aecure detention of juvenile
criminal-type offenders 1n adult jails and
lockups:

fiiJ1 Diligently carried out the 1tate'1
jail and lockup removal plan approved
by O)JDP. Compliance with thi1
atandard require, that actiona have
been wtdertaken to achieve the 1tate's
jail and lockup removal soala and
objectivea within approved timellnea,
and that the State Advisory Group,
required by section 223(a)(3) of the JJDP
Act. baa maintained an appropriate
involvement in developins and/or
implementing the 1tate'1 plan;

(iv) Hlatorically expended and
contlnuea to expend an appropriate and
significant ahare of ita Formula Grant
fund:1 to comply with Section 223(a)(14),
Compliance with thia standard requirea
that. baaed on an average from two (2)
Formula Grant Awards, a minimum of
40 percent of the program fwids waa
expended to aupport jail and ]oclcup
removal programs; or that the atate
provides a justification which aupports
the conclusion that a leaaer amount
conatituted an appropriate and
significant ,hare because the state's
exlatent jail and lockup removal barrlen
did not require a la,ser expenditure of
Formula Grant Program funda; and

(3) The atate baa made an unequivocal
commitment, through appropriate
executive or legislative action. to
achieving full compliance within a
reaaonable tlme but ln no event may
such time extend beyond December 8.
1988.

(B) Full compliance is achieved when
a state demoDJtratea that the Jaat
submlUed monitoring report. covering U
montha of actual data. demon1trate1
that no juvenilea were held in adult jalb
or lockup, in clrcumatancu that were in
violation of aection 223(a){14).

(C) Full compliance with de mtnimia
exception, i, achieved when a atate

demonatratea that it liaa met the 
standard aet forth in either of 
paragrapha (f)(6)(iii)(C) (1) or (2) of this 
aection: 

(1) Substantive De Minimis Standard.
To comply with thia standard the state 
muat demonstrate that each of the 
following requirement, have been met: 

(11 State law, court rule, or other 
atatewide executive or judicial policy 
clearly prohibit, the detention or 
confinement of all juvenilea in 
circumstance, that would be in violation 
of aection 223(a)(14); 

(ill All lnatancea of noncompliance 
reported 1n the laat 1ubmitted 
monitoring report were in violation of or 
departure, from. the state law, rule, or 
policy referred to in paragraph 
(()[6)(iii)(C)(1)(1l of thia section; 

{ii1l The lnatancea of noncompliance 
do not indicate a pattern or practice but 
rather conatitute isolated lnatances; 

(iv) ExJ1ting mechanillDI for the
enforcement of the atete law, rule or 
policy ref erred to 1n parqraph 
(f)(6)(W)(C)(1)[1l of ilia aection are auch 
that the lnatancea of noncompliance are 
unlikely to recur 1n the future; and 

(v) An acceptable plan baa been
developed to eliminate the 
noncompUant Incident, and to monitor 
the ,xiatins mechaniam referred to in 
paragraph (f)(6)(W)(C)(1){iv) of this 
aection. 

(Z) Numerical De Minilnu Standard.
To comply with this standard the 1tate
muat demonatrate that each of the
following requirement, under
paragraph, (f)(6) (W)(C)(Z) (11 and (i,1 of 
this aection have been met: 

(11 The Incident, of noncompliance 
reported in the alate's Jaat 1ubmitted 
monitoring report do not exceed an 
aMual rate of 9 per 100,000 juvenile 
population of the 1tate; 

(ill An acceptable plan bu been 
developed to eliminate the 
noncompllant Incident, throush the 
enactment or enforcement of 1tate law, 
rule. or atatewlde executive or judicial 
policy, education. ·the provialon of 
alternatives, or other effective means. 

(ii1l Exception. When the annu�l rate 
for a 1tate exceeds 9 incident. of 
noncompliance per 100,000 juvenile 
population, the 1tate will be conaidered 
ineligibla for a finding of full compliance 
with de mlniml1 exceptions Wlder the 
numerical de mlnlmls 1tandard unle11 
the atate has recently enacted changes 
in 1tate law which have gone into effect 
and which the 1tate demonatratet can 
rea1onably be expected to have• 
substantial. 1lgnlficant and potltive 
Impact on the 1tate's achlevins full 
(1oo,g) compliance or full compliance 
with de minimls exceptiona by the end 
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of the rnonitoring period immediately 
following the monitoring period under 
consideration. 

(iv) Progress. Beginning with the
monitoring report due by December 31, 
1990. any slate whose prior full 
compliance status is based on ha\·ing 
met the numerical de minimis standard 
eel forth in paragraph (f)(6)(iii)(C)(2}(1l 
of I 31.303, must annually demonstrate, 
in its request for a finding of full 
compliance with de minim.is exceptions, 
continued and meaningful progress 
toward achieving full (100�) compliance 
in order to maintain eligibility for a 
continued finding of full compliance 
with de minim.is exceptions. 

( v) Request Submission.
Determinations of full compliance and 
full compliance with de minimis 
exceptions are made annually by OJJDP 
following 1ubm!Hlon of the monitoring 
report due by December 31 of each 
calendar year. Any state reporting leu 
than full (lOO<;!t) compliance in any 
annual monitoring report may request a 
finding of full compliance with de 
minimis exceptions under paragraph 
(0(6)(ili)(C) (1) or (2) of this section. The 
request may be submitted in conjunction 
with the monitoring report. 88 eoon 
thereafter as all information required for 
a detennination l1 available. or be 
included in the annual elate plan and 
application for the 1tate'1 Formula Grant 
Award. 

(D) Waiver. (1) Failure to achieve
1ubstantlal compliance 88 defined in 
thie section shall terminate any state'• 
eligibility for Formula Grant fund, 
unleH the Administrator of OJJDP 
waives termination of the 1tate'1 
eligibility. 1n order to be eligible for a 
waiver of termination. a stale must 
submit a waiver request which 
demonstrates that it meet, the 1tandard1 
set forth In paragraph (f)(6)(1il)(D)(1) (1}
(v) of this 1ection:

(11 Agrees to expend all of its Fonnula
Grant Award except planning and 
administration. advisory group set aside. 
a.,d Indian-tribe pass-through funds, to 
achieve compliance with aection 
223(a)(14}; and 

(ill Diligently carried out the 1tate'1 
jail and lockup removal plan as set forth 
in paragraph (f)(6)(lii)(A)(2)(iil1 of thle 
section:and 

(iii] Submitted an acceptable plan, 
based on an assessment of current jail 
and lockup removal barriers within the 
1tate, to eliminate noncompliant 
incidents: and 

(fr) Achieved compliance with section 
223(a)(15J of the JJOP Act: and 

(v) Demonstrates a commitment.
through appropriate executive or 
legislative action. to achieving full 
compliance. 

(2) Failure to achieve full compliance
89 defined in this section 1hall terminate 
any etate'1 eligibility for Formula Grant 
fund!I unleH the Adminl!ltrator of OJJDP 
waives tenninatlon of the etate'1 
eligibility. In order to be eligible for this 
waiver of tennlnatlon, a state must 
request a waiver and demonstrate that it 
meets the standards 1et forth In 
paragraphs (0(6)(111)(0)(2) (1Hvill of this 
section: 

(11 Agrees to expend all of Its Formula 
Grant Award except planning and 
administration. advisory group 1et aelde, 
and Indian tribe pau-through funds, to 
achieve compliance with eection 
223(a)(14): and 

(ill Removed all 1tatus and 
nonoffender juveniles from adult jail, 
and lockup, 88 eet forth in paragraph 
(0(6)(iil)(A)(2)(11 of thJs section: and 

(ii11 Made meaningful progreu in 
removing other juvenile, from adult jail, 
and lockups 88 eet forth in paragraph• 
(0(6)(ill)(A)(2)(il1 of thJ1 aectton: and 

(iv) Diligently carried out the 1tate'1
jail and lockup removal plan 88 ,et forth 
In paragraph (0(8)(lil)(AJ(2)(ii11 of thl1 
aectlon: and 

(v} Submitted an acceptable plan. 
based on an 111se11ment of current jail 
and lockup removal barriera within the 
state, to eliminate noncompliant 
incidents: and 

(v11 Achieved compliance with eection 
223(a}(t5) of the JJDP Act: and 

(vii] Demonatratee a commitment. 
through appropriate executive or 
legislative action. to achieving full 
compliance. 

(E) Waiver Maximum. A 1tate may
receive a waiver of termination of 
eligibility from the Administrator under 
paragraph (0(6)(iil)(D) (1) and (2) of this 
section for a combined maximum of 
three Formula Grant Award,. No 
additional waivera will be granted. 

• • 

(g) Juvenile Crime Analysla. Pursuant
to aectlon 223(a)(8) (A) and (BJ, the elate 
must conduct an analysis of juvenile 
crime problems, including juvenile gangs 
that commit crimes, and juvenile justice 
and delinquency prevention needs 
within the state, including those 
geographical area, in which an Indian 
tribe performs law enforcement 
functions. 
• • 

U) Minority Detention and
ConfinemenL Punuant to aection 
223(a)(23) of the JJDP Act. 1tatee must 
addreu efforts to reduce the proportion 
of juvenllee detained or confined In 
secure detention facilities, 1ecure 
correctional facllllle1, jail, and lockups 
who are members of minority group, If 
such proportion exceeds the proportion 

such groups represent in the general 
population, viz., youth at risk for secure 
confinement. It Is important for state!I to 
approach this in a comprehensive 
manner. Compliance with this provision 
la achieved when a state baa met the 
requirements eel forth in paragraphs (j) 
(1H3) of this section: 

(1) Provide documentation in the State
Plan Juvenile Crime Analy1i1 to indicate 
whether minority juvenile, are 
dieproportlonately detained or confmed 
In eecure detention or comctlonal 
facilitiee, jalla, or lockup, in relation to 
their proportion of the at risk youth 
population: 

(2) Where documentation Is 
unavailable, or demonatrate1 that 
minorities are diaproportlonately 
detained or confined 1n relation to their 
proportion in the at riek youth 
population, statee must provide a 
strategy for addre11ing the 
disproportionate representation of 
minority juveniles in the juvenile ju1tice 
system, including but not limited to: 

(I) Aue11ing the differences in an-est,
diversion, and adjudication rates, court 
dispoeltions other than Incarceration. 
and the rates and period, of 
commitment to eecure facilities of 
minority youth and non-minority youth 
in the juvenile justice 1y1tem: 

(ii} Increasing the availablllty and 
improving the quality of diversion 
program• for minorities who come in 
contact with the juvenile ju1tice system 
1uch 88 police diversion programs: 

(ill) Providing support £or prevention 
programs in communltlee with a high 
percentage of minority residents with 
emph88ie upon support £or community
based organization• that serve minority 
youth: 

(Iv) Providing support for reintegration 
programs designed to facilitate 
reintegration and reduce recidivism of 
minority youth1: 

(v) Initiate or Improve the uaefulneH
of relevant lnfonnatlon 1y1tem1 and 
di11eminate infonnatlon regarding 
minorities in the juvenile justice system. 

(3) Each state is required to submit a
1upplement to the 1968 Multi-Year Plan 
for addressing the extent of 
disproportionate repre11entation of 
minorities in the juvenile justice 1ystem. 
Thl1 1upplement, which will be 
submitted as a component of the 1989 
Fonnula Grant Application and Multi
Year Plan Update, must include the 
1late'1 aueHment of disproportionate 
minority representation. and a workplan 
for addressing this l11ue 
programmatlcally. Where data le 
Insufficient to make a complete 
auessment, the workplan must fnclade 
provisions for Improving the lnform3tion 
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collection systems. The work.plan. once 
approved by OJJDP, is to be 
implemented as a component of the 
atate's 1990 Formula Grant Plan. 

(-&) For purposes of thia plan 
requirement. minority populations are 
defined as members of the following 
groups: Asian Pacific Islanders; Black,; 
Hispanics; and, Ametican Indians. 

(k) Pursuant to section Z23(a){Z4) of
the JJDP Act, state:, shall agree to other 
terms and conditions as the 
Administrator may reasonably prescribe 
to assure the effectiveness of program.a 
easisted llllder the Formula Grant. 
Ternnce S. Donahue, 
Actina, 1dir,inis:.rator. Ofjicll ofluveni/11 
Justice .:nd Dclinqi:enc;' />rel'enlion. 

[FR Doc. 69-la�:! Filed &-7�; us amJ 
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Pursuant to Section 223(a)(l5) of the Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 and as mandated by 28 CFR 
Part 31.303(f), the state is required to "(d]escribe its plan, 
procedure and timetable for annually monitoring jails, lockups, 
detention facilities, correctional facilities and non-secure 
f aci li ties. The plan must at a minimum describe in detai 1 each 
[monitoring task] including the identification of the specific 
agency(s) responsible for each task" (28 CFR Part 31.303(f)(l)(i)]. 
The state must also "[p] rovide a description of the barriers 
which [it] faces in implementing and maintaining a monitoring 
system to report the level of compliance with section 223(a)(l2), 
(13) and (14) and how it plans to overcome such barriers" (28 CFR
Part 31.303(f)(l)(ii)]. Finally, the state is also required to
"(d]escribe procedures established for receiving, investigating,
and reporting complaints of violation of section 223(a)(l2), (13)
and (14). This should include both legislative and administra
tive procedures and sanctions" (28 CFR Part 31.303(f)(l)(iii)].

The Division of Family and Youth Services (DFYS) is the 
agency responsible for performing compliance monitoring in Alaska. 
To improve its system of monitoring compliance with the JJDP Act, 
DFYS planned to use JJDP Formula Grant Funds to support a 
contract specifically for the purpose of designing a more compre
hensive compliance monitoring system. A contract was awarded to 
the Justice Center at the University of Alaska Anchorage for 
design of the new system and for performing all monitoring tasks 
and preparing monitoring reports for CY 1987 and 1988 in accord 
with the monitoring system. The Justice Center will also prepare 
a monitoring system manual which will provide detailed procedures 
for annual identification and classification of the monitoring 
universe, inspection of facilities, collection, verification and 
analysis of data, and preparation of monitoring reports. This 
manual will be designed for use both as a training guide and as a 
reference source for future monitoring efforts. 

A plan for annual monitoring, including procedures for com
pleting each of the monitoring tasks specified in 28 CFR 
Part 31.303(f)(l)(i), has been developed by the Justice Center in 
cooperation with DFYS. 1'his plan is outlined below, in Section 
I. Barriers to implementation of the monitoring system are
discussed in Section II, and procedures for receiving, investi
gating and reporting complaints of violation are addressed in
Section III. Timetables for completion of moni taring tasks may
be found in the Appendix.

I. The Monitoring Plan

A. Identification of Monitoring Universe

A list of 103 facilities has been compiled by DFYS in 
cooperation with the Department of Public Safety (DPS) and other 
organizations. This list includes 17 state-contracted rural 
jails, 78 municipal and locally operated rural holding facili-
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ties, 3 Department of Corrections (DOC) facilities and 5 juvenile 
detention/correctional facilities operated by DFYS. '11his list 
will form the mbnitoring universe which will be employed by the 
Justice Center in completing monitoring tasks necessary for 1987 
and 1988 monitoring reports. 

A systematic effort to develop a more comprehensive list of 
all facilities which might hold juveniles will be undertaken by 
the Justice Center in November and December, 1988. This second 
list will form the monitoring universe for 1989. Facilities to 
be included in the 1989 monitoring universe will be identified by 
the Justice Center in the following manner: 

(1) Commanders of all Alaska State Trooper (AST) detachments
statewide will be surveyed by telephone to determine the location 
of all municipal jails and lockups in each region. A list of all 
cities, towns and villages serviced by a detachment will be read 
to the detachment commander or his/her designee and the respon
dent will be requested to indicate the presence or absence of a 
jail or lockup (definitions of these terms will be provided), or 
any other resource for secure confinement of either adults or 
juveniles for each community with which he or she is familiar. 
Where the commander or designee is unable to indicate the pres
ence or absence of a jail or lockup in each community named, the 
respondent will be asked to provide the name of a person within 
the detachment who may be able to provide the requested infor
mation and the individual named will then be contacted and 
requested to provide the information. This process will be 
repeated until the presence or absence of a jail or lockup is 
indicated for each community under that Detachment's jurisdic
tion. This method of identifying rural facilities is deemed 
preferable to a survey of community officials themselves because 
the risk of non-response is believed to be considerably greater 
in the latter type of survey. 

(2) Justice Center staff will obtain a list or lists of all
detention centers, juvenile correctional facilities, halfway 
houses, group homes, foster homes, and any other secure or non
secure public or private facilities which may be used for resi
dential placement of either adults or juveniles (including mental 
heal th f aci li ties, hospitals, chemical dependency programs, and 
detoxification centers). 

( 3) A comprehensive list of adult correctional f aci li ties
will be obtained from the Department of Corrections. 

( 4) A comprehensive list of state-contracted jails will be
obtained from the Department of Public Safety. 

(5) Area Court Administrators in each judicial district will
be asked to provide a comprehensive list of court holding facili
ties in their districts. Each Area Court Administrator will also 
be asked to indicate which, if any, of the facilities are 
equipped for overnight detention and which, if any, provide for 
separation of juvenile incarcerated.adult detainees. 

-2-
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The monitoring universe will be updated annually according 
to the procedure outlined above, except where more efficient pro
cedures can be implemented for identification of new facilities 
and facilities which have been taken out of service each year 
(e.g., in years subsequent to 1988, the annual survey of AST 
detachment commanders will be designed to elicit information 
about new facilities and facilities which have been shut down 
during the previous year; questions about the presence or absence 
of a secure facility in each community will not need to be 
repeated once an initial determination of the location of all 
secure facilities is made). Facilities added to the monitoring 
universe as a result of each annual update will be subject to 
inspection and monitoring during the first full year following 
their addition to the universe. 

B. Classification of the Monitoring Universe

DFYS has already classified facilities included in the moni
toring universe upon which the 1986 monitoring report is based. 
The current classification of each of these facilities will be 
retained for purposes of the 1987 and 1988 monitoring reports. 
Of the 81 facilities added to the monitoring universe since 1986, 
three are operated by the Department of Corrections and 7 8 are 
municipal and locally operated rural holding facilities. The 
Department of Corrections facilities are designated by the state 
as adult correctional facilities and will be provisionally 
classified as such pending on-site inspection. None of the rural 
holding facilities is currently under contract with the state ''to 
detain adults charged with violating criminal law, pending trial" 
or "to hold convicted adult criminal offenders sentenced for less 
than one year" [see the definition of adult jail at 28 CFR 
Part 31.304(m)J. These will therefore be provisionally 
classified (pending on-site inspection) as adult lockups, pur
suant to the definition at 28 CFR Part 31.304(n). 

Facilities added to the monitoring universe 1n 1988 will be 
provisionally classified by the Justice Center, based on state 
and federal definitions. Facilities which are not already 
classified by one or more state agencies in a manner which 
renders state definitions amenable to comparison with federal 
definitions will be provisionally classified according to an 
assessment of the appropriate classification based upon all 
available information. 

Each secure facility .will be inspected at least once every 
three years to ensure that its classification remains adequate. 
This inspection will be conducted in conjunction with other 
aspects of the inspection of facilities, as discussed below. 

C. Inspection of Facilities

Beginning in 1988, one-third of all secure facilities in each 
classification category will be inspected annually. As required 
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under the terms of 28 CFR Part 31.303(f)(l)(i)(C), on-site 
inspections will includ9 (a) examination of the entire physical 
plant to determine whether the facility is secure as defined in 
the regulations and to determine its proper classification (i.e. 
as an adult jail, adult lockup, etc., as these terms are defined 
in the JJDP Act), (b) inspection of all areas of the facility to 
determine whether there is adequate separation in each area of 
juvenile and adult offenders and c) review of the record keeping 
system at the facility to determine whether facility records are 
sufficient for valid determination of compliance with Section 
223(a)(l2), (13) and (14) of the JJDP Act. 

During the first three years following implementation of the 
monitoring system described herein, selection of f aci li ties for 
inclusion in the sample to be inspected each year will be guided 
by the following considerations: 

(1) each facility visited for data collection and/or verifi
cation purposes ( see below) will be inspected during the same 
visit; 

(2) all facilities in each community which may conveniently
be visited en route to a site visit for data collection/ 
verification purposes will also be inspected unless such facili
ties have already been inspected within the three-year inspection 
cycle; 

(3) each facility which may provide adequate separation of
juvenile and adult offenders will be inspected during the first 
full year following its addition to the monitoring uni verse or 
its claim to have achieved separation; 

(4) each facility for which an appropriate provisional
classification is not apparent should be inspected during the 
first full year following its addition to the monitoring uni
verse; 

( 5) facilities for which there is evidence of a possible
change of classification will be inspected during the first full 
year following submission of such evidence; 

(6) if fewer than one-third of all secure facilities in each
classification category are sampled under the above procedures, 
additional facilities in those classification categories which 
have been undersampled will be selected for inclusion in the 
sample based on factors including but not limited to: proximity 
to other sites selected for inspection, past record of viola
tions, cost of airfare to each facility and specific requests for 
inspection by appropriate officials. 

Beginning in 1991, selection of facilities for 
inspection will become largely routinized. Each 
inspected in 1988 will be re-inspected in 1991, those 
in 1989 will again be inspected in 1992, and so on. 
facilities in the monitoring universe have received at 
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on-site inspection, the only deviations from this inspection 
schedule will be (1) to add to each annual sample the facilities 
added to the monitoring universe during the previous year and 
(2) to add those facilities which some other consideration (e.g.,
the possibility of a change in classification and/or separation
status or a special request for inspection) indicates should also
be inspected.

D. Data Collection and Verification

Monitoring for jail removal, deinstitutionalization and 
separation will in all instances entail collection of data 
directly from original admission/release records or certified 
reproductions of original records. All data used in preparation 
of monitoring reports for 1987 and 1988 will be collected by the 
Justice Center. In subsequent years, data will be collected by 
DFYS or an agency contracted by DFYS to complete all monitoring 
tasks. Self-report data will not be used for JJDP monitoring. The 
procedure which will be employed in collection, verification and 
analysis of monitoring data is described below. 

1. Sampling and Data Collection

In November, 1988, and in March of each year thereafter, each 
facility classified as a correctional center, detention center or 
adult jail will be contacted by mail and requested to provide 
either a photographic reproduction of its admission/release logs 
for the previous calendar year or a data tape or disc duplicated 
from its original computerized records for that year. (In 1988, 
facilities will also be requested to provide copies of their 
admission/release logs for 19 8 7). Each f aci li ty wi 11 also be 
asked to provide a statement, signed by the facility superintend
ent or other appropriate official, indicating that the photocopy, 
disc or tape is a complete and unaltered reproduction of its 
admission/release logs for the year. 

A follow-up telephone call will be made to each facility 
which does not respond to the request for admission/release 
records within two weeks of the initial request. In each case, an 
effort will be made to obtain compliance with the request to pro
vide a reproduction of such records. Any facility which refuses 
to comply with the request will be provided with a copy of the 
provisions in Alaska Statutes (AS 47.10.150 and AS 47.10.160) 
which authorize inspection of facilities and collection of data. 

It is anticipated that facsimile records will be obtainable 
from all facilities in these categories. In the event that one 
or more facilities are unable to provide photocopied admission/ 
release logs, a random sample (stratified by type of facility if 
more than one type is involved) of 50 percent of such facilities 
will be scheduled for on-site visitation for the purpose of 
recording the information necessary for compliance monitoring. 

An alternative - and preferred - procedure will be used for 
collection of data where record keeping is centralized (e.g., on 
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a statewide computer system, as is currently the case for adult 
correctional facilities under the jurisdiction of the Department 
of Corrections) or where reproductions of admission/release 
records are routinely forwarded to a central location for analy
sis and/or reference purposes (as is the case for state-contract 
jails, all of which provide the Department of Public Safety with 
reproductions of admission/release logs). Where such centralized 
records are available and arrangements can be made for duplica
tion, the appropriate records and the accompanying certification 
of authenticity will be obtained from whichever official is ulti
mately responsible for maintenance of the centralized files. In 
this event, individual facilities will be contacted directly only 
if the official from whom the records are obtained is unable to 
provide adequate verification of their authenticity and addi
tional verification is therefore required. 

Because of the large number of adult lockups added to the 
monitoring universe in 1988, and the difficulty and expense of 
village travel 1n Alaska, collection of data from all adult 
lockups is not feasible. Data will be collected from a sample of 
50 percent of these facilities, and compliance with the require
ments of section 223(a)(l2), (13) and (14) of the JJDP Act will 
be projected for all adult lockups based on these data. 

Data will be collected annually from a stratified cluster 
sample* of facilities in this classification. Selection of 
facilities for collection of data to be used in compiling moni
toring reports for 1987 and 1988 will proceed as follows: 

0rhe monitoring universe currently includes 78 municipal and 
locally operated rural holding facilities, each of which will be 
provisionally classified as an adult lockup pending on-site 
inspection. These facilities will be grouped into several 
clusters of facilities which are located in neighboring com
munities and, to the extent possible, which are located along a 
single commercial air carrier route. The clusters will be strat
ified according to the general region of the state in which they 
are located and a list of the clusters, as so stratified, will be 
compiled. A 50 percent sample of clusters will be selected from 
this list through a systematic sampling technique with a random 
start (i.e., a coin-toss will determine the first cluster to be 
selected and every second cluster following it on the list will 

*Although simple random sampling of adult lockups would per
mit a more straightforward procedure for selecting facilities for 
data collection, cluster sampling is a far more cost-effective 
method of selecting a sample from among an array of widely scat
tered villages. The costs involved in collecting data on-site in 
a simple random sample of Alaska Native Villages are potentially 
astronomical. Cluster sampling is considered not only more pru
dent, from the standpoint of efficiency, but also equally valid 
for statistical projection of compliance data. 
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also be selected). Each f aci li ty in these clusters will be 
included in the final sample. 

Each facility selected for inclusion in the sample will be 
contacted by mail and also by telephone in early November, 1988. 
Those facilities which indicate that admissions and releases are 
not recorded or that all information necessary for compliance 
monitoring is not routinely recorded will be provided with sample 
forms, instructions and other information which may be used to 
initiate an appropriate record keeping system. No site visit in 
1988 will be scheduled for any facility which reports a complete 
lack of records or records insufficient to determine if juveniles 
were held in the facility unless some such visits are found to be 
necessary in order to meet the sampling ratio for on-site inspec
tions as discussed above. Nor will any effort be made to esti
mate or project compliance data for these facilities. Each such 
f aci li ty wi 11, however, be scheduled for on-site inspection in 
1989 or 1990, and training in appropriate record keeping methods 
will be included in these visits. 

Of those lockups in the sample which do maintain adequate 
admission and release records, those which are able to provide 
reproductions of their original records will be asked to do so, 
and site visits to these facilities will be scheduled only as 
necessary for verification and/or inspection purposes and 
according to the procedures for inspection and verification 
described elsewhere in this plan. The remainder will be sched
uled for site visits in November and December, 1988, at which 
time their admission/release records will be reviewed and the 
following information will be recorded for each instance of juve
nile detention: Date in, time in, name, birthdate, charge, date 
out, time out. Additional information relating to valid court 
order exceptions or other monitoring considerations will also be 
recorded as appropriate. 

Adult lockups which are not included in the data collection 
sample will be surveyed in December, 1988 to determine which of 
these maintain adequate admission/release records. Those which 
indicate that records sufficient for compliance monitoring are 
not maintained will be provided with appropriate forms and infor
mation, as discussed above. 

In the event that the total number of lockups scheduled for 
on-site data collection in 1988 falls short of 26 (the number of 
lockups which must be inspected on-site in 1988), additional 
clusters sufficient to achieve a 50 percent data collection 
sample and a 33 percent inspection sample will be randomly 
selected from among those not in the original sample. The facili
ties in this supplementary sample which maintain adequate records 
will be asked to provide facsimile records if possible. Those 
which maintain adequate records but are unable to submit them by 
mail will be added to the list of lockups scheduled for on-site 
data collection. 
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Selection of lockups for data collection in years subsequent 
to 1988 will not require independent selection of a represen
tative sample each year. Selection of a representative sample of 
50 percent of lockups for data collection in 1988 will 
necessarily leave an equal-sized - and equally representative -
sample of facilities from which data will not be collected for 
purposes of monitoring detentions in 1987 and 1988. In effect, a 
second representative sample will be selected simultaneously. 
This sample, with the addition of 50 percent of facilities added 
to the monitoring uni verse in 1988 ( selected through procedures 
comparable to those outlined above), will be monitored in 1989. 
In subsequent years, the two samples can be employed alternately 
without sacrificing representativeness, provided that appropriate 
modifications are made to accommodate adjustments in the monitor
ing universe from year to year and that the procedures described 
above for supplementary sampling are applied as necessary. 

2. Verification

Since no self-report data are used in monitoring, it is 
unnecessary to verify data on-site. The authenticity of photo
copied records will be verified by requiring each facility 
superintendent or other official who submits facsimile records to 
sign a statement certifying that the records submitted are 
unaltered reproductions of original records and that a record of 
every admission to the facility during the monitoring period is 
included. Standard statistical procedures for verification of 
direct entry data will be employed to ensure the validity of all 
data transferred from facility records to computer files for 
compliance monitoring analysis. 

Verification of valid court order exceptions to the deinsti
tutionalization requirement of the JJDP Act [�ection 223(a)(l2)(A) 
of the JJDP Act and 28 CFR Part 31.303(f)(3)] will require on
site examination of facility records pertinent to each instance 
of juvenile detention in which the exception may apply. In order 
for the exception to be applied in a given case, the person per
forming the on-site verification must specifically determine that 
each condition enumerated in 28 CFR Part 31.303(f)(3) is satis
fied. If facility records are insufficient to support a deter
mination of the presence or absence of a violation, the detention 
must be reported as a violation of Section 223 (a) (12) ( A) of the 
JJDP Act. 

3. Data Analysis

Annual data for all years except 1988 will normally include a 
full 12 months of data for all facilities classified as correc
tional centers, detention centers and adult jails and for all 
facilities which, selected for inclusion in a 50 percent sample 
of adult lockups, indicate that they maintain records of 
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admissions and releases.* Data for 1988 wi 11 be based on the 
same sample of facilities used for the 1987 monitoring report but 
will include only 10 months of data for each facility monitored. 

Juvenile detentions in November and December, 1988 will be 
projected in the following manner: For each category of facil
ity, the proportion of all juvenile detentions in 1987 which 
occurred in January through October of that year will be com
puted. Each recorded instance of juvenile detention in 1988 will 
be weighted by a factor equal to the reciprocal of the proportion 
computed for facilities in the appropriate classification prior 
to analysis of data. 

In addition to projection of data for November and December, 
1988, it will also be necessary each year to project data for 
facilities which are not sampled that year. To do this, each 
instance of juvenile detention in a facility which is part of a 
sample of less than 100 percent of facilities within a classifi
cation or portion of a classification will be weighted by a fac
tor equal to the reciprocal of the probability of selecting any 
single facility for inclusion in the sample (e.g., facilities 
which are part of a 50 percent sample will be given a weight of 
2) prior to analysis of data.

All aspects of data analysis for the 1987 and 1988 monitoring 
reports will be performed on the DEC/VAX 8800 mainframe computer 
at the University of Alaska Anchorage, using the SPSSx Data 
Analysis System, Release 3.0. 

II. Barriers to Implementation of the Monitoring System

The major barriers to implementation of a monitoring system 
in Alaska are intimately bound up with the nature of the state's 
people and geography. Over 200 Alaska Native villages and about 
25 larger and more heterogeneous cities and towns are scattered 
across nearly 600,000 square miles of rugged and otherwise deso
late territory. Many of the people do not read, write or speak 
English fluently. Western cultures, lifestyles and legal systems 
are unfamiliar to a large portion of the population. Travel to 
most rural communities must be by air or water, as highways are 
limited to the population centers of central and southcentral 
Alaska, and air service, especially to the smaller and more iso
lated communities, can be infrequent, expensive, undependable 
and, especially in winter, extremely dangerous. 

*Note, however, the provisions for modification in sampling
ratios which may be necessitated by 1) the failure of some 
correctional centers, detention centers and/or adult jails to 
submit facsimile records by mail, or 2) the failure of an initial 
50 p9rcent sample of adult lockups to produce a critical mass of 
one-third of all such facilities from which data will be 
collected on-site. Any such modifications will alter the 

sampling ratios for facilities in affected classifications. 
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A task as seemingly simple as identifying and classifying 
facilities is confounded by (1) the absence of any system for 
licensing or oversight of municipal holding facilities; (2) the 
absence in some villages of more than a single telephone or radio 
for communication with the outside world; (3) the fact that in 
most rural villages a single police officer or Village Public 
Safety Officer (VPSO) must serve as jailer, fire department, dog 
catcher, search and rescue team and a host of other roles in 
addition to normal policing duties, and may be out of town alto
gether - for training or some other function - for weeks at a 
time; and (4) the lack of any formally recognized or sanctioned 
facilities for holding adult or juvenile arrestees. 

While identification of the monitoring universe is prob
lematic, the barriers to collection of data are enormous. 
Communication with village officials is itself problematic, as 
discussed above. Travel to villages can be very hazardous in 
inclement winter weather, and flight delays of a week or more are 
commonplace. Photocopying equipment which might facilitate data 
collection is not available in some communities, and in others 
access to such equipment may be limited. 

Perhaps most important of all the barriers to implementation 
of a compliance monitoring system in Alaska is a pervasive pat
tern of poor or non-existent record keeping among public agencies 
serving rural Alaska. There is reason to believe that many, if 
not most, facilities classified as adult lockups simply do not 
maintain any record of detentions. Where records are kept, they 
may be incomplete or hopelessly disorganized (e.g., the only 
records maintained at some facilities are the personal notebooks 
detailing all routine activities of the village public safety 
officer and/or the arrest reports which are filled out for all 
persons charged with offenses, whether or not they are �etained, 
and which may refer to detention only obliquely in the narrative 
portion of the report). 

The monitoring plan establishes a procedure for identifying 
these facilities, providing them with information and forms with 
which to implement a record keeping system, and training local 
officials on-site in record keeping methods. There is, however, 
no reason to believe that all facilities which do not now main
tain adequate records will immediately begin to do so upon 
receiving information and training. Until officials at each 
rural lockup in the state can be educated, not only in appropri
ate methods for maintaining records, but also in the need for 
doing so, there is no acceptable way to monitor those facilities 
which do not maintain adequate records of admissions and 
releases. Nor can data be projected for them in a statistically 
valid manner. There is no reason to expect that facilities which 
have thus far functioned in the absence of booking records are at 
all comparable in their detention practices to those which have 
felt a need to keep such records. The monitoring plan presents 
no method for estimation of compliance with JJDP Act requirements 
because there is currently no satisfactory method for doing so. 

But the plan does establish a procedure for implementation of 
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record keeping sys terns sufficient for monitoring purposes, and 
this procedure - although it brings with it no guarantee of suc
cess - provides a mechanism for steady progress toward the goal 
of full implementation of the monitoring system. 

III. Violation Procedures

Each facility found to be in violation of the jail removal, 
separation and/or deinstitutionalization requirements of the JJDP 
Act will be notified in writing of the number of violations and 
the nature of each violation which occurred during the monitoring 
period. An explanation of each type of violation will be pro
vided, along with suggested methods for avoiding future viola
tions. Facilities will be informed of alternatives to detention 
which are available to them, and they will be notified that DFYS 
is prepared to work with them to prevent violations and to help 
them avoid situations where they may be subjecting themselves to 
possible liability by detaining juveniles inappropriately. 

-11-
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APPENDIX 

Timetables for Completion of Monitoring Tasks 
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MASTER TIMETABLE FOR COMPLETION OF MONITORING TASKS 

TASK MONTH 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Identification of Monitoring 

Universe for Following Year 

- Survey AST commanders * 

- Request lists of facilities

from DOC, DPS and DHSS * 

- Survey Area Court

Administrators * 

Classification of the 

Monitoring Universe for 

Following Year 

- Classify facilities

Inspection of Facilities 

- Identify facilities

for annual inspection * 

- Contact facilities to

schedule on-site visits * * * * * * 

- On-site inspections * * * * * * 

Data Collection and 

Verificationa 

- Select sample for annual

data collection * 

- Contact facilities to

request mail-in data * 

- On-site data collection * * * * * * 

- Data entry * * * * * * 

- Analysis of Data * * 

- Prepare Monitoring Report * 

aThe 1988 monitoring report will be based on data collected in November 

and December, 1988. The next round of data collection will therefore begin 

in March, 1990. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

*

* 
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TIMETABLE FOR COMPLETION OF MONITORING TASKS - 1988 

TASK MONTH 

Nov Dec Jan Feb 

Identification of Monitoring 

Uni verse for 1989 

- Survey AST commanders * * 

- Request lists of facilities

from DOC, DPS and DHSS * * 

- Survey Area Court

Administrators * * 

Classification of 

Monitoring Universe for 1989 

- Classify facilities * * 

Inspection of Facilities 

- Identify facilities

for annual inspection * 

- Contact facilities to

schedule on-site visits * 

- On-site inspections * * 

Data Collection and 

verification 

- Select sample for annual

data collection * 

- Contact facilities to

request mail-in data * 

- On-site data collection * * 

- Data entry * * 

- Analysis of Data * * 

- Prepare 1987 Monitoring

Report * 

- Prepare 1988 Monitoring

Report * 

- Prepare Procedures Manual *
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OJJDP Auditor: Paul Steiner 
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1. 

Alaska Field Audit 

Purpose 

Pursuant to Sections 223(a} (15} and 204(b) (7) of the 
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (JJDP) Act, a 
field audit of Alaska's compliance monitoring system was 
conducted from September 28 - October 3, 1987. 

The purpose of the field audit was to determine the extent 
to which Alaska's system for monitoring compliance with the 
deinstitutionalization, separation, and jail removal 
provisions of the JJDP Act, satisfies the requirements for 
monitoring contained in the Final Regulation (28 CFR Part 
31) .

The field audit was preceded by a desk audit which involved 
a review of Alaska's written description of its compliance 
monitoring system. In keeping with generally accepted 
auditing principles, the field audit was carried out as an 
on-site verification of the written description. 

2. Field Audit Schedule

Monday, September 28

Major Activities: Interviews and discussions regarding 
the state's compliance monitoring 
system; document reviews. 

Persons Contacted: Yvonne Chase, Director 

Tuesday, September 29 

Division of Family and Youth 
Services 
Department of Health and Social 

Services 

Russell Webb, JJDP Coordinator 
Division of Family and Youth 

Services 

Major Activity: Data Verification at the Ketchikan 
Regional Jail 

Persons Contacted: Alan Bailey, Assistant 
Superintendent 

Ketchikan Regional Jail 
Alaska Department of Corrections 
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Wednesday, September 30 

Marlyn Olson, Regional 
Administrator 

Division of Family and Youth 
Services 

Richard Roberts, Probation Officer 
Division of Family and Youth 

Services 

Russell Webb 

Major Activity: Data verification at the Sitka Jail 

Persons Contacted: John Newell, Chief of Police 
Sitka Police Department 

Thursday, October 1 

Major Activity: 

Wolf Courdan, Jailer 
Sitka Police Department 

Marlyn Olson 

Russell Webb 

Data verification at the Johnson 
Youth Center, Juneau 

Persons Contacted: Gregory Roth, Superintendent 
Johnson Youth Center 

Saturday. October 3 

Kim Scott, Unit Leader 
Johnson Youth Center 

Marlyn Olson 

Russell Webb 

Major Activity: Exit conference and review of 
audit findings 

Persons Contacted: Yvonne Chase 

Russell Webb 
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In addition, I briefed the Juvenile Justice and Family 
Advisory Committee (SAG) on the audit findings vis--:a-vis 
Alaska's compliance status, on Friday and Saturday, October 
2-3. The members present are as follows:

Roberta Carnahan, Chairperson (F�irbanks) 
Thomas Begich (Anchorage) 
Linda Big Joe (Fairbanks) 
Lucy Sparck (Bethel) 
Jay McCarthy (Anchorage) 
Susan Wibker (Juneau) 

Also, I met with Richard Ill ias, Chief of the DFYS Youth 
Services Section, and Russ Webb to discuss the preliminary 
audit findings and strategies to address issues raised by 
the audit. 

3. Monitoring System

A. General Description

The Division of Family and Youth Services, (DFYS)
Department of Health and Social Services, (DHSS) is the
designated agency for administering the JJDP Formula
Grant. The JJDP Coordinator in DFYS coordinates the
annual collection of monitoring data by the DFYS
Probation Officers and detention center staff from
state and local facilities. The data is analyzed by
the JJ Coordinator and submitted annually by the
Director of DFYS to OJJDP in the standard monitoring
report format.

Eighteen adult jails and four regional juvenile
. • ••. , __ ,. - -. • . 1 -r··ri,'I" 

·facilities are monitored. There are :!!9 Lock-ups iil.c_._' 
�-·.'The Probation Officers annually inspect jails 

for sight and sound separation. 

B. Authority to Monitor

Alaska Statutes (AS) 47.10.150, 47.10.160, and
4 7 .10 .180 grants DHSS broad authority to require and
collect statistics on juvenile offenses and offenders,
inspect all facilities that hold juveniles, and adopt
standards and regulations for facility design and
operation.

DHSS, however, does not exercise this regulatory
authority vis-a-vis the JJDP Act. There are no written
regulations, policies, or procedures for the regular
monitoring and inspection of facilities.

3 
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In practice, DHSS has obtained the cooperation of all 
the facilities that are monitored by means other than 
regulation. It appears that state and local facilities 
readily share admission and population data with DHSS. 

C. Compatibility of Definitions

1. Status Offender: AS 47.10.290 defines a "child in
need of aid" (CHINA) as "a minor found to be
within the jurisdiction of the court under AS
47.10.0l0(a) (2) ." This latter cite refers to
children who: are habitually absent from home;
refuse to accept available care; are abandoned or
parent's rights have been terminated; are in need
of medical ( including mental heal th) treatment;
are neglected or physically and/or sexually abused
or in danger of being abused; or are delinquent as
a result of parental pressure.

For DFYS purposes, the working definition of
status offenders is illustrated, in a May 16, 1983
memorandum from David E. Arnold to �erry
Jackowski, to wit:

Status Offenders are defined as all 
youth law violators who are arrested 
for violations which would not be 
a law violation if they were an adult. 
Examples of these are runaways, truancy, 
and curfew violations. 

Liquor violations are not included 
because 18 year olds are considered 
adults by law, however can still be 
arrested for liquor violations. 

AS 04.16.180 specifies that minor liquor law 
violations are class A misdemeanors. 

For monitoring purposes, DFYS has not been 
c ounting liquor law violations as status 
offenders. (See Findings and Recommendations). 

2. Non-Of fenders: Non-of fenders are included in the 
CHINA definition noted above. 

3. Del inguent: As 4 7. 10. 290 defines "delinquent 
minor" as a "minor found to be within the 
j u r i s d i c t i o n  o f  t h e  c o u r t  u nd e r  A S  
47.10.0l0(a) (1) ." This cite refers to state and 
municipal criminal violations. AS 47.10.0l0(b) 
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excludes non-felony traffic, and fish and game 
violations from this provision and directs that 
they be treated as adults. 

4. Sight and Sound Separation: AS 47.10.130 

5. 

6. 

7. 

prohibits the incarceration of juveniles in jails 
unless the juvenile is "assigned to separate 
quarters so that the minor cannot communicate with 
or view adult prisoners." 

This is the definition of sight and sound 
separation used for monitoring purposes, as noted 
on the "Instructions for State Monitoring Report 
Data Collection Sheet", attached to the July 27, 
1987 memorandum from Dave Arnold to the Regional 
Administrators regarding the JJDP Monitoring 
Report. 

Secure: There is no explicit definition of secure 
for monitoring purposes. AS 47.10.290 defines 
"juvenile detention facility" as separate 
quarters within a city jail, and "detention home" 
as a separate establishment exclusively devoted to 
the short-term detention of minors. 

Valid Court Order: There is no explicit 
definition of valid court order. As 47.10.140 
describes juveniles' due process rights for 
detention and requires a detention hearing within 
48 hours. 

De institutionalization of Status Off enders: The 
Alaska Supreme Court ruled in 1971 that CHINA I s 
cannot be institutionalized. DFYS policy, 
described in the Fairbanks Youth Facility 
"Detention Admission Policy and Procedure" 
prohibits detaining CHINA's. However, as 
previously described, liquor law violators are not 
considered CHINA's. 

8. Separation: See Section C.4 above. 

9. Jail Removal: As noted in Section C. 5 above,
"juvenile detention facilities" are defined as a
separate part of a jail. AS 47.10.140 authorizes
detention of delinquents in "juvenile detention
facilities." AS 47.10.080 authorizes DHSS to
place committed minors in "juvenile detention
facilities."
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D. 

AS 47.10.0l0(b) classifies juvenile traffic and 
fish and game violators as adults and thus allows 
their detention and sentencing to jails. 

As described in Section C.7 above, CIIINA's cannot 
be held in jails; this does not apply to 1 iquor 
violations. 

Since Alaska does not have a 24-hour detention 
hearing requirement, DFYS has n�ver sotight non-MSA 
exceptions� 

Identification of the Monitoring Universe 

DFYS monitors all facilities that are operated or under 
contract by the State; thus, the universe consists of 
the four DFYS operated detention centers and eighteen 
jails under contract to the Department of Public 
Safety or operated by the Department of Corrections. 

DFYS does not include in the monitoring universe the 
many jails (there are no lock-ups in Alaska) that are 
not under DPS contract. 

Likewise, community-based facilities and health and 
mental health facilities are not included in the 
universe (see Findings and Recommendations). 

E. Classification of Facilities

In practice DFYS classifies all jails and detention
centers as secure. DFYS does not review community
based programs for secure components, even though DHSS
regulations (7AAC 50.053) allows the use of locked
isolation rooms in community-based programs. Likewise,
hospitals and mental health facilities are not
considered for classification as secure (see Findings
and Recommendations).

F. Monitoring Period

G. 

Alaska's data is reported on a Calendar Year basis.

Inspection of Facilities

DFYS Probation Officers inspect DPS contracted jails
annually for sight and sound separation; there are no
inspections specifically to determine the adequacy of
each facility's record keeping. No other facilities 
a�e inspected for JJDP monitoring purposes. 
Furthermore, there are no detailed policies and 
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procedures for the 1nspection of facilities 
Findings and Recommendations). 

H. Data Collection and Verification

(see 

The DFYS Regional Administrators assign Probation 
Officers to collect monitoring data from the DPS 
contract jails in their respective districts. Data 
from the DFYS detention centers is gathered by DFYS 
staff at the detention centers. The data is collected 
at each facility according to written instructions 
provided by the JJDP Coordinator, and recorded on a 
form accompanying the instructions. The information 
sought for each facility includes: sight and sound. 
separation; date of birth; offense; date of admission; 
duration of detention; offense; accused or adjudicated. 

The data collection sheets are forwarded to the JJDP 
Coordinator for analysis and compilation for the JJDP 
monitoring report. 

The data collected from the individual facilities has 
never been checked for accuracy. Likewise, the review 
of the jails for sight and sound separation has never 
been verified. (See Findings and Recommendations). 

I. Method of Reporting

DFYS uses the standard OJJDP format for reporting the 
monitoring data. 

J. Violation Procedures

Since DFYS operates the detention centers and controls 
admission to the centers, DFYS has set policies 
procedures to assure that status offenders are 
admitted. As noted earlier in this report, however, 
these policies do not apply to juvenile liquor 
violations. Nonetheless, it appears that DFYS has 
authority to prohibit the detention of liquor 
violations. (See Findings and Recommendations). 

Unfortunately, DFYS has less control over juveniles in 
jails, and thus greater difficulty in addressing 
violations of the JJDP Act in jails. However, 
AS 47.10.130 provides a clear statutory prohibition 
against jailing children unless they are provided 
a d eq u a t e  s e p a r a t i o n .  T h i s  p r o v i s i o n ,  plus 
DHSS'regulatory authority, could provide DHSS a vehicle 
for promoting, if not enforcing separation and removal. 
(See Findings and Recommendations). 
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4. Other Issues

5. 

A. Given Alaska's unique geography, demography, and
climate, DFYS faces very difficult barriers in
administering the JJDP program, including monitoring.
Alaska has never devoted any JJDP funds towards
planning, administration, and monitoring. Discussions
with DFYS staff indicate that the FY 1988 and a revised
FY 1987 plan will, for the first time, devote resources
for these purposes.

B. Alaska has invested over $12
construction of four regional
centers should be operational
important component of a
strategy.

million since 1980 for 
detention centers. These 
this year and will be an 
statewide jail removal 

c. One of the most pervasive problems facing Alaska I s
juvenile justice system is alcohol abuse. The lack of
programs to deal with the alcohol abusing juvenile
results in jails and detention centers being used as
detoxification centers. In fact, recent court rulings
have required law enforcement officials to take into
custody any person who is so intoxicated as to be a
danger to him or herself; the only residential
placement available for the vast majority of these
individuals is jail.

DFYS is working with the State Office of Alcohol and
Drug Abuse to establish regional treatment centers that
can be used as an alternative to jail.

Compliance Data Verification 

A. Ketchikan Regional Jail

The Ketchikan Regional Jail serves Ketchikan and Prince
of Wales with a total population of approximately
13,000. The major sources of revenue for this area are
fishing, timber, and tourism.

There is a dearth of residential alternatives available
for the placement of juveniles; juveniles are generally
either returned home or held in the jail. There are no
detoxification services available.

The 63-bed jail is operated by the Alaska Department of
Corrections. The facility has been in operation for 
approximately four years. All the cells have double 
bunks except the four intake cells which have triple 
bunks. One or two of the intake cells are used for 
juveniles; these cells have neither audio nor video 
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monitoring. In addition, juveniles that need to be 
held for only a very short period of time may be 
confined in the interview room, which is a sound proof 
room under continual sight supervision by the control 
center and booking desk. 

Juveniles that are admitted to the jail are subject to 
the same procedures as those employed for adult 
admissions. Juveniles are brought into the booking 
area for admission processing, taken to the clothing 
storage area for a search, and admitted to the intake 
cells or the interview room. Juveniles receive at 
least hourly visual checks in the intake cells, and 
more frequently if the juvenile is intoxicated or poses 
a suicide risk. 

The facility design and the Jail's policies and 
procedures raise the following concerns regarding 
compliance with the JJDP separation requirements: 

0 There are 
assure the 
area; 

no policies 
time phased 

and procedures to 
use of the booking 

o The intake cells provide sight but not sound
separation;

o The interview room provides sound but not
sight separation;

o The showers provide sight but not sound
separation.

The data review consisted of reviewing the 479 jail 
admissions for February, May, August, and November, 
1986. The Jail recorded all admissions on the Alaska 
Department of Corrections "Daily Count Sheet" which 
contains date of birth, times and dates of admission 
and release, race, and sex. Since the Daily Count 
Sheets do not indicate offenses, I also reviewed the 
Probation Officer's Intake Log and contact file. Rick 
Roberts, the PO, was very knowledgeable about every 
case and provided any additional information that I 
requested. I also obtained the Juvenile Incarceration 
Report, generated by a DHSS automated program, which 
gives offense, date of admission and release, and total 
time held. 

In spite of all these sources, it was still difficult 
to verify the data due to conflicting information 
regarding offenses. Nonetheless, my review revealed 
that 17 juveniles were admitted during the four months 
audited. All 17 of these admissions would be 
violations of the separation requirements due to the 
facility design and lack of policies and procedures 
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described above. Of these 17 admissions, there were 12 
held in excess of six hours which would constitute 
violation of the jail removal requirement. Some of the 
five juveniles held less than six hours may have been 
status offenders and would have also been a violation 
of the removal requirement, but their offenses could 
not be verified. 

The data collected by DHSS for monitoring purposes 
contained the following shortcomings: 

o 'I'he jail was reported as providing adequate
separation;

o Only 14 of 17 admissions were reported;
o All but one reported admission were listed as

accused delinquents, yet it appeared that
there were five additional juveniles
sentenced to jail for DWI.

o The offenses for four of the juveniles
recorded on the monitoring data collection
sheets do not correspond to the offenses
recorded on the DHSS Juvenile Incarceration
Report.

The following findings pertain to the Ketchikan 
Regional Jail: 

1. The jail does not provide adequate separation so
all juvenile admission should be considered as
separation violations.

2. DFYS should develop alternatives to the jail.
Given the fact that virtually all of the
admissions to the jail, with the exception of DWI
sentences, are for less than one day, it appears
that the use of short-term, non-residential as 
well as residential alternatives would be 
appropriate. The number of juveniles jailed could 
be significantly reduced by using a holding area 
outside the secure area of the jail which has 
continual sight supervision for juveniles who are 
awaiting parents. In addition, the number of 
alcohol related offenses indicates the need for 
alternatives and services in this area. 

3. The data review indicated that DFYS needs to
improve the data collection process. Particular
attention should be paid to the definition of
separation and the recording of offenses,
especially recording the most serious offense.

In general, the Ketchikan Regional Jail appears to be a 
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B. 

well operated and professionally managed facility, but 
is not designed to detain juveniles. DFYS should work 
with the Department of Corrections, the Department of 
Public Safety, and the local community to develop 
alternatives to the use of the jail for sentenced, as 
well as accused juveniles. 

Sitka Police Department Holding Facility 

The major sources of revenue for Sitka's 8500 residents 
are fishing, tour ism and timber. The Sitka Holding 
Facility is under contract to the Alaska Department of 
Public Safety. 

The Police Department, court, and probation office 
pursue a policy of minimizing the jailing of juveniles. 
Most juveniles are returned home as quickly as 
possible, and a few are placed in emergency foster 
care. Although state law requires a detention hearing 
within 48 hours, most hearings in Sitka are held within 
12 hours. 

The facility has 15 beds (14 double bunked) and a 
holding tank. One of the two double bunked female 
cells is used for holding juveniles; these two cells 
are in a separate section from the rest of the jail. 

Juveniles are brought to the same booking area as 
adults for intake processing. The practice is to never 
have juveniles and adults in the booking area at the 
same time, although there is no written policy and 
procedure stating this. Most juveniles are held in a 
non-secure room in the police department; few juveniles 
are actually admitted to a cell. The juvenile cell 
provides sight but not sound separation from the adult 
female cell. Likewise, the shower shared by these two 
cells provides sight but not sound separation. DFYS 
classified the facility as providing adequate 
separation. 

I reviewed the Booking Log for February, May, August 
and November, 1986. Of the 185 bookings for those 
months, 17 were juveniles. DFYS recorded all of these 
juveniles for monitoring purposes; however, we learned 
that not all of those juveniles are actually held in 
the jail. Although there was no written record, John 
Newell, the Chief of Police, and Wolf Courdan, the 
Jailer, explained that eight of these juveniles were 
held in the non-secure portion of the police station 
for very brief periods while waiting for their parents 
to arrive. So it appears that DFYS was overreporting 
the number of jail admissions. However, since only 
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only two of these eight juveniles would have been jail 
removal violations if held securely (one delinquent 
over six hours and one status offender), the 
overreporting error would be slight. 

As described earlier, the juvenile cells do not provide 
adequate sight and sound separation ( assuming female 
adults are occupying the adjoining cell), so all 
juveniles held in the juvenile cell would be considered 
separation violations. In addition, according to the 
booking log, there were seven violations of the jail 
removal requirement: five delinquents held more than 
six hours and two status offenders held. There were 
no violations of the status offender provision. 
Although DFYS recorded all these admissions correctly, 
two of the jail removal violations were for status 
offenses (minors consuming alcohol) held for less than 
six hours, and DFYS would not have reported these as 
violations to OJJDP since DFYS considered these as 
delinquents. 

The findings regarding the Sitka Police Department 
Holding Facility are as follows: 

1. The accuracy of the data collection process is
adequate; all juveniles entered on the Booking
Log for the four months reviewed, are accurately
recorded on the DFYS data collection form.
However, the Booking Log may be overreporting
actual admissions to the jail. DFYS should work
with the Sitka Police Department to make certain
the Booking Log indicates when juveniles are not
admitted to a cell.

2. 

3 • 

The Sitka Police Department has very good policies
and procedures for the custody and release of
juveniles. The policies and procedures are
concise, understandable, and promote the limited
use of secure confinement. DFYS should work with
the Sitka Police Department to enhance their
written policies and procedures to: (a) document
the current practice of assuring separation of
juveniles and adults by time-phasing the use of
the booking area, and (b) provide ·guidance on
which juveniles should actually be admitted to the
cells and which juveniles should be held outside
of the secure area of the jail and where and how
they should be supervised. 

The juvenile cell does not provide sound 
separation, so juveniles admitted to the cell are 

violations of the separation requirement. Since 
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4 • 

the jail was classified as providing adequate 
separation, DFYS should assess the criteria and 
process used to determine separation. 

The number of bookings for 
Alcohol indicates the need 
alternatives in this area. 

Minors Consuming 
for services and 

The practices at the Sitka Police Department reflect 
the system's and the community's concern for troubled 
and troublesome juveniles. This should provide a solid 
basis for DFYS'efforts towards compliance with the JJDP 
Act in Sitka. 

C. Johnson Youth Center, Juneau

As the state capital, Juneau's economy relies heavily 
on government. Income for the burrough's 20,000 
residents also comes from the timber and fishing 
industries. 

The Johnson Youth Center is operated by DFYS and was 
built in 1981 as a combined facility for juveniles and 
female adults. Since 1985, the Center has held only 
juveniles and is now applying for ACA accreditation. 

The facility has four double bunk rooms; there are two 
rooms in each of two sections having a common area for 
recreation and meals. The Center has at least two 
staff per shift on duty. 

The data verification was conducted by reviewing the 
monthly movement statistics sheets and the monthly 
reports for the Youth Center, and comparing them to the 
monitoring data collection sheets. The movement 
statistics and monthly report contain dates and times 
in and out and usually the offense. In many instances, 
however, "detention order" was listed instead of 
offense, making verification difficult. The 
verification was further complicated by the fact that 
the movement statistics were arranged alphabetically 
w h i l e  t h e  m o n i t o r i ng d a t a  w a s  c o l l e c t e d  
chronologically. As a result, I checked only every 
other case listed as an admission on the monthly 
movement sheets for February, May, September, and 
November, 1986. The data for August was unavailable. 

There were 111 admissions for the four months I 
reviewed, and I tested 53 admissions for accuracy in 
reporting for JJDP moni taring. Of these 53 cases, I 
found that DFYS accurately recorded data for 22. Among 
these 22 verified cases, I found six status offender 
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6. 

violations, all minors consuming alcohol. 

The inability to verify more admissions was the result 
of incorrectly recorded times on the monitoring data 
form, unknown offenses, and unreported admissions. It 
was impossible to determine the number of valid court 
order violations. 

The findings pertaining to the Johnson Youth Center are 
as follows: 

1. DFYS should review the data collection process in
order to develop more accurate and verifiable
data. DFYS should include the dates of court
hearings in the data collected so that compliance
with the valid court order exception can be
determined.

2. As noted earlier in this report, minors charged
with alcohol offenses are status offenders for
JJDP monitoring purposes and if held for more than
2 4 hours, excluding non-judicial days, would be
considered as violations of Section 223(a) (12) (A)
of the JJDP Act.

3. Since the Johnson Youth Center is applying for
accreditation, DFYS is encouraged to seek 
technical assistance from OJJDP and ACA to 
facilitate compliance with ACA standards. 

4. It appears that many juveniles are detained for
relatively minor offenses. DFYS is encouraged to
assess the system of residential and non
residential alternatives in light of detention
criteria to determine if the present system is the
most economical and effective system for
protecting the community and the court process
while providing adequate services to juveniles.

Findings and Recommendations 

The exit conference was convened with Yvonne Chase and Russ 
Webb. The following findings and recommendations summarizes 
our discussion of the audit. Critical findings are so 

noted: 

(1) DFYS must establish the monitoring universe by 
identifying all facilities, including private 
facilities, that might hold juveniles pursuant to 
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public authority, and describe how the universe is 
periodically updated. This requirement is explained in 
Chapter 1, Paragraph 6 of the Audit Handbook. 
(Critical) 

(2) DFYS must classify all the facilities in the universe
that are secure and may hold juveniles, and describe
the criteria used for classifying and how the list of
classified facilities is updated. (Critical)

(3) DFYS needs to assess the use of locked isolation rooms
in public and private residential programs, including
hospitals and mental health facilities, and determine
if these facilities should be classified as secure for
possible inclusion in the monitoring data collection
process.

(4) DFYS must inspect all jails for separation and adequacy
of recordkeepin�. This can be accomplished through a
variety of methods, e.g., inspecting one-third of the
facilities annually. ( Critical)

( 5) As part of the formal monitoring process, DFYS must
develop a system for reviewing facility monitoring data
for accuracy and completeness. This verification
review should take place on-site annually at a
representative sample of at least ten percent of the
facilities in each category, i.e., juvenile detention
centers, jails, and juvenile corrections facilities.
(Critical)

(6) DFYS needs to verify sight and sound
facilities that have been designated
adequate separation.(Critical)

separation in 
as providing 

(7) DFYS is strongly encouraged to continue the practice of
collecting data from all the facilities that have been
monitored to date. When DFYS identifies all the
facilities in the monitoring universe, however, it
should be noted that the Audit Handbook ( Chapter 2,
Paragraph 18) requires a representative sampling of at
least 50% of the facilities in each category.

(8) DFYS must include minors charged or adjudicated for
alcohol violations in the definition of status 
offenders for JJDP monitoring purpose. Alcohol 
violations which apply to all adults, e.g., public 
consumption or possession where prohibited by local 
ordinance, are considered delinquent offenses. 

(Critical) 
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(9) In order
exception,
basis that
within 24
(Critical)

for Alaska to use the valid court order 
DFYS needs to verify on a case-by-case 
the juvenile received a detention hearing 
hours, as required by JJDP regulations. 

(10) For the purpose of monitoring for Section 223(a)(14),
juveniles accused of traffic and fish and game 
v iolations are subject to the six-hour rule. 
Adjudicated juveniles, including sentenced DWI 
offenders, cannot be held for any length of time. 
(Critical) 

(11) DFYS must develop a timetable for carrying out all
monitoring compliance tasks. (Critical)

(12) DFYS is
procedures
JJDP Act.
limited to:

encouraged to develop a policies and 
manual for monitoring compliance with the 

This manual should include, but not be 

(a) A list of all residential programs in the
state that might hold juveniles pursuant to
juvenile court authority.

(b) An indication for each of these facilities as
to whether they are secure or nonsecure.

(c) A description of criteria used for 
classifying facilities as secure or
nonsecure, public or private. 

(d) The date each secure facility was last 
inspected for compliance with the JJDP Act.

(e) A description of the authority state agencies
have for licensing and inspecting both secure
and nonsecure facilities.

(f) A description of the procedure to be followed
for:

(1) collecting monitoring data (include a
copy of any self report forms);

(2) verifying data (what facility source
documents are to be consulted and what
data sets are to be reviewed);
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( 3) inspection of physical plant of adult
facilities for separation while onsi te
for data collection and verification.

(g) Description of enforcement mechanisms that
exist for implementation of State law, 
administrative rules, or standards. 

(h) A copy of state statutes, judicial rules,
administrative rules, and standards that 
parallel or support implementation of the 
JJDP Act. 

(i) A copy of the JJDP Act, 1985 Formula Grant
Regulation, and other pertinent rules and
regulations.

(j) A list of contact persons in related state
agencies or organizations that have
monitoring responsibilities.

(13) DFYS is encouraged to develop in-service training for
personnel involved in the monitoring process. The
Monitoring Manual could serve as the basic text for
this training. The use of JJDP funds for this purpose
is allowable.

( 14) Given Alaska's expansive and remote geography, DFYS
should consider contracting for some of the monitoring
tasks.

(15) DHSS is encouraged to formally exercise the broad
regulatory authority over the confinement and custody
of children granted by Alaska statutes, especially with
regard to JJDP Act compliance.

(16) DHSS is encouraged to work with the Department of
Public Safety to promote separation and jail removal by
adopting policies and procedures coherent with JJDP
requirements, and incorporating those policies in the
contracts with rural jails and Native Corporations.

(17) It appears that alcohol abuse is a very significant
factor 1n juvenile arrests and confinement. The
Juvenile Justice and Family Advisory Committee (JJFAC)

• ' . l� \ ,<_,r-(1 �-. µ< 

is strongly encouraged to make juvenile alcohol abuse a
priority issue and pursue JJDP Act compliance as a
means for providing more effective services for alcohol
abusing juveniles.c'·' I e.,· ·, \ 

I 
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The JJFAC is strongly encouraged to make public 
officials aware of the existing state law on separation 
of juveniles and adults in jails and to use this law as 
a vehicle for promoting the prohibition of jailing 
juveniles and the development of alternatives to jails. 

(19) DHSS/DFYS should examine local practices in 
implementing AS 4 7. 010. 13 0, prohibiting the detention 
of juveniles in jails that do not provide adequate 
separation from adults, and develop means for assuring 
this statute's implementation. 

(20) The JJFAC in strongly encouraged to consider promoting
changes in statutes and regulations to support JJDP Act
compliance.

7. Conclusion

Alaska's annual JJDP Plan always refers to Alaska's "unique
barriers" to JJDP compliance. My limited visit to Alaska to 
conduct this audit revealed those barriers as no written 
description can: they are as immense and rugged as the 
Alaska landscape. I left Alaska with a greater sensitivity 
to the problems DFYS faces in achieving compliance. 

As difficult as Alaska's barriers to compliance may be, DHSS 
and DFYS have some advantages enjoyed by few other states. 
The highly centralized structure of government, the broad 
regulatory authority granted DHSS, and the progressive 
statutes regarding the care and custody of children, can 
provide a basis for pursuing JJDP compliance and mitigate 
the immensity of some of the barriers to compliance. 

We look forward to working with DFYS and JJFAC to achieve 
compliance. 
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PART 6 

REVISED 1987 JAIL REMOVAL PLAN 



Intrcduction 

srA'!E OF ALASKA 
Departrrent of Health and Social Services 

Division of Family and Youth Services 
Revised 19 fr/ Jail Rerroval Plan 

Decerrber 19 fr/ 

In prior years, Alaska has addressed 18 State operated and contract jails in 
its annual monitoring reports. Lcx::al facilities which are located in 
sparsely populated rural areas of the State and hold youth in detention have 
not been previously addressed or rronitored because they were not State 
operated or controlled. For the plll1)0ses of this plan, all local facilities 
have been identified. HCMever, data is not available for these facilities 
and all data included in this plan refers to the original 18 facilities. 

Alaska Jails in Which Youth Are Detained 

The North Slope Borough: These holding facilities come under the 
jurisdiction of the Borough. Chief F.cigar Martin is the rrn.micipal police 
chief of Barrow and the Rural Jail Administrator for the North Slope 
Borough. One of the jails in the Borough, the Barro,,., jail, is a state 
contracted facility and is governed through its Public Safety contract. 

VILLAGE FORJLATION 

Anatuvik 

Atqasuk 
Deadhorse/Prudhoe Bay 
Point Lay 

203 
107 
114 
�(.67 

VILLAGE 

Point Hope 
Nuiqsut 
Wainwright 

FOFULATION 

464 
208 
405 

Department of Public Safety's State Contracted Rural Jails: There are 
seventeen rural jails under contract with the Department of Public Safety. 
Lieutenant Roger M::Coy is the Rural Jail State Contract Administrator for 
the Department of Public Safety. 

VILLAGE FORJLATION VILLAGE FORJLATION 

Ba.ITON 2267 Naknek 405 
Cordova 2108 Petersburg 3137 
Craig 881 Seldovia 435 
Dillingham 2004 Seward 2038 
Haines 1154 Sitka 7611 
Haner 3374 Unalaska 1630 
Kake 574 Valdez 36fr/ 
Kodiak 6069 Wrangell 2376 
Kotzebue 2345 

Municipal and Lcx::ally Operated Rural Holding Facilities: The Departrrent of 
Public Safety Gontracts with Native Corporations for rural law enforcerrent 
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services. The corporations hire Village Public safety Officers who are 
reSJ;X)nsible for law enforcerrent in over seventy rural camrunities. These 
officers are res:i;:x::msible to the Native Corporation and sui;::ervising Alaska 
State Trooper. In these rural camrunities youth are booked into rrnmicipal 
and local adult jails. These facilities are under the jurisdiction of the 
local municipality or Native Corporation, not the Depart:rrent of Public 
safety. 

Bethel Area 
VILLAGE OOPOLATION VILLAGE OOPOLATION 

Akiachak 438 Meko:ryuk 160 

Akiak 198 Mt.Village 583 

Alakanuk 522 Napakiak 262 

Aniak 341 Napaskiak 244 

Abra.uthulak 219 Nunapoi tchuk 299 

Chevak 466 Pilot Station 325 

Eek 228 Quinhagak 412 

Fmronak 567 Russian Mission 169 

Goodnews Bay 168 St. Mary's 382 

Hooper Bay 627 Scamron Bay 250 

Kotlik 293 Toksook Bay 333 

Kwethluk 454 Tununak 298 

Marshall 262 

Nome Area 
VILLAGE OOFULATION VILLAGE OOPOLATION 

Elim 211 Stebbins 331 

Ganbell 445 St. Michael 239 

Golovin 87 Teller 212 

Koyuk 188 Unalakleet 623 

Savoonga 491 Wales 133 

Shaktoolik 16.4 

Shishrraref 394 

Fairbanks Area 
VILLAGE roPOLATION VILLAGE l:OPOLATION 

cantwell 89 Nenana 470 

Delta 945 Nulato 350 

Fort Yukon 619 Ruby 197 

Galena 765 Tanana 388 

Huslia 188 Tok 569 

Kaltag 247 

Juneau Area 
VILLAGE OOPULATION VILLAGE fOPOLATION 

Angoon 465 Pelican 180 

Hoonah 680 Yakutat 449 
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VILLAGE 

Arrber 
Deering 
Kiana 
Kivalina 

VILLAGE 

Akutan 
Cold Bay 
� 
King Cove 
Manokotak 

-

VILLAGE 

Karluk 

Kotzebue Area 
FOPULATION VILLAGE 

192 
150 

345 
241 

Kcbuk 
N:>orvik 
Selawik 
Shungnak 

Pribilof Islands/Aleutian Chain Area 

FOPUIATION 

62 
492 
535 
202 

FOPULATION VILLAGE FOPUIATION 

169 
228 
77 

460 
294 

Nondalton 
Port Heiden 
St. Paul 
Togiak 

Kcdiak Area 
FOPULATION VILLAGE 

96 Old Harbor 

173 

92 
551 

470 

FOPULATION 

340 

Department of Corrections: The Department of Corrections administers all 
state o.-med and operated adult correctional facilities througoout the state. 
Three of these facilities located in Ketchikan, Mat-Su, and Bethel have held 
youth. 

Department of Heal th and Social Services: The Department of Heal th and 
Social Services, Division of Family and Youth Services, o.vns and operates 
five youth correctional centers. They are located in Juneau, Anchorage, 
Fairbanks, Nane, and Bethel. 

Barriers to Removing Youth fran Alaska Jails 

Alaska's 1986 rronitoring rep:)rt reflects 1985 data since it is the last 
year for which full data is available. The baseline data is fran the 
eighteen facilities in the monitoring report. In Decarber 1987, in 
preparation for this plan, over seventy secure facilities which hold youth 
were identified but not included in the baseline data. 

Alaska faces many barriers in reaching carpliance with the jail reroval 
requirements of the JJDP Act. Alaska is a young state and, because of its 
size, geography,  climate, and sparse population, it lacks the 
infrastructure and strong system of local governrrents to provide services 
which have been long established in other states. Much of rural Alaska is 
outside any organized city or borough gove:rnrrent authority. This is 
clearly illustrated by the circumstances facing the state in providing 
adequate detention services for youth. 

When the baseline for measuring compliance with the jail removal 
requirement was established, Alaska had only one facility devoted exclu
sively to providing detention and secure services to youth. This was, of 
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course, woefully inadequate to meet the needs for detention and wholly 
inadequate to achieve canpliance with the JJDP Act jail rercoval require
ments. Since that time, Alaska has invested nearly $12 million in con
structing a series of regional detention facilities. Ha.vever, even this 
effort has proven inadequate because of the 20% increase in the state's 
youth :population and increased need for detention services. Prc:blerns still 
exist in transporting youth fran the scattered Carntllllities to regional 
detention facilities due to inclement weather and the wide dispersion of 
Alaska's population. 

Since Alaska lacks a strong system of local governments and adequate tax 
bases, srra.11 carntllllities are unable to provide the types of services, such 
as youth detention facilities, which are nornally shoulderErl by local 
governments. Detention services are considered alrrost entirely a state 
responsibility. Local governments look to the state to provide for 
detention services directly or to reinburse them for providing the services. 
Unfortunately, local goverrnnents do not have enough resources to develop 
facilities which would achieve compliance with the JJDP Act. State 
resources devoted to these services have been substantial but inadequate to 
meet the need. These resources have targeted the develoµrent of basic 
state-level institutional capacity. This traditional solution cannot 
successfully address the problem, given Alaska's unique circumstances, 
without enonrous and unrealistic increased fiscal supr:ort. 

Data Analysis 

The last detailed analysis of youth crme in Alaska was con::luctErl in 1986, 
with 1985 representing the rrost recent full year of data. The total 4,900 
statewide Part I arrests increased slightly during 1985, but the percentage 
of total Part I arrests attributed to youth declined to 40% canpared to 47% 
in 1 9  8 4. Also, youth arrests for violent crimes (murder, rape, 
manslaughter, rcbbe:ry, aggravated assault) decreased 10%, fran 105 to 95. 
Youth arrests for these crmes accounted for only 10% of all arrests for 
violent Part I arrests during 1985. 

A cursory analysis of 1985 and 1986 data shc:Ms no significant variation fran 
the previous data except for a slight decline in intake referrals in a 
number of cornmuni ties. Statewide this decline totaled 2% and rray be 
attributable, in part, to an Alaskan population exodus which began in 1986. 

In general, over the nine year period, 1977 through 1985, youth crme has 
consisted prirrarily of property crime (48% of all arrests), liquor law 
violations (20%), status offenses (10%), and Part II crmes (20%). Arrests 
for violent Part I crime had rrade up less than 2% of youth arrests. 
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Overall, youth crime, as measured by arrests, has shavn a consistent 
decrease in Alaska since 1981 despite an increase in the youth IXJPUlation of 
nearly 20%. Accordingly, the rate of youth arrests decreased 33% from 430 
per 10,000 in 1981 to 286 in 1985. The rate of arrests for violent Part I 
crimes declined as well; al though, because of the srrall nurrber of such 
arrests, the percentage decrease is less meaningful. The rate of arrests 
for these violent crimes rose fran 6.4 per 10,000 in 1981 to 7 .9 per 10,000 
youth in 1982. ,The rate of arrests declined steadily after 1982, reaching 
its lc:Mest level, 5.5 per 10,000 youth, in 1985. 

Larceny/theft led to the largest nurrber and percentage of youth arrests in 
Alaska from 1977 to 1985. Arrests for these offenses averaged 1,617 
arrests or 29.4% annually. Liquor law violations, excluding DWis, averaged 
1,113 arrests or 19% per year. While liquor law violations alone 
consistently account for 19 to 25 % of youth arrests, alcohol use is 
indicated in rrany other youth arrests. This is I)articularly true in rural 
areas where records indicate that the rrajority of youth detentions are for 
liquor law violations. Many secondary charges are also alcohol violations, 
when· multiple charges are recorded. This problem is of particular 
importance in relation to the goals of the JJDP Act because these youth are 
held alrrost exclusively in adult jails. 

The follc:Ming infonration indicates the nunber of youth detained in 1985 for 
minor consuming offenses: 

DFYS State Operated Youth Detention Facilities 

Fairbanks Youth Facility 20 
·Juneau Youth Facility 90 
M:La.ughlin Youth Facility 8 
Nane Youth Facility 10 

State Contracted Municipal and Locally Operated Holding Facilities 

Ba.rrCM 25 
Bethel 29 
Cordova 3 
Dillingham 2 
Haner 16 
Ketchikan 18 
Kcdiak 19 
Kotzebue 39 
Palmer 26 
Petersburg 10 
Sitka 10 
Valdez 20 
Wrangell 2 
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The continuation of high levels of alcohol relata:1 arrests of youth in rural 
areas has occurred despite substantial state alcohol prevention and treat
ment program efforts. Many of these rural carnrunities do not allCM the 
sale or importation of alcohol into their carnrunities. Because of the 
failure of prevention, treatment and exclusion efforts to re:iuce the nurrber 
o f  alcohol related detentions in rural areas, the development of
alternatives to detention for youth is the best strategy for achieving the
jail rerroval goals of the JJDP Act.

In :rrany areas youth are held in jail as a protective measure because of the 
life threatening nature of exrx,sure of an intoxicated youth to the harsh 
conditions of an Alaskan winter. In addition, a highly intax:icata:1 youth 
can be extremely violent and catbative and !X)Se a threat to the safety of 
the cc:mm.mity. Without appropriate local options or resources, the only 
choice nay be to place youth in local jails or lockups. 

The De:partment of Public Safety contracts for law enforcement services in 
rural areas with Native Corporations who errploy Village Public Safety 
Offic-ers. The De:partment of Public Safety trains but does not hire these 
officers since that res!X)nsibility is delegated through their contract with 
the Native Cor!X)rations. These contracts provide only for law enforcement 
p ersonnel,  so the Department of Public Safety does not have any 
jurisdiction over rrnmicipal or locally operata:1 jails or lockups where these 
officers detain youth. Many of these rural secure facilities were 
constructa:1 before :passage of the JJDP Act and were not designa:1 with the 
intent to hold youth. The decision to d�tain youth in these rural 
facilities rests with the arresting officers, unlike the situation in state 
operated youth detention facilities where a DFYS intake worker exercises 
control of detention admission. These corrmunities make efforts to carply 
with the spirit of the law, but this is often impossible because of the lack 
of alternatives to detention. 

Strategy for Jail Rerroval 

The follCMing planned activities will bring Alaska into full carpliance with 
the deinstitutionalization, separation and jail rerroval requirerrents of the 
JJDP Act: 

1. The Division of Family and Youth Services has increased its level of
camri.tment to this project as evidenced by placing a full-time JJDP
Project Coordinator in the Division's Central Administration Office.
The primary res:fX)Ilsibility of the coordinator is to bring Alaska into
jail rerroval, se:paration and deinstitutionalization carpliance. The
following administrators will provide direction and assistance in
addition to having some responsibilities in JJDP planning and
implementation:

The Division's Statewide Youth Corrections Administrator is the JJDP
Project Coordinator's direct supervisor and is responsible for
reviewing all of the JJDP Project Coordinator's work.

The Social Services Program Coordinator will provide technical
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assistance and continue to facilitate the JJDP Advisory Board's 
activities. 

The Grants Administrator will review, edit and approve all JJDP grants 
before submitting them to the Division Director and QJJDP. The Grants 
Administrator will review requests for proposals, facilitate proposal 
evaluation camnittees, award and rronitor grants and contracts. 

The Division Director has overall supervision and final approval for 
all Division plans and implementation efforts in aGhieving JJDP 
canpliance. 

The Deputy Commissioner of the Department of Heal th and Social 
Services oversees the Division and the Camtlssioner has the ultirrate 
authority over the Division and the Department's effort in ccnrplying 
with the JJDP Act. 

2. The Division will use the allowable 7 .5% of the JJDP award, rratching it
with an equal arrount of state dollars, for administrative costs.

3. In October 1987, the Division began operation of 48 hour youth
emergency detention services in Bethel and Nare. This will eliminate
the practice of detaining youth in surrounding carmunities in adult
jails.

4. In Decarber 1987, the Division Director restricterl youth charged with
minor consuming fran admittance into state operated youth detention
facilities. Only youth meeting the conditions for Protective CUstcxiy,
pursuant to AS 47 .37 .170, the State's Uniform Alcohol Act which
requires a physician's certificate for admission, can be alla.ved
admittance into detention. The Youth Corrections Administrator has
implemented this policy change in all state operaterl youth detention
facilities.

5. In December 1987, the JJDP Project Coordinator and the Youth
Corrections Administrator met with the Director and discussed ha,,., the
State Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse (SOADA) could provide anergency
alcohol services to youth statewide. Based on this rreeting, the JJDP
Project Coordinator and the Youth Corrections Administrator met with
the Director of SOADA.

SOADA is a separate entity fran the Division of Family and Youth
Services. Administratively SOADA is part of the Departrrent of Health
and Social Services, and has the same Carnrissioner as DFYS. SOADA is
appropriated nonies by the Legislature and awards funds to non-profit
agencies to provide alcohol and drug abuse treatrrent, education,
prevention and intervention services to adults and youth statewide.

As a result of the Decenber meeting, the Director of SOADA agreerl that 
youth meeting conditions of the Protective Custcxiy statute could access 
emergency alcohol services in twelve proposed reception centers 
throughout. the state. A reception center is a combination of 
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detoxification beds and substance abuse assessment center. 

SOADA is requesting a budget increase of $2,410,000 for FY 89 to 
develop these centers. The Camri.ssioner will be working to secure this 
funding during the upcaning legislative session which runs January 
through May 1988. In January, 1988, the JJDP Project Coordina.tor will 
supply youth alcohol abuse and arrest rate statistics to SOADA. These 
statistics will derronstrate the need for emergency alcohol services and 
aid the Ccrrmissioner in efforts to secure funding for these centers. 
If funds are appropriated for the develoµnent of these 12 centers, the 
JJDP Program Coordinator and the Youth Corrections Administrator will 
work with SOADA in May, 1988 to develop policy and procedures for 
reception centers in admitting youth. In June, 1988, the Director, the 
Director of SOADA, and the Commissioner's Office will review and 
approve youth admission policy for the reception centers. The twelve 
proposed areas targeted for reception centers will aid the Division in 
deinstitutionalizing youth who are charged with minor consuming. 

6. -The Division will develop alternatives to detention to reduce the
ntmber of youth offenders and status offenders being detained in adult
secure facilities. Using JJDP grant rronies, the Division will contract
with local carrnunities to develop non-secure holdover attendant care
m::rlel sites. The five areas targeted for developnent historically have
had high ntmbers of non-canpliant detentions. The Youth Corrections
Administrator, the JJ DP Project Coordinator and three Youth
Corrections Regional Administrators have selected the follo.ving sites
for the development of non-secure holdover atten:iant care m::rlels:

7. 

Homer, Juneau, Kotzebue, Ketchikan, and Kodiak. Additionally,
Ketchikan is targeted for the development of a transportation
canponent and Haner for a 24 oour screening canponent.

The JJDP Project Coordinator will develop Requests For Proposals (RFP)
for developrent of the transportation canponent in Ketchikan, 24 hour
screening component in Haner and the five non-secure holdover care
m::rlels. Proposals will be solicited in February, 1988, and grants will
be awarded by the end of March. The JJDP Project Coordinator will
assist and rronitor the grantees.

In 1985, the Barro.v jail held 82 youth in non-canpliant detention.
During this same time period, Ketchikan held 34 youth in non-canpliant
detention in its state adult correctional facility. The Division
plans to correct this situation by developing secure holdover
attendant care m::rlels in accordance with JJDP requiranents. The state
will rratch JJDP grant rronies 100% for capital construction.

In January, 1988, the JJDP Program Coordinator, the Youth Corrections
Administrator and the Director will rreet with the Ccrrmissioner's
Office to seek carmitment of appropriated capital and operating rronies
allotted for detention and detention alternatives in Ketchikan. During
this same rronth the JJDP Program Coordinator, the Youth Corrections
Administrator, the Northern Region Youth Corrections Administrator,
the Director and the Carmissioner will seek ccrrmitment fran the North
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Slope Borough to use their appropriated rronies to develop a secure 
holdover attendant care m:xlel site in Barro.v. 

If needed rronies are secured, the JJDP Project Coordinator will prepare 
a Request For Proposal in Februa:ry, 1988, with the assistance of the 
Police Chief of Barrow and the Rural Jail Administrator for the North 
Slope Borough. Ccrrpetitive bids for construction and develoµrent of 
secure holdover attendant care sites in Ketchikan and Barrow will be 
solicited in March and contracts will be awarded in April. The JJDP 
Project Coordinator will then assist and rronitor the contrp.cts. 

8. In order to ensure that youth in Alaska's rural areas are detained in
compliance with the JJDP Act, the Division will work with the
Depart:rrent of Public Safety's State Contracted Jail and Rural Jail
Administrators to add specific language to Public Safety contracts.

In March, 1988, the Ccmnissioner's of the Department of Health and
Social Services and Public Safety will rreet to review and confirm the
·contract additions for the FY 89 contracts with rural jails and Native
Corporations. The new clauses will address: required booking data on
youth, sight and sound separation requiranents, JJDP six hour exception
rule and will prohibit detaining all status offenders pursuant to the
JJDP Act.

9. The State Contract Rural Jail Administrator for the Department of
Public Safety, is requesting an additional $373,000 for cell area
construction for FY 89. This cell area construction will allow youth
to be out of sight and sound of the rest of the adult inmate
:population. The construction is targeted for adult rural jails which
hold over eighteen youth annually.

In Janua:ry, 1988, the JJDP Project Coordinator will meet with the Rural
Jail Administrator to review the cell area construction plan and
ensure compatibility with JJDP Act separation requiranents. In
Februa:ry, 1988, the Director and the Ccmnissioner will advocate for the
Department of Public Safety's budget appropriation before the
legislature.

In March, 1988, the JJDP Project Coordinator and the Rural Jail
Administrator will develop and implement regulations governing
detention of youth in adult jails under authority provided in AS
47.10.180(a). Included in these regulations will be limitations on the
time youth nay be held in adult jail facilities to carply with the
intent of the JJDP Act. Inplementation of such regulations will
substantially reduce the mrrrber of youth held in adult jails longer
than the six hours allowed under JJDP Act regulations.

10. In March, 1988, the Director will prepare a Request For Pro:posals to
educate the general public through a Statewide media canpaign about the
appropriateness of using alternatives to detention for youth. In
April, 1988, a contractor will be selected. Following the assignment
of the co�tract, the JJDP Project Coordinator will assist and rronitor
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the grantee. 

11. Part of the JJDP Project Coordinator's duties will be to develop an
educational training presentation. This presentation will address
handling youth at time of arrest, issues of detention, detention
alternatives, release, state law and JJDP requirements. This will be
presented to the Alaska Police Standards Council folla.ving the Youth
Corrections· Administrator's revie.<1 in March 1988. Contingent on the
Council's approval, the JJDP Project Coordinator will provide the
training for the State Training Academy. The Academy is res:tX)Ilsible
for state.<1ide training of recruits frcm the state troopers, Village
Public Safety Officers and rrany rrrunicipal police officers.

12. The final carrponent of the 1987 Revised Jail Reroval Plan is to request
waivers fran C\JJDP for Alaska in neeting jail rerroval requirements for:

A. Youth charged with offenses handled through the original
jurisdiction of the District Court. This Court and not the
Superior Court has original jurisdiction over traffic, r:w.r, fish
and game, and parks and recreational offenses ccmnitted by minors.
These violations are legislatively excluded fran the juvenile
court precess;

B. Youth detained under the State's Unifonn Alcohol Act Protective
Custody statute which does not come under the Court's
jurisdiction; and

C. Secure holding facilities in areas with a population of less than

2,000.

Conclusion 

The Division of Family and Youth Services is ccmnitted to the renoval of 
youth from Alaska's jails. By impacting the Public Safety contracts, 
educating the rural law enforcement officers, supp::,rting the State Office of 
Alcohol and Drug Abuse in the development of reception centers and 
developing alternatives to detention in selected areas, we can begin to 
tackle the jail rerroval prcblems throughout our state. Alaska's 1988-1990 
C\JJDP plan will continue to address these issues. 
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PART 7 

THREE YEAR PLAN 

(Appendix G, 1987 Formula Grant Application} 



APPENDIX G 

Three Year Plan 

1. Analys1s of Juvenile Crime Problems and Juvenile Justice Needs.

a. Structure and Funct12n of Juvenile Justice System

(1) The structure and functional operation of Alaska's juvenile justice
system remains as it was described in prior grant applications.
Children's proceedings. includ1ng delinquency matters, come within
the jurisdiction of the Superior Court. The intake funct1on is
performed statewide by an executive branch agency, the Division of
Family and Youth Services (DFYS), Department of Health and Social
Services. This agency also provides all probation, youth deten
tion, inst1tutional treatment, and aftercare services to delinquent
youth. The Superior Court has original jurisdiction of traffic.
fish and game and parks and recreational offenses committed by
persons of any age, although these offenses are normally heard by 
the District Court. In areas where no youth detention facilities
exist State statutes permit youth to be detained temporarily in
1ocal1y operated jails with sight and sound separation. Accused
and adjudicated status offenders may not be detained in either
youth detention facilities or local adult jails.

Alaska law doesn't really hAv� A rntPonry nf nff�niet �nllad ctJtuc
offenses. Running away specifically is not a violation of law.
Similarly, incorrigibility 1s not defined as an offense. Both mal
be the bas1s of a Ch1ld 1n Need of Aid adjudication. Youth under
age 21 who are charged with alcohol violations are subject to court
action since under Alaska State law these violations constitute
cl ass A mi sderneanors. Under the JJDP Act and its regulations
definitions alcohol offenses are designated "status offenses."
Truancy and exceeding municipal curfews are "violations" which do
not qua11fy as crimes and cannot lead to delinquency adjudications.

(2) System Flow

Referral to intake follows arrest by any local police agency, the
· Alaska State Troopers. or a Village Public Safety Officer. an

official found only in small rural villages which lack municipal
police powers. A Village Public Safety Officer (VPSO) 1s a local
employee, specially trained in various aspects of public safety
including police and fire protection, who has limited police powers
delegated by the Alaska Department of Public Safety.

Intake may result 1n dismissal, diversion to community based
services, or the filing of a petition alleging delinquency by a
DFYS probation officer. If adjudicated delinquent, a youth may be:
(1) placed on probation for up to two years \�1th no change 1n legal
custody and physical placE'ment in his own home. (2) placed on
probation with custody assigned to DFYS and placement in a foster
home or community�based residential facility. or (3) assigned to
DFYS custody for institut1onul placement and treatmont.

M (, 1.,.• .·1 _ t""'.i ,-, T I J I 1 1 C' • C: •':I 
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(a) Juvenile Arrests by Type, Sex and Race

Approximately 69% of the youths arrested are Caucasian, 26% are
Alaskan Nat1ve, 5% are Black and less than 1% of youth are of
other races or ethnic origin. Female youth account for 26% of
arrests and male youth account for 74% of arrests for yoLJth
crime.

Youth arrests rose slightly in Alaska in 1986, from 4,900 1n
1985 to 5,545 1n 1986. Part I arrests constituted 47% of total
youth arrests 1n 1986 compared to 40% in 1985. Youth arrests
for violent crimes (murder, rape, manslaughter, robbery,
aggravated assault) increased to 99 offenses in 1986 from 95
offenses in 1985.

(b) Number of Delinguent and Status Offenders Admitted to Secure
Facilities •

k 

In 1986 there were 2,343 delinquent youth admitted to juvenile
detention facilities and adult jails and lockups compared to
113 status offenders, primarily alcohol violators, detained in
the same facilities.

(c) Number and Characteristics of Juveniles Arrested and Preferred
to Pro6ation Intake Units

In 19e6 there \'lere 6,369 referrals to Youth Probation Intake
Units statewide. Not all referrals were the result of arrests
although the vast majority \'rere. The Department of Public
Safety's 1986 Uniform Crime Report indicates that 5,545 youth
were arrested. This information is depicted by offense, age
ond sex in the attached excerpt from "Crime in Alaska 1_986"
(Attachment I) •

(d) N_,umber of Cases Handled Informally and Formally

In 1986 nearly 88% of the 6,369 annua 1 1 ntake referra 1 s were
diverted from the formal justice system, Roughly 10% were
adjud1 cated delinquent. Of the youth who were adjud1 cated,
nearly 97% were placed on probation, and about 2% of adjudi
cated youth were institutionalized. Waivers to adult jurisdic
tion and dismissals nccount for the remaining 1% of referrals.

(3) Data Analysis

The last detailed analysis of juvenile crime in Alaska was conduct�
ed in 1987 LJSing 1986 data. Part I crimes are defined as violent
crimes and property crimes such as criminal homicide. fo1�cible
rape. robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny/theft and
motor vehicle theft. The total 2,650 statewide Part I arrests in�
creased slightly during 1986, while the percentage of total Part I
arrests attributed to youth increased to 47% in 1986 compared to
40% in 1985. Also, youth arrests for violent crimes (murder, rape,
rnanslaLJghter, robbery� aggravated assault) increased to 99'offenses

• 2 -
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in 1986 from 95 offenses in 1985. Arrests for violent Part I 
crimes ac�ounted for only 1% of all juvenile arrests. 

In general, over the nine year period, 1977 through 1986, youth 
crime has consisted primarily of property crime (46% of arrests), 
liquor law violations (19%). other status offenses excluding 
alcohol offenses (5�&), and Part II crimes (30%). Arrests for 
violent Part I crime mode up less than 1% of youth arrests. 

Overall, youth crime, as measured by arrests, has shown a consist
P.nt rlflrrlii.lU� 1n Aluki duriing 1081-86 dcrni,;to an i�Cl-'!!U! h, -1:he
youth population of nearly 20%. Accordingly, the rate of youth 
arrests declined 13% from 430 per 10,000 1n 1981 to 376 per 10,000 
in 1986. The rate of arrests for violent Part I crimes rose from 
6,4 per 10,000 in 1981 to 7.9 per 10,ooo·youth in 1982. The rate 
of arrests for Part I offenses declined steadily after 1982, 
reaching 5.8 per 10,000 youth 1n 1986. 

Larceny/theft led to the largest number and percentage of youth 
arrests in Alaska from 1977 to 1986. Arrests for these offenses 
averaged 1,948 arrests or 35% annually. Liquor law violations, 
excluding DWI 1 s, averaged 1,071 arrests or 19% per year. While 
liquor law violations alone consistently account for 19 to 25% of 
youth arrests, alcohol use is indicated 1n many other youth 
arrests, This is particularly true 1n rural areas where records 
indicate that the majority of youth detentions have been for liquor 
law violations. Many secondary charges are also alcohol violations 
when multiple charges are recorded, 

Preliminary analysis of 1987 data sho11,s no significant variation 
from previous data except for a slight decline in intake referrals 
in a number o'f communities. State1-J1de, this decline totalled 3% 
and may be attributable in part· to a decline in Alaska's 
population. 

Alaska 1 s child physical and sexual abuse and child neglect rate per 
1,000 children in 1985 was 47.27, the fourth highest among all 
states and more than 50% above th� national rate of 30.6. Alaska's 
child physical and sexual abuse and child neglect rates have 
historically been higher than national averages. Alaska's 
unemployment rate in 1986 for youth ages 16Ml9 was 19.St while the 
national average was 18.3%. In 1984, Alaska's birth rate among 
teenagers age 13-19 was 40 births per 1000 females. Teenage births 
accounted for 1205 or 17.5� of all births. These factors, coupled 
with isolation, a severe climate, high incidences of substance 
abuse and high divorce rates contribute to Alaska's delinquency 
rate. 

(4) Sorvico Notwor�

The St�te Office of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse funds substance abuse
prevention programs for youth. Thase programs are concentrated 1n
public school curriculua and educate youth primarily about
potentially harmful effects of substances and how to overcome peer
pressure. Some funding is directed into teen centers to provide
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2. 

Product: 

recreational activities for youth. The State Off1ce of Alcoholism 
and Drug Abuse utilized 6.1% or $615,000 of its $10 m1111on grant 
services budget for this purpose. 

Some municipal police departments have an officer assigned to 
school districts and their primary duty 1s to provide intervention. 
prevention and education to students regarding crime and victfmiza� 
tion .. The Federal Job Training Partnership Program assists youth 
in securing and ma1ntafning employment. Native corporations 
throughout the state have programs which offer counseling. job 
training and recreational activities specff1cally for youth. 

b. Problem Statement

(1) & (2) Delinquency declined overall 1n Alaska between 1977 and 19B6
despite an increase in the youth population. Violent crime has
remained at essentially the same level (1.5% - 2.5%) since 1977 and
1s presently 17% below the historic high. Significantly. violent
crime increased by only four offenses, totalling 99 in 1986

compared to 95 in 1985 1 and remains a very small part of youth
crime in Alaska. The primary youth crime problems in both total
numbers and percentage are minor property crimes and liquor law
violations.

The continuation of high levels of alcohol related arrests and
detent1on of youth 1n rural areas has occurred despite substantial
state alcohol prevention and treatment efforts. This has also
continued despite the fact that many rural communities have
prohibited the sale or importation of alcohol into their
communities. Prevention, treatment, and exclusion efforts have
failed to substantially reduce the number of ulcohol related deten
tions in rural areas.

In many areas youth are held in jail as a protective measure
because of the life threatening nature of exposure of an intoxf�
cated youth to the harsh conditions of an Alaskan winter. In
add1t1on. a highly intoxicated youth can be extremely violent and

· combative and pose a threat to the safety of the community,
Without appropriate 1 oca l options or resources. the only a 1 terna
t1 ve for providing safety to the youth and the community has
traditionally been to place youth in local jails or 1ockups.

Also, in urban areas of Alllska, particularly in Southeast Alaska,
community pressure has led to a high number of youth detentions for
alcohol-related offenses. This has occurred even 1n state operated
juvenile detention centers. The practice was halted, however. in
December. 1987, through administrative act1on when the Youth
Corrections Statewide Administrator issued a directive prohibiting
admission of youth charged only with minor consuming into
state•operuted youth detention facilities.

Three Vear Program Plan - Descriptions of programs to be supported with 
JJDP formula grant funds: 

- 4 -
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a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

State Program Des1gnator - ALT 

Title - Alternat1ves to Detention 

Standard Program Area � 07 

Pro
1
ram Problem Statement -

Ana ysis of 1986 data indicated that 398 youth were detained for more 
than 6 hours in adult jails in Alaska in 1986. Historically, the vast 
major1ty of youth are detained for relatively minor offenses, property 
misdemeanors. alcohol offenses and lower level property felonies. Many 
are held in jail as a protective measure because of the life
threatening nature of exposure of even a mildly intox1cated youth to 
the harsh conditions of an Alaskan winter, Few are detained for 
serious crimes against persons, and fewer still are detained for a 
significant period following court review. Most could be diverted from 
detention if appropriate alternatives existed, 

Alaska's primary problem is detaining youth in adult jails. This is 
almost exclusively a rural problem. Construction of separate youth 
detention facilities 1n rural areas is not economically feasible given 
the number of such facilities which 1-1ould be required. The enormous 
costs of construction and operation of facilities in bush Alaska and 
recent dramatic declines in state government revenues prohibits build
ing separate youth facilities. Unfortunately. the small and widely 
scattered population in rural areas of the state also makes the provi
sion of traditional social and justice services extremely expensive. 
These factors severely limit the development of service systems or 
structures which would provide most commonly utilized alternatives to 
detention. 

The State of Alaska has attempted to address the problem of detention 
of youth in adult jails through construction of a system of regional 
youth detention facilities. transfer of full responsibility for the 
intake function to the Division· of Family and Youth Services and 
implementation of uniform intake and detention criteria. However, 
these efforts have not been as effective as is necessary, 
Additionally, budget constraints have resulted in elosure or inability 
to open some regional youth facfl ities, and the layoff of

pr9bati on/intake staff who perform detention screen1 ng functi ans in 
rural areas. Due to these 1 ay-off s many muni c i pa 1 po 11 ce and Vi 11 age 
Public £afcty Offieci-� have pcrftwmi!:d -!:heir own Jelt:nllu11 �1,;n::�1il11ys.
Even program and service development efforts targeting rural 
communities have had insufficient effect in reducing the number of 
youth detained in adult jails because traditional service models which 
did not address the unique circumstance of rural Alaska were employed. 

Program Goals 

The primary a1m of th1s program 1s to bring Alaska into compliance with 
the jail removal, separation and deinstitutionalizat1on initiatives of 
the JJDP Act by reducing the use of secure detention for status 
offenders and reducing the number of youth held in jails/lockups. This 
will be accomplished by: 
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(1) Adding a full-time staff person whose pr1mary job duty 1s planning
for day to day administrative activ1t1es necessary to bring Alaska

into JJOP compliance;

(2) Using JJDP grant funds w1th state and mun1c1pa1 funds to target
specific communities and create alternatives to detention,
1nc1ud1ng:

(a) A secure holdover attendant care model.

(b) Attendant Care Shelters;

(c) 24 hour screening; and

(d) Transportation alternatives,

(3) Achieving greater utilization of present emergency shelter residen
tial care capacity as an alternative to detent1oni

(4) Promoting the development of reception centers for intoxicated
youth and increasing admission of these youth into existing
centers by working jointly with the State Office of Alcoholism
and Drug AbuSei

(5) Seeking funding for the Department of Public Safety to construct
ce11 areas in several rural jails which \-Jould allow these facn1 ..
tics to meet separation requirements of State law and JJDP guide ..
11nes i

(6) Launching an education and training campaign to inform the public
of the problems inherent 1n inappropriate detention of youth and of
the availability of effective alterna�ives to detention; and

(7) Prohibiting admittance of youth into state youth correctional
centers solely for 1ntoxicat1on alcohol offenses, except when those
youth meet the conditions for Protective Custody pursuant to Alaska
Statute 47.37,170. which requires a physicians statement certifying
life threatening incapacitation as a requirement for admission.

(a, Enlisting Executive branch support for the Division to develop and 
enforce regulations under the authority granted the Department by 
Alaska Statute 47.10,180 (a) which prohibits mixing juveniles with 
adult prisoners unless they are totally separate. 

f. Program Objectives

The overriding objective of this program is to reduce the number of
youth detained in adult jails to achieve full compliance with Section
224 (a)(l4), Alaska plans to accomplish this by utilizing alternatives
to detention. The numerical objective for this application period is
an additional 80% reductior1 from the baseline of 766 youth held during
1900. This would be a reduction of 615 youth held, and if added to the
151 reduction achieved through December 31, 1986. \�ould bring Alaska
into full compliance w1th Section 223(a)(14) of the JJDP Act, The final
objective 1s to reduce the number of youth held in adult jails to
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g. 

achieve full compliance. This numerical comparison 1s not very 
meaningful since Alaska's established baseline number d1d not include 
all 22 facilities. Additionally, up until November 1987. Alaska was 
unaware that youth charged with alcohol violations could not be 
detained, despite State Law, since under the JJOP Act such offenses are 
status offenses. 

Summary of ActiV:1.�1es Planned an� Services Provid�g_ 

The following planned activities will bring Alaska into full compliance 
with the de1nstitutionalizat1on, separation and jail removal require
ments of the JJDP Act. The three year plan i,,1111 continue to follow 
through with the initial planned activ1t1es. 

The D1v1s1on of Family and Youth Services has increased its level of 
commitment to this project as evidenced by placing a full-time JJOP 
Project Coordinator in the Division's Central Administration Office. 
The primary responsibility of the coordinator is to bring Alaska into 
jail removal, separation and deinstitutional1zat1on compliance. The 
following administrators will provide direction and assistance 1n 
addition to hav1ng some responsibilities in JJDP planning imp1emen .. 
tat1on: 

(1) The Division's Statewide Youth Corrections Admin1strator is the
JJOP Project Coordinator's direct supervisor and is responsible far
reviewing all of the JJDP Project Coordinator's Work.

The Social Services Program Coordinator will provide t�chnical
assistance and continue to facilitate the JJOP Advisory Board's
act1v1t1es.

The Grants Administrator will review, edit and approve all JJDP
grants before submitting them to the'Division Director and OJJDP.
The Grants Administrator will review requests for proposals,
facilitate proposal evaluation committees, award and monitor grants
and contracts.

The Division Director has overall supervision and final approval
for all Division plans and implementation efforts in achieving JJDP

: compliance. 

Tha Deputy Commissioner of the Department of Health and Social 
Services oversees the Division and the Corr,rnissioner has the ulti
mate authority over the Division and the Department's effort in 
r.omnlyina with th� ,1,lnP Act_ 

(2) The Division will use the allowable 7.5% of the JJDP award for FY
87 - FY 90 matching it with an equal amount of state do1lars, for
administrative costs. This match \o1ill contribute to the salaries
of JJOP program staff and a computer will be purchased to provide
for JJDP data compilation and analysis.

(3) In October 1987, the Division begun operation of 48-hour youth
emergency detention services in Bethel and Nome. This will
eliminate the practice of detaining youth from surrounding
communities 1n adult jails.

. -
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(4) In December 1987, the Division Director restricted youth charged
w1th minor. consuming from admittance into state operated youth
detention facilities. Only youth meeting the conditions for
Protective Custody, pursuant to Alaska Statute 47.37.170 1 the
State's Uniform Alcohol Act, which requires a physician's
certificate for admission, can be admitted into detention, for up
to 12 hours, unless another criminal offense 1s alleged or a court
order. required detention. The Youth Corrections Administrator has
implemented this policy change 1n all state operated youth
detention facilities.

( 5) In December 1987, the JJDP Project Coordinator and the Youth
Corrections Administrator met with the Director of the State Office
of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse (SOADA). As a result of these
negotiations the Director of SOADA has agreed to allow youth entry
into planned reception centers to provide alcohol detoxification
and treatment assessments.

SOADA 1s a separate office within the Department of Health and
Social Services, This office was established by statute and 1s
under the administrative d1rect1on of the Commissioner of Health
and Social Services. SOADA is the primary state agency responsible
for providing services to prevent and remedy alcohol and drug
abuse. SOADA is not a direct services agency but rather provides
services through grants to local governments and private organiza
tions.

SOADA did not receive an anticipated budget increase of $2,410,000
in FY 89 to develop these centers but will attempt to secure this
funding 1n FY 90. The JJDP Project Coordinator has and wi11
continue to supply youth abuse and arrest rate statistics to SOADA.
These statistics w11l provide an assessment of the level of need
for emergency alcohol services and aid SOADA in efforts to secure
funding for these centers. If funds are appropriated for the
development of these twelve centers, the JJDP Project Coordinator
and the Yo1.1th Corrections Administrator will work· with SOADA to
develop policy and procedures for admission of youth to reception
centers. The twelve proposed areas targeted for reception centers
will aid the Division in de1nst1tuticnalizing youth who are charged

· with minor consuming.

(6) During the first quarter of state fiscal year 1989, the Division
�,il 1 deve 1 op alternatives to detention to reduce the n1.1mber of
youth offenders and status offenders being detained 1n adult secure
facilities. Using JJDP grant monies, the Division will contract
with local communities to develop Attendant . Care Shelters.
Historically, the s1x communities targeted for initial development,
Barrow, Homer, �Juneau, Kotzebue, Ketchikan, and Kodiak have had
high numbers of non-compliant detentions. These communities were
selected for initial development of Attendant Care Shelters on the
basis of data collected for JJDP Monitoring Reports.

M A \' - ,i - 8 q T f-1 11 

Grants will also be av.iarded during the first quarter of FY 89 to
fund adjunctive services in certain communities, such as a
transportation component in Ketchikan and 24-hour screening
component in Horner. The ,JJDP Project Coordinator wi11 prepare
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Requests for Proposals \'1hich will be advert1sed by August, 1988. 
Awards will be made and projects underway by September 30, 1988. 
Ongoing admin1stration of grants will be a jo1nt responsibility of 
the Project Coordinator and Grant Administrator. 

(7) Capital and operating monies are available to contract with the
City for detention services in Ketchikan contingent upon the City
Councn 1 s willingness to enter into a contract to provide these
services. Meetings took place in 1987 and have continued through
the summer of 1988, with the City Council, Youth Corrections
Administrator and Southeast Regional Administrator to negotiate the
development of a contract with the Department for the provision of
emergency detention services when Attendant Care Shelter services
are not appropriate. Through technical assistance funding, Com
munity Research Associates w11 l provide consultants and a Juveni1 e
Justice Specialist from OJJDP to meet with representatives of
Alaska 1 s Department of Health and Social Services and the City
Council in July 1908, and resolve issues related to the provision
of emergency detention services. The Project Coordinator wi 11
draft a contract by September 1988, which \'1111 be offered to the
City by October 1988, Upon finalization of the contract agreement
the state will provide capital funds for renovation and development
of separate emergency detention cells for juveniles during fall and
winter of 1988 with an expectation that the City will begin opera
ting detent1on services in February 1989. Provision of separate
juvenile detention services in Ketchikan will eliminate completely
the detention of youth at the adl1lt corrections facility.

(8) In order to ensure that youth in Alaska's rural areas are detained
1n complia·nce with the JJDP Act. the Division will work with the
State Contracted Jail and Rural llail Administrators of the Alaska
Department of Public Safety to ensure that these contracts provide
for compliance with JJDP Act requirements. The following activi
ties w11 l be undertaken: (1) the JJDP Project Coord1 na tor will
develop specific language to include in jail contracts which
satisfactorily defines circumstances and conditions of detention of
youth in these facilities; (2) the Commissioner of the Department
of Health and Social Services and Public Safety will meet during
the th1nl 4udrter of rY 89 to develop a memorandum of agreement
formalizing the agreement to include language in jail contracts
which ensures JJDP Act compliance; (3) The Project Coordinator
w11 l review proposed FY 90 jail contracts to determ1 ne that con
tract clauses contain conditions to satisfy JJDP requirements.

(9.) During the first quarter of FY 89, the JJDP Project Coordinator 
will prepare a Request For Proposals to implement a statewide 
public education campaign concerning the dangers of jailing youth 
and the availabil1ty of effective alternatives to d�tention. 
FollO\'ling proposal revie�, and assignment of the contract by the 
Division's Grant Administrator. the JJDP Project Coordinator \-Jill 
assist and monitor the grantee. 

(10) A law enforcement training package will be prepared by the Project
Coordinator by the second quarter of state f1scal year 1989. This
presentation will address handling youth at time of arrest. issues
of detention, detention alternatives, release. state la1oJ and JJDP
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requirements, Following internal review, th1s will be presented to 
the A 1 as ka Po 11ce Standards Council for approval as part of the 
standard 1 aw enforcement training curriculum. Contingent on the 
Council's approval, the JJDP Project Coordinator wil 1 present the 
training at the State Training Academy in conformance with the 
Academy training schedule. The Academy prov1des required training 
for recruits from the Alaska State Troopers, Village Public Safety 
Off1c�rs and municipal pol ice officers. airport pol 1ce and parks 
police. The training schedules vary but roughly the Alaska. State 
Troopers attend th1 rteen weeks of tra 1 n1 ng once a year on an as 
needed basis, . Village Public Safety Officers usually have two 
six-week training classes that begin in February. Municipal police 
usually schedule two nine-week training sessions each year beginn� 
ing in August. 

(11) A budget increment for state fiscal year 1990, will be developed by
the Project Coordinator during the first quarter of the state
fiscal year 1989, The increment would provide funding for a Regula
tions Specialist position to assist the Project Coordinator in the
promulgat1on of regulations governing the cond1t1ons under which
juveniles may be held in adult facilities. Inclusion of this
increment in the final agency budget w111 require approval at the
Division and Department level and by Alaska's Office of Management
and Budget. Activities to be accomplished include: 1) development
of in1t1al 1ncrt;!nier'lt request by Project Coordinator, July l9B8; 2)
review and approval by Division management, August 1988; 3) review
of proposed increments at Department level; 4) review and approval
by the Office of Management and Budget and Governor for inclusion
1n Govern's FY 90 Budget Request; 5) review and approval by
Alaska's Sixteenth Legislature during their 1989 session; The
position can be partially funded with unexpended FY 87 and FY 88

JJDP formula grant ''Planning and Administration" fund allocations.

(12) A contract will be awarded by the end of the first q�arter of state
fiscal year 1989 to improve and formalize Alaska's current system
of monitoring for compliance with the JJDP Act. Activities neces
sary to accomplish this include: 1) development of an RFP by
Project Coordinator, July-August 1988; 2) advertisement of the RFP,
August, 1988; and 3) bid rev1ew and award, September 1988, (Please
see section J and 6 of this plan for add1t1onal monitoring informa
tion).

h. Budget

Total of $1,113,408 in federal funds from JJDP allocat1ons will be
used for this plan, Th1s total includes transfer of unexpended FY 
86 funds previously planned for use in the Rural Youth Services 
Model. unexpended FY 86 funds which could not be used for the
Restitution and Community Service program, and anticipated federal 
funds for FY 87 - FY 90. 

The Alternatives to Detention Program is a more fully developed ev�lu
tion of the Rural Youth Services Model program and represents a continua
tion of that program with more precisely defined objectives. 
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JJDP Funds State/Local/Private Funds 

FFY � Federal Fiscal Year SFY = State Fiscal Vear 
FFY 86 $213,408.34 (Balance) 
FFY 87 225,000.00 FFV 87 16,875 
FFY 88 225,000.00 FFY 88 16,875 SFY 89
FFY 89 225,000.00 FFY 89 16,875 SFY 90 
FFY 90 225,000.00 FFY 90 16

2
875 SFY 91 

Total $1,f13,408.34 Total $217,500 

Grant Tlee Location Amount Per1od FFY 
Attendant Care Shelters Barro1� $50,000 9/30/88-9/30/89 �86, 87 

Kotzebue $50,000 II II . II 

Homer $40,000 
Kodiak t40,000 
Juneau $40,000 
Ketchikan $40,000 

Mon1toring Contract State1·ti de $50,000 9/30/88-9/30/91 FY 86-90 
Public Education Campaign Statewide �50,000 II II II 

Transportation Component Ketchikan $10,000 II II II 

24--hr. Screening Homer $10,000 II II II 

Alternatives to Detention Barrow $40,000 10/1/89-9/30/91 Fy 88M90

Kotzebue $40,000 II II II 

Homer $30,000 
Kodiak $30,000 
Juneau $30,000 
Ketchikan $30,000 

Using FY 86 - FY 87 unexpended funds allocations for Attendant Care 
Shelters grants total $260,000., for the s1x communities. This a11ocation 
is $60,000 higher than the same grants for FY 88 - FY 90 because start-up 
costs, equipment and supply costs are anticipated to be higher than 
continuing services. Allocations 11Jere lower for FY 88 .. FY 90 since 
continuing services costs will be less, and purchased equipment and 
supplies from the preceeding years will be used. A small balance of
unallocated funds will be used to supplement and expand the �lternatives to 
Detention program on an as needed basis. 

i. Relat1on!_hip to Sirni,lar Programs

The State of Alaska operates a Preventive Youth Services grant program 
which devotes nearly $1. 5 mi 11 ion annually to prevention and remedi a .. 
tion of child abuse/neglect and delinquency within the state. This 
program is administered by the Department of Health and Social Serv--
1ces, Division of Family and Youth Services, and thus has d1roct inter-
face on the administrative level with the program provided with JJDP 
funds. 

Individual programs operating 1•/ith state funds are devoted to primnry 
prevention efforts, but include secondary and tortiary prevention as 
well. Past JJDP funds were used in programs providing services target
ed specifically at achieving the objectives of the JJDP Act� 1.e., 
de1nst1tutionalizat1on, separation and jail removal. The Preventative 
Grant program is broader 1n focus and provides a greater variety of 
services; antiMshoplifting, mental health counseling, abuse 
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agencies, Implementation of this policy drastically reduced the number of 
status offenders and nonoffenders held in the state I s youth correct1 ona l 
facilities. However, a significant problem remained in rural areas where 
municipa11t1es continued detaining status offenders and nonoffanders 1n 
their municipal jail facilities. 

To address this problem, executive agencies ,1orked vigorously to achieve 
passage of House Bill 19 1n ·1985. This 8111 amended ex1sting law to 
clearly prohibit the detention of status offenders and nonoffenders in any 
adult jail or youth correctional facility, These changes virtually 
e 1 iminated the detent1on of status offenders in adult ja i1 s, However, 
youth charged with alcohol consumption or possession. a class A misdemeanor 
under Alaska State law, continued to be detained in juvenile detention 
facilities. This practice was halted in December 1987, when an 
administrative policy directive was issued prohibiting such detentions 
except under extremely limited circumstances defined by 1aw. 

In combination, passage of House Bill 19, assumption by an executive agency 
of the juvenile court intake function 1 and the implementation of policies 
and procedures preventing status off enders, including those charged with 
minor consuming, and nonoffenders from being detained in youth facilities 
will allow Alaska to ach1eve full compliance with the deinst1tutional1za .. 
tion requirement of the JJDP Act. 

In Alaska a person under the age of 21 years old who consumes alcohol 1s 
charged with minor consuming pursuant to Alaska Statute 04.16,050. This 
constitutes a class A misdemeanor if committed by an adult, defined as a 
person 18 years or over. Alaska was only recently informed of an informal 
U,S. Attorney General memorandum which serves as the basis for a narrowing 
of the regulatory definition of delinquent offender under the JJDP Act. 
This narrower interpretation excludes from the definition youth who may be 
adjudicated delinquent under state law on the basis of a law violation if 
only a limited class of adults can also be convicted. Specifically, youth 
charged with consumption of alcohol are excluded and thus considered status 
offenders for JJDP mon1tor1 ng purposes. Based on this interpretation, 
Alaska was not in compliance with the de1nst1t�t1ona11zation mandate of the 
JJDP Act. By counting minbr consumers as status offenders, Alaska's 1986 
monitoring data indicated that 113 status offenders were detained. 

Based on this predicament, Alaska's Youth Corrections Administrator in 
December 1987, prohibited admission of youth charged with minor consuming 
into state operated youth detention facilities. Only youth meeting the 
conditions for Protective Custody pursuant to Alaska Statute 47.37,170 1 the 
State's Uniform Alcohol Act. will be admitted to detention in juvenile 
detention facilities unless another delinquent act is alleged. The Uniform 
Alcohol Act requir es a lack of other alternatives and a physicians 
statement certifying life threatening incapacitation as a requirement for 
admission into a jail or detention facility. This policy change is 
operative in all state youth detention facilities. Since alcohol violators 
have historically accounted for 19-25% of youth arrested, a substantial 
decline should be refl ect.ed 1 n the 1988 Monitoring Report, Through the 
deve 1 opment of the A lterna ti ves To Detention Program, the six Attendant 
Care Shelters w111 provide alt�rnatives for youth previously detained as 
minors consuming alcohol. Additionally, in December 1987, the JJDP 
Coordinator and the Youth Corrections Administrator met with the Director 
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of the State Office of A1coho1ism and Drug Abuse (SOADA) and received a 
commitment from SOADA that youth meeting the conditions of the Protective 
Custody statute could access emergency alcohol services 1n twelve proposed 
reception centers throughout the state. 

( 

4. Separation of Juveniles and Incarceruted Adults Plan 

Alaska has 1.ncreased its commitment· to achieving separation comp11ance 
under the JJDP Act as evidenced by hiring a full"t1me staff member to be 
responsible for Alaska's effort in achieving compliance with the JJOP 
Act. The activities which are initiated through the Alternatives to 
Detention Program such as the Attendant Care Shelters, Transportation and 
Detention Screening components will be monitored and expanded as needed 
throughout the three fiscal years FY 88-90. 

Alaska law, like the JJDP Act prohibits regular contact bet\'/een detained 
youth and adult prisoners. Alaska Statute 47.10,130 prohibits detention of 
youth in a facility wh1ch also houses adult prisoners, unless the youth are 
assigned to separate quarters and cannot communicate with or view adult 
prisoners. Full compliance with this law would also achieve full compli
ance with the separation requirements of the JJDP Act. Unfortunately, 
local police. Village Public Safety Officers, and Alaska State Troopers in 
rura 1 communities continue to admit youth off enders to 1 ocally operated 
municipal jails because no other alternative exists. Almost all of these 
locally operated jails were constructed before passage of the law and were 
not designed to hold youth. The decision to deta1n in these facilities 
rests with the arresting officer. This differs from the situation with 
state operated youth de tent 1 on fac111 t 1 es wh�,·� a DFYS intake officer 
exercises control of detention admission. Efforts are made 1n these 
facilities to comply with the spirit of the law. but this is often imposs
ible because of the limitations of the facilities. For example, in a small 
village where the local jail consists of two single cells side by side, 
sight separation can be achieved, but 1t is impossible to completely 
prevent youth detainees from hearing adult prisoners. 

When youth and adu1t prisoners are approximately the same ·age, have been 
arrested for participating in the same offense and are closely related, 
rural law enforcement personnel and citizens of small communities find JJDP 
Act requirements and Alaska law superfluous and irrelevant. 

Alaska filces a number of d1ffic1.Jlties 1n achieving full compliance with the 
separation requirement of the JJDP Act and with state laws. .Among these 
are: 

1, Lack of a suff1c1ent 1nfrast�ucture in rural Alaska to provide suitable 
alternatives to detention in adult jails; 

2. Costs of constructing either secure or non-secure alternative
placements for youth who must be detained;

3, Lack of community-based service alternatives to detention and a lack of 
structures for providing services; 

4, Inclement weather, geography ond necessary reliance on air transporta· 
tion often prevent the timely transportation of youth from small rural 
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communities to one of the State's few youth facilities. When detention 
cannot be avoitied. youth are placed in jail fac1lities which do not 
meet sight and sound separation requirements; and 

5. Lack of jurhdi ct ion of youth arrested and detained for traffic of
fpn�P�. rlrivina undir the 1nfluGnco, and fioh and gam� violat�6ns which
come under original jurisdiction of the adult criminal court. The
state You�h Corrections agency has no direct way of controlling the
conditions under which these youth are detained.

Alaska's plan for achieving full compliance with the separation requirement 
has several components. These are: 

1. As of October 1987, construction and operation of a system of regional
youth detention centers to reduce the need for holding youth in adult
jails which do not meet separation requirements has been accomplished
�n� � �1gn1f1,lilnt dHG11ne nf yni1t.h hRina halrl 1n arlult f1cilitioc ,,,111
be reflected in the next monitoring report;

2. Development of regulations governing detention of youth in adult jails
and lockups in FY 89, using the authority granted the Department by
Alaska· Statute 47.10.lBO(a)i to be undertaken by Alaska's JJDP
Coordinator, Regulations Specialist and Youth Corrections
Administrator;

3. Contracting with the City of Ketchikan to provide for the detention of
youth, under authority of Alaska Statute 47,10.lBO(b), with this
contract requiring that s�1ch detentions meet separation requirement5 of
both Alaska law and the JJDP Act;

4. Development of a law enforcement training presentation focusing on the
proper handling of youth at arrest, issl.les of detention, detention
alternatives, release, state law and JJDP requirements. Contingent on
approval of the Alaska Police Standards Council the training will be
incorporated into the curriculum of the State Public Safety Training
Academy. This Academy provides mandatory 1 niti a 1 and recertification
training for all Village Public Safety Officers, State Troopers and all
municipal police officer r�cruits, except for recruits of the
Municipality of Anchorage which operates a separate training program.

5. During the first qllarter of FY 89, two grant a\�ards will be made; one
to Ketchikan for a transportation component and a second to Homer for
24Mhour detention screening services.

The most fundamental of these initiatives is the construction and operation 
of youth detention centers in each of the major regions of the state. 
Until 1981, there was only one f�cility in the state which provided deten
tion for youth offenders exclusively. That facility is located in 
Anchorage, the state's largest city and provides detention services for 
youth occupying 586,400 square miles of Alaska, When 1t was necessary to 
detuin a youth in any other place 1n the stilte, the youth was either held 
in an adult prison, jail, or lockup, or transported to Anchorage. Since 
1981, the state has invested nearly $12 million in construction of regional 
facilities in Fairbanks, Juneau, Bethel, and Nome to provide detention and 
secure tr�atment for youth offenders. Up until the latter ha1f of 19£7,
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monies were available 0°nly for the o�ration of facilities in Anchorage, 
Fairbanks, Juneau and Nome. Partial operating funds were granted which 
allowed Bethel 1n October of 1987, to begin operation of a 48 hour 
emergency detention program. This addresses a major problem in meeting the 
separation requirement because the city of Bethel has 1n recent years been 
the site of the greatest number of incidents of non-compliant detentions of 
youth. In addition a high non-compliant local jail was closed in Palmer, 
in June 1987., Youth from that area 1n need of detention are now transport
ed to Anchorage for detention in a state operated juvenile facility. 

The Department has adopted regulations governing the operation of facilit
ies devoted solely to providing detention services for minors and operated 
exclusively by the Department. It has not, however, adopted regulations 
governing detention of youth in separate quarters of adult jails or 
juvenile detention facilities. This was due originally to the fact that 
Alaska's services for delinquent youth \.,iere a subordinate part of the 
state's adult correctional agency. The promulgation of regulations 
N!:lat1r1g -1!6 delcntfon ur yuuLl1 111 fdc1'ities not operatea t>y tne st11te 
agency was assigned a low priority or was considered unnecessary. In 
recent years, following separation of services for youth from the adult 
corrections agency, there have been 1nsuff1cient personnel and other 
resources needed to promulgate and enforce such regulations. Contingent on 
Executive Branch approval of additional personnel and fiscal support, the 
Division plans to promulgate and enforce such regulations. Identification 
of all areas in the state where youth are held in local jails and lockups 
was accomplished in December of 1987. Despite these cont1nu1n� limitations1 
the JJDP Coordinator and Youth Services Administrator in December 1987, 
41'ia��tcd c.onLa1..L wlLI, ,u,·a, :)l.ult! l,;UIILl'dt;U:!Cl ana mun1c1pa1 Jdll

administrators. They will continue to work with them to adopt regulations 
governing the detention of youth in adult jails and to enforce these 
regulations as part of the annual monitoring efforts undertaken to meet the 
requirement for eligibility for the JJDP Act formula grant program. 

Removing Juveniles From Adult Jails and Lockups Plan 

Alaska's strategy for jail removal was revised in December 1987, and 
approved in Janu11ry 1988, by OJJDP with some stipulations. Alaska 1 s 
threehyear plan will be a continuation of the December 1987, plan: 

1. Devotion of increased staff t1me to achieving JJDP goals.

The Division of Family and Youth Services lias increased 1ts level of
commitment to this project as evidenced by placing a full-time J,JOP Project
Coordinator 1n the Division's Central Administration Office. The primary
respon.sibil1ty of the coordinator is to bring Alaska into jail removal,
separation and deinstitut1onalizat1on compliance. The following
administrators w111 provide direction and assistance 1n addition to hav1ng
some responsibilities 1n JJDP planning and implementation:

The Division's Statewide Youth Corrections Administrator is the JJOP
Project Coordinator's direct supervisor and is responsible for reviewing
all of the JJDP Project Coordinator 1 s work,

The Social Services Program Coordinator \·1ill provide technical assistance
and continue to facilitate the JJDP Advisory Board 1 s activities.
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The Grants Administrator will review, edit and approve all JJDP grants 
before submitting them to the Division Director and OJJDP. The Grants 
Administrator will review requests for proposals, fac11itate proposal 
evaluation committees, award and monitor grants and contracts. 

The D1v1s1on Director has overall supervision and final approval for all 
. Division plans and implementation efforts in achieving JJDP compliance. 

The Deputy co'mmhsioner of the Department of Health and Social Services 
oversees the Division of the Commissioner has the ultimate authority over 
the Division and the Department's effort in complying with the JJDP Act. 

2. The Division will use the allowable 7.5!' of the JJDP a\�ard, matching it
with an equal amount of state dollars, for admin1strative costs,

3. In Octobar 1987, the D1v1s1on bego.n opel"ation of 40 houl" youth em!rg!ricy
detention services in Bethel and Nome. This will eliminate the practice of
detain�ng youth in SLlrrounding communities in adult jails.

4, In December 1987, the Division Director restricted youth charged w1th minor 
consuming from admittance into state operated youth detention facilities, 
Only meeting the conditions for Protective Custody, p�rsuant to AS 
47.37.170, the State's Uniform Alcohol Act l'thich requires a physic1an's 
certificate for admission, can be allowed admittonce 1nto detention. The 
Youth Corrections Administrator has implemented this policy change in all 
state operated youth detention facilities. 

5. In December 1987, the JJDP Project Coordinator and the Youth Corrections
Administrator met with the Director and discussed how the Stat� Office of
Alcohol and Drug Abuse (SOADA) could provide emergency alcohol services to
youth statewide. Based on this meeting, the JJDP Project Coordinator and
the Youth Corrections Administrator met with the Director of SOADA.

SOADA is a separate entity from the Division of Family and Youth Services.
Administratively SOADA is part of the Department of Health and Social
Services, and has the same Commissioner as DFVS. SOADA is appropriated
monies by the Legi s 1 a ture and awards funds to non-prof1 t a gene 1 es to
provide alcohol and drug abuse trciltment, education. prevention and
intervention services to adults and youth statewide.

As a result of the December meeting, the Di rector of SOADA agreed that
youth meeting conditions of the Protective Custody statute could access
emergency alcohol services in twelve proposed reception centers throughout
the state. A reception center is a combination of detoxification beds and
substance abuse assessment center,

SOADA requested a budget increase of $2,410,000 for FY 89 to develop these
centers and did not receive it, but will attempt to secure this funding in
FY 90. The Commissioner \vill be working to securo th1s funding during the
upcoming Legislative session which runs January through May 1989. The JJDP
Project Coordinator has and' will continue to supply youth alcohol abuse and
arrest rate statistics to SOADA. These statistics will demonstrate the
need for emergency alcohol services and aid the Commissioner in efforts to
securP. fonding for these centers. !f funds are appropriated for the
development of these 12 centers, the JJDP Progru,n Coordi�ator and the Youth
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Corrections Administrator will work with SOADA 1n May 1989, to develop 
pol icy and procedures for reception centers in admitting youth. In June 
1989, the Director. the Director of SOADA, and the Commissioner's Off1ce 
will review and approve youth admission pol1cy for the reception centers. 
The twelve proposed areas targeted for reception centers wfll aid the 
Division in deinstitutional1z1ng youth who are charged w1th minor 
consuming. 

The Division will develop alternatives to detention to reduce the number of 
youth offenders and status offenders being detained in adult secure 
facilities. Using JJDP grant monies, the Division wil1 contract with local 
commun1ti es to develop non-secure Attendant Care Shelter sites. The s1 x 
areas targeted for development historically have had high numbers of 
non-compliant detentions. The Youth Corrections Administrator. the JJDP 
Project Coordinator and three Youth Corrections Regional Administrators 
have selected the following sites for the development of non-secure 
Attendant Ca re Shelters: Barrow, Homer• Juneau. Kotzebue, Ketchikan, and 
Kodiak. Add1tiona11y. Ketchikan is targeted for the development of a 
transportation component and Homer for a 24whour screening component. 

The JJDP Project Coordinator will develop Requests For Proposals (RFP) for 
development of the transportation component in Ketchikan, 24"hour screening 
component in Homer and the six non-secure Attendant Care Shelters. 
Proposals will be solicited in July 1988. and grants will be awarded by the 
end of September. The JJDP Project Coordinator w111 assist and monitor the 
grantees. 

In order to ensure that youth in Alaska's rural areas are detained in 
compliance with the JJDP Act, the Di\L�on wi11 work with tha.Department of 
Public Safety's State Contracted Jail and Rural Jail Administrators to add 
specific language to Public Safety contracts. 

During the third quarter of FY 89, the Commissioners of the Department of
Health and Social Services and Public Safety will meet to review and 
confirm the contract additions for the FY 90 contracts with rural jails and 
Native Corporations. The new clauses will ensure that req�irements of the 
JJDP Act are satisfied. 

8. The State Contract Rural Jail Administrator for the Department of Public
Safety requested $373,000 for cell area construction during FY 89 but did
not receive it and will request it again during the Sixteenth Leg1slature
which begins fn January 1989. This cell area construction allows youth to
be out of sight and sound of the rest of the adult inntate population. The
construction is targeted for adult rural jails which hold over eighteen
youth annually.

In January 1989, the JJDP Project Coordinator will meet with the Rural Jail
Administrator to review the cell area construction plan and ensure
compatibility with JJDP Act separation requirements. In February 1989, the
Director and the Commissioner will advocate for the Department of Public
Safety's budget appropriation before the legislature.

In March 1909, the JJDP Project Coordinator and the Rural Jail
Administrator will develop and implement regulations governing detention of
youth in adult jails under authority provided in AS 47.10,lOO{a). Included
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in these regulations will be limitations on the time youth may be held in 
adult jail facilities to comply with the intent of the JJDP Act. 
Implementation of such regulations will substantially reduce the number of 
youth held in adult jails longer than the six hours allowed under JJDP Act 
regulations, 

During the first quarter of FY 89 the JJDP Project Coordinator will prepare 
a Request For. Proposals to educate the general public through a Statewide 
media campaign about the appropriateness of using alternatives to detention 
for youth. In September 1988, a contractor will be selected. Following 
the assignment of the contract, the JJDP Project Coordinator w111 assist 
and monitor the grantee, 

10. Part of the JJDP Project Coordinator's duties wi11 be to develop an
educational training presentation. This presentation w111 address handling
youth at time of arrest, issues of detention, detention a1ternatives,
release, state law and JJDP requirements. Th1s will be presented to the
Alaska Police Standards Council following the Youth Corrections
Administrator 1

s review in March, 1988. Contingent on the Council's
approval, the JJDP Project Coordinator will provide the training for the
State Training Academy. The Academy is responsible for statewide training
of recruits from the state troopers, Village Publ 1c Safety 0ff1 cers and
many municipal police officers.

6, facilit�/Corneliance Mon1torfng_Plan 

When monitoring first began in Alaska in 1977, 19 sites were selected for 
monitoring. These sites were monitored annually by probation officers as a 
regular part of their job duties. 

In December 1987 1 in preparation for this report, the Division has no1-1 
re-identified the monitoring universe and has determined the locations of 
all statewide facilities which house youth. 

These are: 

24 nonwsecure residential youth facilities 

5 state operated youth detention facilities 

95 state and municipal adult lockups/jails which need to be classified 

3 state operated adult correctional facilities: 

Bethel, Mat�Su Pretrial, and Ketchikan 

Through a monitor1 ng contract and coordination between the JJDP Project 
Coordinator and DFYS licensing staff, periodic inspections of non-secure 
residential youth facilities will be performed, existing regulations 
follo\11ed and non-secure facilities will maintain their non-secure 
classification, All 24 non-secure residential youth facilities are 
currently regulated by the Division under authority of state statute which 
prohibits secure custody, The Division will also inspect, collect data and 
monitor our own state operated youth detention facilities, 
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DFYS will provide JJDP required mon1tor1ng and data collection services 
under contract and issue a solicitation for competitive bids in the first 
quarter of FY 89. The contractor ,.,ill be responsible for classifying all 
state and municipal jai1s and lockups as such, pursuant to the JJDP Act, by 
on site visits, determining whether or not these facilities meet sight and 
sound separation requirements, and collecting juvenile booking data from 
each fac11ity. The D1vis1on w111 develop \'lr1tten sight and sound separa
tion criteria consistent with JJDP Act requirements to be used by the 
contractor. The monitoring system wi11 be modeled after New Jersey's 
system. Additional responsibilities of the contractor are to turn over all 
information co11ected as a result of this contract and to monitor, collect, 
analyze and draft a monitoring report based on the JJOP Act guidelines. 
DFYS responsibility, spec1f1cally the JJDP Project Coordinator, is to 
oversee the grant, perform spot audits of contract compliance, facility 
monitoring and data collection. The final monitoring report w111 be 
prepared by the JJDP Project Coordinator who will rev1ew the contractor•s 
draft report and check it for scient1fic statistical methods and technical 
accuracy. 

DB/sk/tm/rkh 
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STATE MONITORING REPORT 

A. GENERAL INFORMATION.

1. NAME AND ADDRESS OF STATE MONITORING AGENCY.

Alaska Division of Family and Youth Services 
P.O. Box H-05 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0630 

2. CONTACT PERSON REGARDING STATE REPORT.

Name: Donna Schultz Phone#: (907) 465-2113

3. DOES THE STATE'S LEGISLATIVE DEFINITION OF CRIMINAL-TYPE
OFFENDER, STATUS OFFENDER, OR NONOFFENDER DIFFER WITH THE
OJJDP DEFINITION CONTAINED IN THE CURRENT OJJDP FORMULA
GRANT REGULATION?

Alaska's definition of "delinquent minor" is congruent with 
the OJJDP definition of "criminal-type offender" contained in 28 
CFR Part 31.304(g). Alaska's definition of "child in need of aid" 
encompasses both "status offenders" and "nonoffenders" as defined 
in 28 CFR Part 31.304(h) and (i). The relevant Alaska definitions 
are contained in AS 47.10.010 and AS 47.10.290. 

Although Alaska's legislative definitions are consistent with 
those contained in the OJJDP Formula Grant Regulation, the OJJDP 
Off ice of General Counsel issued a Legal Opinion Letter dated 
August 30, 1979 interpreting Section 223(a) (12) (A) of the JJDP Act 
to require "that an alcohol offense that would be a crime only for 
a limited class of young adult persons must be classified as a 
status offense if committed by a juvenile." Because Alaska law 
defines possession or consumption of alcohol by persons under 21 
years of age as a criminal offense (AS 04.16.050), on this point 
the state's definitions of "criminal-type offender" and "status 
offender" are inconsistent with the OJJDP interpretation. 

Pursuant to OJJDP's interpretation of Section 223(a) (12) (A), 
juveniles accused of, or adjudicated delinquent for, possession or 
consumption of alcohol ( "minor consuming alcohol" or "minor in 
possession of alcohol") have been defined as status offenders. 

4 . DURING THE STATE MONITORING EFFORT WAS THE FEDERAL 
DEFINITION OR STATE DEFINITION FOR CRIMINAL-TYPE 
OFFENDER, STATUS OFFENDER AND NONOFFENDER USED? 

The federal definitions for criminal-type offender, status 
offender and nonoffender were used. 
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SECTION 223(a) (12) (A) 

B. REMOVAL OF STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS FROM SECURE

DETENTION AND CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES.

1. BASELINE REPORTING PERIOD: Calendar year 1976 

CURRENT REPORTING PERIOD: Calendar year 1989 

2. NUMBER OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECURE DETENTION AND 

CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES.

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

Baseline Data 14 13 1 

Current Data 111 111 0 

Juvenile Detention 
Centers 5 5 0 

Juvenile Holdover 
Facilities [l] 1 1 0 

Juvenile Training 
Schools [ 2 J 0 0 0 

Adult Jails 17 17 0 

Adult Correctional 
Facilities 2 2 0 

Adult Lockups [ 3 J 86 86 0 

[l] For the 1989 monitoring report "Juvenile Holdover
Facility" is a new designation used to identify a
single secure facility used solely for the temporary
detention of juveniles.

[ 2 J Two facilities serve as both juvenile detention
centers and juvenile training schools. Because all
juveniles admitted to these facilities must be
processed through the respective detention centers,
separate moni taring of the training schools is
unnecessary.

[3] Modifications to the 1988 universe of adult lockups
for the 1989 report include four deletions, thirteen
additions, and one facility placed on "hold II for
1989 monitoring, as it burned down and was re-built
during the year.
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3. NUMBER OF FACILITIES IN EACH CATEGORY REPORTING ADMISSION

AND RELEASE DATA FOR JUVENILES TO THE STATE MONITORING

AGENCY.

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

Baseline Data 14 13 1 

Current Data 63 63 0 

Juvenile Detention 
Centers 5 5 0 

Juvenile Holdover 
Facilities 1 1 0 

Adult Jails 17 17 0 

Adult Correctional 
Facilities 2 2 0 

Adult Lockups 38 38 0 

4. NUMBER OF FACILITIES IN EACH CATEGORY RECEIVING AN ON-

SITE INSPECTION DURING THE CURRENT REPORTING PERIOD FOR

THE PURPOSE OF VERIFYING SECTION 223(a) (12) (A) DATA.

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

current Data 46 46 0 

Juvenile Detention 
Centers 2 2 0 

Juvenile Holdover 
Facilities 1 1 0 

Adult Jails 8 8 0 

Adult Correctional 
Facilities 1 1 0 

Adult Lockups 34 34 0 
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5. TOTAL NUMBER OF ACCUSED STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS

HELD FOR LONGER THAN 24 HOURS IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE

SECURE DETENTION AND CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES DURING THE

REPORT PERIOD, EXCLUDING THOSE HELD PURSUANT TO A

JUDICIAL DETERMINATION THAT THE JUVENILE VIOLATED A VALID

COURT ORDER.

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

Baseline Data [1] 485 485 0 

Current Data 2 2 0 

Juvenile Detention 
Centers 2 2 0 

Adult Jails 0 0 0 

Adult Correctional 
Facilities 0 0 0 

Adult Lockups 0 0 0 

[1] The monitoring report format for the baseline year
did not distinguish between accused and adjudicated
status offenders and nonoffenders. Baseline data
for both accused and adjudicated status offenders
and nonoffenders are included here.
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6. TOTAL NUMBER OF ADJUDICATED STATUS OFFENDERS AND

NONOFFENDERS HELD IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECURE DETENTION

AND CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES FOR ANY LENGTH OF TIME DURING

THE REPORT PERIOD, EXCLUDING THOSE HELD PURSUANT TO A

JUDICIAL DETERMINATION THAT THE JUVENILE VIOLATED A VALID

COURT ORDER.

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

Baseline Data [1] n/a n/a n/a 

current Data 1 1 0 

Juvenile Detention 0 0 0 

Centers 

Adult Jails 1 1 0 

Adult Correctional 
Facilities 0 0 0 

Adult Lockups 0 0 0 

[1] The monitoring report format for the baseline
year did not distinguish between accused and
adjudicated status offenders and nonoffenders.
Baseline data for both accused and adjudicated
status offenders and nonoffenders are included
in item BS.
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7 . TOTAL NUMBER OF STATUS OFFENDERS HELD IN ANY SECURE 
DETENTION OR CORRECTIONAL FACILITY PURSUANT TO A JUDICIAL 
DETERMINATION THAT THE JUVENILE VIOLATED A VALID COURT 
ORDER. 

Yes. 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

Baseline Data [1] n/a n/a n/a 

Current Data 2 2 0 

Juvenile Detention 
Centers 2 2 0 

Adult Jails 0 0 0 

Adult Correctional 
Facilities 0 0 0 

Adult Lockups 0 0 0 

[1] Data for status offenders determined to have
violated valid court orders were not included
in the monitoring report format for the
baseline year.

Has the State monitoring agency verified that the 
criteria for using this exclusion have been satisfied 
pursuant to the current OJJDP regulation? 

If yes, how was this verified (State law and/or judicial 
rules match the OJJDP regulatory criteria, or each case 
was individually verified through a check of court 
records)? 

During 1989 in Alaska, two juvenile status offenders were 
securely detained pursuant to a judicial determination that the 
juveniles had violated valid court orders. For these two 
instances, photocopies of pertinent court records were obtained 
with the assistance of the Division of Family and Youth Services 
(DFYS) office handling each case. The documents were examined to 
ensure that the criteria for use of the valid court order exception 
were satisfied. 
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C. DE MINIMIS REQUEST.

1. CRITERION A THE EXTENT THAT NONCOMPLIANCE IS 

INSIGNIFICANT OR OF SLIGHT CONSEQUENCE. 

Number of accused status offenders and nonoffenders held 
in excess of 24 hours and the number of adjudicated 
status offenders and nonoffenders held for any length of 
time in secure detention or secure correctional 
facilities. 

Accused 

2 + 

Adjudicated 

1 = 

Total 

3 

Total juvenile population of the state under age 18 
according to the most recent available u.s. Bureau of 
census data or census projection. 

166,294 juveniles 

(Source: Alaska Population Overview: 1986 and 
Provisional 1987 Estimates, Alaska Department of Labor, 
Research and Analysis, August 1989) 

If the data was projected to cover a 12-month period, 
provide the specific data used in making the projection 
and the statistical method used to project the data. 

Accused 

8 + 

Adjudicated 

2 

statistical Method of Projection: 

Total 

10 

Four methods of statistical projection for missing and unknown 
detention data were employed in the analysis of 1989 juvenile 
detention data. These were: 1) projection of data for the purpose 
of covering twelve months of time in an instance when only six 
months of data were received; 2) projection of juvenile detention 
data from non-reporting adult lockups; 3) projection for length of 
detention for cases with missing time and/or date information; and 
4) projection of the reason for detention for cases with unknown
offense.

1. Projection for complete Calendar Year:

Complete data for Calendar Year 1989 were available for all
but one of the sixty-three secure facilities in Alaska reporting 
detention information. Projection of data to cover the full 
calendar year 1989 for the adult lockup in King Cove was 
accomplished by computing the proportion of the year for which data 
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from this facility were received (185 days/365 days = .5068), and 
weighting each instance of juvenile detention at King Cove by a 
factor equal to the reciprocal of that proportion. Thus, the 3 
instances of juvenile detention at this facility were weighted by 
a factor of 1. 973, providing an overall number of juvenile 
detentions equal to 5.92 at the King Cove facility. This weighting 
procedure assumes that instances of noncompliance at the King Cove 
lockup during the last six months of 1989 occurred at the same rate 
demonstrated in the data for the first six months. 

2. Projection for Non-reporting Adult Lockups:

Data for the 48 adult lockups whose records were inadequate 
for monitoring purposes were projected by assigning a weight of 
2. 263 (the reciprocal of the proportion of all adult lockups
represented by those included in the analysis) to each case of
juvenile detention in the 38 adult lockups from which adequate data
were obtained. To the extent that lockups from which adequate data
were obtained are representative of all lockups in the monitoring
universe, this method of projection is statistically valid.

Since all adult lockups which submitted adequate data were 
included in the analysis, random sampling of this group was not 
performed. It is believed that lockups which do not maintain 
adequate records are unlikely to detain more juveniles than those 
which do. Facilities which do not maintain adequate records 
probably fail to do so because they, in fact, detain very few 
individuals, either adults or juveniles. Any error in this method 
of projecting data for non-reporting lockups should therefore 
result in a higher number of noncompliant cases than actually 
occurred in these facilities. 

3. Projection for Unknown Duration of Detention:

For a number of cases for which time information was 
inadequate, it was necessary to project data regarding the duration 
of detention. This projection affected twenty three instances with 
incomplete time data. Each projection was contingent on the type 
of offender status associated with each instance. Duration was 
unknown in four cases involving accused criminal-type offenders, 
in fifteen cases with adjudicated criminal-type offenders, in three 
instances involving accused status off enders, and in one case 
involving a nonoffender. 

In projecting the length of detention for the three cases 
involving accused status offenders, the goal was to determine 
whether the 24-hour grace period had been exceeded. This was 
accomplished as follows: the proportion of cases in which 
detention extended beyond the 24-hour grace period was computed for 
all cases involving detention of status offenders and for which 
duration of detention was known. The three cases for which 
duration of detention could not be determined were each assigned 
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a weight of .0217, the overall known proportion of noncompliant 
instances involving the detention of accused status offenders. 

In determining the appropriate weight to assign each of the 
four cases involving accused criminal-type offenders with 
insufficient time data, the proportions of cases in which detention 
extended beyond the 6-hour grace period was computed for all cases 
involving the detention of an accused criminal-type offender in 
adult jails, adult correctional centers, and adult lockups. The 
four cases were then alternately assigned weights of .508, .630, 
and .444, depending upon the type of adult facility in which they 
were recorded. Respectively, then, these weights represented the 
proportions of noncompliant instances among all cases involving 
detention of juveniles accused of criminal-type offenses for which 
sufficient data were available in adult jails, adult correctional 
facilities, and adult lockups. 

The fifteen cases involving adjudicated criminal-type 
offenders for which duration of detention data were insufficient 
were all recorded in juvenile detention centers, where time limits 
are not imposed upon the handling of this category of adjudicated 
juveniles. Since length of detention was irrelevant in these 
cases, projections were not performed. 

4. Projection for Unknown Offender Type:

It was also necessary to project type of offender information 
(i.e. criminal-type offender, status offender, nonoffender) for ten 
instances of juvenile detention in which the reason for detention 
was not adequately specified. In this situation several series of 
computations were required, contingent upon the type of facility 
from which the data were received. One of the instances of 
juvenile detention with insufficient offense information was 
recorded in a juvenile center, four were recorded in adult jails, 
and the remaining five were recorded in adult lockups. 

First, in determining the total number of accused status 
offenders held over 24 hours (item BS), these cases were 
alternately assigned weights of .3263, .1039, and .3704, the 
respective proportions of status offenders among all instances of 
juvenile detention in adult jails, juvenile centers, and adult 
lockups for which type of offender was known. Second, in 
determining the number of adjudicated status offenders held for any 
length of time (item b6), these ten unknown offense cases were each 
alternately assigned weights of .0212, .0078, and .000, the 
respective proportions of known adjudicated status offenders among 
all juveniles detained in adult jails, juvenile centers, and adult 
lockups. 

The cases with insufficient offense information were also 
weighted for the purposes of projecting the incidence of jail 
removal infractions. These calculations excluded the single 
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unknown case recorded at a juvenile center, since this type of 
facility is not affected by jail removal considerations. The 
remaining nine unknown offense cases were each alternately weighted 
three times - as accused criminal-type offenders, as adjudicated 
criminal-type offenders, and as status offenders. When the nine 
cases were projected to be detentions of accused criminal-type 
offenders, those recorded at adult jails were weighted at .5085 
(the proportion of accused criminal-type offenders detained in 
adult jails for more than 6 hours among all known juvenile 
criminal-type offenders held) and those recorded at adult lockups 
were weighted at .4444 (likewise, the proportion of jail removal 
violations of this type that occurred in adult lockups). 

Finally, in the same fashion, the nine cases with unknown 
offenses were also weighted for the purposes of projecting jail 
removal infractions involving adjudicated criminal-type offenders 
and status offenders. For each of these two offender classes, the 
nine cases were alternately weighted by the overall proportions of 
noncompliance in adult jails and adult lockups. For the purpose 
of projecting the number of adjudicated criminal-types held in 
adult jails, the missing cases originating in jails were assigned 
the weight of .1059. Since there were no jail removal violations 
involving adjudicated criminal-type offenders in village lockups, 
the five offense missing cases reported in lockups were projected 
to have a value of o.oo.

This weighting procedure - involving the four types of data 
projection described above - was implemented by assigning a weight 
equivalent to the product of the four weights to each case of 
juvenile detention. Because the product of the four weights was 
less than 1.00 for the majority of weighted cases, the projected 
number of noncompliant cases is smaller than the number of 
unweighted cases upon which it is based. 
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Calculation of status offender and nonoffender detention 
and correctional institutionalization rate per 100,000 
population under age 18. 

Status offenders and nonoffenders 
held (total) = 3 (a) 

Population under age 18 = 166,294 (b) 

(a)/(b) = rate : 3/166,294 = 1.8 per 100,000 

2. CRITERION B -- THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE INSTANCES OF
NONCOMPLIANCE WERE IN APPARENT VIOLATION OF STATE LAW OR
ESTABLISHED EXECUTIVE OR JUDICIAL POLICY.

Despite efforts to eliminate detention of status offenders in 
Alaska, three noncompliant instances occurred in Alaska during 
1989. Each of the noncompliant instances involved juveniles 
accused of or adjudicated delinquent for the possession or 
consumption of alcohol - a criminal offense when committed by any 
person under 21 years of age in Alaska. Additionally, the 
noncompliant case involving an adjudicated status offender occurred 
in an adult jail which did not provide adequate separation of 
juvenile and adult inmates. This case was therefore in violation 
of AS 47.10.130, which requires full separation. 

Detention of children accused of minor consuming alcohol is 
now prohibited in DFYS facilities, except in accordance with AS 
47.37.170, which provides for protective custody of persons who are 
incapacitated by alcohol. The two instances of noncompliant 
detention involving accused status offenders during 1989 occurred 
in DFYS juvenile detention centers, and both instances clearly 
violated the Division's policies. 
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3. CRITERION C -- THE EXTENT TO WHICH AN ACCEPTABLE PLAN HAS
BEEN DEVELOPED.

a. Do the instances of noncompliance indicate a pattern
or practice?

No. On three separate occasions at two juvenile centers and 
at one adult jail juveniles accused of or adjudicated delinquent 
for minor consuming alcohol were securely detained in violation of 
the deinstitutionalization requirement. Each of these juveniles 
was detained on the charge of minor consuming alcohol. The two 
cases reported in juvenile centers also involved the enforcement 
of Alaska's protective custody statute; both juveniles "sobered 
up" over the course of their detention. 

These instances of noncompliance were isolated occurrences 
and, in one case, it was questioned whether the instance of 
noncompliance reported in the adult jail was truly a secure 
detention. In this case, because the juvenile was reported on the 
adult jail's booking log, the instance was assumed to represent a 
secure detention. However, jail officials claimed to have placed 
the juvenile in the booking area awaiting the juvenile probation 
officer's arrival, not in a secure cell. 

b. Do the instances of noncompliance appear to be
sanctioned or allowable by state law, established
executive policy, or established judicial policy?

No. The noncompliant detention of an adjudicated status 
offender in an adult jail was inconsistent with AS 47.10.130, which 
requires adequate separation of juvenile and adult inmates. Both 
instances of noncompliant detention in the juvenile facilities were 
violative of an administrative policy implemented in December 1987 
by the Youth Corrections Administrator. This policy restricts 
detention in DFYS facilities of juveniles charged with minor 
consuming alcohol. 

c. Describe the state• s plan to eliminate the 
noncompliant incidents within a reasonable time.

In December, 1987, the Division of Family and Youth Services 
(DFYS) instituted a policy change in its youth corrections 
facilities which nearly eliminated noncompliant detention in these 
facilities in its first year of implementation. The policy 
prohibits admission of youth charged solely with possession or 
consumption of alcohol except when they meet the conditions for 
protective custody as outlined in the state's Uniform Alcoholism 
and Intoxication Treatment Act (AS 47.36.170). Detention for 
protective custody under AS 47.37.170 is permitted only when all 
other viable options are unavailable. A physician's statement 
certifying the need for protective custody must also be obtained 
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prior to admittance. While the DFYS policy only pertains to the 
five facilities operated by the agency, this is the most effective 
means of accomplishing compliance with the JJDP mandate. These 
five facilities accounted for an estimated 82 percent of detentions 
of youth in 1989. 

In addition to the change in executive policy, DFYS has 
reduced deinstitutionalization violations by establishing non
secure attendant care shelters in communities where noncompliant 
instances were historically most frequent. Development of the 
alternatives is a central component of Alaska's strategy to 
eliminate instances of noncompliance with the 
deinstitutionalization requirement of the JJDP Act. Thirteen such 
shelters are now in operation. 

Another aspect of Alaska's plan entails an effort to change 
the legislative provisions which permit secure detention of 
juveniles charged with minor consuming alcohol. Reclassification 
of this offense as a violation or, alternatively, as a summons-only 
offense would remove any basis in state law for detention of 
juveniles accused of consuming alcohol except where it is 
consistent with the protective custody provisions of AS 47.37.170. 

Finally, DFYS is working with all secure facilities to curtail 
record keeping practices which artificially inflate the number of 
reported noncompliant instances. Some facilities create a booking 
record for each person brought in by law enforcement officials, 
even if the person is not admitted into secure confinement. 
Because non-secure detention in an office or reception area is not 
in violation of the deinstitutionalization mandate, records which 
fail to distinguish between persons who are confined securely and 
those who are not contribute to faulty measurement. 

There is also evidence to suggest that improper recording of 
offense information has produced over-counting of 
deinstitutionalization violations. At some facilities, only the 
most serious of multiple criminal charges is entered into the 
booking forms. When a juvenile is charged with minor consuming 
alcohol (a class A misdemeanor under Alaska law) in addition to 
disorderly conduct or some other class B misdemeanor, only the 
alcohol charge - the legally more serious offense - is recorded. 
This practice has resulted in erroneous classification of some 
juveniles as status offenders when they are, in fact, accused of 
other criminal behavior. 
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4. OUT OF STATE RUNAWAYS.

5. FEDERAL WARDS. 0 

0 

6. RECENTLY ENACTED CHANGE IN STATE LAW.

In May, 1988, the Alaska Legislature passed a bill specifying 
the conditions under which runaway juveniles may be detained. This 
legislation became effective in October, 1988, and was explicitly 
designed to comply with the deinstitutionalization requirement. 
The law specified that 

"(a] minor may be taken into emergency protective custody 
by a peace officer and placed into temporary detention 
in a juvenile detention home in the local community if 
there has been an order issued by a court under a finding 
of probable cause that (1) the minor is a runaway in 
willful violation of a valid court order ... , (2) the 
minor's current situation poses a severe and imminent 
risk to the minor's life or safety, and (3) no reasonable 
placement alternative exists within the community." (AS 
47.10.141) 

The statute clearly forbids detention of a runaway juvenile "in a 
jail or secure facility other than a juvenile detention home" and 
limits the duration of any detention to 24 hours if no criminal
type offense is charged. This change has had a positive impact on 
the state's ability to achieve full compliance within a reasonable 
time. 

A more recently enacted amendment to AS 47.10.160 requires 
that jails and other secure detention facilities operated by state 
and local agencies record and report to the Department of Health 
and Social Services all instances of juvenile detention. Enacted 
in June, 1990, and effective September, 1990, this statute requires 
facilities to use a standardized format in reporting juvenile 
admissions, and to report name, date of birth, the offense for 
which the minor was admitted, date and time admitted, date and time 
released, gender, and ethnic origin. In an effort to further 
reduce errors in record keeping, the statute also requires that -

with the exception of release date and time - the records be 
prepared at the time of admission into secure confinement. Because 
this statute standardizes the report format and requires full 
reporting of juvenile detention, it is anticipated that its 
enactment will have a significant and positive impact on Alaska's 
deinstitutionalization efforts. 
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SECTION 223(a) (12) (B) 

D. PROGRESS MADE IN ACHIEVING REMOVAL OF STATUS OFFENDERS AND

NONOFFENDERS FROM SECURE DETENTION AND CORRECTIONAL

FACILITIES. 

1. PROVIDE A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE PROGRESS MADE IN ACHIEVING
THE REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 223(a) (12) (A).

Alaska's progress in achieving the removal of status offenders 
and nonoffenders from secure detention has been excellent. In 
comparison with the 1976 baseline, when 485 status offenders were 
securely detained, there were no instances of noncompliance in 1989 
involving juveniles who had not been accused of or adjudicated 
delinquent for possession or consumption of alcohol. This is a 
particularly remarkable achievement considering that the baseline 
number of noncompliant detentions excluded alcohol possession and 
consumption detentions. 

Because Alaska's baseline data did not include violations 
involving minor consuming alcohol, it is impossible to accurately 
measure the state's progress in achieving the total removal from 
secure confinement of status offenders. It is noteworthy, however, 
that despite inclusion of these cases among deinstitutionalization 
violations and the addition of 97 secure detention and correctional 
facilities to the monitoring universe, the overall incidence of 
noncompliant detention of status offenders has been reduced by 99. 4 
percent since 1976. Noncompliant detention of status offenders has 
been reduced by 92.7 percent from 1987 levels and by 67 percent 
from 1988 levels. 

2. NUMBER OF ACCUSED AND ADJUDICATED STATUS OFFENDERS AND

NONOFFENDERS WHO ARE PLACED IN FACILITIES WHICH (A) ARE

NOT NEAR THEIR HOME COMMUNITY; (B) ARE NOT THE LEAST

RESTRICTIVE APPROPRIATE ALTERNATIVE; AND, (C) DO NOT

PROVIDE THE SERVICES DESCRIBED IN THE DEFINITION OF

COMMUNITY-BASED.

All 1989 violations of Section 223(a) (12) (A) involved 
placement in secure facilities. Because "community-based" refers 
to "a small, open group home or other suitable place ... " (Section 
103(1)), all three of status offenders were placed in facilities 
fitting the above criteria. 
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SECTION 223(a) (13) 

E. SEPARATION OF JUVENILES AND ADULTS.

1. BASELINE REPORTING PERIOD: Calendar Year 1976 

CURRENT REPORTING PERIOD: Calendar Year 1989 

2. WHAT DATE HAD BEEN DESIGNATED BY THE STATE FOR ACHIEVING
COMPLIANCE WITH THE SEPARATION REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION
223(a) (13)?

December 31, 1988 

3. TOTAL NUMBER OF FACILITIES USED TO DETAIN OR CONFINE BOTH

JUVENILE OFFENDERS AND ADULT CRIMINAL OFFENDERS DURING

THE PAST TWELVE (12) MONTHS.

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

Baseline Data 12 12 0 

Current Data 47 47 0 

Adult Jails 13 13 0 

Adult Correctional 
Facilities 2 2 0 

Adult Lockups* 32 32 0 

* Includes projection for facilities not
submitting data. (See Appendix I for data
projection method).
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4. NUMBER OF FACILITIES IN EACH CATEGORY RECEIVING AN ON

SITE INSPECTION DURING THE CURRENT REPORTING PERIOD TO

CHECK THE PHYSICAL PLANT TO ENSURE ADEQUATE SEPARATION.

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

Baseline Data n/a n/a n/a 

Current Data 43 43 0 

Adult Jails 8 8 0 

Adult Correctional 
Facilities 1 1 0 

Adult Lockups 34 34 0 

5. TOTAL NUMBER OF FACILITIES USED FOR THE SECURE DETENTION

AND CONFINEMENT OF BOTH JUVENILE AND ADULT OFFENDERS 

WHICH DID NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE SEPARATION OF JUVENILES 

AND ADULTS. 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

Baseline Data 5 5 0 

Current Data 45 45 0 

Adult Jails 11 11 0 

Adult Correctional 
Facilities 2 2 0 

Adult Lockups* 32 32 0 

* Includes projection for lockups not submitting
data. (See Appendix I for data projection
method).
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6. TOTAL NUMBER OF JUVENILES NOT ADEQUATELY SEPARATED IN

FACILITIES USED FOR THE SECURE DETENTION AND CONFINEMENT

OF BOTH JUVENILE OFFENDERS AND ADULT CRIMINAL OFFENDERS

DURING THE REPORT PERIOD.

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

Baseline Data 824 824 0 

current Data 336 336 0 

Adult Jails 211 211 0 

Adult Correctional 
Facilities 46 46 0 

Adult Lockups* 79 79 0 

* Includes projection for lockups not submitting
data. (See Appendix I for data projection 
method). 
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7. PROVIDE A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE PROGRESS MADE IN ACHIEVING

THE REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 223(a) (13).

Alaska's efforts at reducing the number of juveniles detained 
in violation of the JJDP separation mandate have produced dramatic 
results. Since the 1976 baseline, when 824 cases of noncompliance 
were recorded, Alaska has achieved a 59. 5 percent reduction in 
separation violations. Compared to Alaska's 1988 noncompliance 
levels, the current number of separation violations represents an 
additional 40.7 percent reduction. 

This progress has been made in spite of the state's use of a 
significantly larger monitoring universe and a statewide juvenile 
population which is one-third higher than that in 1976. The 
continued effort at expanding the monitoring universe - from 14 
facilities in the baseline year to 111 facilities in 1989 - has 
broadened the base from which noncompliance is measured, increasing 
the probability of measuring noncompliance. 

Alaska law prohibits detention of any juvenile in a facility 
which also houses adult prisoners, "unless assigned to separate 
quarters so that the minor cannot communicate with or view adult 
prisoners convicted of, under arrest for, or charged with a crime" 
(AS 47.10.130). Despite this legislative prohibition, however, 
many adult facilities have continued to admit juveniles when no 
adequate alternative is available. Indeed, alternatives continue 
to be scarce except in the most populated Alaskan communities. The 
central - and persistent - barrier to achieving compliance with the 
separation mandate has been the vast geographical distances between 
Alaska's five youth detention centers. 

Approximately 22 percent of the 1989 separation violations 
occurred in adult lockups, which represent 77 percent of all secure 
facilities in the state. The majority of lockups in Alaska's 
monitoring uni verse are located in geographically remote areas 
which lack the alternatives necessary for achieving success with 
separation requirements. In such areas, the timely transfer of 
juveniles to appropriate facilities has often been impossible due 
to unavailability of air transportation and inclement weather. 

During 1989, the detention of juveniles adult jails 
constituted 58 percent of the separation violations in Alaska. 
The fairly sizable communities that support these jails are not 
necessarily more accessible than those with adult lockups. Of the 
seventeen contract adult jails in the state, only three - in Homer, 
Seward, and Valdez - are located on Alaska's highway system. 

Although the problem with separation remains largely 
attributable to adult jails, it is with this type of facility that 
the largest gains have been made. Compared to the number of 
separation violations in adult jails in 1988, the current number 
of jail violations represents a 53 percent decline. The same is 
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true for the two adult correctional facilities that held juveniles 
during 1989: compared to the 1988 number of separation violations, 
violations recorded in these centers during 1989 represent a 27 
percent drop. 

Evidence from the booking logs of adult jails strongly 
suggests that the actual incidence of noncompliant juvenile 
detention in adult jails is significantly lower than that recorded. 
An artificial inflation of noncompliant juvenile detentions results 
from the practice of "logging in" each person brought to the 
facility by law enforcement officials, even if the person is not 
admitted into secure confinement. A juvenile who is made to wait 
for her parent or probation officer in the confines of a dispatch 
office does not constitute a separation violation or jail removal 
violation. Records which fail to distinguish between persons who 
are confined and those who are not contribute to erroneous 
measurements. 

Illustrative of this practice and the impact it has on the 
monitoring results is the adult jail located in Petersburg, a small 
community in Southeast Alaska. The jail was visited on-site during 
the 1989 monitoring effort and the accuracy of all juvenile log 
entries was checked and verified. The Petersburg billing sheets 
sent by the jail to the Department of Public Safety recorded 14 
incidents of juvenile "detention." Upon inspection and cross
referencing, however, it was established that in eight of the 
"detentions" the juveniles were not placed in secure confinement, 
but were instead made to wait in the reception area. Four of the 
remaining juvenile entries in Petersburg were clearly situations 
of secure confinement in the violation of the separation 
requirement and two entries were such that the occurrence secure 
confinement could not be established independent of the log. These 
instances were therefore assumed to be violations. 

DFYS has continued to work with facilities in an effort to 
curtail record keeping practices which artificially inflate the 
number of reported instances of noncompliance. Revised billing 
sheets from the Department of Public Safety now include columns on 
the status of each person's confinement, allowing for clear 
distinction between those persons securely detained and those not. 
There is no monetary incentive for adult facilities to house 
juveniles, and entering juvenile admissions on billing sheets does 
not result in a cost reimbursement to the jails. Data on juvenile 
admissions compiled on the billing sheets are collected by DPS for 
statistical purposes only and are not associated with the primary 
cost reimbursement purpose of the forms. Most adult jails began 
using these forms by July, 1989, and the forms have already had a 
significant impact on the monitoring of noncompliant detentions. 
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DESCRIBE THE MECHANISM FOR ENFORCING THE STATE'S 

SEPARATION LAW. 

Alaska has employed several mechanisms for enforcing its 
separation laws, AS 47.10.130 and AS 47.10.190. Together, these 
mechanisms have substantially reduced instances of noncompliance 
with Section 223(a) (13) of the JJDP Act. 

DFYS has sought to maximize enforcement of the separation laws 
by instituting a program of public education to alert the law 
enforcement community and the public to the dangers in jailing 
juveniles and to the laws restricting such detention. The Division 
has sponsored public service announcements in print and broadcast 
media and has established thirteen non-secure attendant care 
shelter throughout the state. To date, four adult jails and an 
additional adult correctional facility have terminated the practice 
of detaining juveniles for any reason. 

In addition to modifying the billing sheets used by the adult 
jails (previously discussed) , the Alaska Department of Public 
Safety (DPS) also amended its contracts with the jails by removing 
any language which could be construed as authorizing admission of 
juveniles or providing for the purchase of such services by DPS. 
The amended contracts have eliminated any ambiguity about statutory 
or contractual authorization for noncompliant detention of 
juveniles. Thus, the contractual agreements between municipal 
jails and DPS now have the clear purpose of supporting the strict 
enforcement of Alaska's separation laws. 

It is recognized that existing enforcement mechanisms can be 
improved and a plan has been developed to establish a more formal 
enforcement system. Under As 4 7 .10 .150 and AS 4 7 .10 .180, the 
Department of Health and Social Services has broad authority to 
promulgate and enforce regulations pertaining to confinement of 
juveniles. A staff person has been hired by the Division of Family 
and Youth Services to develop appropriate regulations and this 
person has begun the process of promulgating a set of enforceable 
standards designed to ensure adequate separation of juveniles and 
adult offenders. 
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SECTION 223(A) (14) 

F. REMOVAL OF JUVENILES FROM ADULT JAILS AND LOCKUPS.

1. BASELINE REPORTING PERIOD: Calendar Year 1980 

CURRENT REPORTING PERIOD: Calendar year 1989 

2. NUMBER OF ADULT JAILS.

Baseline Data 

Current Data* 

Total 

15 

17 

Public 

15 

17 

Private 

0 

0 

* This total includes two facilities classified as
adult correctional centers.

3. NUMBER OF ADULT LOCKUPS.

Baseline Data* 

Current Data 

Total 

0 

86 

Public 

0 

86 

Private 

0 

0 

* Adult lockups were not included in the
monitoring universe for the baseline year.

4. NUMBER OF FACILITIES IN EACH CATEGORY RECEIVING AN ON

SITE INSPECTION DURING THE CURRENT REPORTING PERIOD FOR

THE PURPOSE OF VERIFYING SECTION 223(a) (14) COMPLIANCE 

DATA. 

TOTAL PUBLIC PRIVATE 

Current Data 43 43 0 

Adult Jails 8 8 0 

Adult Correctional 
Facilities 1 1 0 

Adult Lockups 34 34 0 
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5. TOTAL NUMBER OF ADULT JAILS HOLDING JUVENILES DURING THE

PAST TWELVE MONTHS.

Baseline Data* 

Current Data** 

Total 

14 

15 

Public 

14 

15 

Private 

0 

0 

* Includes data for three facilities classified as
adult correctional facilities.

** Includes data for two facilities classified as adult
correctional facilities. Fewer than 15 facilities
held juveniles in violation of Section 223(A) (14).

6. TOTAL NUMBER OF ADULT LOCKUPS HOLDING JUVENILES DURING

THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS.

Baseline Data* 

current Data** 

Total 

n/a 

32 

Public 

n/a 

32 

Private 

n/a 

0 

* Adult lockups were not included in the monitoring
universe for the baseline year.

** Includes projection for facilities not submitting
data. (See Appendix I for data projection method).
Does not represent the total number of lockups
detaining juveniles in violation of Section
223(A)(14).
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7. TOTAL NUMBER OF ACCUSED JUVENILE CRIMINAL-TYPE OFFENDERS

HELD IN ADULT JAILS IN EXCESS OF SIX (6) HOURS.

Baseline Data* 

Current Data** 

Total 

766 

82 

Public 

766 

82 

Private 

0 

0 

* The monitoring report format for the baseline year
did not distinguish between accused and adjudicated
criminal-type offenders or between adult jails and
adult correctional facilities. Both accused and
adjudicated criminal-type offenders held in adult
jails and adult correctional facilities (including
juveniles accused of or adjudicated delinquent for
minor consuming alcohol) are included in the
baseline data reported here.

** Includes data for two facilities classified as 
adult correctional facilities. Current data for 
adjudicated criminal-type offenders are included in 
item F9. Current data for juveniles accused of or 
adjudicated delinquent for minor consuming alcohol 
are included in item Fll. 

8. TOTAL NUMBER OF ACCUSED JUVENILE CRIMINAL-TYPE OFFENDERS

HELD IN ADULT LOCKUPS IN EXCESS OF SIX (6) HOURS.

Baseline Data* 

Current Data 

Total 

n/a 

21 

Public 

n/a 

21 

Private 

n/a 

0 

* Adult lockups were not included in the
monitoring universe for the baseline year.
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9. TOTAL NUMBER OF ADJUDICATED CRIMINAL-TYPE OFFENDERS HELD

IN ADULT JAILS FOR ANY LENGTH OF TIME.

Baseline Data* 

Current Data** 

Total 

n/a 

40 

Public 

n/a 

40 

Private 

n/a 

0 

* The monitoring report format for the baseline
year did not distinguish between accused and
adjudicated criminal-type offenders or between
adult jails and adult correctional facilities.
Both accused and adjudicated criminal-type
offenders held in adult jails and adult
correctional facilities (including juveniles
accused of or adjudicated delinquent for minor
consuming alcohol) are included in the baseline
data reported for item F7.

** Includes data for two facilities classified as
adult correctional facilities. Current data 
for accused criminal-type offenders are 
included in item F7. Current data for 
juveniles accused of or adjudicated delinquent 
for minor consuming alcohol are included in 
item Fll. 

10. TOTAL NUMBER OF ADJUDICATED CRIMINAL-TYPE OFFENDERS HELD

IN ADULT LOCKUPS FOR ANY LENGTH OF TIME.

Total Public Private 

Baseline Data* n/a n/a n/a 

Current Data 0 0 0 

* Adult lockups were not included in the 
monitoring universe for the baseline year. 
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11. TOTAL NUMBER OF ACCUSED AND ADJUDICATED STATUS OFFENDERS

AND NONOFFENDERS HELD IN ADULT JAILS FOR ANY LENGTH OF

TIME, INCLUDING THOSE STATUS OFFENDERS ACCUSED OF OR

ADJUDICATED FOR VIOLATION OF A VALID COURT ORDER.

Baseline Data* 

Current Data** 

Total 

98 

80 

Public 

98 

80 

Private 

0 

0 

* Includes data for three facilities classified
as adult correctional facilities. Because 
juveniles charged with minor consuming alcohol 
were classified as criminal-type offenders in 
the baseline year, baseline data for juveniles 
accused of or adjudicated delinquent for this 
offense .are included in item F7. 

** Includes data for two facilities classified as 
adult correctional centers. Current data for 
juveniles accused of or adjudicated delinquent 
for minor consuming alcohol are included here. 

12. TOTAL NUMBER OF ACCUSED AND ADJUDICATED STATUS OFFENDERS

HELD IN ADULT LOCKUPS FOR ANY LENGTH OF TIME, INCLUDING 

THOSE STATUS OFFENDERS ACCUSED OF OR ADJUDICATED FOR 

VIOLATION OF A VALID COURT ORDER. 

Total Public Private 

Baseline Data* n/a n/a n/a 

Current Data 26 26 0 

* Adult lockups were not included in the 
monitoring universe for the baseline year. 
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13. TOTAL NUMBER OF ADULT JAILS AND LOCKUPS IN AREAS MEETING

THE "REMOVAL EXCEPTION."

Baseline Data: O

Current Data: O

Alaska is ineligible for the removal exception because
State law requires an initial court appearance within 48 
hours, rather than 24 hours, after a juvenile has been taken 
into custody (see AS 47.10.140). All adult jails, lockups 
and correctional facilities in the 1989 monitoring universe 
are outside the state's only Standard Metropolitan Statistical 
Area, but only two provide adequate separation, as required 
in order for the removal exception to apply. 

14. TOTAL NUMBER OF JUVENILES ACCUSED OF A CRIMINAL-TYPE

OFFENSE WHO WERE HELD IN EXCESS OF SIX (6) HOURS BUT LESS

THAN TWENTY-FOUR (24) HOURS IN ADULT JAILS AND LOCKUPS

IN AREAS MEETING THE "REMOVAL EXCEPTIONS."

Baseline Data: O

current Data: O
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15. PROVIDE A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE PROGRESS MADE IN ACHIEVING

THE REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 223(a) (14).

Four adult jails in Alaska - Haines, Kake, Seldovia, and 
Unalaska - reported no jail removal violations during 1989. The 
remaining 13 adult jails and the 2 adult correctional facilities 
produced a wide variety of noncompliant juvenile detentions, in 
number and in duration, if not in offense type. A total of 249 
jail removal violations were reported in Alaska during 1989. This 
figure represents a 71.1 percent decline in the overall number of 
juveniles held in violation of the jail removal mandate since the 
baseline year 1980. Since 1988 alone, the 1989 data show a 38.9 
percent decline. 

In context - that is, in Alaska - this decline is quite 
substantial; the progress made toward compliance has been achieved 
in spite of the large increase in the numbers of facilities in the 
monitoring universe, in spite of record-keeping practices which 
work to artificially inflate the number of JJDP Act violations, in 
spite of the state's geographical vastness, and in spite of the 
large and difficult problem Alaska has with alcohol and its youth. 

Alaska's progress in achieving compliance with 223 (A) (14) have 
been offset by the inclusion of a large number of additional 
facilities into the state's monitoring uni verse. With each 
successive year, Alaska's monitoring universe has become more 
refined, more accurate and broader, currently encompassing 97 more 
facilities than in the 1980 baseline universe. As the universe has 
increased, so has the accuracy of the jail monitoring measurements, 
and this accuracy masks otherwise significant gains in compliance. 

Progress in achieving compliance with jail removal has also 
been hampered by the slow pace at which refined methods of record 
keeping have been implemented. As mentioned elsewhere, evidence 
from the booking logs strongly suggests that the actual incidence 
of noncompliant juvenile detention (in adult jails in particular) 
is significantly lower than that recorded. In adult jails and 
correctional facilities during 1989, 50 percent of the 40 cases of 
jail removal noncompliance involving adjudicated criminal-type 
offenders lasted 2 hours or less. The durations of violations 
involving status and nonoffenders were similar in jails and DOC 
facilities, with 41 percent of the 80 cases having durations of 2 
hours or less. These short periods of detention correlate strongly 
with claims of compliant response by jail administrators. 

By June and July, 1989, each contract jail had begun using 
revised billing sheets which allow for clear distinction between 
those juveniles held in secure confinement and those who are not. 
Thus, the operational assumption that each log entry on a juvenile 
represents an instance of secure confinement, has adversely 
affected up to six months of the data contained in this report. 
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For 1990 detention data, it is expected that statewide detention 
data will be considerably more accurate and include relatively few 
instances of noncompliance. 

Even with this weakness, however, the data remain telling, 
particularly about the problems that alcohol presents to Alaska. 
The vast majority of 1989 jail removal violations - whether status 
offenses or accused criminal offenses - involved the consumption 
or possession of alcohol, or alcohol intoxication. The criminal 
offenses for which the largest number of juveniles were accused 
and noncompliantly detained were driving while intoxicated and 
driving without valid license, and a large majority of juveniles 
held in noncompliant detention for status offenses were arrested 
on minor consuming alcohol, minor in possession, minor on premises, 
or were held in protective custody due to intoxication. There were 
only six noncompliant cases during 1989 involving curfew violations 
and nine cases involving runaways. 

While barriers to full compliance with the jail removal 
requirement remain, Alaska has made great progress in reducing 
incidence of noncompliance and in offering alternatives to secure 
detention in adult facilities. A juvenile detention facility was 
opened in Bethel in October, 1987 and, by the end of 1989, a dozen 
non-secure attendant care shelters had become operational in 
communities where large numbers of violations had occurred in 1988. 
Since the beginning of 1990, three additional shelters have opened 
in the communities of Cordova, Dillingham, and Fairbanks. 

Additional components of the state's strategy to achieve full 
compliance with the jail removal requirement have been outlined in 
the revised 1987 Jail Removal Plan. Collectively, these 
initiatives are expected to provide an effective means for Alaska 
to move rapidly toward full compliance with the jail removal 
requirement. 
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G. DE MINIMIS REQUEST: NUMERICAL 

1. THE EXTENT THAT NONCOMPLIANCE IS INSIGNIFICANT OR OF
SLIGHT CONSEQUENCE.

Number of accused juvenile criminal-type offenders in
adult jails and lockups in excess of six (6) hours,
adjudicated criminal-type offenders held in adult jails
and lockups for any length of time, and status offenders
held in adult jails and lockups for any length of time.

TOTAL = 249

Total juvenile population of the state under 18 according
to the most recent available u.s. Bureau of census data
or census projection:

166,294 juveniles.

(Source: Alaska Population Overview: 1986 and
Provisional 1987 Estimates, Alaska Department of Labor,
Research and Analysis, 1989)

If the data was projected to cover a 12-month period, 
provide the specific data used in making the projection 
and the statistical method used to project the data. 

Data: 

Accused criminal-type offenders: 87 
Adjudicated criminal-type offenders: 40 
Accused and adjudicated status offenders: 89 
Cases with inadequate offense data: 9 
Cases with inadequate time data: 2 

Total:227 

statistical Method of Projection: 

Please refer to "Statistical Method of Projection" section 
pages 7-10. 

Calculation of jail removal violations rate per 100,000 
population under 18. 

Total instances of noncompliance = 

Population under 18 = 166,294 
249 (a) 

(b) 

249 / 166,294 = 149.7 per 100,000 
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2. ACCEPTABLE PLAN.

The Division of Family and Youth Services (DFYS) is pursuing 
several ways to reduce noncompliant detention. The state's revised 
1987 Jail Removal Plan, submitted in December 1987, includes a 12-
point strategy for bringing Alaska into full compliance with the 
JJDP Act. That document describes several policy initiatives 
designed to reduce or eliminate noncompliant detention of 
juveniles. 

Significant among these initiatives is the development and 
implementation of a network of nonsecure attendant care shelters 
- currently in thirteen communities which have experienced high
levels of noncompliant juvenile detention.

A second initiative identified in the revised 1987 Jail 
Removal Plan has been achieved by implementation of a policy 
restricting detention of intoxicated juveniles at juvenile 
detention centers operated by DFYS. As in previous years, a high 
proportion of violations of the jail removal requirement during 
1989 involved juveniles who were charged with minor consuming 
alcohol. Although the policy extends only to the five juvenile 
detention centers, it is expected to have a significant educative 
effect and, as such, to provide added impetus to efforts to reduce 
detention of such children in adult facilities as well. 

Another important element of the state's plan to eliminate 
noncompliant detention is the creation of a full-time staff 
position in the Division of Family and Youth Services (DFYS) with 
responsibility for promulgating and enforcing regulations 
restricting detention of juveniles in adult facilities. The 
Department of Health and Social Services, which embodies DFYS, has 
broad authority under AS 47.10.150 and AS 47.10.180 for oversight 
of facilities used for detention of juveniles. Because of an 
absence of personnel, however, this regulatory authority had, until 
1989, remained an unexploited resource in the state's efforts to 
achieve compliance with the mandates of the JJDP Act. 
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3. RECENTLY ENACTED CHANGE IN STATE LAW.

In May, 1988, the Alaska Legislature passed a bill specifying 
the conditions under which runaway juveniles may be detained. This 
legislation, which became effective in October, 1988, was 
explicitly designed to comply with the deinstitutionalization 
requirement of the JJDP Act, but it is also expected to aid efforts 
to bring the state into compliance with the jail removal mandate. 
The law specified that 

11 (a] minor may be taken into emergency protective custody 
by a peace officer and placed into temporary detention 
in a juvenile detention home in the local community if 
there has been an order issued by a court under a finding 
of probable cause that (1) the minor is a runaway in 
willful violation of a valid court order ... , ( 2) the 
minor's current situation poses a severe and imminent 
risk to the minor's life or safety, and (3) no reasonable 
placement alternative exists within the community." (AS 
47.10.141) 

The statute clearly forbids detention of a runaway juvenile "in a 
jail or secure facility other than a juvenile detention home" and 
limits the duration of such detention to 24 hours if no criminal
type offense is charged. This change has had a positive impact on 
the state's ability to achieve full compliance with the jail 
removal mandate. 

A more recently enacted amendment to AS 47.10.160 requires 
that jails and other secure detention facilities operated by state 
and local agencies record and report to the Department of Health 
and Social Services all instances of juvenile detention. Enacted 
in June, 1990, and effective September, 1990, this statute requires 
facilities to use a standardized format in reporting juvenile 
admissions, and to report· name, date of birth, the offense for 
which·the minor was admitted, date and time admitted, date and time 
released, gender, and ethnic origin. In an effort to further 
reduce errors in record keeping, the statute also requires that -

with the exception of release date and time - the records be 
prepared at the time of admission into secure confinement. Because 
this statute standardizes the report format and requires full 
reporting of juvenile detention, it is anticipated that its 
enactment will have a significant and positive impact on Alaska's 
compliance efforts. 
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H. DE MINIMIS REQUEST: SUBSTANTIVE. 

1. THE EXTENT THAT NONCOMPLIANCE IS INSIGNIFICANT OR OF
SLIGHT CONSEQUENCE.

a. Were all instances of noncompliance in violation of
or departures from state law, court rule, or other
statewide executive or judicial policy?

AS 47.10.130 provides that "(n)o minor under 18 years of age 
who is detained pending hearing may be incarcerated in a jail 
unless assigned to separate quarters so that the minor cannot 
communicate with or view adult prisoners convicted of, under arrest 
for, or charged with a crime." Of the 249 jail removal violations 
reported for 1989, only 26, or 10 percent, occurred in facilities 
that allow for sight and sound separation. Thus, 90 percent of the 
1989 cases of juvenile detention in adult facilities - except those 
under circumstances consistent with the protective custody 
provisions of AS 47.37.170 - violated this statute. 

There was no statutory authorization whatsoever for detaining 
status offenders and nonoffenders in any adult facility other than 
those accused of minor consuming alcohol. Therefore, the 15 
instances of noncompliant detention of runaway juveniles and 
juveniles charged with curfew violations lacked any statutory 
authorization. 

b. Do the instances of noncompliance indicate a pattern
or practice, or do they constitute isolated
instances?

Noncompliant detentions were recorded at thirteen adult jails, 
two correctional centers, and at just over one-third of adult 
lockups. At the majority of these facilities, however, instances 
of noncompliant detention appear to be the exception rather than 
the rule of juvenile handling. The projected 1989 data on jail 
removal violations indicate that 47 violations occurred in 32 of 
the 86 adult rural lockups statewide. That figure equates to an 
overall average number of .550 jail removal violations per lockup. 
Only five facilities (four jails, one correctional center) reported 
more than 15 instances of noncompliant detention, and, of these, 
only the adult jail in Barrow detained more than 30 juveniles in 
violation of the jail removal requirement. 
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c. Are existing mechanisms for enforcement of the state
law, court rule, or other statewide executive or
judicial policy such that the instances of
noncompliance are unlikely to recur in the future?

Yes. The state has employed several mechanisms for enforcing 
AS 47.10.130, AS 47.10.141 and AS 47.10.190, all of which restrict 
the detention of juveniles in adult facilities. Collectively, 
these mechanisms have proven effective in substantially reducing 
instances of noncompliance with Section 223(a) (14) of the JJDP Act. 
The enforcement of these statutes, combined, with the operation of 
thirteen alternative nonsecure shelters, refined record-keeping 
instruments and practices, and amended service contracts between 
the Department of Public Safety and adult jails will effectively 
eliminate jail removal violations in Alaska. 

To reiterate, DFYS is seeking to maximize enforcement of the 
laws referenced above by instituting a program of public 
education, including public service announcements in print and 
broadcast media, to alert both the law enforcement community and 
the public to the dangers and illegality of jailing juveniles. To 
date, five of the adult facilities which had accounted for high 
proportions of 1987 and 1988 violations terminated entirely the 
practice of detaining juveniles. 

The amended contracts between the Department of Public Safety 
(DPS) and the seventeen municipal jails, now in use, further deter 
law enforcement officials from detaining juveniles in adult 
facilities by eliminating any ambiguity about compliant detention. 

Enforcement of the state laws restricting juvenile detention 
is also enhanced by the DPS efforts to evaluate adherence by law 
enforcement officials to the contractual agreements and by the 
monitoring efforts of DFYS. Admission records for each municipal 
jail are scrutinized by DPS to identify any violations. These 
records are also examined each year by DFYS, and facilities are 
given notification of instances of noncompliant detention of 
juveniles. Further scrutiny of juvenile detention at adult jails 
is provided by personnel at non-secure attendant care shelters in 
13 communities. Personnel at these shelters are required to notify 
DFYS of the number of juveniles detained in adult facilities in 
their communities and must therefore contact law enforcement 
officials to inquire about detention of juveniles. This provides 
another opportunity to reinforce the absence of authorization for 
noncompliant detention. 

In combination, the above enforcement mechanisms have been 
effective in reducing the number of instances of noncompliance by 
56 percent in the two years since implementation of the state's 
revised Jail Removal Plan in December, 1987. The 1990 statewide 
monitoring data, with few exceptions, will show the full benefit 
of the ten nonsecure attendant care shelters established during 
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1989. An additional three shelters were established in Dillingham, 
Fairbanks, and Cordova during 1990. 

d. Describe the state• s plan to eliminate the
noncompliant incidents and to monitor the existing
enforcement mechanisms.

Alaska's plan to eliminate noncompliant incidents is outlined 
in the revised 1987 Jail Removal Plan. Salient features of this 
plan include the following: (1) placing a full-time JJDP Project 
Coordinator in the Division's Central Administration Office; (2) 
development of alternatives to detention, including development of 
nonsecure holdover attendant care models in several rural 
communities and secure holdover attendant care models in others; 
(3) cooperative efforts with the Department of Public Safety on
such issues as maintenance of appropriate booking data on
juveniles, sight and sound separation requirements, the JJDP
mandated 6-hour rule and a prohibition of detention of status
offenders; ( 4) launching an education and training campaign to
inform the public of the problems inherent in inappropriate
detention and jailing of youth and of the availability of effective
alternatives; and ( 5) implementation of regulations governing
detention of youth in adult jails under authority provided in
Alaska Statutes 47.10.180(a), which authorizes the Department of
Health and Social Services to adopt standards and regulations for
the operation of juvenile detention homes and juvenile detention
facilities in the state.
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APPENDIX I: METHOD OF ANALYSIS. 

All aspects of data analysis for the 1989 monitoring report 
were performed on the DEC/VAX 8800 mainframe computer at the 
University of Alaska Anchorage, using the SPSSx Data Analysis 
system, Release 3.0. 

I. DATA COLLECTION AND DATA ENTRY.

Data were entered into a composite data file from the 
following sources: 

A. Certified photocopies of original client billing sheets
(booking logs) for the seventeen adult jails were
obtained from Captain Roger McCoy, Contract Jail
Administrator of the Alaska Department of Public Safety
(DPS). DPS contracts for services with each Alaskan
facility that meets the definition of adult jail as
defined in the Formula Grant Regulation. Certified
photocopies of booking logs from the King Cove Adult
Lockup, dated July through December 1989, were also
obtained from DPS.

B. Certified photocopies of original booking records were
obtained from the Youth Centers in Anchorage, Bethel,
Fairbanks and Nome, and from thirteen Adult Lockups in
Chevak, Chignik, Del ta Junction, Fort Yukon, Galena,
Koyuk, Lower Kalskag, Nenana, Nightmute, Quinahagak, Tok,
and Tuntutuliak.

C. Signed statements indicating that no individuals were
detained in Adult Lockups during 1989 were obtained from
the appropriate authority (Village Public Safety Officer,
Village Police Officer, Alaska State Trooper, etc) in
five villages, including Cold Bay, Golovin, Koyukuk,
Mekoryuk, and Yakutat.

D. Certified photocopies of pages in a VPSO personal
notebook containing adequate booking data were received
from the village of Ekwok.

E. Adequate booking data were collected and verified on-site
at the Adult Lockups in Anaktuvuk Pass, Angoon, Atkasuk,
Deadhorse, Glennallen, Hoonah, Kaktovik (Barter Is.),
Marshall, Nuiqsut, Pelican, Point Hope, Point Lay, Port
Heiden, St. Marys, Selawik, Skagway, Toksook Bay,
Wainwright and Whittier.

F. Determined to be inadequate for monitoring purposes were
booking data collected on-site at the Adult Lockups in
Hooper Bay, Kasigluk, Pilot Station and Scammon Bay.
Also judged to be inadequate for monitoring purposes were
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Adult Lockup data received from the villages of Mountain 
Village and Unalakleet. 

For each case, the following data were entered: Facility 
type, facility identifier, initials or first initial and last name 
of juvenile, date of birth, gender, race, date of admission, time 
of admission, reason for detention (alphabetic variable; if more 
than one, reasons were strung together), date of release, time of 
release, and lockup indicator. 

II. CLASSIFICATION OF OFFENDERS.

The likelihood of misclassifying of offenses was reduced by 
adopting a conservative approach. In other words, errors in coding 
would lead to the reporting of a higher number of violations than 
actually occurred. The following procedures were used in 
classifying juveniles as accused criminal-type offenders, 
adjudicated criminal-type offenders, accused status offenders and 
adjudicated status offenders: 

A. Juveniles who were arrested for the following were
classified as accused criminal-type offenders: offenses
proscribed in Alaska criminal law, traffic violations,
fish and game violations, failure to appear, and contempt
of court.

B Juveniles charged with probation violations or violations 
of conditions of release were classified as adjudicated 
criminal-type offenders unless conditions of probation 
had been imposed pursuant to an adjudication for 
possession or consumption of alcohol. In the latter 
case, the juvenile was classified as an adjudicated 
status offender. 

Juveniles taken into custody pursuant to warrants and 
detention orders were also classified as adjudicated 
criminal-type offenders, unless additional information 
indicated a more appropriate classification. Where 
reclassification was not indicated, all instances of 
detention pursuant to a warrant or court order at 
McLaughlin Youth Center, Fairbanks Youth Center, and the 
Nome Youth Center were verified through a check of 
facility records. In this way, accuracy in the 
classification of these cases was checked. 

Juveniles transferred from one juvenile detention 
facility to another were also classified, absent 
additional information, as adjudicated criminal-type 
offenders, as were a small number of juveniles for whom 
the offense listed in official records was one of the 
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c. 

D. 

E. 

following: juvenile hold, juvenile probation hold, 
detention hold, and delinquent minor. 

Juveniles detained for the following were classified as 
accused status offenders: possession or consumption of 
alcohol, minor on licensed premises, curfew violations, 
runaway, and protective custody in excess of the lawful 
duration as prescribed in AS 47.30.705 and AS 47.37.170. 

DFYS officials constructed a list with the names and 
dates of birth of juveniles adjudicated for possession 
or consumption of alcohol on or after January 1, 1985. 
The list only included juveniles adjudicated solely for 
the possession or consumption of alcohol and who were not 
subsequently adjudicated on a criminal-type offense. 
Juveniles appearing in the 1989 data arrested pursuant 
to a warrant or detention order and juveniles detained 
for probation violations were classified as adjudicated 
status offenders if their names appeared on this list. 
Otherwise, these juveniles were classified as adjudicated 
criminal-type offenders. 

Juveniles detained in adult facilities for protective 
custody under AS 47.30.705 or AS 47.37.170 (dealing with 
mental illness and alcohol intoxication, respectively) 
were counted as violations of the separation requirement. 
However, because juveniles and adults are accorded the 
same treatment under these statutes, these cases were 
determined to be outside the scope of the OJJDP 
definitions of criminal-type offender, status offender 
and nonoff ender. Therefore, the presence of these 
juveniles in these facilities is not reflected in 
sections of this report pertaining to 
deinstitutionalization and jail removal requirements. 

III. DATA PROJECTION.

Four methods of statistical projection for missing and unknown 
detention data were employed in the analysis of 1989 juvenile 
detention data. These were: 1) projection of data for the purpose 
of covering twelve months in an instance when only six months of 
data were received; 2) projection of juvenile detention data from 
non-reporting adult lockups; 3) projection of detention duration 
for cases of juvenile detention with missing time and/or date 
information; and 4) projection of the reason for detention of 
juvenile detention cases for which offense was unknown. 
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1. Projection for Complete Calendar Year:

Complete data for Calendar Year 1989 were available for all 
but one of the sixty-three secure facilities in Alaska reporting 
detention information. Projection of data to cover the full 
calendar year 1989 for one adult lockup facility in King Cove was 
accomplished by computing the proportion of the year for which data 
from this facility were received (185 days/365 days = .5068), and 
weighting each instance of juvenile detention at King Cove by a 
factor equal to the reciprocal of that proportion. Thus, the 3 
instances of juvenile detention at this facility were weighted by 
a factor of 1. 973, providing an overall number of juvenile 
detentions equal to 5.92 at the King Cove facility. This weighting 
procedure is based on the assumption that instances of noncompliant 
juvenile detention at the King Cove lockup during the last half of 
1989 occurred at the same rate of noncompliant detention 
demonstrated in the actual data received. 

2. Projection for Non-reporting Adult Lockups:

Data for the 48 adult lockups whose records were inadequate 
for monitoring purposes were projected by assigning a weight of 
2. 2 63 (the reciprocal of the proportion of all adult lockups
represented by those included in the analysis) to each case of
juvenile detention in the 38 adult lockups from which adequate data
were obtained.

This method of projection is statistically valid to the extent 
that the lockups from which adequate data were obtained are 
representative of all lockups in the monitoring universe. Since 
all adult lockups which were able to submit adequate data are 
included in the analysis, random sampling of this group was not 
performed. It is believed that lockups which do not maintain 
adequate records are unlikely to detain more juveniles than those 
which do. Facilities which do not maintain adequate records 
probably fail to do so because they, in fact, detain very few 
individuals, either adult or juveniles. Any error in this method 
of projecting data for non-reporting lockups should therefore 
result in a higher number of noncompliant cases than actually 
occurred in these facilities. 

3. Projection for Unknown Duration of Detention:

For a number of cases for which time information was 
inadequate, it was necessary to project data regarding the duration 
of detention. This projection affected twenty-three instances with 
incomplete time data and was contingent on the type of offender 
status associated with each instance. Duration was unknown in four 
cases involving accused criminal-type offenders, in fifteen cases 
with adjudicated criminal-type offenders, in three instances 
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involving the detention of accused status offenders, and in one 
case involving a non-offender. 

In projecting the length of detention for the three cases 
involving accused status offenders, the goal was to determine 
whether the 24-hour grace period had been exceeded. This was 
accomplished as follows: The proportion of cases in which 
detention extended beyond the 24-hour grace period was computed for 
all cases involving detention of status offenders and for which 
duration of detention was known. The three cases for which 
duration of detention could not be determined were each assigned 
a weight of .0217, the overall known proportion of noncompliant 
instances involving the detention of accused status offenders. 

In determining the appropriate weight to assign each of the 
four cases involving accused criminal-type offenders with 
insufficient time data, the proportions of cases in which detention 
extended beyond the 6-hour grace period was computed for all cases 
involving the detention of an accused criminal-type offender in 
adult jails, adult correctional centers, and adult lockups. The 
four cases were then alternately assigned weights of .508, .630, 
and .444, depending upon the type of adult facility in which they 
were recorded. Respectively, then, these weights represented the 
proportions of noncompliant instances among all cases involving 
detention of juveniles accused of criminal-type offenses for which 
sufficient data were available in adult jails, adult correctional 
facilities, and adult lockups. 

The fifteen cases involving adjudicated criminal-type 
offenders for which duration of detention data were insufficient 
were all recorded in juvenile detention centers, where time limits 
are not imposed upon the handling of this category of adjudicated 
juveniles. Since length of detention was irrelevant in these 
cases, projections were not performed. 

4. Projection for Unknown Offender Type:

It was also necessary to project type of offender information 
(i.e. criminal-type offender, status offender, nonoffender) for ten 
instances of juvenile detention in which the reason for detention 
was not adequately specified. Where the reason for detention was 
unknown several series of computations were required, contingent 
upon the type of facility from which the data were received. One 
of the instances of juvenile detention with insufficient offense 
information was recorded in a juvenile center, four were recorded 
in adult jails, and the remaining five were recorded in adult 
lockups. 

First, in determining the total number of accused status 
offenders held over 24 hours (item B5), these cases were 
alternately assigned weights of .3263, .1039, and .3704, the 
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respective proportions of status offenders among all instances of 
juvenile detention in adult jails, juvenile centers, and adult 
lockups for which type of offender was known. Second, in 
determining the number of adjudicated status offenders held for any 
length of time (item b6), these ten unknown offense cases were each 
alternately assigned weights of .0212, .0078, and .000, the 
respective proportions of known adjudicated status offenders among 
all juveniles detained in adult jails, juvenile centers, and adult 
lockups. 

The cases with insufficient offense information were also 
weighted for the purposes of projecting the incidence of jail 
removal infractions. These calculations excluded the single 
unknown case recorded at a juvenile center, since this type of 
facility is not affected by jail removal considerations. The 
remaining nine unknown offense cases were each alternately weighted 
three times - as accused criminal-type offenders, as adjudicated 
criminal-type offenders, and as status offenders. When the nine 
cases were projected to be detentions of accused criminal-type 
offenders, those recorded at adult jails were weighted at .5085 
(the proportion of accused criminal-type offenders detained in 
adult jails for more than 6 hours among all known juvenile 
criminal-type offenders held) and those recorded at adult lockups 
were weighted at .4444 (likewise, the proportion of jail removal 
violations of this type that occurred in adult lockups). 

Finally, and in the same fashion, the nine cases with unknown 
offense were also weighted for the purposes of projecting jail 
removal infractions involving adjudicated criminal-type offenders 
and status offenders. For each of these two offender classes, the 
nine cases were alternately weighted by the overall proportions of 
noncompliance in adult jails and adult lockups. For the purpose 
of projecting the number of adjudicated criminal-types held in 
adult jails, the missing cases originating in jails were assigned 
the weight of .1059. Since there were no jail removal violations 
involving adjudicated criminal-type offenders in village lockups, 
the five offense missing cases reported in lockups were projected 
to have a value of 0.00. 

This weighting procedure - involving the four types of data 
projection described above - was implemented by assigning a weight 
equivalent to the product of the four weights to each case of 
juvenile detention. With the exception of the data from adult 
lockups, the product of the four weights was ordinarily less than 
1.00 for the majority of weighted cases. Because of this, the 
projected number of noncompliant cases, for any given type, may be 
smaller than the number of unweighted cases upon which it is based. 
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APPENDIX TWO: 

1989 Jail Removal Violations by 
Offense Type and Location. 

COMMON ACRONYMS USED TO IDENTIFY THE OFFENSES FOR WHICH 
JUVENILES WERE DETAINED DURING 1989 IN VIOLATION OF JJDP 
MANDATES. 

ASLT PO 
ASSAULT 
ASSAULTl 
ASSAULT3 
ASSAULT4 
BURGl 
BURG2 
BW 
CM2 
CM3 
CM4 
CT 
CTORDER 
CURFEW 
DC 
DO 
DWI 
DWVOL 
FTA 
MCA 
MIP 
MIW2 
MOP 
NEG DRIV 
PC/ALC 
PC 
PV 
RESIST 
RUNAWAY 
SEX ASLT 
T47/ALC 
THEFT 
THEFT2 
THEFT3 
UNK FELS 
UNKNOWN 
voe 

WA 
WA:TRAF 

Assault on Police Officer 
Assault, unspecified degree 
Assault, first degree 
Assault, third degree 
Assault, fourth degree 
Burglary, first degree 
Burglary, second degree 
Bench Warrant, unspecified 
Criminal Mischief, second degree 
Criminal Mischief, third degree 
Criminal Mischief, fourth degree 
Criminal Trespass, unspecified 
Court Order 
Curfew Violation 
Disorderly Conduct 
Detention Order 
Driving While Intoxicated 
Driving Without Valid License 
Failure to Appear 
Minor Consuming Alcohol 
Minor In Possession 
Misconduct with Weapons, second 
Minor On Premises 
Negligent Driving 
Protective Custody/Alcohol Detox 
Protective Custody 
Probation Violation 
Resisting Arrest 

Sexual Assault, unspecified 
Title 47 Protective Custody 
Theft, unspecified 
Theft, second degree 
Theft, third degree 
Multiple unspecified felony charges 
Unknown offense 
Violation of Conditions 
Warrant 
Warrant, Traffic related 
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BARROW ADULT JAIL: JAIL REMOVAL VIOLATIONS OFFENSE TYPE AND 

NUMBER. 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS 
HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS. 

ASSAULT3 2 
BURGl 3 
CM2 1 

CM3 4 

DWI 1 

MIW2 1 

THEFT2 1 

THEFT3 1 

ADJUDICATED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS. 

CTORDER 1 
PV 2 

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS. 

MCA 17 
PC/ALC 2 
RUNAWAY 2 

CORDOVA ADULT JAIL: JAIL REMOVAL VIOLATIONS OFFENSE TYPE AND 

NUMBER. 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS 
HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS. 

DWI 1 
UNKNOWN 1 

ADJUDICATED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS. 

CTORDER 1 
UNKNOWN 0 

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS. 

MCA 7 
MIP 1 
UNKNOWN 1 
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CRAIG ADULT JAIL: JAIL REMOVAL VIOLATIONS OFFENSE TYPE AND NUMBER. 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS 
HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS. 

ASSAULT4 1 
THEFT 1 

ADJUDICATED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS. 

WA 1

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS. 

MOP 
PC/ALC 

DILLINGHAM ADULT JAIL: 

1 

1 

JAIL REMOVAL VIOLATIONS, OFFENSE TYPE AND 

NUMBER. 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS 
HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS. 

DC 
DWI 

1 

1 

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS. 

MCA 17
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HOMER ADULT JAIL: JAIL REMOVAL VIOLATIONS, OFFENSE AND NUMBER. 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS 

HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS. 

DWI 

DWVOL 1 

THEFT 2 

ADJUDICATED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS. 

CTORDER 1 

UNKNOWN 0 

WA 1 

WA:TRAF 1 

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS. 

MCA 10 

MIP 2 

UNKNOWN 0 

KODIAK ADULT JAIL: JAIL REMOVAL VIOLATIONS, OFFENSE AND NUMBER. 

ADJUDICATED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS. 

BW 1 

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS. 

MIP 1 
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KOTZEBUE ADULT JAIL: JAIL REMOVAL VIOLATIONS, OFFENSE AND NUMBER. 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS 
HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS. 

ASSAULT 1 

BURG2 
DC 1 

DWI 1 

NEG DRIV 1 

THEFT 2 

ADJUDICATED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS. 

voe 5 

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS. 

PC/ALC 1 

NAKNEK ADULT JAIL: JAIL REMOVAL VIOLATIONS, OFFENSE AND NUMBER. 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDER 
HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS. 

SEX ASLT 1 

PETERSBURG ADULT JAIL: JAIL REMOVAL VIOLATIONS, OFFENSE AND 

NUMBER. 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDER 
HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS. 

DWVOL 1

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS. 

MIP 3
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SEWARD ADULT JAIL: JAIL REMOVAL VIOLATIONS, OFFENSE AND NUMBER. 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS 

HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS. 

ASSAULT4 1 

BURG2 1 

CM3 1 

CT 2 

DWI 2 

THEFT 1 

THEFT2 1 

UNK FELS 1 

ADJUDICATED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS. 

WA:TRAF 5

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS. 

PC 
PC/ALC 

2 

1 

SITKA ADULT JAIL: JAIL REMOVAL VIOLATIONS, OFFENSE AND NUMBER. 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS 

HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS. 

ASSAULT4 
CM3 

2 

1 

ADJUDICATED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS. 

BW 

PV 

voe 

2 

2 

1 
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VALDEZ ADULT JAIL: JAIL REMOVAL VIOLATIONS, OFFENSE AND NUMBER. 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS 

HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS. 

ASSAULT3 

CM4 

1 

5 

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS. 

CURFEW 

MIP 

WRANGELL ADULT JAIL: 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE 

DWI 

DWVOL 

THEFT2 

THEFT3 

STATUS OFFENDERS AND 

MIP 

4 

5 

JAIL REMOVAL 

NUMBER. 

OFFENDERS. 

2 

1 

1 

NON OFFENDERS 

1 
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MAT-SU PRETRIAL ADULT CORRECTIONAL CENTER: 

JAIL REMOVAL VIOLATIONS, OFFENSE AND NUMBER. 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS 

HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS. 

DWI 

DWVOL 

FTA 

2 

1 

2 

ADJUDICATED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS. 

BW 

PV 

1 

3 

KETCHIKAN ADULT CORRECTIONAL CENTER: 

JAIL REMOVAL VIOLATIONS, OFFENSE AND NUMBER. 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS 

HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS. 

ASLT PO 1 

ASSAULT4 1 

BURGl 1 

BURG2 2 

CM2 2 

RESIST 2 

ADJUDICATED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS. 

DO 1 

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS. 

MOP 1 
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ANAKTUVUK PASS ADULT LOCKUP 

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS: 

MCA 2* 

ANGOON ADULT LOCKUP 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDER 
HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS: 

ASSAULT4 1 

CHEVAK ADULT LOCKUP 

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS: 

PC/ALC 
UNKNOWN 

2 

1 

FORT YUKON ADULT LOCKUP 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS 
HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS: 

ASLT PO 2 
ASSAULTl 2 
ASSAULT3 2 

GALENA ADULT LOCKUP 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS 
HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS: 

DWI 2

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS: 

T47/ALC 2

* The number of violations attributed to any single
adult lockup is the product of a weighting scheme.
See "Methodology" section.
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GLENNALLEN ADULT LOCKUP 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDERS 

HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS: 

ASSAULT4 1 

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS: 

RUNAWAY 5 

HOONAH ADULT LOCKUP 

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS: 

RUNAWAY 2 

KING COVE ADULT LOCKUP 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDER 

HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS: 

DWI 4 

POINT HOPE ADULT LOCKUP 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDER 

HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS: 

DWI 2 

SAINT MARYS ADULT LOCKUP 

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS: 

CURFEW 2 
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SELAWIK ADULT LOCKUP 

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS: 

MCA 7 

TOK ADULT LOCKUP 

ACCUSED CRIMINAL TYPE OFFENDER 

HELD IN EXCESS OF 6 HOURS: 

UNKNOWN 4 

STATUS OFFENDERS AND NONOFFENDERS: 

UNKNOWN 4 
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UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA ANCHORAGE 

3 December 1990 

Mr. Dick Illias 

}211 1'rt1,·idl'11n· I lri,·,· A11ch11rag,·, ,•\L,,ka <Jl)508 

(LJ07) 7Hb-181 l) (907) 7K(i-7Ti7 lax 

Youth Corrections Administrator 
Division of Family and Youth Services 
SOA DHSS 
550 W. 8th, Suite 304 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

Dear Dick: 

JUSTICE CENTER 

Thank you for calling to my attention the mistakes contained 
in the 1989 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act 
Comoliance Monitorinq Report. I have corrected pages 14, 30, and 
32, and have added a footer noting their revised status. I 
apologize for the errors and any inconvenience they caused. Let 
me know if I can be of any further assistance. 

Sincerely, 
, /} � 

0//£;�
Em� 
Research Associate 
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